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CONFIDENTIAL

INTRODUCTION

Thia publication has been oomiled to present 
and accurate information on the subjeote 

of bombs, bomb fusee, and pyrotechnics employed 
by the armed services of the United States. In 
addition to information on currently used ordnance, 
suoh obsolete or obsolescent ordnanoe as might be 
encountered in bomb disposal activities has been 
included.
The plan of this pubHcation is as follows:

SECTION I: High Ex^!<^i^^vs Bombs
Part I:

II:
III:
iv:

U.S. Army "fodlfied Ma'lt1 Series 
U.S. Army "O" Series
U.S. Navy "Ok" Series
U.S. Army-Navy ’AN* Series

SECTION II: InoenUary 4 ChemlciaL Bombs

SECTION III: Bomb Fures
SECTION IV!

Part I: 
II: 

III:

Pyrotsohnlos
M.rcraft pyrotechnics 
Ground pyoteohnlos 
Shin and Subrnrlne Pyrotechnics

Deviation from this plan has been made in the case 
of the more recently developed bombs Wiich bear the 
"O* or "Ok" designation, but Wiich possibly rill be 
standardized for both Army and Navy use in the future. 
Wien suoh maaerial is stendar^zsd, and as further 
information concerning the subjects covered in this 
publlpation is received, that information will be 
forwarded to the possessors of the pubHcation in 
the form of Correction and MUHon sheets.
The section on Land Oines and firing devices has been 
deleted and will be found in a book covering the entire 
cu^eot to be inserted in the Hand Grenade book binder 
at a later date.
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INTRODUCTION
Prior to 1941, the Army and the Mery had their own individual deeigne for and 

manufacture of all types of bombs, and eaoh servloe had its own distinctive nomen
clature to indloata a particular piece of ordnanoa. The Navy noaenalature vac 
prefixed by the word •Mark" (abbreviated Mt), the number of the design was indi
cated by a Roman Numeral, and the subsequent mdlfloationa to the original design 
were indicated by the abbreviation "Nod* follwed by the number- of the particular 
modification: i.e., Mk XH-Mod 2 500 lb. O.P. bomb. The Army nlaenec•ture prior
to July 1, 1925 was similar to the above, differing only in the method of desig
nating the subsequent lKllfloatllns of a particular de sign. A sollfllttlln of an 
Army bomb was indicated by the abbreviation ‘R‘ flll<nrel by a Roman -tuBerotL; i.e., 
Me i-MIi 100 lb. OP. bomb.

in 1925, the Army changed its method of designation to avoid oonfusUn with 
Naval lalnance: and since that time, the designation of all items has been pre
fixed by the abbreviation "M" (for Mo<1i1) foUowed by an A’abU -lunerat. Subse
quent md^1081ions are indioated by adding the letter *A" foHnted by the number 
of the particular K>llfloation; i.e., M 38A2 indicates the seund aollfloation of 
the bomb originally adopted as the 0 38.

Early in 1941, a Joint nm^ltltee for stand^arlltttlln of lrlntnoe, known as the 
Army-Navy Sttndsa•dlzatlln Board, was orested and since its inception, bomb produc
tion, w.th very few exceptions, Jas been of the types approved by this Board for 
Joint issue to the Army, the Navy, and the British forces. The rssponniblflty of 
designing bombs for land targets was given to the Army, and bombs for Naval ob
jectives or for la^risr use ware to be developed by the Navy. Designs aolsptel 
by this committee are falilatsl by the prefix 'AN' foUnTed by the Army or the 
Navy designation for the particular item. Time, an Army bomb approved for Joint 
production muld be designated AN-M 64A1, and a Navy bomb whloh was allspted would 
be lseignatsd AJt-Mk S3.

in this publication, the bombs have been oategorlted amrdlng to the partic
ular series in whUh they were lsvellpsd; hence, the mtlm on bombs omelets of 
four parts, cub of whloh has an introduction listing the common oharacltsaatios 
of the bombs within that series, in brief, the four parte and the funlamesn^tl 
lhwatltsa^tfls of enh are as follimsl 

PART i: U.S. ARMT ‘MODIFIED MURK1 SERIES

PART ii: U.S. ARMM ‘M‘ SERIES

8tream.insd and flll^ with 
100% TNT.

P^sIIsI sides, ogival nose, 
and boat tall; box type tall 
assembly construction; and 
flll^ with 50/50 Asstol 
senled at both spIs with TNT 
surrounds

PART iii: U.S. NAVT ‘MK" SERIES

PART iV: US. ARMT-NAVT ‘AN" SERIES

Similar to design of Army 
bombs and flll^ with 100% 
TNT; discontinued with some 
exceptions under the stand
ardization program.

Similar to the "M" Series, 
exoept (a) third suspension 
lug aHed at oentsr of grav
ity and 180° removed from 
other two lugs, and (b) base 
plate ohanged to the male 
type.

Slnoe the lsvslopmlsnt of the "AN* series there have bein two further sollllla- 
tlons of the general purpose (GP.) bomba within that aorlss, suooeealvsly the 
"AN-O.P." and the 1JAI--.P.A11 sollfloatllna. The ohanges lhea■atle^latll of 
these two aollfllatllns are dealt with in the fntrlduotlln to Part TV.
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U.S. ARMY “MODIFIED MARK "SERIES (OBSOLETE)

IOOLB. MK.I M4 (47"2 LONG)

600 LB. MK.I M2 (63‘0 LONG)

2000LB. MK.I M3 (I35“8 LONG)

2000 LB. MK.I M4 85 (I35"8 LONG)

RESTRICTED

- 4 -



This particular series of bombs was not satis
factory for war use and has been abandoned, except 
for a few of these bombs wnich are being used at 
the present for target practice and trainUig 
purposes. They are all of the same type and are 
intended for the same target use: Army Demolition 
H.E. bombs for General Bombardment* The following 
chart contains the essential data concerning the 
bombs of this aeries

U. 3. ARMY BOMBS

"MODIFIED MARK" 

SERIES BOMBS 
(Obsolete)

U. 3. ARMY "MODIFIED MARE* 3ERIES BOMBS

BOMBS
100 lb. 

Mt I MIV
300 lb. 

Mk I CI
600 lb. 

Me I »II
1100 lb, 

Mk III MI
2000 lb, 

Mk I M III
AM IV

2000 lb*
Mtl MV

FUZES Noos: IQOS T«lli M106

OVERALL LENGTH 47.2" 51*2" 63*0" 68.5" 135.8"

LENGTH OF BODY 39.5" 40*6" 52.2" 61*6" 97,0"

BODY DIAMETER 7.9" 12.2" 16*5" 20.8" 18*5"

WALL THICKNESS 0.16" 0.12” 0.2" 0.15" 0*50"

WALL MATERIAL St661.

BODY CONSTRUCTION Streamlined body formed by welding 
three cast steel seoti^ns together.

Cast steel, 
nose riveted 
to seamLess 
steel tubing; 
rear not 
tapered*

Sea^ess 
steel tub* 
Ing*

TYPE OF SUSPENSION HoriMimtal*

CONSTRUCTION OF 
SUSPENSION

Two V-shaped bar steel eyebolts weld
ed to body along longitudinal axis*

Two U-shaped eyebolts 
on plates secured to 
body by cap screws*

COLOR & Ml RINGS Prior to March 11, 1942, these bombs would have been yellow 
all over with black mmri'acturers marldngs, but since that date 
rill be olive-drab with one inch yellow bands around nose and 
base and a 1/4 inch band around center of gravity.

LENGTH OF TAIL 8*5" 12*0" 14*0" 33*5" 49.2"

WDTH OF TAIL 11*0" 15.0" 20*5" 28*5" 26*1"

MATERIAL OF TAIL Sheet Steel Sheet steel rith cast 
steel tail cone*

TAIL CONSTRUCTION A cast steel sleeve secured 
to body by a fin locking nut 
four fins or vanes; internal 
box-type struts.

Four vanes 
with bar 
struts, 
attached 
to body 
by screws.

Four vanes riveted to 
tail cone; two sets 
external bar struts 
to reinforce vanes* 
Cone secured to flange 
on base plate.

WEIGHT OF TAIL 2*6#
6*1# | 5.0# 55*0# 140.0#

TYPE OF FIHHG Cast TNT

WEIGHT OF PHUNG 65*0# 148.0# 355.0# 650.0# 960.0#

TOTAL WEIGHT 119.4# 285*9# 611*0# 1175*0# 1920*0# 1830*0#

CHARGtyWlGHT
RATIO

54.5% 52. % 58.% 55.3$ 50.% 52.4$

662970 O - 45 - 2 B -
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introduction

BOMBS INCLUDED IN THIS "M" SERIES ARIE:

M-30 1<» 1 b.
M-31 SOD lb. 
M-32 B(X> lb. 
M-33 1100 lb.
M-34 2000 lb. 
M-67 260 lb.
M-43 600 lb.
M-44 1000 lb.

Demolition H.E. 
IDniiolitlon H.E. 
Demolition H.E. 
CDmolition H.E. 
IDm^l^l^lc^n H.E. 
JDamlltlon H.E.

H.E. 
tDD01ltOon H.E.

Prior to the orgain-zation of the AN Standardisation Board In 1941, these bomhs 
were designated as "Dmolition H.E." bombs; under the standardisation policy they 
were rmtitled as "Gneral Purpose High EqilosivD (Q»P,H.E.)" bombs.

COMMON CB^AATERISTICS OF THE "M" SERIES BOMS:

Amrmultim dumps, railway engines, and cars, all types of construction, 
and aircraft on the ground.

Fusing: Refer to page

Body, Construction; These bombs may be made by any one of the fallowing methods;
" (af'Erim seamless steel tubing in which the nosm of the bomb 1a foimed by

swaging and the tail by drawing to the necessary diameter; (b) or the case my 
be forged in one piece; (c) or the bomb may be formed from cast emotions welded 
together. Tiese bombs have female base fllinTig plate*.

Type of Suspension: Always suspended horisontally by dual lugs.

Construction of_Suspension Lug: Two myetaXts welded to body along longitudinal axis 
of the bomb. The ' eyebolts arm formed frem bar steel, shaped in the form of a 
U and then welded to the body.

Color and Maarknga: Prior to March 11, 1942, these bombs woi^d have been painted 
yellow all over with blamk mnufaatturr’s mrkings: since that date they have 
been painted olive-to'ab with a one-inch yellow band around the nose and base and 
a 1/4 inch band around the center of gravity.

MattmiaL of Tail; Sheet steel.

Tail.Coonsruotion: This type of tail consists of thm following parts; (a) a cast
LJ steel sleeve secured to the body of the bomb by a fin locking nut; (b) four fins 

or vanes; (c) internal bn-type struts. One vane and one strut arm prossmd fTU 
one piece of utal and the four pieces are welded together and to the sleeve.

Type of Filling: (a) 50/50 Anaaol. Since ^utal is hygroscopic, TNT surrounds arm 
placed around the nose and tail booster sleeves to seal thm Amaol from mlsturm:
(b) 10C% TNT, which will be stenoillsd on the bomb. All of this series exoept 
the 100 lb. M-30 contain two built-in M104 auAli^y boosters, one in thm nosm 
and one in the tail, which contain tetryl. The 100 lb. M-30 has the aiu^lillMy 
buster in the nose only. The ML 02 adapter booster (tetryl) is threaded to the 
base plate of all bombs in the series and receives the tail fuse.

Other bombs that carry an "M” designation, although not actuAly classified in 
the hM" series, are included in this section because they arm obsolescent;

M-62 600 lb. A.P.-H.E.
M-61 800 lb. A.P.-H.E.
M-60 900 lb. A.P.-H.E.
M52 1000 lb. A.P.-H.E
M63 1400 lb. AF.^H.E.
M-5 30 lb. Frag.

I



DATA;

OVERALL LENGTH...................................53.8 la.
BODY LENGTH ................................... IB. OB In.
BODY .................................................................4.2 In.
WALL THICHN38........................................ 0.6 In.
TAIL LENGTH
TAIL WIDTH ...................................8.8 In.
HAIL WIGHT

U 3. ARMY BOMB

30 LB. FRAG

M 5

(Obsolete)

WIGHTS:

Hype of Filling .............................. * . T.H.T.
Weight of Filling........................................4.8B Iba.
Total Wseght ........................................29.8 Iba.
Chg/ Wt. Ratio ........................................ 18.34 ■

rUZING: Mk XIV

BOUT CONSTRUCTION: The body oonslat* of a eesinleee ateel tube over whioh are fitted
rlnga out from oaat at eel pipe. Cast steel noae and base pieoea
thread onto thia center tube.

SUSPENSION: Horizontally, vertically, or in a oluatar. U-ahaped eyebolta
are welded to bomb at oen'ter of gravity and to rear of tall. 
Lrter iasuea of bomba ware in the MS Bluster whioh contained 
8lx MB 30 lb. frag, boaba.

COLOR AND MARINOS: Prior to March 11, 1942: yellow with black manuffccTusr’a aark-
ingai alnoe that date: olive drab with 1 inch yellow banda 
around noae and baae, 1/4 inoh band around oenter of gravity.

TAIL cOlffTRUCTION: Four rectangular eheet atee! vanea voided to a length of 1 inoh
oaat iron pipe that acrewa into the baae filing plug.

REMARK: OTwolete boab.



RESTRICTED

"M" SERIES DEMOLITION BOMBS
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RESTRICTED U.S. ARMY SERIES 
ARMOR PIERCING BOMBS 

(OBSOLETE)

9OOLB.M6O
61'^2 LONG

CONVERTED 
ARTILLERY 

PROJECTILES

600 LB. M62
62"06 LONG

800 LB. M6i
58'72 LONG

- 12 -



RESTRICTED U. 3. ARMY BOMBS

"M" A. P.-H.E.

BOMBS

(Armor Plerolng)

DATA ON "M" DESIGNATED A.P.-H.E. BOMBS

ROWRS M-62 M-61 M-60 M-82 M—63 .
600 lbs. 800 lbs. 900 lbs. 1000 lbs. 1400 lbs.

OVERALL LENGTH 62.1 in. 58.7 In. 61.7 in. 70.9 in. 69.1 in.

LENGTH OF BODY 46.9 In. 38.6 In. 41.3 In. 50.0 In. 45.7 In.

DIAMETER OF BODY 10.1 In. 12.4 In. 12.2 In. 12.3 In. 14.3 In.

WALL THICKNESS 2.3 In.

LENGTH OF TAIL 17.5 In. 22.7 in. 22.76 In. 22.76 in. 24.0 in.

WIDTH OF TAIL 13.8 In. 16.6 In. 16.6 In. 16.6 in. 19.6 In.

WEIGHT OF TAIL 15.12 lbs. 22.4 lbs. 22.4 lbs. 21.0 lbs.

TYPE OF FILLING Emissive D Explosive D E^loeive D Explosive D Explosive D

WEIGHT OF FILLING 33.61 lbs. 32.68 lbs. 43.34 lb«e 58.35 lbs. 35 lbs.

TOTAL BOMB WEIGHT 634,0 lbs. 853.0 lbs. 889.0 lbs. 1077.0 lbs. 1412.0 lbs.

CHARGE/WEIGHT 
RATIO

5.% 3.8% 4.S8 5.48 2.5 8

COMMON CHIURICTERI3TICS "M" DESIGNATED A.P. BOMBS

TARGE?: Armored naval seaoraft, reinforced concrete, heavy steel
construction.

FUZES: M-102 or AN-M 102, including AL 4 A2 modmoatiOM

1UTERIAL OF MALL: Steel

BODY CONSTRUCTION: These bombs aTe converted seacoast artillery shells from
which the rotating bands may have been removed. The oases 
are single-piece steel forgings. The modifications of the 
M52 and M62 differ only slightly in external dimensions 
and are all equipped with a nose oap for streamlining.

TYPE OF SUSPENSION: Horizontal

CONSTRUCTION OF Two U-shaped eyebolts welded to platss taat are welded or
SUSPENSION LUG: rlestn! Io suspensloo bsmds . The bands are Manedd oc hhe

case by tightening bolts on under side of bomb.

COLOR 4 MAAKINGS: Prior to March 11, 1942, these bombs would have been
painted yellow all over with black mannffotiser's mark
ings; sinoe that date they have been painted tllveda"ab 
with a one J^mh yellow band around the nose and base and 
a 1/4 inch band around the oerter of gravity.

CONSTRUCTION OF TAIL: Truncated tall oone la secured to bomb base by a looking
nut at top of fuze body; four fins or vanes are supported 
by Internal box-type struts.

13
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I

DO LB. GENERAL PURPOSE BOMB MK. 4 MOD 4
FIN ASSEMBLY----------
FIN LOCK NUT---------
T/AIL CLOSING PLUG
REAR CAP-----------------

I

H
CD

I

ARMING WIRE--------
SUSPENSION LUG
EXPLODER CASING

BOOSTER CASING
FUZE * BOOSTER 
CASING ADAPTER
BOOSTER PELLET —

NOSE FUZE AN-MK. R19 

SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIPS

EXPLOSIVE (TNT)
LUG SINGLE 
(AMERICAN OR BRITISH TYPE)



DATA:
OVERALL LENGTH . 
BODY LENGTH . 
BODY DIAMETER . 
WALL THICKNESS . 
TAIL LENGTH . . 
TAIL WIDTH . . 
TAIL WEIGHT

Mk I
Mods 2-3

48.6 In.

7.9 in..
21.0 in.
9.8 in.

Ml IV
.1-.*.

36.2 in. 
28.0 in, 
8.0 in.
C.175 In.
9.1 in. 

11.0 in.

U. 3. NAVY BOMBS

100 LB. G.P.
Ml 1 and Modi 
Mk 4 and Mods

(Obsolescent)

WEIGHTS!

Type of Tilling.................. Mk I, T.N.T. Mk 4, T.N.T.
Weight of Filling..................... Me I: 65 lba. HM 4l 55 lbs.
Total Wight ........................ Mk I: US lba. MM 4: 120) lba. Mod 1; 105 lbs.Mod 4
Cbg / Nt. Ritlo.......................... Mk I: M4 MM 4: 45.85S; S2.%

FUZING: AN-Mk 219 Mi233

BODY CONSTRUCTION: Mk I. Noda 2-3: Two sheet steel castings welded together, the 
Domb having a "tear drop' shape.

Mk TV, M^s 1-4: Single piece steel forging: cylindrical with 
ogival nose.

SUSPENSIONS Mk I» Mods 2-3: Horitcntal suspension by two logs welded on 
body: may have single lug or trunnions on band.

Mk XV.Mods 1-4* Two lugs welded on bod? 14 inohes apM*t: single 
lug welded on opposite side.

COLOR & MURONG8: Grey over All with 4 moh yellow disc between two lugs, indicat
ing H.E. May be yell«r overall.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION: Mb I. Mods 2-3: Tour vanes which pass down over the body are 
welded to a tail oone. Vanes fastened to body of bomb by screws 
and are braced by two sets of bar struts riveted to vanes.

Mk IV.Mods 1-4: Four vanes welded to a sleeve which is secured 
to bomb body with a locking nut. Box type Internal struts are 
welded to the vanes.



DATA;
Ml12 ** .2 

OVERALL LEMOTT............................... Ba.Oln.
BOOT LENGTH ............................... 42.8 in.
BOOT DIAMSTR............................... 14.0 in.
WALL THICCSEE8............................... 0.38 in .
TAIL LSSGTE ............................... 20 in.
TAIL WIDTH ...................................... 19.4 in.
TAIL WEIGHT

a. .5. RAtt MM

500 LB. G.P
Mt 12
Mk 12 Mod 1
Mt 12 Md 2 

(Obaoleaoant)

niains:

Typa of FHHim....................   . . . . t.h.t.
Wight of FilTf.......................... . , 258 lbs.
Total Wight ................................... 504 lba.
Chg / W. R^tio .............................. .... 50*

rUIINO: Moca: AH-Mt 219 (InatantanaouaXRaqulra* MM 219 adaptar ring and on*
additional Mk I auxiliary buatar).
Mt 221 (.01 aaoond delay) ,Mt 243-0,Mk 244-0-1,Mk239

Tllll Mt 223 (.01 aaoond delay), Mt 229; MM 229 Mod 3

BODY CONSTT.OCTTON: Ona piaoa ataal, forged or drawn: oylindrloal with ogival noea.

SUSPENSION: Horizontal aurponeion by two lugs or trunnions on band for diva
boabli^k

COLOR 4 MARKINGS: Oroy overall with yoH^ diao baleen luga indicating R.S.

TAIL CtHtS'TRICCIOH: Four ahaat natal vanaa waldad to oona Which ia attaohad to body
by a nut vthLoh aurrounda tha fuza. Box typa atruta.

REMARKS: Thraa othar 500 lb. OP. boabe, now obaolata, era:
500 lb. Mt III, Mid 1
500 lb. 'MM XII, Mid 1
500 lb. Mk IX

Toa 500 lb. Mt 12 Mid 2 ia atlll to ba found in tha flald, but 
ia no longar baing aanuunoturad.
In ordar to gat a wldar aalaotion of poaalbla tall fuzinga, uaa 
an M 102 adaptar booatar with a .47 inoh apaoar ring, and in- 
atall any of tha foilwing fuzaa: AU-MOUA!, M 11SA1 or M 116.

Tha Mt 12 and Mt 12 Mod 1, alao daolarad obeolata, differ from 
tha Mt 12 Mod 2 in that tha trunniona ara waldad to tha body, 
in tha fornar typaa.

%



1000 LB. G.P BOMB MK.I3 MOD. 2
TRUNNION ----------

‘HOSTING LUG - 

ARMING WIRE — 

SUSF^I^IN^ION LUG

TAIL FUZE MKH3---------

FIN LOCK NUT-------------

BASE PLUG ------------------
AUXILIARY BOOSTER (V

— FIN ASSEMBLY 

ARMING BRACKET

EXPLOSIVE (TNT)-----------
FUZE SEAT LINER---------1
AUXILIARY BOOSTER (1) 

NOSE FUZE MK. *S1\ .

SAFETY '

(Fahnestock) clips

FUZE ADAPTER

— SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIPS 

TRUNNION BAND (REMOVABLE) 

GUIDE KEY
ALTERNATE

NOSE FUZE AN-MK. *19

AUXILIARY BOOSTER



DATA:

OVERALL LENGTH . . . .......................
BODY LENGTH . . . ....................... 53.0 nn.
BODY DIAMETER . . . ....................... 17.7 m.
WAUL THICKNESS . . . ...... 0.45 in.
TAIL LENGTH . . . ....................... 22.3 in.
TAIL WIDTH . . .
TAIL WEIGHT

U. ,8. NAV BOMB

1000 LB
Mk 13
Wk 13 Mod
Mk 13 Mod

WIGHTS;

G.P.

1
2

(ObaolMcent)

Type of Filling .
Weeght of FillLn
Total Weeght .
Chg / ¥t. Itlo .

FUZING: Nose: AN-Mk 219 (Instantaneous). Requires Mik 219 adapter ring and one addi
tional Wt 1 auxiliary booster.
Mk 221 (.01 aarrnd delay).Mk 2«-0,M244-0-l.Mk239

Tail: M 223 (.01 eeoond delay)? Mk 229; Mk 229 Mod 3;Mk230 and Mods.

T.N.T.
51 1 lba. 
1005 lba,
31 <

BOUT CONSTRUCTION: One pieoe drawn or forged eteel; oylindrloal with ogival noae,

SUSPENSION* Horlaonta by two auapenalon luge, or suspended by trunnion* 
on band around body for dive bombing. Torpedo cling guide key 
welded to boob for suspension in torpedo slings.

COLOR 4 MARKINGS Grey over tall with 11 inoh yellow diao between a^^t^i^aion lugs 
to indioate H.E.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION: Four vanea welded to tall oone wiloh ia eeo^ed to body by a
looking nut wMLoh aorewa onto threaded ooHer of the baae plate

REMARKS: Though thia boob oay be found in the field, it ia no longer 
being nanufaotured.

In order to get a wider aelantion of possible tall fusings, use 
an M.02 adapter booster with a .47 inoh apaoer ring, and in
stall any of the knowing fusee: AN-M102A2, M114A1 or M117.

The Mk 3, Mk 5. and Mk 9 boobs are deolared obsolete and will 
be expended in praotioe. The Mk 13 and Mk 13 Mod 1. also obso
lete, differ from the Mk 13 Mod 2 in that the trunnions and two 
hoisting lugs are welded onto the body.

L.
862910 0 - 45 -3 21 -



RESTRICTED

DATA;

OVERALL LENGTH 
BODY LENGTH 
BODY DIAMETER 
WALL THICKNESS 
TAIL LENGTH 
TAIL WIDTH 
TAIL WEIGHT

Mk 29

70.0
41.0 In.
17.7 In. 

.12 In.
36 in.
17.7 in.

Mk 37

63.0 in.
41.0 in.
17.7 In,

.12 in.
29 in.
17.7 in.

H 3, NATO BOWK

650 LB. DEPTH

Mk 29 (Obsolete)
Mk 37 (obsolete)

WEIGHTS,

Type of Filliin...................................T.N.T.
Weight or Filling.............................. Mk 29s «>4 lbs.i Mk 37 : 464 lbs.
Total Weight ...................................Mk 65-7 Ibe.J Mk 37: 6!5 lbi.
Chg / Wt. fosaio................................... Mk 29: 70<; Mk 37; 7O<.

FUZING; Nose; AN-M 103 (instantaneous); AN-ML03A1
AN-Mk 219 (Instantaneous)>ME221; Mk 239

Athwaarships AN-Mk 224 or AN-Mk 23-4

TML1: Mk 229; Mk 229 Moi 3- AN1M320,Moos

BODY CONSTRUCTION; Bombs ate atfufaoturiA with a hemiepheeioa. nose reinforced with 
steel disc. The suspension lugs are reinforced with a steel strip. 
Flat nose attachment in the shape of a bucket and fitting down 
under the nose of the bomb, can be used to improve underwater 
trajeotory. The Vacant spaces are then fill^. with plaster of 
parie. These attachments increase the weight by 72 lbs.

SUSPENSION; Horizontal suspension by the usual two suspension lugs, with 
threaded holes on each side 90° removed to reoeiTe trunnion lugs 
for displacement gear of dive-bombers.

COLOR 4 MMtEINGS; Painted olive drab er grey oveird-1 with an 11 inch yellow diao 
between the two suspension lugs* May be light grey overa.1.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION; Four sheet steel vanes welded to tail cone which is secured to the 
body by looking nut screwing onto the rear of the body. JAwular 
strut is used around rear of vanes. The tail of the Mk 37 was 
shortened by 7 inches so that the Mk 229 tail fuse could arm store 
readily. Otherwise the tail is similar to that of the Mik 29.

REMARES; (1) AN-Mk 219 will not arm under 2500 feet altitude if flat-nose 
attaotaent ia used.

(2) Use Mk 219 adapter ring and insert a&lltlonal au^il-iary booster 
when using AN-Mk 219.

(3) AN-M103 or AN-M103A1 will not arm with flat-nose attachment, 
unless special arming vanes are used.

(4) An extender is supplied with eaoh bomb to permit installation 
of the AN-Mk 224 or AN-Mk 234 hydrostatic fuze in the longer 
athwvtshio tube.

(5) The Mk 29 converted to the Mk 37 by replacing the tall.
(6) Because of numerous instances in water crash landings where 

depth bombs fused with the AN-Mk 224 or AN-Mk 234 exploded, 
these two fuzes have been suspended from use. As a conse
quence, the Mk 29 and Mk 37 may be used only if a nose 
impact fuse is installed.

- 23 -



AIRCRAFT DEPTH ARMING WIRES

BOAAB MK38 suspension lug

AND MK.49

HOISTING LUG SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIPS
ARMING BRACKET

AUXILIARY BOOSTER (2) 
FUZE SEAT LINER _

I
co

I
HYDROSTATIC TAIL FUZE MK. 229

TRUNNION

FUZE ADAPTER
NOSE FUZE AN-MK. 819 
SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIPS

HYDROSTATIC FUZE AN-MK. 834 
AUXILIARY BOOSTER (') 

FUZE SEAT LINER 
TAIL PLATE 

FIN LOCK NUT
ALTERNATE NOSE FUZE AN-M103 
(EQUIPPED WITH MODIFIED ARMING VANE)

ESTRICTED

auxiliary
BOOSTER (1



MSIPICTS?
DATA:

OVERALL LENGGM . 
BODY LENGTH . 
BODY DIAMMET . 
WALL THICKNNE3 . 
TAIL LENGTH . 
TAIL WIDTH . 
TAIL WEIGHT

. 58.5 in. 

. 36.4 In.

. 17.7 in.

. .12 in.

. 29.0 in.

. 17.7 in.

D. 3, NAVY BOMB

650 LB. DEPTH
Mk 38 (T.H.T.)
Wk 49 (Torpax)

(Obsolete)

WEIGHTS:

Type of Fillu»......................................... Mk 38: TNT; Mt 49: Torpex
Wl^ht of Filling....................................... Mk 38: 425 lbs. ; >tt 49: 4TC lbs.
Total Weight .....................................Hk 38: 634 lbs.; MM 49: CB! lbs.
Ch / W. Ratio .....................................Mk 38: 67 M 49 : 69

FUZING: Nose: AN-M103; AN-M103A1 (Instantaneous setting oily) With noilflcd 
arming vane.
AN-Mk 219 (Instantaneous)

Athwartship: AN-Mk 224 or AN-Mk 234
Tall: Mt 229; Mk 229 Mod 3 (See Ramarks); AN-Mt230 and Mode.

BODY CONSTRUCTION: The body is constructed in three pieces, the flat nose and tail 
piece being welded onto the sheet steel oenter tube. The sus
pension lugs are reinforced with a strip of sheet steel.

SUSPENSION: Horrzontal suspension by the usual two suspension lugs, with 
threaded holes on eaoh side 90° removed to receive the trunnion 
lugs for suspension from dive bombers.

COLOR 4 MARKINGS: T.N.T. loaded bombs have Mark numbers and weight stencilled in 
yell<w; Torpex loaded bombs have marMngs in blue.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION: Four vanes supported by a circular strut.

REMMRK8: (1) AN-Mk 219 will not arm if dropped from under 2500 feet. A 
Mk 219 adapter and an additional Mt 1 axillary booster 
mat be used with this fuze.

(2) Me 221 arm with difficulty, and should not be used belause 
of delay.

(3) An extender is supplied with each bomb to permit installa
tion of the AN-Mk 224 or AN-Mk 234 hydrostatic fuze in the 
longer athwwtship tube.

(4) AN-M.03 and AN-M103A1 mat have special flat nose depth 
bomb vane.

(5) Because of numerous instances in wter crash landings where 
depth bombs fuzed with the A.N-M 224 or AN-Mk 234 exploded, 
these two fuzes have been suspended from use. As a conse
quence, the Mt 38 and Mt 49 may be used only if a nose 
imest fuze is installed.
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SECTION.
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CONFIDENTIAL



RESTRICTED

U.S. NAVY 30LB. FRAGMENTATION BOMB
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JBESTBICTED

DATA;

OVERALL LENGTH . 
BODY LENGTH . 
BODY DIAMETER . 
WALL THICKNESS . 
TAIL LENGTH . 
TAIL WIDTH . 
TAIL WEIGHT .

fl,. .8.. NAVY BOMB.

. 22.2 In. 

. 12.8 Id.

. 4.2 in.
• 0.57 in.
. 7.0 In.
. 6.5 In.
. 2.5 lbs.

WEIGHTS:

Type of Filling................................................Cast T.N.T.
Weight of r 1111m...........................................4.5 lbs.
Total Weight ................................................33.4 lbs.
Chg / Wt. RitlO................................................13.0)t

30 LB. FRAG

Mk 5, Mods 0, 1, 2, and 3

(Obsolete)

*
FUZING: Nose:

Mk 5 Mod 2 and Mod 3: AN-Mk 219
Mk 5 Mod 0 and Mod 1: Mk XIV (Army Fuses)

BODY CONSTRUCTION: Cast steel noie and tall plsoe threaded onto tubular steel body. 
The only difference in construction is that in the Mk V Mod 1 and 
2, 23 rings out from seam.ess tubing are fitted around the tubu
lar body, while on the Mk 5 Mot 3, a steel wire is helltally 
wound left handed, the adjacent surfaces of wire being parallel.

SUSPENSION: Horizontal suspension by a single eyebolt which is sorewed Into a 
ring at the oenter of the body.

COLOR 4 MJUREING8: Yellow over mi or grey with yellow diso on body.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION: Four sheet steel vanes welded to tall cone, which is secured to 
base plug by a single bolt.

i

s
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5 LB. ANTI-AIRCRAFT BOMB MARK 34
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REBTRICTm

DATA; Q. a. HAVX BOMB

OVERALL LENGTH . . . • •••••»• 15,0 In.
BODY LENGTH . . . •«*■«•»* 18*0 in.
BODY DIAMETER . . . • ••««*«• 3.0 in. 5 LB. A. A.WALL THICKNESS . . . ........ .05 In.
TAIL LENGTH . . . 3.0 in.
TAIL WIDTH . . . •••«■*«« 3.0 in. MM 34
TAIL WEIGHT

(Obsolete)
•

•
WCIGHT8:

Type of Filling ......................................... T.N.T.
Weight of Filling.........................................1.9 lbe.
Total Weight .........................................6.5 lb».
Ch / W. Ritlo .........................................34. B $

FUZING; Mk 887 (Note)

BODY CONSTRUCTION; Reinforced steel nose and. oonioal tail eeation welded to cylin- 
frioal steel body.

SUSPENSION; Mk 3 or Ml 3 Mod 1 container (capacity 20 MM 34 bombs).

COLOR A WARINGS; Grey or olive-drab overall. If grey, Wil have yellow diet on 
body; if dive-dbrab nay have yelliw none band.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION: Eight sheet steel vanes welded to tall oone Wiioh, in turn, is 
welded to body. V^nes are welded on oone at ten degree angle 
from the longitudinal axis*

REMARKS: 3 lb. Type T (Mk X3CXII) A.A. bomb is a suaier oopy of the
5 lb. bomb. It is no longer being used.



praTPTrTm

BOMB CONTAINER MK.3. MOD.I.

FORK REST ASSEMBLY
LEAD

ALUMINUM SKIN

SUSPENSION BAND

EJECTOR SPRINGS COCKING RING

30 -



1
GENERAL:

RESTRICTED U.S, NAVY

Data

OVERALL LENGTH. . 51.1 In.
BOMB CONTAINERDlAfMTET .... 

WEIGH UNLOADED . • • . Me 3:
13.2 In.
65 lbs.

Me 3-1! 67 Us.
weight loaded . . . Me 3: 175 Us.

Me 3-1! 177 lbs.
CAPACITY .... . 20 Me 34 A .A.bomba

Me 3 Mod 1

The containers are desired to carry 20 Me 34 A.A. bombs, ten being held in the 
front compartment and ten in the rear co^partimr^t •

DESCRIPTION:

Each housing assembly contains three bomb bays running lengthwise, the outside 
holding three bombs in each, and the center holding four bombs to make a total of ten 
for each assembly. The bombs are loaded onto three ejector springs that run cross- 
W.se of the housing and are anchored on the flange on each side of the housing. These 
springs eject the bombs after the door opening mechanism unlatches the doors. After 
the last bomb has left each compartment, the door closing mechanism shuts and holds 
the doors closed under spring tension until the container is re-loaded.

The outside skin of the container is of sheet aluminum.

OPERATION:

Wien the operating switch is closed, the solenoid, Me 24 or Me 24 Mod 1, Mounted 
on each of the door opening assemblies, is energized. The solenoid Imparts the 
power derived from the electrical source to unlatch the doors. The ten bombs in the 
front compartment are expelled on the first closing of the operating switch and the 

. ten in the rear are ex^lled on the second closing of the switch.

The container can also be operated manually.

REMARKS:

The Me 3 and Me 3 Mod 1 bomb containers are Identical Wth the exception of the 
suspension band, fork rests, and outside skin.
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IU.S.NAVY PRACTICE BOMBS

13 lb MK. 19 I3.0*1 LONG - 2.6'DIA.

I

100 lb. MK7 41.2" LONG-80“ DIA.

F
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U. S. NAVY

PRACTICE BOMBS

The United States Navy uses two types of practice bombst (a) MlrUature 
practice bombs and (b) regular-sized practice bombs. Since the miniature practice 
bombs contain only a practice signal cartridge as a spotting charge and the regular- 
slzed practice bombs contain neither a fuze nor a spotting charge, the infoimation 
on these bomba has been condensed into the tables below.
OTATURE PRACTICE BOgBS:

3 lb. Mfr. 3, 4; AN Mr 5 and AN-Mk 23, 43 13 lb* Mk 19
OVERALL LENGTH 0.06 In. 13.0 In.

BODY DIAMETER 2.18 In. 2.6 in.

COLOR & MAKINGS Unpainted Uipalnted or black

BODY CONSTRUCTION Alloy Casting

FILLING These bombs use either the AN-Mk 4 or Mk 5 Signal Cartridge*

REMARKS The AN-Mk 4 practice signal cartrigse is an extra long 10-gauge
shot gun shell which is inserted in the nose of the bomb. On 
impact the cartri<ge is fired, expelling a large puff of black 
smoke frm tall of bomb. The flrtaig device consists of two 
shallow cups separated by a spacer, the firing pin extending 
through the bottom of one cup, The firing mechanism in the 
Mk 5 Mod. 1 ls more sensitive than in other marks. The Mr 5
signal cartridge is the same size but filled with fluorescein, 
which stains the giving a spot of longer duration than
the AN-Mk 4, Difference between bombs is primarily a difference 
in alloy of casting.

REGK^RSIZ.ED PRACTI ce_bombs:

LENGTH DIAMETER COLOR
TOTAL WEIGHT

WATER FILLED WET SAND Filled

100 lb. ME. 7 41.2 in. 8.0 in. Black 48.5 lbs. 83 • 0 lb s •

100 lb. Mr. 15 41.2 In. 8.0 in. Black 57.0 lbs. 100.0 lbs.

500 lb. Mc. 5 67.3 in. 16*0 in. Black 360,0 lbs. 500*0 lbs.

500 lb. M.11 61.8 in. 13*0 in. Black 268*0 lbs. 448*0 lbs. *

500 lb. Mr 21 61.8 in. 15.0 in. Black 489*0 lbs.

1000 lb. M:.7 80.0 in. 19.0 in* Black 580.0 lbs. 1000.0 lbs.

1000 lb. Me.22 79*0 in. 19*0 in. Black 1013.7 lbs.

No fuzes are used in these bombs and they contain no spotting charge, being fill
ed either with water or wet sand. The filliig is usually stencilled on the body of 
the bomb. To prevent freezing and splittfcig of cases at high altitude, anti-freeze 
ia added. To improve spotting of hits, a spotting dye i» also used.

REMARKS;

-k 15 100# and Mr 21 500# are the only ones using issued now; the others are 
obsolete.
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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

The creation, of the Army-Navy Standardizati.cn Committee resulted In the 
standardization of the bombs of these two services Into the A N series* Thia 
series was very similar to the "M" series except for these modifcations;

(a) A third suspension lug was added at the center of gravity and 
diarneerically oppoolte the dual suspension lugs to fit British 
release devices.

(b) The base plate was changed to a mde plug to increase the 
strength on low angle penetration of targets.

(c) The bombs were painted an overO! olive-drab with 1" yellcv 
bands around the nose and base and a 1/4 inch yellow band 
around the oenter of gravity*

The bombs in this series Included the following weights: 100#, 250#, 500#, 
1000#, and 2000#* These bombs are all genera, purpose high-explosive bombs* 
Though other types of bombs (i.e. armocrpiercing, s«nm-arnor piercing, fr^menta- 
ticn, Incendiary, depth, eto*) have been subBeauenniy standardized and given 
AN designations, It Is with the AN general purpose bombs and their mood^cst^^ 
that this Introduction shO.1 be concerned*
AN GP, aeries:

The AN series was subsequently replaoed by the AN GP, series to make It 
possible for these bombs to be used In anti-eulmwrine wrk as well as for gen
eral bcmbardmenn. This moOdficttlcn was Incorporated 'Into the BOO#, 1000#, and 
2000# bombs only, their new designations beoom.ng AN-M 64, AN-M 65, and AN-M 66, 
and oonelsted of a change from the M102 adapter booster to the MH5 adapter 
booster* Wth the M115 adapter booster, it beosae possible to use either standard 
Army tail fuzes or the AN-M 230 tail hydrossatic fuze* The standard filinng of
these bombs was 50/50 Anatol until the suonl.v of T«N.T* became ammle In 1943, 
at which time T*-.T* became the standard filler* At the present time, 25< of 
the production of these bombs Is filled with Co^moclticn ■B"*
AN G P* Al Series;

The A moCdilcatlcn consists of two steel pins In the base plate which look: 
the base plate to the main filHng, thus preventing removal of the base plate' 
onoe the bomb Is filled* In this series the adapter boosters have also been 
moodfied to the M102 A and the M115 Al* This moCdficatlcn consists of a hole 
through the adapter booster and a groove In the threads of the base plate to re
ceive a locking nln wlUch is shipped with all anti-withdrawal tail fuzes* In
sertion of the pin which is held in by the fuze body prevents withdrawal of the 
adapter booster* Thie series is the ourrent production GP* bomb series and is 
used Jointly by the Army, Navy, and British*

General Purpose Bomb Designaticns:
The following table will assist In understanding the development of the 

designations that have been successively applied to general purpose bombs used 
by the Army and Navy:

M Series Navy AN Series AN-GP Series AN-G Al Series
(lb)"
100 M30 Mk 4-4 AN-M3O AN-M 30 AN-M30 Al
250 M57 Al-M-57 AN-M57 AN-M 57 Al
300 M31
500 M43 Mk 12-2 AN-IM! AN-M64 AN-HS4 A
600 M32

1000 M44 Mk 13-2 AN-M44 AN-M65 AN-M65 A
1100 M33
2000 M34 A!-M34 AN-M66 AN-M66 Al

izati.cn


INTRODUCTION - continued, RESTRICTED

COMMON CHUUOTTEIffTICa OF "AN" DESIGNATED GENERAL PURPOSE BOIffiS:
Body Connsruction

The body construction of Anerican GP. bombs may be in one, two. or three 
pieces. Methods of mainfaacwre Include (a) one piece oast or epun, (b) two 
piece cast and welded or (o) three piece oast and welded. The ogival nose tapers 
to Join the thin pf^-lel side which terminate in a boat tailed shape at
the after end. The threaded nose opening is closed by the fuze seat liner and 
the threaded base opening is'closed by a male plug, the tall fuze pocket being 
made by the adapter booster.
Suspension

Dial suspension lugs for horizontal suspension are welded directly to the 
bomb case, being spaced 14 inches apwrt on bombs up to 2000 pounds, and 30 
inches ap£u*t on bombs 2000 pounds and over. A single horizontal suspension 
lug iB also welded to the bomb case at the center of gravity and dLammtrJ.o^ly 
opposite the dual lugs. The lugs are eyeboots, shaped from bar steel and 
formed in the shape of a U. M series bombs could be carried on single sus
pension racks by using an additional single suspension lug welded on a band 
fittnig around the bomb body at the center of gravity.

For suspension in dive bomb displacement gear, trunnions are provided on a 
septate band which may be one of two types. The first type provides the trun
nion only, and the second, a more common type, provides a single hoisting lug 
in addition to the trunnions. On some of the newer designs of AN bombs of Navy 
mstnlfaaOnurt, the suspension and hoisting fittnrgs are not attached to the bomb 
case by welding, but are held to the case by threaded bolts fittnng into holes 
tapped and threaded into the body. For suspension in torpedo slings, the tor
pedo sling guide key found on Navy bombs can be made on AN bombs by using the 
base of the single suspension lug with the lug removed by gentle hacksawIng.

To hoist bombs into Navy planes, the AN bombs not equipped with hoisting 
lugs must have a hoisting lug furnished by either an expendable band with single 
or dual lugs, or by a removable hoisting band. The removable band is preferred, 
since it does not affect the terming, velocity of the bomb. The newest and best 
of these bands is the Mark 8 universal hoisting band. For Abmy planes, bombs 
are usually hoisted by canvas slings, which also have the advantage of not affect
ing air trajectory.

Tail Fin Coonsruction
The tail construction is known as the box type tall and consists of the 

following po’ts: A cast steel sleeve secured to the body of the bomb by a fin 
looking nut, four sheet steel fins supported by 4 sheet steel struts in the 
shape of a box. One fin and one strut are pressed from the single piece of 
meeal and the four pieces are then welded to the sleeve. 'A' indicates heavier 
construction for high alt Ude bombing.
Color and Maakings

The standard color scheme emmloyed on these bombs since March 11, 1942, has 
been an olive drab body with yellow bands to indicate the H.E. filler. The band
ing system for Aamtol and TNT fillers is a 1" yellow band at the nose, a 1" yellow 
band at the tall of the bomb body, and a 1/4" dotted band at the center of grav
ity. Because ComplnStinn "B" is more sensitive and requires more careful hand
ling, it is given an additional marking of a second 1" yellow band at the nose 
and at the tail.. On these bands "Comp. B" is stencilled in black point. Reoent 
production eliminates the 1/4" band, since the center of gravity is lonartd ac
curately enough by the single suspension lug.

The foHcwing standard mark-ngs are painted on the bomb body in blaok paint; 
type, weight and name of bomb, type of filllrg, lot nuinbbr, place of fiimig and 
date of fiimrg and inspector's initials.

Addiiional ^deBtr'actable m st king is st^^tped into the meetT. of the bomb 
case on the rear oonid, surface of the bomb body; type, size, name, maaae' s 
initials, lot numbe and date (i.e., GP. 500 lb. AN-M54 CSCO Lot 57 4/42).
Explosive Filling

The filing of these bombs is accomplished in the following mannne, Wth

662970 0 - 45 -4 37 -
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*

Earologivt Filling (oont'd)
the nose fuze seat liner in place, the bomb is placed on end nose down and an M104 
auxiliary bo00tier la positioned behind it. The M1O4 la a bakelite tube containing 
tetryl pellets. The initial pom* of the explosive is sufficient to secure the 
aiuiliary booster when it ooola, then the remainder of the filHig, 50/50 Aaaol, 
TNT, or Composition "B" is added until approximately 6 inches remains to be filled. 
A aaoond M104 011X110’7 booster is then inserted in all bombs except the 100 lb. 
and the tail surround la added to com>lett the filing. A wooden former la in
serted in the tail fuze oavity as the filUrg cools. Attr cooling, the former 
la removed and the approppiate adapter booster la inaertid. The adapter booster 
ooneiita of the fuze seat liner with an additional steel cup containing a tetryl 
pellet. The KL02 (and M.02A.) adapter booster has an InternO. thread diameter 
of 1.50 Inches. The MH5 adapter booster has an internal thread diameter o^ 2.0 
inches, and an adapter ring to further reduct the diameter to 1.50 Inches when 
smmaier fuzes are used. For reference to adapter boosters, see page 145-

In riotnt production the awciliary booster has been eliminated in Conmcoltion 
"B" loaded AN-M54 500 lb., AN-M65 1000 lb., and AN-M66 2000 lb. G.P. bombs. It 
has been found that the ancillary booster has little connection with the effec
tiveness of the bomb, considering the fact that Com *Bnls rate of detonation is 
500 ft/eeo greater than the tetryl in the boosts.

No^^pnlCattUrt
Wen under development, Army bombs carry temporary designations wbioh art 

later dropped Wien the bombs art standardized. Experimental bombs are indicated 
by the letter "T" (i.g. T10, T9); mmoifioations incorporated in the basic design 
carry the letter "E". If the dlvtlopmpalla bomb is standardized by the Amy 
through the O’d^ance Teotadca. Committee; the "T" designation is dropped and an * 
"M" number is assigned. Wen a Mdlffcation on a standard item is under develop- 
ppiI, the change rill be given an "E" designation; if the bomb thus ppdlfltd is 
adopted as standard it will take a designation in sequence in the ’A" series 
(AN-M65A1, AN-MR5A2) indicating an alteration in the baeio design. %

In undertaking the development of a new bomb, the Navy Bureau of Ord^^e 
assigns a Mark number wbAch will designate the bomb in the tcwimma stage as 
well as in service use. No system of *T* designations is employId. Wen adopted 
as standard by the Joint Airorf the prefix "AN" is plaoed before the
M or Mk designation.
Ati-Riccchpt Attachments

To give a more vertical impact to 100 lb., 250 lb., and 600 lb. GP. bombs 
and to break their rapid descent when dropped from low-flying plants, the K16 and 
M.T anti-ricochet devices have bain developed. The device consists of a para- 
ohutt unit, a mooified AN-M112A1 aeries tail fuze (Ml51) using an anemonmipr type 
arming vane, and a fuze adapter.
Status

Were possible the status of each bomb has biin given according to Navy def
inition. "Sarrica" indicates that the item is under current procurement. ’OOso-
leecut" indicates that the bomb is becoming obsolete, that no future procurement 
is oonttmpPfttld) but that large stocks may be on hand. "OOsooett" indicates that
the present stock is ixhuatid and that it will not be replenished. Itras
of Amy design not prooured by the Navy art not classified.

CuBtfsj_ Cluster Masters
An attempt has bean made to differentiate between "clusters" and "cluster 

adapters". Properly, tha cluster adapter is meiely tha containing device or hold«*;
w^^n tha adapter is loaded with bomms, the entire assembly becomes a cluster. In
soma cases tha cluster adapter mar closely resemble a bomb in construction (t.g. 
Ml 5 and M.6), whUt in others tha adapter is nothing mort than a banding arrange
ment (AN-MLA., AN4M).
P act. ict_ -Bo_mbs

The moss common praotioi bomb for Army ust is the M3RA2, from whioh the 
Colored Smokt Striker M07 was developed (page 323), simulating gmsra. purpose 
bombs. Other Army praotioi bombs are tha M4S (simulating tha AN-M-41A1 20 lb. Frag, 
page S7); tht M71 anl M?3 (simulating the AN-M40A1 23 lb. FAa-Frag, page S9); and 
the M85, a substitute for the M38A2 (sei pages 45 and 323). The M75, similar in
construction to tht MM4 TAgit Identification Bomb (set page 321) is used to 
furnish a target rtfirenot for praotioi bombing over snow-oovertl ranges. Navy 
praotioi bombs are dtsoribid and discussal on pages 32 and 33.
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EXPLOSIVES
PENPAL:

Two to^ss tri employed to compare sensitivity of explosives. Tin flret of 
tiise le tis ’Laboratory Impact 8enlStlvliy’ in wMLoh the ratio of the drop of a given 
weight necessary to detonate the explosive under discussion to the drop necessary to 
detonate TN.ls expressed on a lsrollilge basis. TNT will be given is 100. The second 
io a eoals of'Enllst Iipnot Sensitivity* with RDX rated at 0 and TNT at 100. Ths other 
exploiivii tri expressed in relation to these two. Velocity of detonation varies 
directly with ths density to wUloh ths explosive is cist or preaa*d,(*ll other faotors 
bling constant). The velocity of detonation will, thxrefore, be given for a definite 
density of loading.
IM 1 (TlHtrotcHol)

TNT is posraifiH, brisant, easy to load by oeating since its melting point 
(Grade A) is 80.2 digress C, stable under H stowage condition, insinsitivs enough 
to stand OH norml. hi^tU.^^, and should stand svsn bullet impact when oast. Ths Navy 
usis it as a booster in t pressed grtnHer fora in yhioh it is mors ssnsltlvs to 
detonator mooion.

Ths velooity of detonation is 22,300 ft/eeo at a density of 1.53. Its 
Laboratory Impact Value is 1M^^Its BuHst Impact Valpi is 100. Color is Tallow to buff,
TETRTL 1 ^mtroptienvlrnethylnltrimlni)

Tetryl, beoauss of its ooablnaticn of iigi power, bris^oi^d sensitivity, 
is the studard U.Ss booster charge although the Navy still uses an appealable amount 
of granular TNT. It his bssn tried for main charge loads in s^^t^ cHiber projectiles 
but his proven too sensitive to withstand the elt-ilok in Hl but 20 mi. It is used as 
i bass charge in compound dsicla^^e wkh.ci in effect mmkes it a smtH booster in 
intimate contact with the initiating explosive. Ths melting point of Tetryl (130 degree! 
0) is too high to allcm it to bi melted and oast. It is loaded by bring mixed with 
smII quuartiiles of grapWLti or stearic acid wMci ssrvi to lubricate it wile it is 
bling pressed into pellets. Tetryl is quite safe to han He and is extremely stable in 
stowage. Exposed or loose tetryl should not bs htndlsd is it may onss der^iHls.

Tie velocity of 1x^11^01 is 24,400 ft^^^c at a of 1.55 . Its oolor
is light yellcm but it is usually gray bionsi of the graphite. It is mors powerf!
thin TJ^e Its Lteratory I^aot Value is 45. Its BiH.it Im’sct Vdui is 61.
—."I3:— Pt (Amnonlui 2^^!

Expposivi 0 is ths st^e^dird nan charge for armor piercing bombs end project
iles and Hl other Navy projectiles over 3". Will its power end brisance are slightly 
inferior to TNT it is much more inesnaltlvs to shock and will eitnl Impact on trmor 
plate without bsing lsflagraild. It has two other disadvantages 1 (1) its melting point 
is too high fcr it to bi melted and cast and it is therefore loaded by being pressed 
into oasis by i iy'draiUc ram; (2) It reacts with meliHi to form extremely sensitive 
compounds. Ms is cotuitsraotsd by covering ths interior of bcmbs or l^ojeocllee with 
acid proof lacquer.

Its rate cf detonation is 21,300 ft/sec at a density of 1.48 . Its power end 
brisance trs about 85% tilt of TNT. Its Lalwratcry Iiepnot Value is 99, Its Bullet 
Impact Value Is over 100. Its oolor is yelltw or yellcw-orangi.
RPX t (Cyclonite CyolotilJeti■vlenet^illVrttlll) 

RDX is the meet powerful end brisant of 
is c^^^^ds^id mud toc s^^^^i^vs to uss tloni. It 
Tetryl end PETN in sensitivity. RDX is being ussd _
explosives and inerts w^oi reduce tie sensitivity tc a stfs’rings, 
iivi a very high brielloe end power due to ths RDX It has sxcellsn

P

the military high ixplOBlves, and It 
slims to be about heLf way between 
extensively in mixtures of other

*: 1 Whle the mixtures
_ „ . .It has excellent stowage qualities

but beoause of its sensitivity, it is shipped immersed in water libs an initiating
explosive. The velocity of detonation is 28,000 ft/sso at a density of 1.70. Its
Laboratory Impact Value is 34. Its Billet Inpaot Value is 0. Its oolor is white.

PETM t (^^^jyrttoJ.iltfa.trJ^trml
MTN resembles RDX in its G^^‘r3teriiSlG^f. It is sonertut mwe sensitive but 

almost equal in power and briseno*. It is appreciably noire sensitive to percussion and 
impact than Tetryl and is, therefore, not used alone as a booster, though it is being 
used as a base oiirgi in sone compound detonators in the way Tetryl is. The tendency 
of PETN to burn is mid leas than that of similar explosives. Its main use alone in the 
service is in prime cord. Wen used alone, PETN is contained with a sell qunHty of 
wax to desensitize and lub’icats it and is loaded by pressing* It is i^ortint to know 
that PETN in primacord is very insensitive to flwe, shook, and friction, and therefore 
mut be detonated by a cap.

The velocity of detonation of PETN is 26000 ft/sso. The Velocity of detonat
ion of primicd is 20,500 ft/seo. Its Laboratory Impact Value is 22. Its BuHet Impact 
Vlus, though not given, would be about squt to RDX (0). Its oolor is white.

HASHE ; (EDNA EtiatlenO'mU-t''Mi^no)Haleits is a new explosive that probably will not be used Hone, but will be 
ueed in combinntlon with other e^J^^^^ves. It is somewiut more po^^x^^^ than TNT, Its 
sensitivity is about the sini as Tetryl. It molts at 180 degrees C. but one report 
states that it may detonate in the miner of an initiating explosive at that trapveturs 
or a little lower. If loaded alone it would bi pressed. Its rate of detonation is 
25.000 ft/seo at a dsnBlty of 1.5 . Its Laboratory Inpaot VHue is 46. Its BuHH tawt is not available. r
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nitroquaaidine i
Nitroguanldine la the explosive incorporated in the Navy’s new doi^l^ZLe based 

propellant powder, SPCG. It is unusua in being a high explosive that is so cool in 
its reaction that it explodes without flash. it is comparable in strength to TNT and 
its sensitivity is of the same order. its rate of detonation is 24,400 ft/seo. at a 
density of 1.60 .
AMATOL _t

Amato, a substitute for TNT, is a mixture of arnmnium nitrate and TNT; the 
percentage of ammonium nltrate,deperding upon the availability of TNT, has v^ied 
from 40% to 80%. its power and brlsuicr decrease with the increasing percentages of 
nitrate, and its sensitivity deceases at the same time. Howsvsr, it is still a fairly 
good high explosive even when the TNT is reduced to 20%. 80/20 odanot br oast since 
it is not fluid enough to pour tvrn when TNT is molten and it therefore mist br 
loaded by extrusion. Amaol has a disadvantage in that it is very hygrosupio and 
therefore is usually protected by a sealing pour of pure TNT.

The velocity of detonation of 50/50 is 19,700 ft/seo at a density of 1.54. 
its Laboratory impact VALur is 93. its BiHlet impact Ved-ut is about 100. its odor 
is buff.
OOMOOITiON B t

Co□molitiln B is intended to bt used as a more poweeful replacement for TNT 
in the loading of some of tht Large else GO. bomma, and in frag, bomba. it w.11 br 
used where an explosive with more power and brisance is of tactioal advantage and 
there is no objection to a slight increase in sensitivity.

Cormdsilon Bl is a mixture of 59% RDX, 40% TNT, and 1% wear. Cornmoeltion B2 
is a mixture of 60% RDX, 40% TOT. Tht TNT outs down the sensitivity of tht RDX to a 
safe range and Lowers tht melting point to 81 drg*tes C, all owing tht mattelal to 
be oast loaded.

O^^^o^t^on B might bt detonated Low order by bdlet impact but it is 
aLmest as insensitive as TNT in this resprat. it has an extremely high shaped charge 
rffidsnoy. its velocity of detonation is 24,500 ft/seo. at a density of 1.60 . its 
total energy of blast in air is about 116% of that of TOT. its Ltoratory impaot 
VaLur is 79. its Bullet impact VALur is 79. its odor is yellow to brown.

TOPS*!
Torpex is one of tht explosives developed during this w^r to bt used mainly 

in underwater °fdnan°r. Thr original Torpex (Torpex 1) was a mlxt-ure of 45% RDX, 37% 
TOT, 18 % Aluminum powier (1% wax added). Torpex 2, which is now being used, is 
42% RDX, 40% TNT, 18% Aluminum powder (1% wax addwd). it it used in mines, torpedo 
w^heads, and depth bombs. Torpex is more sensitive than TNTj its bullet impact and 
drop test sensStivitles are of the same order as those of tetryl, it is quite stable 
in stwagt though it produces gas oauslng pressure in the oase. it it insensitive 
enough to stand all norm A. h^<U,ing. itw mmeting point is low enough for it to be 
oast loaded. its vanity of detonation is 24,000 ft/seo at a density of 1.72 . it is 
141% as powsrful as TNT. its Laboratory impaot Value is 53. its Bullet impact Mut 
is 48. its oolor is slate grey.
max i tDen^h. t>°nb axd^vol

DBX is another Aluminized RDX mixture and its name si^geete its intended 
ust. it is 21% RDX, 21% Aluminum Nitrate, 40% TNT, 18% Aluminum. it was designed to 
replace Torpex whioh it olosely resembles in sensitivity, strength, brLsanor, and 
energy of shook in water, but half of the strategH RDX in Torpex is rtplaoed by 
Arnmonum Nitrate in DJB.it will probably not bt used as the present supply of RDX 
seems adequate to mmst the demand. DBX oan br oast though its meeting range of 98 - 
103 degrees C is about the upper limit. its vtlulty of detonation is 22,300 ft/seo 
at a density of 1.68 . it is 143 % as powarful as TNT undtfwaaer. its Latwratory 
impact Value is not given. its Bullet impaot V^ur is 51. its odor is grey.

HBX La a new mixture designed to replaot Torpex in depth bombs and has 
been Loaded in the AN-Mk 54 Mod 1 flat nose bomb. HBX ir 40% RDX, 38% TNT, 17% 
Aluminum Oo^^r, 5% deeennstistr. Teats Lndioatr that it will be about 98% to 100% 
as p°werful as Torprx, that it will definitely br less sensitive than Torpex in both 
Laboratory impact and BuHrt impact, that it will br slightly more sensitive in -10x0 
resprott than TNT, and that it will bt about the same order as Co°oo°iil°n B.

A difficulty with Torpex and HBX is that they produoe gas and build up 
pressure in the oaet during stowage, it has been dts°°vrrrd that .6% by weight; of 
raloitm ohlo^Ldt added to tht mixture will absorb all the m°^tll^t and eliminate the 
production of gas. it has been reoommended that this perctntagr bt added and that the 
resulting mixtures be designated Torpex 3 and HBX 1.
QOMOSITiON A I

Co°looaitl°n
content is sufficient 
it to be pressed into 
sensitive than TNT in _  __ , __
brisant and powerful, as is indicated b;
at a density of 1.62 . i'._ U___ ______ ,__ ....____ _______ ____ _____ ___,__ ____
is over 100. its odor may bt white or buff depending upon thr odor of thr oil.

A is a mixture of 91% RDX and 9% plastid ting oil. Tht oil 
to desensitize the mixture and lubdloate it enough to allow 
AA shells wkmh will probably be its principal use. it is less 
both drop and bullet impaot tests. it is appreciably mrt 
_j is indicated by its veloHty of detonation of 27,000 ft/seo 
, its LabnrnUmo imudit Value ds 105. ids duddut impnot Value
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TETRYTOL :
Tetrytol 18 a mixture of Tetryl and TNT (70/30 is a, frequent ratio). It 

le designed to obtain a Tetryl booster that may be oast. Thia mixture Is slightly 
lees powerful and less sensitive than Tetryl. Its psa'tioular use Is In burster 
tubes for chemical bombs, in demolition blocks, and In oast shaped cha-gea. It 
Cannot be used where the loaded Item Is inmrsrd in hot explosive as are the 
aulliary boo stars In the loading of Army bombs because It will be remelted by the 
heat and srpEfation will result. It is approved for use in all other boosters.

Its velocity of detonation is 24,000 ft/sec. at a density of 1.60 . 
Its Laboratory Impact Value is 45. Its Bullet Impact Value is 65. Its oolor is 
yellow.

PENTOLITE :
Pentolite is a mixtin-r of TNT and PETN, usually 50/50. Its chief uses 

have been sma^L shell loading, grenades, and in oast shaped ch^ges. It has a 
very high shaped charge efficiency. It Is’not as stable as TNT In stowage, and 
separation of PETN may occur. Efforts should be made to keep it oool. Its 
sensitivity Is suoh that It cannot be drilled and the fuse cavities in shells that 
must be drilled are poured with 90/10. It is about the same sensitivity as Tetryl 
In drop tests, and more sensitive than Torpex to bullet im>aot. Its brisance and 
power are equivalent to Commooliion B. At a density of 1.65 its rate of detonation 
is 24,000 ft/sec. Itw Laboratory Impact Value Is 47. Its Bullet Impact Value Is 48

EDNATOL.:.
E<diatol Is a mixture of 57% EDNA and 43% TN1, designed to ease the shortage 

of RDX. In the near future, It will be loaded as a substitute for Communion B in 
large G.P. bomba and frag, bombs. It Is somewhat more powerful than TNT and 
co^^pralb^s In sensitivity. It becomes soft enough to pour, at 80 degrees C and It Is, 
therefore, It is entirely stable In stowage. At a density of 1.60, It has a
velocity of detonation of 24,300 ft/aec. Its Laboratory Impact Value is not given* 
Its Bullet Impact Vidus Is 83. Its color is yellow.
PTX - 1 :

PTX-1 is a new ternary explosive that Is untorgoing tests and may be 
adopted for loading In shells, bonme.grenades. mines, demol^ition blocks, and 
shaped ehi^gss. It Is a mixture of 30#RDX, 50% Tetryl, and 20% TNT. This mixture 
gives a very high explosive equal to Cornmoaiiion B and Pentolite, and superior 
to Tetrytol and Edutaol. It Is less sensitive than Tetrytol and more stable. 
Its velocity of detonation Is 24,200 ft/sec. at a density of 1.66 . Its Laboratory 
Impact V^ue Is 40.(estimated). Its BuHet Impact Value is not glvrm. Its color 
Is yellow.

PTX- 2 :
PTX-2 is another ternary explosive mixture undergoing study and possible 

future use. It consists of 43*2% RDX, 28%PEETJ2a.S% TN.It is slightly more 
sensitive In drop and bullet impact tests than Coimosltlon B, but a little less 
sensitive than Pentolite. It Is wore brisant than any of the binary mixtures now 
used, which would include CoEmposion B, and Is about 10% more effective than 
Tetryl as a booster. It may be used as a booster, as a main charge for fragmentatlot 
amimnitlcn, and as a shaped charge. Its mmSting point Is such that it will be cast. 
Its velocity of detonation is 26,200 ft/ssc. at a density of 1*69 . Its 
Laboratory Value Is 50 (estimated). Its BuHet Impact Value Is not given.
Its color Is yellow.
COMPOSITION C :

Con)monlllot C-3 is the only one of the CornmCAlUm C series now in 
production though quannities of the others may be found In the field. It Is 77% RDX, 
3% Tetryl, 4% TNT, 1% Nitrocellulose, 5% MNT (MononltrottluoO), 10% DNT 
(DinKi-d toluol). The last two, while they are rxjploalvss, are oily liquids and 
plasticise thr mixture.The essential difference between Conmoelilnn (^3 and 
Commonllion C-2 is the subssitution of 3% Tetryl for 3% RDX, wMoh Improves the 
plastic quaHtiss. Co£moniilon C-l was 88.3% RDX and 11.7% plasticising oil . The 
changes have been made In order to obtain a plastio coamooi^ion that would meet 
thr requirements of an Ideal explosive for molded and shaped charges and that would 
maantain its plastinity over a wide range of temperature and net exudr oil .

CommonSilot C-3 is about 1.35 times as powerful as TNT. Its velocity of 
detonation Is 26,000 ft/sec at a density of 1.58 . Thr Labooatory Impact Value is 98. 
Its Bullet I^act Value Is over 100. Its color Is brown.

PE P-3 :
TMa is a new plastic explosive being tested for future use. Prp-3 is 

a mixture of 86% PETN and 14% plasticising Hl. Pep-2 was 85% PETN and 15% oil, 
but it was a little too soft. Prp-3 Is about 90% as pGwerffll and brisant as 
CormOnSiion C but Its stowage stability and plastic range are much better. Its 
sensitivity Is about thr same as Commosition C though it has much less tendency to 
burn. •
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PICRATROL:

Picratol 18 a mixture of 52< Explosive D and 48< TINT. It is ciurently used 
in the 2000 lb. M103 3.A.P. boat and is under consideration for appliance in other 
Army A.P.’s and S.A.P.'s, Picratol's stability is about equal to that of Eirolosive 
D and TNT, It has a rate of detonation of 22,875 ft/seo at a norm^. loading den
sity of 1.625. Brisance teats, peak pressure tests, and impulse tests indicate 
that Picratol's destructive force is somewhat less than that of TNT, but greater 
than that of Explosive D.

CYCLOTOL 70/30:

Cyclotol 70/30, a mixture of 70< RDX and 30< TNT, closely resembles Compo
sition B except for the altered proportions of the commonents, and is designed as 
a replacement for PennoHt®, It will not, however, have Pennonltels resistance to 
flame, Though results of tests are not available, Cyclotol may be anticipated to
be more sensitive than CMmooltmn B, but considerably less than Pentolite.

TRITONAL:

Tritonal is composed of 80< TNT and 20< aluminum powder and is cnntempOattd 
for use in some 4000 lb. AN-M56 light case bombs, the JB-2, and in several OP. 
bombs (Army 500 and 1000 lb. G.P.’s), where maximum blast effeot is desired. Tri
tonal is cast, segregation of the alu minim being prevented by a pellet loading 
technique. The laboratory ittnaot value is 89, bullet impact value is 64, velocity 
of detonation is 18,000 ft/aec. at a density of 1.70.

MERCURY .FVJHXNNAE1
Mercury Fulminate is an ititlattng explosive that nay be used as either a 

nrmer or detonator. It may be detonated by fla^e, friction, or percussion and
in turn detonate a booster, or it may be mixed W.th other imerials to form a 
primer co^m■osStint and used to ignite a propellant charge. It# meeting point is 
much too high for it to be cast and it is loaded by being pressed into caps. It 
has one disadvantage for mllita^ use in that it- will decompose in stowage at 
tropical tem>«*atures and at the end of about three years may be rendered useless. 
C^r^^^^red to high explosives, it has lower power and brisance which. is indicated 
by its velocity of detonation of 16,500 ft/seo, at a density of 4.00. Its Labora
tory Imp*®* Value is 8. Its color is light yellow.

LEAD -ASIDE,:

Lead Aside may be used where a detonation is caused from flame but Merely 
Fulminate is generally preferred where the cap is to be set off by a firing pin. 
It does have the dlstinot advantage over Merciwy Fulminate in being commpltely 
stable in stowage at elevated tempefatiu’es. Its rate of detonation is of the same 
order as Fulmiiwte, 17,500 ft/sec. at a density of 4.00. Its Lib oratory Impact 
Value is 19. Its color is white.

DDNP is an ititlattrg explosive which has been used for some time in com- 
meeda! detonating caps and is now being used to some extent in military types. 
It is more insensitive to shook than Mee-cury Fulminate and Lead Acide though it 
may be detonated by a sharp blow. It will, therefore, probably be used only where 
it will be set off electrically or by miner's safety fuse. It has an advantage 
in being more po^w^fu^ than other initlatn^ explosives and being corm ptable in 
strength to Tetryl. If utoonfittd, flme will cause it to flash but will not det
onate it. This, combined with its insensitivity to shock, makes it much more safe
to handle*.
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DATA;

OVERALL LENGTH................................. . . 36.0 In.
BODY LENGTH .......................................29.0 in.
BODY DIAMETER.......................................8.2 In.
WALL THICKNESS........................................... 0.16 In.
TAIL LENGTH ............................................9.75 in.
TAIL WIDTH .......................................11.0 in.
TAIL MIGHT ............   . 3.5 lbs.

ARMY-NAVY BOMB

100 LB. G. P.

AN-M 30 
AN-M 30A1

(Barrios)

MIGTTB: 50/50_ Anmaol TNIs.

57.0 lbs. 
115.0 lbs.

50 <

54.0 lbs. 
110.0 lbs.

49 %

Type of miing...................................
of ruing . . . . . . . .

Total Weight ..............................
Ohg7 Vt. Rrtlo ...................................

rUZING:

Regular Missions
Nose: AN-W13, AI-M103U, M135, M13SJU, M136, K.36JA1., W139, LH-M139L1. AN-H140J 

M140, M140A., ML49, M163, M164, M165, Mk 239, Mk243-0 ,^244-0
TldLl: At-M100A2, AI-M100AL, M100, WL60

Special Missions
Tail: Ml 2, M112A1, (Maathead bombing from land base only) 

ML16 (Masthead from oturier or land base) 
M123, M123AL, M132 (Long Delay Time Fuze against land targets) 
M.51 (Antl-riooohet)

Nose: Slipping plug when above fuzes used in the tall.
VT Missions

Nose: T50E1, T89, T91, M16(T51S1L ,T82
T^.1: AJ-tfiO0A2 (to insure detonation in event of VT fuze failure).

REMARKS ' " ”” “ ’ ~ “

The AN-M30A1 differs from the AJ-M3C in these respects:

(a) The AN-M3OA1 incorporates two pins fitted into the base plate Wild ex
tend into the main filing and prevent remove. of the base plate*

(b) The AN-M30A1 uses the ML02A1 adapter booster, which has a 3/8* hole, 
maaing with a groove in the internal threads of the base plate. A locking pin, 
shipped with antlwithdlrwal fuzes only, fits through the hole and into the 
groove and prevents extraction of the adapter booster. The pin is held in 
place by the fuze body.

To overcome the erratic flight of AN-M3C and AJ-M30A! bombs when dropped from 
high altiuudes by very heavy bornmere, the tail assembly of the MB1 260 lb.

bomb replaces the customary tall unit, which is 2 inches shorter, 
for such missions.

Use of the M22 cluster adapter permits single suspension for four AN-M30 or 
AN-M50A1 bombs.

Wen anti-ricochet aotion is desired, the M16 anti-rccoehet device is emloy*d 
consisting of the M7 parachute, M202 fuze adapter, and M151 tail fuze.

For C6ntSruotion of Body, Suspension, Color 4 Barkings, Type of Filling, and 
Tall ContSruotion see Introduction, page 37 _ .

In order to alleviate a shortage of 100 lb. M38A2 practice bomss, described on 
page 324, a concrete practice bomb, the M8S, having the same weight, co^^ou]*, 
and center of gravity as the AN-M30A1 is being used.
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WEIGHTS:

RESTRICTED .

DATA: U. S. ARMY BOMB
OVERALL LENGTH . 
BODY LENGTH . 
BODY DiAMETER . 
WALL THICKNESS . 
TAIL LENGTH . 
TAIL WIDTH . 
TAIL WEIGHT

• • • •

. . 47.43 in. 
. . 36.95 in.
. . S.l in.
. . 0.224 in.

. . 11 in. 150 LB. GP
T1

Type of FllLliw..................................................T.N.T.
of Filling.............................................B21ba.

Total Weight ..................................................141.61 lba.
Chg7 W. Ritio..................................................67 «

FUZING: "
Nose: AN-M103A1; WL35; W135A1; H135; M136A1; M139; AN-M130A1, M140, AN-W40A1 

M149 or the AN-Mk 219 (with adapter), Mk 239.

REMARKS:

Thia bomb was developed for use a* a substitute to alleviate a temporary 
shortage of 100 lb. G.P. bomba.

The bomb body consists of a modified M70 (Cieoiloal bomb loaded with TNT. The 
noae has been machined to accommodate an adapter for alternate fuzing. There 
ia no provision for the installation of a tail fuze. Because the bomb was 
unstable in flight when filled with TNT, the tail unit of the 260 lb. frigmen
tation bomb, AN-M01, ia used instead of the standard M70 tail.



250 LB. GENERAL PURPOSE BOMB AN-M57
SUSPENSION LUG

ARMING WIRE

AUXILIARY BOOSTER

SAFETY {FAHNESTOCK} CLIPS —

FIN ASSEMBLY —

----- SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CPIPS

— NOSE FUZE AN-M103

I

00

I

TAIL FUZE AN-MI0tAS 
FIN LOOK NUT 

BASE PLUG

ADAPTER BOOSTER 

AUXILIARY BOOSTER

FUZE SEAT LINER LUG. SINGLE SUSPENSION
(AMERICAN OR BRITISH TYPE)

B 
E S T 

R I 
C T E I
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WEIGHTS;

DAA ARMY-NAVY BOMB
OVERALL LENGTH . eaae.eer. 45 *4 in.
BODY LENGTH . a^sesa^s. 36.0 in.
BODY DIAMETER . 
WALL THICKNESS .

.................................. 10.9 in. 

.................................. 0.27 in. 250 LB. G.R
TAIL LENGTH . .................................. 12.1 in.
TAIL WIDTH . . » . . . . . . . 14.9 in.
TAIL WEIGHT . ......... 6.0 lba.

AN-M57 
AN-M57A1

(Service)

Type of Filling . 
Wight of FillLig 
Total Weeght . 
Chg / W. Ratio .

. 60/50 Amaaol 

. 123.7 lbs.

. 235.9 lbs.

. 48.0 <

T.N.T.
129.0 lba
260.0 lba 

50.0 <
FUZING:

Regular Mistiont

Nose: AH-M103, AN-M103JU., M103, M135, W.35JAL, KL36, MUKA., AN-M139A1, 
M140, AN-MHaAALin.1S,MlL53,'n.64,W.65,Mk!39, Mc243,MkiM ,M148

Tall: AN--M1L01AP, AN-M1OOAA, M100, M160

Special Missions

Tall: M.12, m.l2A1 (Masthead bombing from 
M115 (Matthiad bombing from carrier 
M123, M123A1, ML32 (Long Delay Time 
M151 (Aitt-rlcochet)

Nose: Shipping plug, when above fuzes are

land base only) 
or land base) 
fuze against land targets)

used In the tall

VT Mlssiona

Nose: T50E1, T89, T91, ML6«(T51EI) ,T8E
Tall: AN-M.00A2 (Insure detonation of bomb in event of VT fuze failure)

HEMA-NKS;
The AN-M57A1 differs from the AN-M57 in these respects:

(a) The AN-MS7A1 incorporates two pins fitted into the base plate which 
extend into the main filling and prevent removal of the base plate.

(b) The AN-M57A1 uses the H102A1 adapter booster which has a 3/8" hole, 
mating with a groove in the internal threads of the base plate. A looking 
pin, shipped with anti-withdrawal fuzes only, fits through the hole and into 
the groove and prevents extraction of the adapter booster. The pin is held 
in place by the fuze body.

Wien anti-rlcoohet action le desired, the M.6 antl-ricochet device la in
stalled, consisting of the M7 parachute, M202 fuze adapPer, and M151 tall 
fuze.

For Conssructlon of Body, Suspension, Color 4 Markings, Type of Filling, and 
Tall see Introduction, page 37.
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500 LB. GENERAL PURPOSE BOMB AN-M64
_________AUXILIARY BOOSTER

arming wire — 
SUSPENSION LUG 
HOISTING LUG 
TRUNNION BAND

(REMOVABLE)
TRUNNION ---------

ADAPTER BOOSTER
■------base plug

—ADAPTER PLUG 
FIN LOCK NUT

TAIL FUZE 
AN-M101A2

EXPLOSIVE (TNT OR amatol)
SAFETY 
(FAHNESTOCK)

CLIPS

/

------ SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) 
-------FIN ASSEMBLY

CLIPS

AUXILIARY BOOSTER
LNOSE FUZE AN.MlOi

FUZE SEAT LINER-------

LUG. SINGLE SUSPENSION

» 
w 
w

3?
arming BRACKET m

o

►
alternate tail fuze «
HYDROSTATIC AN-MK23O °
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DATA:

OVERALL LENGTH
BODY LENGTH
BODY
WALL
TAIL 
TAIL
TAIL

DIAMETER 
THICKNESS 
LENGTH 
WIDTH 
WEIGHT

WIGHTS:

. 56.8 In.
45.0
14.2
0.3

13.9
18.9
12.3

AN-443

ABHT-M^^W B0HB3

In. 
in. 
In.
In. 
in. 
lba.

500 LB. G. P

AN-M43(0OB01lBecent) 
At-M64(8arvloe) 
AN-M44AA( Service)

Type of Filling . Aaatol T.N.T. 
Weight of Filling 2625 ^^7^#
Total Weight 510# 52M
Cbg / Wt. R^tio 51.1? 51.0?

AN-464
Aoatol T.N.T 

262# 267#
510# 525#
51.1% 51.0?

AN-M64A1
T.N.T. Coap. B.
267# 275
5255 535#
51.0? 51.??

FUZING:
Thr fuzing of three three boabt is the saar with these exceptions: Thr AN-4k 
230 (and Mode) and 44 231-0 fuzes can be used in thr AN-454'broauee this boab 
has the 4115 (or 4L15A1 - ser Introduction) adapter booBter. Thr 4115 adapt
er booster has a sleeve that can be easily removed aaking it possible to use 
a fuze with a larger disaster. With thr reaovable sleeve screWed in thr 
adapter booster, any Array tall fuze aay be used. Thr AN-443 uses the 4102 
adapter booster which has no reaovable sleevr and therefore cannot take the 
AN-4k 230 and 44 231 hyid-OBtatio fuzes.

Retnilar 41ssions
Nosr: AN-H03, 4103, A^^-aOJ^JA.. 4135. USSA., 4136, 4136A1, 439, AN-4.139A1 * 

»L4O, AN-4L4OA1, KL49, N183, 464, 4.65, 4243, 4244,4k239 ,44-4219 ' 
Tall: AN-H0UA!, AN-4101A1, HOI, 4161

Special Heatons

Tall: 4L13, 4L13A1 (1atShrad boabing froa land based planes only) 
4116 (4^1^^ boabing froa oea^•iers and land bases) 
4L24, 42411, 4k 237-0 (Long Delay Tiae fuze against land targets) 433 
4151 (Antl-rloochet)

Nose: Shipping plug, when above tall fuzes used.

Anti-Subaarlnr Hasions (AN-464, AN-464A1)

Nose: AN-H03A1, AN-4103, H03, H39, AN-1439A1, 440, A^^4^A1, 4L63 
41.84, 465, 4k 239 , 4k 243. 4k 244-0-1.

T^Jil: AN-4k 2370-4-5-6, 4k 231-0 (sleeve in 41.15 adapter booster auBt be 
reaoved before this fuzr can be used)

VT Hasions

Nose: T50E4, T90 T92, 4166,T82
TAI: AN-4L01A2 (Insure detonation of boab in event of VT fuze failure)

REHAK8:

The AN-443, AN-464, and AN-464A1 are identical types except for the adapter 
booster which is ealoyrd in the base platr to receive the tail fuze. Thr 
AN-443 uses thr 4102 adapter booster, the AN-464 uses thr 4115 adapter 
booster and the AN-464A1 uses the H15A1 adapter booster. The Al aodlflca- 
tion also Includes two base plate looking pins fittnng into the aaln filming, 
preventing rraovia. of thr base plate, and a groove in the internal thread 
of the base plate which aaaes with the hole of thr 4U5A1 adapter booster 
to reoeive a locking pin, supplied only with anti-withdrawal fuzes. With 
this pin held in place by the fuze body, the adapter booster cannot be ex
tracted.

Wien antl-rceoohet action is desired, the H7 anti-ricochet devior is fitted, 
consisting of the 46 parachute, 4200 fuze adapter, and 4151 tail fuze.

For Conteruotinn of Body, Suspension 
Tall Connsruction, see Introduction,

, Color & 4^rkltgs, Type of Filling, and 
page 37 .
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AN-M65 IOOO LB. G.P. BOMB
TRUNNION-------

ARMING WIRE

HOISTING LU' 

SUSPENSION 
LUG---------- .

-------  FUZE SEAT LINER
— NOSE FUZE AN-M103

FIN LOCK NUT
ADAPTER plug 

BASE PLUG

ADAPTER BOOSTER

AUXILIARY BOOSTER

SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) 
CLIPS

r AUXILIARY BOOSTER 
EXPLOSIVE (TNT OR AMATOL)

i

cn 
ro
I

SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIPS 

TRUNNION BAND (REMOVABLE) - 

LUG, SINGLE SUSPENSION-BRITISH

FIN ASSEMBLY '

BRACKET

alternate tail fuze 
HYDROSTATIC AN-MKS30

TAIL FUZE -» 
AN-M102AS

R 1ST 
R I C

T El



DATA;

OVERALL LENGTH.................................... . 67.1 in.
BODY LENGTH .................................... . 53.1 in.
BODY DIAMETER.................................... . 18.8 in.
WALL THICKNESS.................................... . 0.5 in.
TAIL LENGTH .................................... . 18.5 in.
TAIL WIDTH .................................... . 25.4 in.
tail weight ..................................... . 21.5 lbs.

ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

IOOO LB. G. P.

AN-M44 (ffliaoletecent)
AN-M65 (Service) 
AN-M65A1 (Service)

wights: AN-M44 AN-M65A1AI-M65

Type of Filinpg Aratol T.N.T. Anmaol T.N.T. T.N.T. Comp. B
Weight of Filing = 30# 558# 530# 558# 558# 595
Total Weight 964# 990# 965# 990# 990# 10«#
Ch / wt. a^tio 54.9< 56.0< 55.8< 56.0< 56.0< 7,%

FUZING:
The fuzing of these bombs is the tame with theta exceptions: The AN-Mk 230
(with Mods) and Mk 243-0 fuzes can be uted in the AN-M65 since thit bomb hat 
the M115 (or M1.15A1) adapter booster. The M115 adapter booster hat a tlesve 
that can be easily removed making it possible to ute a fuze with a larger 
diameeer. With the removable sleeve screwed in the adapter booster any Army 
tail fuze may be peed. The AN-M44 utet the M102 adapter booster which hat
no removable tleeve and therefore cannot take the AN-Mk 230 (with Mods) and 
Mk 240 hydrostatic fuzet.

Rem:lar Missions

Nose: ANH03, M103. AN-ML03A1, M135, M135A1, M13S, M13SA1. W39.
AH-ML39A., H40, AN-1M40A1, 1049, ML63, ML64, KL55, M^SS, Mtf43 Mc24-

TW1: AN-M102A2 AN-H02A1, MI02 M162

Special Maalona

Tall: H14, ML14A1 (Maathead bombing from land bated planet only) 
M117 (Masthead bombing from carriers or land ba'tet) 
M12B, M125A1, M134, Mt 238-0 (tong Delay Time Fuze against land 

targets)
Nose: Shipping plug, when above tail fuzes are used.

Aiti-Submarine Missions (AN-M65, AN-65A1 only)

Nose: AN-M1C3A1, AN-M103, M103, M139, AN-H39A1, ML40, AH-M140A1, MI.63, M164, 
MISS, Mc 239, Mk 243, Mk 24-4-0-1

Tall: AN-Mk 230-4-5-6, Mk 240-0 (Sleeve in M115 adapter booster oust be 
removed before thit fuze can be used)

V MiUl°nl

Nose: T50E4, T90. T92, M166(T51Ht ,T82
Taail: AN-M102A2 (To detonate bomb in event of VT fuze failure)

■RETMTlIta:

The AN-M44, AN-H5, and AN-M65A1 differ in the adapter booster which is em
ployed in the bate plate to receive the tail fuze. The AN-M44 utet the M102
adapter booster, the AN-MS5 utet the M.15 adapter booster, and the AN-M65A1 
utet the M115A1 adapter booster. The Al moddilcatlon also includes two bate 
plate locking pint fitting into the main filling, preventing removal of the 
bate plate, and a groove in the internal threads of the bate plate which 
mates with the hole of the MU5A1 adapter booster to receive a locking pin, 
tupplied only with anti-witMrawal fuzes. With this pin held in place by
the fuze body, the adapter booster cannot be extracted.

B-29 attacks on Japan have shown that aerodynamic forces at high altitudes 
of bombing (over 25,000 ft.) are causing the tail assemblies of GP. bombs 
to defoim, thus Inducing erratic bomb Hight and tide Imaot. Umi standard 
heavier gauge fint are available, reinforcing fin kitt consisting of angles, 
brackets, and platet are being issued to strengthen tall assemblies.

For Construction of Body, Suspension, Color & Maldun^ia, Type of Filling, and 
Tall Construction, tee Introduction, page 37 .
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CONFIDENTIAL

DATA:

OVERALL LENGTH 
BODY LENGTH . 
BODY DIAMETER 
WALL THICKNEBB 
TAIL LENGTH 
TAIL WIDTH 
TAIL WEIGHT

53.1 m.
18.8 in.
0.5 m.

19.0 in*
19.0 in*

U.3.ARMY BOMB

IOOO LB. VB-I

"AZON"

WEIGHTS:

Type of Filling 
Voight of FiiiLig 
Total Weight 
Chg / Mt. Ritlo

AN-M44 Body
Anatol TNT

530# 558#

AN-M65 Body
Aaatol TNT

530# 558#

AN-M65A1 Body
Amatol TNT

558# 595#

FUZING:
Nose: AN-M103A1, AN-M103, M139, M139A1, AN-M139AL, MHO, M140A1, A.N-M 14011
Tall: T75, T75E2 M1B3, M164 M165

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:

The VB-1 is t guided bomb em>loj*m a 1000 lb. G.P. body to which a special 
tall unit has been attaohed replacing the standard tail assembly. The VB 
stands for ’Vertical Bomb* and indicates that the bomb is normally released 
from high altitude by use of a convention! bomb eight and that the guided 
motion for the bomb !b relatively suII., so that direction of the trajectory 
at the of impact 1b essentially vertical.

TAIL UNIT:

More popularly known as the ’Ason’ bomb sl^noe it can be controlled only in 
azimuth 2000-3000 ft. on either side Cf the norm! point of impaot, the V^1 
has its controls in a radio receiver housed in the tall unit. A radio trans
mitter, operated by the bombarrier, In the parent airor aft sends signals to 
the receiver vhloh In turn activates a servo motor controlling the movement 
of the rudders In the tall fins. Also Incorporated in the tall is a gyro and 
solenoid system which prevents the bomb from spinning by changing the pitch 
of the small ailerons In the fine.

Guide flares attached to the aft end of the tall unit assist the aombau*dler 
in following the flight of the VB-l. Three flares, the T6E1 (white), T7E1 
(red), and T8E1 (green) with an Intensity of 1,000,000 candlepower eash, are 
electrically armed and ignited three to four seoonls after rrl.eaBr and burn 
from one to two minutes, Tlh'ee mechanliany armed and ignited flares, T21, 
T22, and T23 are under development.

BUBPENBIONt

Suspension lugs are welded to the oase in a manner similar to the G.P. bombs. 
Bee Introduction, page 37 .

COLOR AND MJAUtlNGB:

The meudklngs are those of the 1000 lb. AN-M55 G.P. bomb. Bee Introduction,
page 37.
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CONFIDENTIAL

DATA;

OVERALL LENGTH . 
BODY LENGTH . 
BODY DIAMETER 
WALL THICKNESS 
TAIL LENGTH .
TAIL WIDTH .
TAIL WEIGHT .

53.1 Ln.
18.8 In.
0.5 in.

U, 3, ARMY BOMB

IOOO LB. VB-3

■Razon"

WEIGHTS:

Type of Filing 
Weight of Filling 
Total Weight 
Chg / Wt. Rtio

AH-M44 Body
JAimtol TNT

530# 556#

AN-M65 Body
Armtol TNT

530# 556#

AN-M65A1 Body
TNT

558# 59J##

FUZING:
Noi«: AN-M1O3AL, WMM.13, M103, M139, W.39A., AK-KL39U, Ml40Al, AN-M14A,?<dl! T75E2 M163,M164,M165

BOMB CONNST'CCION:
The TO-3 ii a guided bomb similar to the ra-1 with the major dlfferenoi that its 
flight may bi controlled in range,as well ai in azimuth, and is known giner^ily 
as thi "Razon" bomb. Llki thi W3-1, it has special tail unit fitted to a
1000 lb. G.P. body, and ia normally rileaeed from high altitude by usi of a 
convention^ bomb iight, thi guidid acoion biing rilativily small so that thi 
trajectory at tlmi of impaot is iesentlally vertical.

TAIL UNIT:
Thi controls for thi V^-3 ari containid in thi cylindrical aiotion of thi tall 
unit and consist of a radio ricilvir, a gyro, and a sirvo motor. Surrounding 
this unit ari two shrouds; thi forward shroud merely stabilizes thi bomb in 
flight Whli thi aftir oni contains thi ilivators and rudders.

On iach of thi four struts supporting thi aftir shroud is an aileron controlled 
by thi gyro. Thisi four ailerons steady thi bomb and privint it from rotating
whili in flight. Thiy ari sit 90° apart and operati in pairs, i.e. thosi
ailerons placid oppoelti to iach othir movi togithir in unison.

Thi ilivator and ruddirs located in thi aftir shroud conetituti thi means for 
altering flight in azimuth and rangi. Thiy operati in pairs in a manner simi
lar to thi ailerons, with thi sirvo moo; or controlling thiir movements through 
connecting rods ixtinding from thi cintral unit. At prisint two bornmaad^l^s 
ari riquired with thi VB-3; oni controls rangi and thi othir azimith. Thiy 
work lnlipindently of iach othir and by thi usi of a special bomb sight ari 
always abli to sii thi bomb in flight, supi^,iaptsil on thi targit. As thi 
atmbaldlers ^^i^uu^^ti thiir control swtchis, radio signals ari sint to thi 
reciivir; thi rioiivir activatis thi sirvo motor which in turn moves thi 
rudders and ilivators, adjusting thi flight of thi bomb.

As in thi WJ-1, flaris ari imaloyid to assist thi aommaldler in thi visual 
control of thi fight of thi bomb. Cturently usid flaris ari thi T6E1 (winti), 
T7E1 (rid), and T8E1 (griin) of 1,000,000 oailleptwiI■■ iliCtrieally ignited 
thrii to four sicon^ aftir rileasi and with oni to two mlnutis burning timi, 
Keihaniotlly-activatil flaris, T21, T22, and T23 ari undir liViltpment.

SUSPENSION:

Suspension luge ari wIIiI to thi casi in a maireir similar to thi G.P. bombs. 
Sii Introduction, Pagi 37 .

COLOR AND MARKINGS:

Thi Makings ari simiar to thosi of AN-N65 1000 lb. bombs. Sii Introduction, 
pagi .3Z_-

REMAAKS: .

Thi gyros must bi started bn'ori thi boob is rile^lBel.
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confidential

DATA!

OVERALL LENGTH 
BODY LENGTH 
BODY DIAMETER 
WALL THICKNESS 
TAIL LENGTH
TAIL WIDTH 
TAIL WEIGHT

, 90.4 In. 
. 70.0 in, 
. 23.3 in.
. 0.5 in.
. 25,7 in. 
. 31.6 in.
. 38.6 lbs.

2000 LB. G.R
U-M34 ((OboIs scent) 
AN-M66 (Service) 
AN-MSSAl (Service) 
AN-M66A2 (Service)

WIGITTB:
AN-H34

Type of FllliEg Lnatol T.N.T. 
Wight of FHlLg 1063# 1117# 
Total Weight 2049# 2103#
Chg / Wt. Ratio 51.9< 53. X<

AH-M66 AN-M66A1
Lmtcl T.N.T. T.N.T. comp. b
1063# 1117# 1117# 1142#
2052# 2106# 2106# 2140#
52.0'S 53.0< 53.0< 53.0«

FUZING:
The fuzing of these bombs is the same with these exceptions: The AN-Mk230
(with Mode) and Mk 240-0 fuzes can be used in the AN-MS6 because the bomb 
hae the M.15 (or MASM, see Introduction) adapter booster. The M115 adapter 
booster has a sleeve that can be easily removed making it possible to use a 
fuze with a larger diameter. With the removable sleeve screwed in the 
adapter booster any Army tail fuze may be used. The AN-M34 uses the M102 
adapter booster which has no removable sleeve and a diameter too small to 
receive the AN-Mk 230 (with Mods) and Mk 240-0 hypostatic fuzes.

Regular Missions

Noee: AN-M.C3. LN-M103A, M103, M135f M135A1, Ml 36, M136A1, M.39, AN-M139A1 
ML40, AN-M140A1. H49, MISS, H64, M165, Mik 45, Hk44 ,Mk239

Tail: MWnOSASr AN-W^,, M102, ML62

Seeds! Missions

Tail* HU4, ML14A1 (Masthead bombing from land based olanes only) 
M117 (Masthead bombing from carrier or land bases) • 
M125, M125A1, M134, Mt 238-0 (Long Delay Time fuze against land 

targets)
Nose: Shinning nlug, Wien above tail fuzes are used.

Litl-Submea'ine Miesione (AN-16, AN-M66A1, AN-M56A2)

Noee! AN-M103A1, AN-M103, H03, M139rAN-M133AlF».40>LM-M10Al,K63fM164,M16 
Me 239 r Mt 243, Mk 244-0-1

Tall: AN-Mk 233-4-5-6, Mk 240-0 (Sleeve in M115 adapter booster must 
be removed before this fuze can be used.)

VT Missions

Nose: T50E1, T^g. t91, H66(T51E1) ,T82
Tall: LN-M102A2 (To detonate bomb in event of VT fuze failure.)

REMARKS!

The AN-MMr AN-M«, and AN-M66A1 differ In the adapter booster tfilch is em
ployed in the base plate to receive the tall fuze. The ^^N-M54 uses the M102 
adapter booster, the AN-M^G uses the H15 adapter booster, and the AN-MG6A1 
uses the JD15A1 adapter booster. The A modlilcatlon also Includes two base 
plate locking pins fitting into the main filing, preventing removal of the 
base plate, and a groove in the internal threads of the base plate wnoh 
mates with the hole of the H15A1 adapter booster to reoeive a locking pin, 
supplied only with snti^lthPawal fuzes. With this nln held in place by 
the fuze body, the adapter booster cAnnot be extracted^

A heavier nose section distinguishes the AN-M66A2 from the AN-K6GM*

B-29 attacks on Japan have shown that aerodynamic forces st high altitudes 
of bombing (over 25,000 ft.) are causing the tail assemblies of G.R. bombs to 
deform, thus inducing erratic bomb flight and side Impact. Unnil standard 
heavier gauge fins are available, reinforcing fin kit consisting of angles, 
brackets, and plates are being issued to strengthen tail assemblies.

For Cor:itructioi of Body, Suspension, Color (c MarU.ngSr Type of Filling, and 
Tail Conntructionr see Introduction, cage 37 .
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COW^IDEEFIAL

PAT A:

OVERALL LENGTH . . . 21 ft.
BODY LENGTH . . . 10 ft. 4 in.
BODY DIAMETER . . . 3 ft. 2 in.
WALL THICKNESS . . . 1.2 in.
TAIL LENGTH . . . 10 ft. 4 in.
TAIL WIDTH . . . 3 ft. 6 in.
TAIL WEIGHT

12,000 LB. G.P.

T 10

WEIGHTS:

Type of Filling . 
Weeght of Fining 
Total Weeght . 
Chg / W. ^tio .

. . Torpex 

. . 4980 lbs.

. . 11,630 lbs

. . 43$

Tritonal 
5100 lbs. 
11,750 lbs .
43%

FUZING:
British Tall Pistol No. 58 Mi I

BOOT CONSTRUCTION:

The body is manufactured in two different ways. The British produced model Is 
of oast steel, with a solid nose plug and with three exploders fitted 120° apart 
in the tall. The bomb bodies are issued with exploders inserted, and the ex
ploders tubes are sealed with shipping plugs. The eventual American T10 will 
consist of five seotlons welded together. The solid nose and base section rill 
be of forged steel, while the three center sections rill be fabricated from 
rolled plate, longitudinally welded, taper-bored Internally and then set in a 
die to foim the external contour.

The tall is attaohri to the after end of the bomb body by 12 studs. A cylindri
cal meeri oowling placed between the bomb body and the tall cone, enhanoes the 
streamlining of the bomb.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

The special tall unit, No. 78 Mi I, is constructed of light alloy and consists 
of a oone to which are attached four fine of streamline cross-section. The 
fins are set at an angle of 5° to the axis of the tall cone, giving a slight 
right hand spin to the bomb as it falls. The tall fits over twelve 7/16 in. 
studs fitted into the bomb body and Is securely fastened to the studs by 
Simmonds nuts. Three hand-holes in the tall oone give ready aocess to the 
three tall pistols.

SUSPENSION:

The bomb Is suspended In the plane by twin suspension slings

FILLING:

The bomb body contains an explosive filling of Torpex with a 1 in. layer of 
TNT topping added to the after end. Four inches of woodiced/wax ootq:°sitloi 
is then added, and the flllnng sealed with a 1/2 In. plyboard washer. The 
three exploders pass through holes An this washer and are held in place by a 
heavy base plate, which is secured by bolts to the bomb body.

REMARKS:

Tils bomb is designed for limited operational use, and its employment rill be 
restricted to specially adapted very heavy bombera. rithough designated a G.P. 
bomb, the T10 ia essentially a deep penetration bomb (though not armor or 
concrete piercing) depending for its effect upon the production of heavy shock 
waves as a result of the explosion of its main charge deep within the earth.

The T10 is the A^anioan designation for the British 12,000 lb. D.P. (Deep Pene
tration) "Tallboy" bomb. Except for site, it is similar to the T14, 22,000 lb. 
G.P. bomb.
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CONFIDENTIAL

DATA:

OVERALL LENGTH................. 25 ft. 6 In.
BODY LENGTH ................. 12 ft. 6 in.
BODY DIHSRER.................3 ft. 10 in.
WALL THICKNESS . . . . 1.75 In.
HAIL LENGTH ..... 13 ft. 4 in.
TAIL WIDTH 4 ft. 4 in.(across fins)
TAIL WEIGHT .................

C. 3. ARMY BOMB

22,000 LB. G.P.

T 14

WEIMTBi

Hype of riling .... Torpoe Trltorml
Weight tf Filling . . . 9211 lbb, 9440 lbs.
Total Weight .... 21,tf?7 lbs. 22,115 'lbs.
Chg / Wt. Ratio .... 42^ 1%

FUZING:
Brltiah OEdl Pistol No. 58 Mt I

BODY CONSTRUCTION:
The body is manufactured in two different ways. The British produced model is 
tf cast steel, with a solid nose plug and with three exploders fitted 111° apeu*t 
in the tall. The bomb bodies are Issued Wth exploders inserted, and the ex
ploder tubes are sealed with shipping plugs. The eventual Amrican T 14 will
consist of five sections welded together. The solid nose and base sections 
Hl be of forged steel, wlhle the three center sections will be fabricated 
from rolled plate, longitudinal? welded, taper-bored internally and then set 
in a die to form the external contoiur.

The tail is attached to the after end of the bomb body by 11 studs. A cylindri
cal cowling, placed between the bomb body and the tail cone, enhances the 
streamlining of the bomb.

TAIL construction:

The special tail unit, No. 81 ME I is constructed of light alloy and consists 
of a cone to wkd.ch are attached four fins of stre^line cross-section. The 
fins are set at an angle of 5° to the axis of the tail cone, giving a right
hand spin to the bomb as it falls. The tall fits over twelve 7/16 in. studs 
fitted into the bomb body and is securely fastened to the studs by Simmonds 
nuts. Otoee hand-holes in the tail cone give ready access to the three tall 
pistols.

suspension:

The bomb Is suspended In the plane by twin suspension slings.

filling:

The bomb contains an explosive filling of Tcrpex or Ti^ton^ with a 1 in. layer 
of ONO topping added to the after end. Four inches of w^oSJ^era/wax cornmosstion 
is then added, and the filling sealed with a 1/1 in. plyboard usher. The three 
exploders pass through holes in this washer and are held in place by a heavy 
base plate, which is secured by bolts to the bomb body.

RENMtKS:

This bomb is designed for limited operational use, and its employment will be 
restricted to speoially adapted very heavy bommbrs. Although designated a 
G.P. bomb, the H14 is essentially a deep penetration bomb (though not armor 
or concrete piercing) depending for its effeot upon the production of heavy 
shock waves as a result of the explosion of its main charge deep within the 
earth.

The general ai^i^^^^men^ of this bomb is identical to that of the 13,111 lb. 
T11 illustrated on page 6Q . The two bombs are identical in all resects, the 
T14 being merely an enlarged version of the T10.

The O14 is Alnerlean designation for the British 11,111 lb. DP. "Grand Sl^* 
bomb.

•
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RESTRICTED

DATA!

OVERALL LENGGT.........................................In.
BODY LENGTH
BODY DIAMETER
WALL THICKNESS
TAIL LENGTH
TAIL WIDTH
TAIL WEIGHT
FORWARD DIAMTER......................... 20 in.
REAR DIAMETER ......................... 33* in.

u.s.rpmy bomb

2000 LB. L.C.

T 9

WEIGHTS;

Type of Filling..............................Tritonal 
Weight of Filling......................... 1875 lbs. 
Total Weeght ..............................2100 lb a.
Chg / Wt. btlo..............................09 $

FUZING:

The 2000 lbs. L.C. bomb takes two Hirles of athwartships fuzes, the elec
trical T74 series and the mechanical T84 series. A nose switoh, T8, closes 
the electrical circuit at the moment of impact! an inertia switch, T9 com
pletes the electrical circuit to the T74 on impact.

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:

Although designated a bomb, the T9 is more properly a warhead for the JB-2, 
the Ameeloan adaptation of the German V-l, a pilotless winged missile which 
Is Jet propelled, Conasructed of aluminum, the head is roughly cylindrical 
in shape, positioned aft of the nose piece. To assemble the warhead to the 
fuselage, four mouuning lugs on the warhead are aliened with four lugs on 
the fuselage, and then bolted together.

FILLING:

Tritonal is the main flllnng, a mixture of 80“ TNT and 20$ Aluminum powder, 
designed to give maximum blast effect.

COLOR AND
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DATA:

OVERALL LENGTH........................................117.3 in.
BODY LENGTH  94.9 in.
BODY DIAMETER........................................34.0 in.
WALL THICKNESS........................................ 0.37 in.
TAIL LENGTH  28.0 in.
TAIL WIDTH  47.6 in.
TAIL WEIGHT    95.0 lbs.

ARMY-NAVY BOMB

4000 LB. L.C.

AH-M56 
AN-M56A1

(Service)

WEIGHTS:

Type of Filling .... T.N.T. Aatol 50/50 Anatol
Weight of Filling . . . 3362.0 lbs. 3245 lba. 3238 lba.
Total Weight ... . 4205.0 lba. 4085 lba. 4232 lba.
Ctsg / Wt. faitio . , , . 80.0 £ 79.0 % 76.5 4

FUZING:
Nose: AN-M103A1 .AH-WLOS, ML03, M13.5, M135A., M136, M136A1, Ml 39, AN-M139A1 

Kl«, AJ-M1WA1, K149 m.63, M164, KL65, MlK39,AN-»c219 (ait for lnatsn- 
taneoue action alwaya)

Tall; AN-M1O2A2, AN-M102U., M162 (K^r^-^s^TLty action)

BOMB construction:

The body la made of aeveral caat piecea welded together. The aide wftla 
have t minimum thiokneaa of .3 Inch and t maximum thiokneaa of .5 inoh. 
Cloaed at the baae by a female cap, it haa a rounded noae and c^^/aLlel aide 
waia. Suspension is by meana of two luga welded to the caae 15 inchea on 
either aide' of the center of gravity. The norm^ box tyoe tail is mdlfied
on thia bomb by eight additional atrut roda to give Increaaed atability for 
thia large bodb.

FILLING:

The abandar! fllllig for thia bomb at preaent ia cast TNT, but aome bomba in 
the future will be loaded with Tritonal. A full length Mill audiliary 
booster ia employed to inaure compete detonation.

COLOR & MJAUOTG3:

Olive drab overman with one inch yellow band around noae and conical section 
of bomb.

REMAINS:

The AN-M56A1 differs in that provlaion is made for a hoiating lug to be 
added at the center of gravity between the auapenaion luga and also for 
two other auapenaion lugs to be acrewed into the bomb body, 22^ degreea 
removed, for auapenaion in British planea.

The AJ-M56 and AN-M56A1 are not procured by the Navy at the preaent time.

•



1000 LB. SEMI -ARMOR PIERCING BOMB AN-M59
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CONFIDENTIAL

WEIGHTS:

DATA.1 500 lb. 1000 lb.
U.S,A«<Y-NAVY BOMB

OVERALL length . . ■ . 57.0 in. 69.3 In. 500 a 1000 LB.
BODY LENGTH . . . . 46.8 In. 57.3 in. S.A.PBODY DIAMETER . . . . 11.8 In. 15.1 In.
WALL THICKNESS . . . . 0.75 In. 1.0 In.
TAIL LENGTH . . . . 15.05 In. 16.8 In.
TAIL WIDTH . . • . 16.18 In. 20.7 in. AN-M50 1 500 lb.)
TAIL WEIGHT . . . . 11.4 lbs. 17.0 lbs. AN-M58A1 1500 lb.)

AN-M58A2 (500 lb.) 
AN-M59 (1000 lb.)
AN-M59A1 (1000 lb.) 
AN-M58 (Obsolescent)
Others (Service)

Type of Filling 
Wight of Filling 
Total Weight 
Chg / Nt. Ratio

AN-M58 AN-M58A1 AN-M59

T.N.T. T.N.T. T.N.T.
160 lbs. 162 lbs. 320 lbs.
472 lbs. 494 lbs. 995 lbs.
33.9% 31. 32.0%

FUZING:
For ordinary use, only tail fuzes are employed in S.A.P. bomb, but AN-M103 
fuzes and variations of this fuze can be employed for fragmentation effect, 
in which case a non-delay primer detonator Is employed in the tail fuze. 
Otherwise, in regular missions a short delay primer detonator is used In 
the tail fuze, with a shipring plug in the nose.

Regular Missions (Tall fuzed only)
50? ib.: AN-H101A2, AN-M101U., M161

1000 lb.: AN-M1021A2, AH-M102AL, M162

Special Missions (Fragaeltatipn effect) 
Nose: AN-H103. AH-M1C3A1. M135A1, M136, M138A1, 1Q39,

T«dl:
500 

1000

AN-MlOS. AH-M1C3A1. ’1135, M135A1, M136, OT.36JQ, ML39,
AH-M139A1, M140, AK-M140A1, M149, M.S5, M.64, ------- “M.65, M239

lb.: AN-M1O1A2, AN-M101A1, M161
lb.: AN-N102A2, AN-M102A1 M162

Ober Missions (Tall fuzed only) 
500"fb7: M113A1, LT". .........

M124, m.24Al,
1000 lb.: M114, M114A.,

M.2B, M125A1,

M113, M116 (i
■24A1, M133 ____

M117 (nlntani alt^HUi^e) 
M.34 (long delay)

VT Missions
Nose: M166(TB1E1),T82 
TM1S

500 lb.:
1000 lb.:

minimum Altitude) 
long delay)

AN-M101A2 (to detonate bomb in event of 
(to detonate bomb in event ofAN-M102A2

VT fuze failure) 
VT fuze failure)

BOOB construccion:
S.A.P. bombs are of single piece construction, either cast or spun, slightly 
streamlined in shape with semi-pointed noses. The threaded nose opening re
ceives a fuze seat liner and a steel nose plug, which can be removed allowing 
an Instantaneous nose fuze to be inserted when fragmentation effect is de
sired. Suspension luge are welded to the oase in a manner similar to G.P. 
bombs (see Introduction, page 37 ): for dive bombing, tnnnione on a band 
may be Installed. The box type 'tall is characteristic of that used on G.P. 
bombs (see Introduction, page 37 ).

FILLING:

Cast "NT is being used currently with a wax pad employed in 'the nose to 
cushion the explosive against premature detonation on impact with an armored 
target. Om M104 auxiliary booster 1s used, positioned Just forward of the 
M102 adapter booster. In the future, Army 3.A.P. bombs will have Picratol 
as their main charge, the filling now standard for the M103 2000 lb. S.A.P.

COLOR & MAKINGS:

Olive drab overall with one inch yellow band around nose and base and 1/4 
inch yellow band around center of gravity. Bombs having wax in the nose oan 
be Identified by the marking "with rad". Present production eliminates 1/4 

-------------- inch hand.___________ __________ _____________________________
REMJURKS: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------

In the AN-M58A1, 9.5 lbs of Amatol are removed and replaced by 31.5 lbe. of 
steel to Increase the penetration of the bomb. To enable these S.A.P. bombs 
to be used with anti-withdrawal fuzes, the AN-M58A2 and the AN-M59A1 Incor
porate base plate locking nine and the 0W2A1 adapter booster, thus prevent
ing removal of the base plate and adapter booster.
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STUDS

MI04 AUX 
BOOSTER

BASE FILLER 

(WAX)

RESTRICTED

MII5AI 
ADAPTER 
BOOSTER

AN-MIO2A2 
FUZE

LOCKING PIN 
HOLE

PICRATOL FILLER

BOMB S.A.P 2000 LB. MI03
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RESTRICTED

DATA: U. 3. ARMY
OVERALL LENGTH .............................. 8S.5 in.
BODY LENGTH .............................. 68.5 in.
BODY DIAMETER..............................
WAAL THICKNESS ..............................

18.75 in.
1.3 in. 2000 LB. S.A.P.TAIL LENGTH .............................. 25.6 in.

TAIL WIDTH .............................. 25.8 in.
TAIL WIGHT .............................. 52.7 lbs.

M 103
(Service)

WEESEIS:

Type of Filling.......................................Picratol
Wight of Filling.................................. 556 lba.
Total Wight . . ........................0039 lbs.
Ch / W. Ratio ...................................27 *

FUZING:
Unlike smaaier S.A.P. bomba, the M103 has a solid noae, permitting tall 
fuzing only.

Rejgilar Missions:
AN-HC2A0, AN-M1D0A1, H62

Sneoial Missions:
M.14, M114A1, 1117 (minimum altitude bombing)
M125, M125A1 (long delay) ,1134

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:

The body of the M1O3 is fabricated from seamless steel tubing, sommwhat 
streamlined in shape and with a semi-pointed nose. No provision is made for 
nose fuzing in this bomb. Suspension lugs are welded to the case in a manner 
similar to the GP bombs (See introduction, page 37 )• Trunnions on a band 
may be fitted for dive-bombing. A box type tail is employed as on the G.P. 
bombs (See introduction, page 37 ).

FILLING:
Picratol, a mixture of 525> Explosive "D" and 48^ TNT is poured as the main 
charge, with a wax pad in the nose to cushion the explosive against premature 
detonation on impact with a hard target. The M115A1 adapter booster re
places the HOSA1 fitted in the AH-M58 and AN-M59 S.A.P. bombs.

COLOR & WARINGS:

Clive drab overall with 1" yellow band around nose and base and 1/4 inch 
yellow- band around center of gravity.
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1000 LB. ARMOR PIERCING BOMB, AN-MK. 33
FIN LOCK NUT

BASE PLUG
AUXILIARY BOOSTER (1)

LUG SINGLE SUSPENSION - BRITISH

arming wire 
hoisting lug 
SUSPENSION LUG

EXPLOSIVE "D" 
TRUNNION

FIN ASSEMBLY 
SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIPS 

ARMING BRACKET 
TAIL FUZE AN-MK. 228

RESTRICTED



FUZING;

RESTRICTED

DATA: 1000 lb. 1600 lb.
ARMY-NAVY BOMBSAN-Mk 33 AN-Mk 1

OVERALL LENGTH 73.0 in. 83.5 in.
BODY LENGTH 58.0 in. 69.5 in.
BODY DIAMETER 
WALL THICKNESS

12.0 in. 14.0 &.
1.3 In. 1000 a 1600 LB.A.I

TAIL LENGTH 17.0 in. 20.5 in.
TAIL WIDTH 
TAIL WEIGHT

16.0 in. 20.6 H.

AN-Mk 33 (1000 lb.)
AN-Mk 1 (1600 lb.)

(Service)

WEIGHTS) 1000 lb. AN-Mk 33 J60a .lb. -Jw-Mk 1

Type of Filling Eaqposlve D.Cast TNT Explosive D.Caat TNT
Weight of FlllLig 140 lbs. 215 lbs.
Total Wligit 1025 lbs. 1590 lbs.
Chg I Wt. fctio 14.0 % 14.0 %

Tall: AN-Mk 228 (.08 sec. delay)

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:

The bodies are of single piece, forged, machined construction w.th pointed 
noses, parallel sides and slight boat tailing. The base plate is of the
male type. Suspension in the Mt 1 1600 lb. design was by means of lugs 
welded to bands, the bands being positioned by grooves on the external bomb 
smrfaoe. The newer designs, AN-Mk 14 MX 33 are suspended by fittings 
which sorew into holes drilled in the bomb oase and secured by bolts. The 
normal box type tall assembly is used on these bombs. (Introduction, pg 37 ).

FILLING:

The main filing of these bombs is pressed Explosive *0* or cast T.N.T.
The tall fuze pooket requires the use of the Mk 1 granular T.N.T. auxiliary 
booster.

COLOR 4 MININGS:

Olive drab overall with 1* yellow bands around nose and base and 1/4* yelltw 
band around center of gravity, Recent production eliminates the 1/4* band. 
The Mk I 11 grey overiOLl with a yellow disc.

REIAIKS:
Toe later Mk I bombs were grooved to position the suspension band. Older 
bombs had a stud which fitted into a hole in the bomb body.
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re strict e d

MKI7 mod I, MKI7 MOD 2, MK 44 DEPTH BOMB
MARK it MOO 1 OB AN.MAK IL MOO B. TNT LOAMO. WLtGHS MR LBS. AM-M/KK44. ORPEX IOCOEHD. W«*M HR BBS

FORK REST
TRWNION
TRUNNION RANO (REMOVABLE)
HYDROSTATIC FUZE AN -MK l>4 CANNOT RE 
INSTALLED WHIN TRUNNION RANO IS USED
LUO. SINGLE SUSPCNSION

NOSS FUZI AN-MR. RH (AMERICAN OB BRITISH)

SAHTV _
(FAHNtSTOCK) CLIFS

FIN ASSEMBLY
FORK REST
MYOTOfTATK HlZt AN.MKIT4
TRUNNION
TRUNNION RANO (REMOVABLE)
LUO SINGLE SUSPENSION 
(AMERICAN OR BRITISH TYPE)

MK 41, MK 47
AN.MARS <1. TNT LOAOfO. WEIGHS ^MOXMA^t* >■> U*-

DEPTH BOMB
AH MAtl 41. TORRIX LOADED. WEIGHS AMTOMMATtLV HR US



DATA: M 17-2 Mk 41
OVERALL LENGTH «-n.
BODY LENGTH 31.1 in. 27.8 in.
BODY DIAMETER 15.0 in. 15.0 in.
WALL THICKNESS 0.06 in. 0.06 in.
TAIL LENGTH 20.2 in. 24.6 in.
TAIL 
tail

WIDTH 
WIGHT

20.6 in. 15.4 in.

NOTE ■ Mk 17-2 A M 44 have round nose, can ub8 
flat noae attachment; Mk 41, Mk 47 are 
flat nosed; Mks 44, 47 weigh 350#, use 
IPX.

ARMf-NAVY B0MB9

325, 350 LB.
DEPTH

M 17 (T.N.T.)
Mk 17-1 1 TNT.)
Mk 17-2 1 .T.N.T.)
Mk 44 |(Torpex)
M 41 1(T.N.T.)
Mk 47 1(Torpex)

WEIGHTS: JIk 47
Type of Filing 
weght of ruing
Total Wiight
Chg / Vt. ^tio

M -V-g Mk 44 Hk 41

T.N.T. Tc^•rlx T.N.T. Torpex
224 lbs. 249 lbs. 227 lbs. 252 lbs.
325 lbs. 350 lbs. 347 lbs. 355 lbs.
68.9< 71.1# 65.56 70.S6

fuzing:
Because of numerous instances in water crash landings where depth boobs fuzed 
with the AN-M 224 or AN-Mk 234 exploded, these two fuzes have been suspended 
from use. As a consequence, the Mk 17, Mk 41 and MM 44 mmy be used only if a 
nose impact fuze ia installed.
Nose: AN-M 219 will not arm if dropped from below 2500 ft. when 

with flat nose attachment or flat nose. Requires auxiliary 
Mk 219 adapter ring. Gives instantaneous aotion.
Mk 221, Mk 239, delay of .01 seconds; will not arm on flat 
ped from below 2500 ft.
AN-M03, AN-ML03A1 (Instantaneous only); speolal vanes for

used on 
booster

nose if

bomb 
and

drop

flat noee boobs.
BODY cohsstuccion:

Mc 17-2 and Mk 44: These depth bombs are made with round noses welded to a
cylindrical steel tube. Thwe is a strengthening disc around the nose and a 
steel strip along the suspension lugs to reinforce the body. The transverse 
fuze pooket is 11*9 in. aft of the nose. To prevent ricochet and improve under
water tra^^ory a flat nose attachment is made for these bombs, the attach- 
mmnts being in the shape of a bucket which fits down over the nose and is 
fillrf with plaster of pa'is, increasing the weight of the bomb by 44 lbs. Bomb 
case extremely thin.
Mk 41 and MM 47: These bombs constructed with a flat nose, there being a 
slight taper from the walls to the nose. The body is in three pieces, the sides 
being tubular w.th a transverse fuze pocket tube welded in plaoe 15 in. aft of 
the noee.

SUSPENSION: ’------------------------------
Suspension of these bombs is by the usual dual or single lugs, the lugs being 
welded to the bomb. The single lug is actuALly somewhat different than is 
usually found, being in the fora of a bracket rather than a lug. Trunnions on 
a band are for displac^^t gear In dive bonming.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:
Instead of employing the box type tail these bombs use a drum tail. Looking 
at it from the after end, it is oiroular and has four fine extending at right 
angles to each other. The fins are spot welded to a cone which'fits over the 
after end of the bomb. The fins are also spot welded to the drum shroud. The 
tail Is bolted onto the base of the bomb.

COLOR 4 MARIINJG: "" ------ ------
Olive drab overall with 1* yellow band around noee, 1" band on eaoh side 
around athwaatshlp fuze well, and 1/4" band around center of gravity. iNt 
loaded bombs have weight and Mea*k number stencilled in yellow; Tci^ex loaded 
have items stencill^. in blue.

rburkk:
The Mk 17 - 325 lb. bomb is TNT loaded but has a light tail assembly; the 
Mk 17-1 is the same except a sturdier tail assembly is used; the Mk 17-2 is 
similar to the Mod 1 but has a larger filling hole.
The Mk 17 is obsolete; the Mk 17-1-2, the Mk 44, 47, and 41 are obsolescent.



AIRCRAFT DEPTH BOMB 
AN-MK 53 MOD I 
AN-MK54 MOD I

RESTRICTED



*

a

DATA:
OVERALL LENNTT................................52.5 in.
BODY LENGTH ................................33.25 In.
BODY DIAMTES.......................   . . 13.8 in .
WALL THICkSNEB....................................... 06 in .
TAIL LENGTH . . .  ................ 24.6 In.
TAIL WIDTH ................................ 13.9 in.
TAIL WEIGHT ................................

U. 9. NAVY .BOMBS

325, 350 LB.
DEPTH

AN-Mk 53-1 (T.N.T.)
AN-Mk 54-1 (E.B.X.j

Mk 53 (T.N.T.)
Mk 54 (Torpex)

(3ervice)

WEEOHTS: AN-Mk 53-1
Mk 53 Mk 54 Mk 54-1

Type of Filling T.N.T. Torpex H.B.X. •
Weight of rilling ^^6 Ibe. 550 lbe. 550 lbs.
Total Weegbt 3!K> lbe. 354 lba. 354 lba.
Chg / W. ^tio 68 < 70.6 < 70 £

fuzint:

Nose: AN--M.13, WNH110AA(mst have moddfled arming vanes for use with flat 
noee lombl. .
AN-Mk 519 (with an adapter ring may le need ln the nose if the AN-JM.03 
with the modtfied vanes le not available. The AN-1k 519 requires 5500 
feet of air travel to era). , ■

Tail: AN-Mk 500-4-5-6, Mk 531 (hydrostatic tail fute).
BODY COHNTRt’CCIOtB

CyliniUcal welded eBeet eteel body with a flat noae. A laee cloelng nlate 
ie eecured to the rear of the loml 1y four lolte.

suspension:

Theee lombs are suspended horizontally ly two lugs 7" on each tide of the 
oenter of gravity, or ly a single lug at the center of gravity and 180° re
moved from the other lugs. There is no eirternd land, the lombs being 
strengthened internally ly a land which is fitted into the lombs at the 
center of gravity. Trunnions for dive looming may le threaded to the ease 
and internal strengthening land.

TAIL CCWSTTOTian
Welded to the tall cone are four vanes wuch are strengthened ly interior 
lox type struts, and an exterior wide ring strut. The tail cone le secured 
to the lase closing plate ly four lolls*

COLOR 4 MLRRSNMt
Olive dral overall. 'Mt 53 - 325 ll. depth lcnh", "lit 54 - 350 ll. depth 
lomb" stencilled on the respective loml lodles in yellow if the filling is 
TO1, or in llue if the filling is Torpex.

REMARKS:
"'hese two lombs (identical excent for filing) have leen designed to replace 
death lombs using athwartship futes, since difficulties have leen encountered 
at tines in the past with the AN-Mk 554 and AN-MM 534. The Mk 53 and Mk 54 
will use the AN-Mk 530 and a nose fute, having no athwartship pocket.
The AN-Mk 53-1 and AN-Mk 54-1 differ from the Mk 53 and Mk 54 respectively

, in that the suspension lugs are welded on instead of leing of the screw type.
in addition, the walls of the explosive cavity of the two lombs are coated 
with an asohaatic comnoostion know as Rot Met. The AN-Mk 54-1 is loaded 
with HBX rather than Torpex.
Only the modlflcations of the Mk 53 and Mk 54 have leen standardized as AN 
lom^a.
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MINE, MK.B AND MODS.

CLOCK DELAY MECHANISM W
NOSE ADAPTER

EXTENDER WELL

TAIL COVER

MK.I3 MODS.. 03.4



RESTRICTED U. S. NAVY MINE

DATA:

LENGTH OVERALL 68.75 In.
1000 LB. AIRCRAFT

DIAMETER
Ceas .« .......................
Tail section «...
Fine on tail section

19.875 in.
15.25 In.
25.50 in.

MINE
Ground Influence Fired

0
3
4
5 ..

(Service)

Me 
Me
Me 
Me

13
13
13
13

Mod 
Mod 
Mod 
M>d

Magnetic 
Nagnttie 
Magnetic 
Acoustic

Induction 
Induction 
Induction

WIGHTS

FUZING:

Me 13 Mod: 0,3,4 Me 13 Mod 5
Type of Filling . . . . t.H.T. Torpex r.N.n Torpex
Wel^t of Filling. ... 640 lbs. 700 lbs. 640 lbs. 700 lbs
Total flight . . . . . . 1030 lbs. 1090 lbs. 1000 lbs. 1060 lbs
Chg / Wt. Ratio . ... 62,% 66.% 640% 660%
Negative Bwoyancy ... 430 lb s. 490 lbs.

For Use is Mine: Athwaatship - Mine Meeh^nl^s

Forward well 
After wells

Extender and Booster
Clock Starter and Clock D^lay

For Use ib Bomb:

No e AN-1M03, AN-M.03A1, M.35, M135A1, M3 6, M36A1, ML39, M.39A1, 
AN-M39A1, Ml40, M.40A1, AI-M.40A1, M49, M63, ML64, M65. 
AN-Me 219 (by using adapter rkig and one Me 1 aux. booster).

GENERAL:

The Me 13 ie designed as a ground influence m.ne, laid offensively by air
craft from altitudes of 100 to 500 feet in 16 to 75 ft. of water (40-100 ft. 
for Me 13-5) against surface craft and up to 500 ft. against subraaainea.
The Me 13-0-3-4 are masjinnc induction mines using the M-4 Search Coil 
firing muhanism, while the Me 13-5 ia an acoustic mine utillsnng the A-3 
acoustic firing mechanism.

Wien dropped as a bomb, the mlntaum alt^uidle of release for the mine ia 
1200 ft. to ensure pilot safety. Because of the shape of the mine, the 
standard bomb nose fuses require longer air travel to aim.

MINE CONSTRUCTION:

The body is a cylindrical steel case with a welded hemispherical nose con
taining a fuse seat liner which houses an adapter ring and two Me 1 auxiliary 
boosters. The cylindrical tail section ia of a smaller diameter and is 
welded to the body. The dome steel tall cover of the Me 13-5 is unified 
to contain the MI-2 microphone; the rubber diap^ra^ microphone cover of 
the MM 13-5 is stuped with the w^rd "BRUSH". Horizontal suspension is 
accolm^ll^hti by either of three sets of lugs placed 45° ap^t; each set 
consists of two standard lugs 14 in. apent.

COLOR AND MARINGS:

STace overall.

REMARKS:

The Extender and Clope Starter are functioned by hydirotatic pressure at a 
depth of 16 ft* or greater. The dooe ^lay runs off in 45 minutes to arm 
the mine.

The Mt 13-3 Is a Me 13-0 fitted with the Tail Parachute Pace Mt 1.

In the Me 13-4, the Extender and Cloce Starter are mc>dified for shall<w 
water planting, allowing the mine to function in 10 ft. of water. In 
other respects the Me 13-4 is identical to the Mr 13-0.
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MINE, AN-MK 26 MOD .I

CLOCK STARTER AND
DELAY MECHANISM POCKET

EXTENDER POCKET —

TAIL PARACHUTE PACK
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*

COOFIDENTIAL

LENGTH OVERALL
With parachute pack . « . . . 68.5 in.
Without p^aoh^^e pack . . . 64.5 In.

DIAMETER
Case........................................... . 18.625 in.
Tall section .......................... . 15.75 In.
Paraohute pack...................... . 18.50 in.

NAVY MINE

1000 LB. AIRCRAFT
MINE

AN-Mk 26 Mod 1 
around, Influence Fired 

(Service}

WIGHTS:

weght of fllinne 
Total weight 
Cuarge/Weght ratio 
Negative buoyancy

1000 lbs
46.5 %

400 lbs

TORPEX 
“SSlTIbs, 
1060 lbs 
49.5 <

460 lbs

FUZING:
For Use as 

Forward 
Wter

Mine: 
wei: 
Wil:

Athwarrship - Mne Mechanisms 
Clock Starter and Clock. Delay 
Extender and Booster

For Use as Bomb: 
Noae: AN-M113, AN-KOMI, rn.35, W.35A3., M36, M1MA1, M139, M39A1, 

AN-M119A1, KL40, 1M40A1, A1-M110A1, 149, 163, M164, 1165, 
AN-Mk 219 (w.th adapter ring and additional 11 1 Amt. Booster)

MINE CONSTRUCTION:
The AN-Mk 26-1 oonelats of a cylindrical steel case with a welded hsmlephertcal 
nose and tapered tall section. The tall is closed by a concave corer scoured 
with cap screws. A ring for minting the parachuts assembly Is welded around 
the after end of the oaee. The Tall Faraohute Faok MM 1, containing Paraohute 
MM 2, Is fltt^. to the tall when the mine is Installed in plane. Tils para
chute slows fall of the mine thru the air to lessen shook of water impact, and 
is released from the oase on striking water by an impact release m^i^lha^^sm. 
Suspension Is horizontal, two standard lugs being welded onto the body 14" 
apart and placed 90° from the side pockets. There Is a removable British 
single suspension lug 180° removed.

COLOR 4 WAKINGS:
Black

REMARKS

Normal Use: As ground, meagltSlo induction mne (M-9-1 Search Coll firing mech
anism). Aircraft laid, with parachute (Release altl'de - 200 ft.

. to
ft. against submarrnee.

or higher}. Laid offensively In dapths of water from 16 ft 
120 ft. against surface oraTt:, and up to 500 "

Extender and 
at depths of 
to aim nine*

Clock Starter are functioned by
16 ft. or greater. Clock Delay

hytooesatic pressure 
runs off In 170 mm^^es

Use as Bomb: This mlns la 
by pa^aohuts 
tumbles. f 
of the shape

poorly suited for use as a bomb 
is difficult; - -- ■ ■

since acourats dropping 
, and if paraohuts Is not used, the oase 

Fuzes require longer air travel to arm than usual because 
ipe of the mine and the maimer of fall thru the air.
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U.S. FRAGMENTATION BOMB (BUTTERFLY)
M 83
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RESTRICTED
M 83 U. S. ARMY BOMB

OVERALL LENGTH 
BODY LENGTH 
BODY DIAMETER 
WALL THICKNESS
TAIL LENGTH 
TAIL WIDTH
TAIL WIGHT

3.0 in.
3.0 in.
3.1 in.
0.25 in,

4 LB. FRAG
(BUTTERFLY)

M 83 
(Service)

WEIGHS;

Type of Fill. 
Weight of Fl 
Tota Wei^t . . 
Chg / W Ratio .

T.N.T. 
.47 lbs. 
3.2 lbs
15$

FUZING

M 129 or ground buret)
M 130 (Tine mximum 30 min*)
M 131 (Antt-disturb&nce)

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

The bomb body is cylindrical in shape, caet in two halves and welded together. 
The fuze cavity is situated athwartships in the body, Is 1-3/4 inches in 
diameter, and is threaded wth a left-hmd thread. The left-tarnd thread 
is to prevent unscrewing of the fuze while the bomb is in flight.

arming vane asse^ly:

The vane assembly consists of four pieces hinged together - two seml- 
cylindrical surfaces (wings) and two discs (propeller blades) Inclined at 
a slight angle. Wile the bomb is still in the cluster the vane assembly 
is folded around the bomb to form a cylind’ica! casing which can be 
closed against the pressure of the vane coll springs by meema of a safety 
clip. The arming spindle projects through the bomb casing.

Wien the bombs are packed in the cluster adapter the safety clips are 
removed but the bombs remain in their closed status due to their proximity 
to each other. Wen the cluster adapter burets open the bombs scatter and 
the vane assembly on each bomb is spread open by the force of its coll 
springs. The vane assembly is forced to the top of the arming spindle 
by air resistance, where the square head on the spindle engages the sqi^re 
hole in the assembly. The two "wings" reduce the velocity of descent of the 
bomb. The two "propellers", being eet at angles to each o^her, cause the 
vane assembly to turn in a counter-clockwise direction, thereby screwing 
the arming spindle out of the fuze body and permitting the fuze to aim. 
The arming spindle is not commllH-y withdrawn from the fuze, being re
tained in the fuze by a collar on the spindle.

COLOR AND WARINGS: “ -----------------------------------

The bombs are painted olive drab with a .5 in. yellow band running hori
zontally around the folded "wings*.



RESTRICTED
BUTTERFLY BOMB CLUSTER ADAPTERS

M 28 CLUSTER (MI5 CLUSTER ADAPTER)
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RESTRICTED U. 3, ARMY CLUSTER ADAPTER

Data: M15 M16
OVERALL LENGTH 47.35 in. 59.635 in.
BODY DIAMETER 8.0 in. 13.89 in.
TAIL WIDTH 11.0 in. 18.9 in*
weight loaded 155 lbs. 415 lbs

MI5, MI6 
CLUSTER ADAPTERS

FUZING!
ML55 (reulaolnc M.11A2) 
AN-ML46 (subsitute for M-55)
M111A2 (to be used If neither MlbB and M146 

available. PM*tially aim by rotating 
vanes 130 turns clockwise).

M.5A1 
M15A2 
M16A1

GENERA^!
The ML5 is a cylindrical sheet metal case which opens longitudindly, bsing 
hinged at the rear and closed by a nose cup. Mien loaded it contains twenty-four 
4 lb. frag, bomba, forming the M28 cluster. The duster ie designed to fit 100 lb. 
bomb stations.
The M16 ia similar to the W-5 except for size. The M16 contains ninety 4 lb. 
frag, bombs when loaded and forme the M2 cluster. The adapter is loaded Wth 
bombs in wafer form,' each wafer being comprised of 10 bombs. The cluster can be 
oarrled on any 500 lb. bomb station. It has a third lug for suspension in 
British planes.

OPERATION!
Clusters are released from altitudes of not less than 3000 ft. and not more than 
5000 ft. Fuze settings for functioning after release are varied from 5 seconds 
at minimum release altiuude to 8 seconds at maximum release altiuude. Wien 
the fuze fires it releasee the nose closing cup, allowing the adapter to open 
and release the bombs. The bombs scatter to form a pattern over an area of 
approximately 300 by 200 ft*

REMARK!
The M28A1 cluster is the same as the M28 except that it incorporates a spoiler 
ring around the nose and a drag plate secured to the tail by four screws. These 
two devices were added because the dropping alliu^e for the M28 was limited by 
the high velocity attained by the clusters at high altitudes, resulting in damage 
to the butterfly when the cluster opened. Wien drag plates and spoiler rings are 
used, the recommended release altitude is 1500 feet w.th a six second fuze set
ting, or any higher altiuude which will open the duster at a height between 
1000 and 2500 feet.
The M28A2 and M29A1 dusters modify the K28A1 and M29A1 clusters by newly de
signed looking cups, which are secured to the cluster adapter by two slotted 
sorews. The M16 duster adapter becomes the ML6A1 and the M15A1 becomes the

M28AI CLUSTER,SHOWING SPOILER RING AND DRAG PLATE

#62970 0 - 45 -7 85 -



WEIGHTS!

RESTRICTED)

DATA: ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

OVERALL LENGTH..........................  
BODY LENGTH................................... 
BODY DIAMETER....................... 
wall thickness ........................... 
TAIL LENGTH................................... 
TAIL WIDTH ..................................  
TAIL WEIGHT...................................

... 19.5 in. 

. . 11.3 in.

. . 3.6 in.

. . 0.36 in.

. . 9.25 in.

. . 5.1 in.

. . 1.6 lbs.

20 LB. FRAG.

AN-M41 (20 lb.) and Al Mod
M48 (20 lb.) Practice

Type of Filing . . . . T.N.T.
Weight of FIHIm . . . 2.7 lb a.
Total Weight..................... 20.3 lbs.
Chg / Wt* totio .... 133

FUZING:

AiUMUOAl; M11O; M109; AN-M20; AN-M 20U; M158

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Bomb is constructed of the foil wing: (1) cast steel nose and tall pieces; 
(2) seamless steel Inner tube; (3) helicaiyy-wrapped drawn steel wire 
wrapping around inner tube. The tube is threaded to hold the nose and
tall sections.

SUSPENSION:

For Individual suspension of this bomb, a U-shaped eyebolt of steel Is 
welded to the body at the center of gravity for horizontal suspension, and 
an eyebolt is welded to the tall for vertical suspension.

Bomb say be dropped in a cluster of 6 bombs in the AN-MLA2 or Ml cluster 
adapter forming the AN-M_A1 or Hl cluster. The cluster adapter is made 
of sheet steel, and does not use eyebolts of bombs for suspension.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Four rectangular sheet steel vanes welded to a length of 1* cast iron 
pip>e which screws into the base filing plug.

COLOR AND HARINGS:

Olive drab with 1" yellow band around the nose and extreme rear of the 
bomb and a iH band around the center of gravity. Present production 
eliminates the i" yellow band.

REPAIRS* " ---------------

Bomb Is a high-level fragmentation bomb and should be dropped from a 
minmurn altitude of 400 feet.

The Al modification of this bomb consiste of adding a la" shoulder 
around the nose to facilitate clustering with unfuzed bombs. Heretofore 
the spacers of the cluster adapter have fitted against the fuze, thereby 
caking it requisite that the bombs be clustered and shipped with fuzes 
inserted.

The M48 is a practice bomb, simulating the AN-M41A..
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I DATA:

OVERALL LENGTH 
BODY LENGTH . 
BODY DIAMETER 
WAAL THICKNESS 
TAIL LENGTH . 
TAIL WIDTH .
TAIL WEIGHT .

23 lbs.
AH-M 40 & M 72 

........................................... 26.7 in. 

........................................... 11.3 in.

................................................3.6 In. 

......................................... 0.66 in. 
.........................................13.9 in . 
......................................... 4.35 in. 
......................................... 5.3 lbs.

ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

23 LB. PARA-FRAG.

AN-M 40 <23 ll.) and Al Mods 
M 72 ( 23 1U and Al Mrts

WEIGHTS:

Type of FillUg.......................... . T.N.T.
Veitfrt or Fllifag....................... 2.7 He.
Total Weight..................................24.3 lba.
Chg / Vt. fetio..............................11.0^

FUZING:
AN-H120A1; AN-MK04; M170; AN-N120

"BODY CONSTRUCTION:

These bombs are constructed of the folOowing: (1) cast steel nose and tall 
pieces; (2) seamless steel Inner tube; (3) helloall--wrapped drawn steel 
wire wrapping around Inner tube. The tube Is threaded to hold the nose 
and tall sections.

SU SPEN SION: -----------------------------------------

For Individual suspension of these bombs, a U-shaped eyebolt of steel ie 
welded, to bomb at the center of gravity.

The AN-M40 bombs are always clustered, three of the boObs with the AN-MS 
cluster adapter forming the AN-M4 cluster.

The M72, slightly modified version of the AN-M4O, Is adapted for Individual 
vertical suspension and can be carried In vertical cellular racks by several 
types of Army planes.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

AN-K40 and M72 are fitted with cylindrical sheet steel parachute housings 
which have end caps at the rear and contain a white silk parachute. The 
parachute unit M3 is used In the M40 and M71 bombs; the N4 parachute unit 
ie used In the M72 and M73 bomba.

COLOR AND MAF^JCINN^^:

Olive drab with a 1* yellow band around the nose and extreme rear of the 
bomb and a 1/4* band around the center of gravity. Present production 
eliminates the 1/4* yellow band.

RE3MLRKS:

The M71 and M73 are practice bomba.

The AX-M40 and M72 are low-level fragmentation bombs and should be dropped 
from a maximum altitude of 400 ft.

The Al modiiication of these bombs consists of adding a 1£" shoulder around 
the nose of the bomb to facilitate clustering with unfuzed boabe. Here
tofore the spacers of the cluster adapters have fitted against the fuze, 
thereby naming it requisite that the bombs be clustered and shipped with 
the fuzes Inserted. Borins with this mcdiffcatlon are designated the 
AN-M1A1 and M72A1 fragmentation bombs with the practice bombs being 
designated N71A1 and M73A1.
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RESTRICTED
CLUSTER ADAPTER MI3

FRAGMENTATION BOMB CLUSTER M-26



restricted

CLUSTERS, CLUSTER ADAPTERS
A--Ml AL CLUSTER, AU-MlLA CLUSTER ADAPTER

Tda cluster consisting of the AN-M1A2 or Ml cluster adapter and six 
AN--M4L fragmennatLon bombs, is made of sheet meea! and does not use eye
bolts for suspension.

A--M1A2 CLUSTER, AN-KLA3 CLUSTER ADAPTER:

With the nodliloatLon of AN-M41 bombs to permit fuzing Ln the field, the 
following changes are made Ln the AN-M1A2 cluster adapter: (L) flat springs
are substituted for the fuse look plates: and (2) the suspension lugs ware 
changed from a strip type to a type similar to those on G.P. bums. The new 
lugs were designed to permit suspension of the dusters in all existing types 
of bomb racks. Tie mjUf^ed duster adapter becomes the AN--MILAS, forming 
with six AN-M4LA1 fragmentation bombs the AN-M1A2 oluster.

If the moHried duster adapter AN-M1A3 is used with unmoHfied bombs AN-M41; 
or the UItmlOileO duster AN-M1A1 is used with moHTled bombs AN-M41A1; or 
the unmlOLleO duster adapter AN-M1AL is used with unmOdfieO bombs AN-M41, 
no change will be made in the designation of the AK-H1AL cluster. The bombs, 
in these latter oases, will be fuzed when the bombs are dustered at the 
loading plan!:.
Un^^^d^^ed bomb A--M4L with duster adapter A--M1A1 not suitable for -avy 
use. The mouried adapter AN-M1A2 can be used and duster is designated 
SLZVL.

A--M4 CLUSTER, A--M3 CLUSTER ADAPTER:
The A--M3 oluster adapter and three AK-M40 fragm0ntation bombs fora the 
AN-M4 duster.

A--M4A1 (CUSTER, A--M3 CLUSTER ADAPTER:

Won AN-M40A1 bombs are dustered, the AH-M3 duster adapter is still used 
without any alteration in design, but the designation of the oluster is the 
A --M4A1

M2S CLUSTER, ML3 CLUSTER ADAPTER:

Description: The fragmentatfln bomb (duster M26 (T4E4) consists of a duster 
adapter ML3 to wth.oh are secured twenty 20 lb. fragmantetLln bombs, AN-M4LA1 
in groups of ten talh. The ^^uster is 53i Lnlhes long, L4-LL/L6 inches wide, 
and L3-3/4 Inohes high.

The d^uster adapter is a steel framework consisting of a tubular suspension 
bar to winch the suspension lugs are fitted, steel separator plates, and two 
meed straps secured by release buedea. The separator plates located for
ward of eaoh group of the bombs are built with arming vane stops for the 
M110A1 nose fuzes used in the individual bomba. The cluster can be adapted 
for either quid or delayed opening.

OpraHon: Quid opening is accomolleheO by the arming wires Wlch are fed 
through the release bundes and are withdrawn on the release of the (duster 
from the plane. In delayed opening, a moolantod time nose fuze, MISS (T7L) 
or M.11A2, is sorewed to the fuze adapter in the forward end of the tubular 
suspension bar. Wen the fuze detonates at the preset delay, the explosion 
drives a steel slug rearward to out the shear wires in both the forward and 
aft release buodes, thereby permuting the oluster to open.

Tumilng of the MM6 duster prevents the MLUA2 from arming umMtly, and 
therefore the fuze has been moHTled by the substitution of aneoomoter type 
arming vane for the standard vane. So mmloiled, the fuze is known as the 
T77. MolOflcatLon can be aoool^dlshed in the field by kits now being issued.
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M82 90 LB. FRAGMENTATION BOMB
RESTRICTED

M27 FRAGMENTATION BOMB CLUSTER 
MI4 CLUSTER ADAPTER



1
WIGHTS:

DATA: U- 1. ARMY BOMB.
OVERALL LENGTH . .................................... SBln.
BODY LENGTH . ...................................  19. S In.
BODY DIAETUR . ........................................ S In.
WALL THICJIE3S . 
TAIL LENGTH .

............................................ 14 in. 

....................................9.3 in. 90 LB. FRAG.
TAIL WDTH . .................................... 9.1 in.
TAIL WIGHT . .................................... 2.8 lbs.

M 82
M 27 Tuoter

(Service)

♦ Type of Filling . . . . ..................... Oopo. B
Wight of Filling...................................... 12.0 lbs.
Tota Weight ............................ . . 91.6 lbs.
Ch / W. Ratio ....................................13.1 <

FUZING:
M103, AN-1M03, AMM.13A1, M-35, M.3SM, MU>, M136U, M.39, AN-M.39A1, ML40, 
AN-M.10JQ, M149, _____________________________ ____

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:
Nose and tail nieces of cast steel screw on to a central section of seamless 
steel tubing. A square helical steel soring ia wound around the steel tubing. 
The nose and tail pieces are partially cut through to afford greater frag
mentation. The bomb is suspended by single lug or in a cluster (M27) of six 
bomba. The tail is of normal U.S. box construction and is secured to the bomb 
by a locking ring.

COLOR 4 MAKINGS:
Olive drab overall. One inch yellow band around the nose and extreme rear 
of the bomb, and a 1/4 inch band around the center of gravity. Present 
production eliminates the 1/4 inch band.

M 27 CLUCTER, M 14 CLUSTER ADDATER:

GENERA.:
The MS? cluster consists of a 500 lb. cluster of six 90 lb. fragmennation 
bombs and the cluster adapter M.4 (T3), fuzed with the MISS nose fuze.

TO’STTrCCTTON A»'D OPERATION:
The M.4 cluster adopter consists of two longitudinal steel tubes, 56 inches 
long, to which are welded four steel plates forming the sUDport for the eix 
bombs. The lower tube ssrree ae the bbakbonn oo the cluster and the upper 
tube carries the suspension lugs, buckles for the releasing straps and the 
adapters for the nose aan tail fuzee. TTe nnes fuze M1111A or M115 ie uase; 
however, a time fue foo the taai ii nno avaaiable to be fiteed.
The cluster may be adjusted to release the bombs lmmereliely or. through 
the use of time fuzes, to discharge the bombs 5 to 12 seconds
after the release of the cluster from the plane. If it is intended that 
the cluster is to open 3.0:10^^017, the shear wire is cut after the arming 
wire is installed and no fuze is used.

REMARKS:
The Tmmereatr opening of the cluster produces the most favorable impact 
pattern. The cluster mist open at a minimum altitude of 1000 feet in order 
that the bomb fuze can arm.
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RESTR ICTIDD

AN- M 120 Al NOSE FUZE

M 117 ADAPTER BOOSTER'

SHORT ARMING WIRE

FUZE SEAT LINER -

ARMING CORD

TNT SURROUNDS M 82 FRAG. BOMB

SUSPENSION LUG

SWIVEL LOOP
OVER-ALL LENGTH 
INCLUDING FUZE 

58*82

M 5

PARACHUTE
CONTAINER LID

M86 120 LB. FRAGMENTATION BOMB
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D*t*
DIMENSIONS or BOJffi................. Rferr pag « 57 , 90#

frpg., M2.

PARACHUTE CONTAINER LENGTH . 3B.S In.
PARACHUTE CONTAINER DIAK . . 6.5 in.
•miXG.........................................AJf-MSO or

AN-KL20AL

n- .a. mu

120 LB. 
PARA-FRAG.

M 86

DESCRIPTION!
Th* K 86 oonsiets of the 90 Lb. fragmentation bomb, K 82 pnd p pprpohirt* 
uM.t MS wiloh ip sorewed to the bpse of the bomb body in pLpnm of th* normpL 
tpll fin «**embly. Both ulUte pre issued sepwately pnd mist b* p*eembl*d 
prior to up*.
The psrpohute uMt MB oonsiptp of p oy^Lindt^^opi oontplner housing the pprp- 
ohut*. The Lid of the oontplner ip fpptened by p Lptoh Whioh ip peoured by 
the prising wire.
Th* bomb Lp fuzed with the AN-KL2O or AH-1O.20A1 by using the M117 pdppter 
booster.

BUBPE-BIO-:
The bomb opn be uped in * bomb stption having the oLepranoe of p BOO lb. 
bomb, pnd may bo suspended singly or ps p two-b<»h oluztor with the cluster 
pdppter KL2. One suspension lug ip welded to the bomb pt the oenter of grmT- 
ity pnd two suspension bends pre issued with the permohu^e unit. Th* Larger 
dipmeter bond is peoured on the pprpohute u^t to bo used in oonjunotion with 
the euspension Lug or the smapier dipmeter bpnd peoured on the bomb body.

OPERATION:

The prising wire, wh.oh is fpstened to the bomb ahpolae, passes through the 
lug of the r*pr suspension bpnd pnd the lptoh on the pmrp*hut* oontplner but
not through the fuze. This secures the lptoh pnd prevents the pprpohute from
opening until immediately p^ter reLepse of the bomb. The prising wire rthioh 
pepses through the fuze Lp fpstened to the pmrtohute by the pr^^n^ oord.

On relepae, the pining wire ip withdrawn from the Lptoh on the oontplner. A* 
the bomb fpLLs, the pir stream removes the Lid from the oontplner pnd piltws 
the pprp*hut* to open. The arming oord ip pttpohod to the shroud Line pnd 
is pulLed ps the ptrm*hut* opens, thereby permitting the fuze to pro.
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" MIO4 AUXILIARY BOOSTER
COMPOSITION B

ANMI00A2 FUZE
(NON-DELAY)

AN-MI03AI 
FUZE

I

CO 
cn
I

T.N.T. SURROUNDS

437 MAX.

AN-M 88 220 LB. FRAGMENTATION BOMB
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



COJtfTDEKriAL

DATA: AN-M88 M81

OVERALL LENGTH 43.7 in. 43.7 In.
BODY LENGTH 32.8 in. 32.8 in.
BODY DIAMETER 8 in. 8 in.
WAAL THiCKNE3B 1 in. 1.25 in.
TAIL LENGTH 11 in. 11 in.
TAIL WIDTH 11.5 in. 11.5 in.
TAIL WEIGHT 4.1 lbs. 4.1 lbs.

ARK-NAVY BOME

220, 260 LB. FRAG.

AN-M 88 (220 lb.) 
M 81 (260 lb.)

(Service)

WEIGHTS: i ut-Ma8

Type of Wiling Comp. B . (TNT e
Weight of rillLig 34.1 lbe.
Total Weight 260.0 lbe.
Chg / Wt. Ratio 14.0 %

MM_1
uroou^ 1 Comp. B TrK ^^ooindl)

46.69 Us.'
216.17 lbs.
21.6 %

FUZING:
Nose: AH-M103, AN-M.03A1, M130, AJ-M139A1, M.40, AN-M140A1 (AU instantaneous 

Setting), M115, M13SA1, ML36, ML36A1, ML65, KL64, KL6S, ML66. T82.M149 
T50E1, T8«, T91.

T<H: AN-M100A or AN-M100A1, M.61. (A non-delay MH primer detonator must 
be used.

BOMB CONSTRUCTION: (AH-MMB and M81)
The AN-M88 differs from the M81 only In that it has a .75 inch steel coll 
around the body instead of the one inoh. Both bombs are constructed in these 
two wavs, in initial production, nose and tail pieces are of cast steel 
construction and screw onto a central section of seamless steel tubing. A 
square helical steel spring is wound around the steel tubing. The nose and 
tall pieces are pw’tially cut through to afford greater fragmentation (this 
is similar to the M82 except for the provision for tail ruses and the M.04 
aiuciliary' booster in the larger lombl). The majority of ANlBSia and JEJTs, 
however, have a one piece steel tubing, and the helical steel spring is 
wound around the steel tubing, (and the helical steel spring is wound around 
the tubing) for the entire length of the body.

Suspension is horizontal; two eyebolts are welded to body along longitudinal 
axis of the bomb, 14 in. ap^t. A third eyebolt is welded to the body at 

■ center of gravity 180° removed from the other eyebolts. The tall is the 
normal box type, secured to the bomb by a locking ring.

colon * motnwtt:
Olive drab overall. Oie inch yellow band around the nose and extreme rear 
of the bomb, and a 1/4 inch band around the center of gravity.

REMAKES:
The initial bombs were filled wth TNT; later productions are filled with 
COBmoelilon B with TNT surrounds. Al types have the M104 auxiliary
booster.
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R E S TRI C TED

INTRODUCTION
CHEMICAL, INCENDIARY, ANT SCREENING SMOKE BOMBS

Chemical;

In general the chemical bomba are of two types, classified according to case 
construction. Ths light case bombs have the advantage of higher charge weight ratio, 
whereas the heavy case bomba have better stowage and handling chto'acctelstics. Both 
types have full length burster charges to split the.borib case and disperse the fill
ing over the area to be containated* Fusing mut; always be instratfimeouB or aerial 
bu*st to maintain raximum dispersion of contents* Various filings can be employed 
for different effects.

Incendiaries:

Inoendl^les in use at the present time are classified by their construction and 
use into two types. The Intensive type burns as a unit, confining ite intense heat 
to a relatively small area’.-" We' bombs are small in site and are always dropped in 
clusters to give area coverage. They are normally employed against targets having 
a high percentage of roof coverage, such as industrial estabisaments and crowded 
residential areas. Since the bombs have heavy nose plugs and substantial case 
strength, some penetration can be expected, md the hi£ burning temperature of ite
filinng will be effective in industrial areas.

The scatter type is usually a larger bomb which disperses chunks of its
burning over a large area to Ignite many small fires* It is normally em
ployed against readily infamble targets such as frame construction, matrl.^^ stor
age and grain fields. 'These bombs explode on imp^<c‘t to throw burning fragments of 
gasoline gel or other sticky emil^ions against its target.

Screening_Smokes:

Only the screening smotes will be considered in this section, signaling and 
dominating smokes being treated under p^rr□teoluilcs* TiIs division follows in large 
part the allocation of responsibility for smoke mlUlitConB made between, the Chamfer 
Waafare Service and the Ordnance Apartment of the Aw CW supervises maters re
lating to screening smokes and the Ordnance Department performs the same functions 
for signalling and dominating items.

Color and Mayings:

Chanted bombs have different wt kings than other types of ordnance. The bomb 
body is painted light grey, and colored bands indicate the nature of the filinrg. 
The bands are located between the dual suspension lugs and forward of the center of 
gravity. One band indicates a non-persistent filler* Two bands indicate a persis
tent filler. Gresn indicates casualty agents; red, harassing agents; yellow, smoke 
or screening agents; purple, Cnoeidlu*ies*

Incendiary bombs may follow the scheme of chemical bombs, with light grey body 
color and a purple band, or more recently, an olive drab body color wth a purple 
band has been standardized.

CATION: dl of these items represent a different type of hazard than high explo
sive filled bombs. They are pfa!’tCoularly susceptible to fire and proper 
precautions should be observed. In handling several of the pyrotechnics 
and incendiaries, remember to avoid friction as would be caused by rolling 
or dragging the missile.

Heavy case chemical bombs are suspended in the same mmer as G.P. bombs; that 
is, by dual lugs or by a single lug welded to the bomb case. The light case chemi
cal bombs are suspended by lugs welded to bands which fit around the bomb body. In
cendiary bombs of the large scatter type have the same suspension as the chemical 
bombs. The smaHer incendiary bombs are always clustered, and for maximum packing 
efficiency are hexagonal in shape. The clusters employed on incendiaries are of 
two types, the quick opening variety and the aimabls type with cluster opening con
trolled by an aerial biu'st fuze. Ths quick opening clusters come in two sizes — 
100 lb. and 500 lb. The cluster adapters for 4 lb. intensive incendiaries will carry 
34 bombs in ths 100 lb. size or 128 bombs in the 500 lb. size. The adapters for 
6 lb. scatter incendiaries carry 14 bombs or 60 bombs. The cluster adapters consist 
of steel tubes supported by plates with ths bombs as^^^^sd around ths tubes. The 
bombs are held in place by spring stsel bands secured by an arming wire running 
through a buckle at the end of the band. Remooal of ths arming wire assembly as 
ths cluster drops releases the buckles and ths bands open to release ths bomba imme- 
diatsly.
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CHEHHCCL, INCENDIARY AND SCREENING SMOKE BOMBS (cont)

The aimable clusters are relatively new. They fit a 500 lb. bomb station and 
are designed for precision bombing from high altitudes. To give the cluster the 
desired ballistic properties, a standard box type tall assembly is attached by a 
single bolt to the aft plate of the cluster adapter. A strip of primacord (PETN) 
tunning full length along the side of the cluster serves to break the spring steel 
bands and allow the bombs to scatter when the aerial burst nose fuze functions. Th
AN-M17A1 500-lb. aimable cluster is filled with 110 AN-M50A2 and AN-M50XA3 4-lb. In
cendiary boriss. The E6R2 cluster adapter (5(X>-lb.), contains either AN-M89 or M74 
incendiary bombs. Tie M3 500-lb. aimable cluster adapter contains 38 bombs of
either the AN-M69, the M74, or the M77 incendiary and smoke bombs.

Status

Were possible, the status of each bomb has been given according to Navy defin
ition. ’Service" indicates that the Item Is under current procurement. •OOaolescent1 
indicates that the bomb is becoming obsolete, that no future procurement Is con
templated, but that large stocks may be on hand. 1OOaoletrI indicates that the present 
stook Is almost exhausted and that It dll not be replenished. Items of Army design 
not procured by the Navy are not classified as to status.

NoneroCaturr

Wen under development, Army Bombs carry temporary designations which are later 
drooped when the bombs are standardized. Ejqperimentta. bombs controlled by the Army 
fr-dnance Department are indicated by the letter "T1; moHfloatlons Incorporated In 
the basic design carry the letter "E". Items In the devel^op^^i^^iOL stage designed 
by the Ciemioal Wrf^e Service, such as Incendiary cluster 'dopers, are Indicated 
by the letter "E" rather than "T1, and subsequent revisions In "E" designs oarry 
the letter "R*.

If the develoliental bomb is standardized for Army use by the O-dnanoe Teoimnoal 
the "T" or ’E" designation Is dropped and an "M" number assigned. Wen 

a ii01flcatflt on a standard itm Is under development, the change will be given 
an ’E" or "R" designation; If the bomb thus moHiied is adoptedas standard, It wil 
take a designation In sequence In the "A" series, Indicating an alteration In the 
basic design.

In undertaking the development of a new bomb, the Navy Bureau of Ordnanoe assigns 
a Mark number which will designate the bomb In the rxle^iiental stage as well as in 
sevloe use. No system of *T" or "E" designations is e^^pl^^ed. Wen adopted as 
standard by the Joint Mroraft the prefix "AN" is plaoed before the M or
Mk. designation.
Custers, Cluster Adappers

An attempt has been made to differentiate between "clusters ’ and "duster adapter 
the cluster adapter is the containing device or holder; when the

adapter is loaded dth bombs, the entire assembly becomes a cluster. In some cases 
the cluster adapter may closely treeible a bomb In cmatruction(e.g. MSS.MllM.L, 
whUe In others the adapter Is nothing more than a banding arrangeiert(e.g.X8).

662970 0 - 45 - 8 - 101 -
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RESTRICTED
DATA: ARM-NAVY BOMB

uV HkAXX* TjkN gtH 
BODY LENGTH . 
BOOT DIAMETER. 
WALL THICKNESS 
TAIL LENGTH . 
TAIL WIDTH . .

14.22 in.
9.13 in.
1.58 in.
.36 in.

5.79 in.
l.se in.

2 LB. INCEND.

AN-M52 
AN-M52A1 
AN-M52XA1 
(Obsolete)

WETGHT3i

Type of Filling........................... Thmrmate 
WigJht of Filling...........................0.4 lba. 
Total Weight 2.0 lbs. 
Chg / Wt. Ratio........................... SO %

BODY CONSTRUCTION:

Hexagoiml cast m&ggieBliffii alloy body weighing 1.13 lbs, with bote one inch 
shorter than the body length, thus maad.ng a solid note. There are three vent 
holes below the primer oap assembly to assist in initial bur^ng.

TnL"C^ " 

Hexagonal sheet metal tail, secured to body with three screws.

SUSPENSION:

39 AN-M52XA1

Cluster Cluster Atopter Sl» No. of Bombs Carried Status
MIO M5 100 lb. 42 AN-M62A1 Obsolete

9 AN-M52XA1
Ml MB 500 lb. 153 AN-M52A1 Obsolete

FTLLUGi

Therm ate la a com>o*stion of 80$ Therm, te and 20$ Flrat Fire Charge:

Thermite glrgt Fire Charge.

Iron Oxide 76$ Sodium Nitrate 50$
Aluminum Pomler 24$ Aluminum Powder 45$ . 75$

Sulphur 4$
Boiled Linseed Oil 1$
Black Powder 25$

ACTION:

Spring lo^.ed safety plunger Is depressed by adjacent bomb; upon release from 
cluster it jumps out, leaving a thin brass cross holding striker. On I^act, 
str iker breaks free frcm cross, igniting primer, first fire charge and ther- 
mate. The theimate burns, igniting the ma^giesiim alloy case. Total burning 
time is 8 minutes.

RENAKSl

In the AN~M52A1 a primer of heavier metal Is used and the composition of the 
first fixe charge is altered. The AN-M62XA1 incorporates an explosive charge 
otherwise duplicates the AN-M>2A1.

For COLOR A MAKINGS, see

INTRODUCTION, Page 100
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4LB. INCENDIARY AN-M50A2

SUSPENSION LUG

COTTER PIN

SAFETY WIRE

STRAP BUCKLE
STEEL STRAP —-

. 4
SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIP

4 LB. |NCENDIARY BOMB AIM-MSOAR

t104

I I
(00VB

THERMATE-----------------------------

BODY (MAGNESIUM ALLOY)

NOSE (IRON) ------------ <

TAIL (HEXAGONAL HOLLOW

FIRING PIN

SAFETY PLUNGER

FIRING PIN SPRING

PRIMER

4 LB. INCENDIARY BOMB AN-M50A2 PRIMER HOLDER

FIRST FIRE CHARGE

STEEL) 
a
w
(fl
H

a
M

O 

►a



DATA; AA-M300A (Oteol.te)

OVERALL LENGTH.......................
BODY LENOTH............................
BODY DIAEEm.......................
WALL THICKNESS
TAIL LENGTH . . ■ . . * .
TAIL WIDTH................................
TAIL WEIGHT

31.3 In.
13.4 In.
1.69 In.

8.7 In.
1.69 in.

army-navy bombs

4 LB, INCEND.

A^^^0A1
(and modifications) 

_ _.■■ - (Service)
WEIGHTS:

Type of Filling....................... Therrnate
We^i^t of Filling.................... 0,65 Ilia.
Total Weight..............................3.6 Its.
Chg / Vt. Rtio......................... %%%

BOOT CONSTRUCTION

Hexagonal body of ^jgiesim alloy, weighing 1.25 lba., with an iron nose plug. 
Tiere are three vent Toles below the primer cap assembly to a selst in initial 

, burning.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Hexagonal sheet metal secured to body with three screws.

SUSPENSION:
Clueter Cluster Adapter Size No. of Bombs Csaried Status

AN-ES MS 100 11. 38 AN-M50A2 Service
6 AN-M50XA3

E31 MS 100 lb« 34 AN-M50TA2 Seivriee
M7 M6 500 lb. IOS AN-M50A2 Seiriee

26 AN-M50XA3
AN-^4 M1OA1 500 lb. 104 AN-M50TA2 Services

Alible 6 AN-M50XA3
M17 MIO 500 lb. &3 AN-M50A2 Sei^ces

Almable 22 AN-M50XA3
AN-E17A1 M10A1 500 lb. S3 AN-M50A3 ■Service

Alible 23 AN-M50XA3

OPERATION:

Spring loaded safety plunger ia depressed by adjacent bomb; upon release from 
cluster it jumps out leaving a thin brass cross holding striker, W^oT breaks 
free on impact and ignites primer. The tharmate burns, igniting the magnesium 
alloy case. Total burning time is 9.5 to 10»5 minutes.

REMJAlSi

AN-M50X11, (Army: limited standard; Navy: obsolescent) contains 170 grains of 
black powder in a steel capsule at nose, replacing portion of thezmate. The 
bomb burns approxi^tely 1.5 minutes, black powder explodes, scattering burning 
n^^esium over wide radius.

AJ-M50A2, (similar to AN-MSOAL) is waterproofed around the pr^er cap and first 
fire charge.

AN-M5OXA2, (similar to AN-M50XA1) has an explosive head consisting of a steel 
nose cap which houses three tetryl pellets, a detoi»tor and a delay fuze. The 
delay fuze is ignited and sets off the deto^tor, exploding tetryl pellets, 
projecting fparents of steel and burning ma^jegium.

AN-M50XA3 is identical to AN-M50XA2 except the assembly around primer cap and 
first fire charge ia waterproofed.

AN-M50TA2 is identical to AN-M50A except it contains a secret toxic agent, 
wTLcT does not affect the burning properties of the incendiary. Clusters 
carrying these bombs will have a green and a purple band painted around them.

Type A and B:
AN“M5UXA2 and LNM50XA3 each have a Type A and Type B. Type A indicates that 
the delay from impact to explosion is two to four minutes; Type B indicates 
that the delay from impact to explosion is sixty to seventy seconds.

For COLOR & EAKINS, see

INTRODUCTION, Page 100
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4LB. INCENDIARV 
BOAAB

AN - AA 54

4 LB. INCENDIARY BOMB
AN-M54

FOUR-PRONGED ARMING WIRE 

SUSPENSION LUG 

COTTER PIN
SAFETY WIRE

SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIP

TAIL (HEXAGONAL HOLLOW STEEL) 
FIRING PIN
SAFETY PLUNGER
FIRING PIN SPRING
PRIMER
PRIMER HOLDER
FIRST FIRE CHARGE



DATA an~m54
OVERALL LENGTH.................... 21.35 in.
BODY LENGTH .................... 13.6 in.
BODY DIAMETER .................... 1.69 nn.
WALL TRICKNEBB ....................
TAIL LENGTH .................... 10.0 in.
TAIL WIDTH .................... 1.69 in.
TAIL WEIGHT

- - ■> .i
ARM-NAVY BOMBS

4 LB. INCEND.

AN-M54
(And. MdifK^^^i^ons) 

(Osdete)

WEIGHTSI
type of Filling....................Therrnats

of Filling................ 1.6 lbs.
Tota Weight ..... 4.0 lbs.
Chg / W. Ratio ................ 40t

BODY CONSTRUCTION
Steel cylinder having a hexagoniT. nose plug. The fuze it installed in the 
tall plug assembly. There are three vent holes below the primer cap assembly 
to assist in initial burning.

TAIL CONSBTlUCCION:
Heex^ona hollow sheet meea tall*

SUSPENSION:
NO. of Bombs 

Cluster Cluster Adapter Size Cirnried Status
AN-MS MS 100 lb. 27 AN-M54 Obsolete

7 AN-M54XA1
M9 M6 600 lb. 102 A.N-M54 Obsolete

26 AN-M54XA1
OPERATION

Spring loaded safety plunger Is depressed, by adjacent bomb; upon release 
from cluster It jumps out leaving the firing pin riding on a creep soring. 
On impaot the firing pin overcomes its creep soring and strikes primer, 
igniting the thermate which meets the steel body and releases mooten iron.

REMARKS:
AN-M54X is the same as AN-M54 except that next to the hexagonal nose plug a 
small portion of the thermate charge Is replaced by a steel capsule contain
ing 170 grains of black powler which explodes and scatters the molten iron 
after bomb has burned about one minute. It Is limited standard for the A’my, 
obsolete for the Navy.
AN-M54XA1 Is the same as the AN-M54 except Inside the hexagonal nose plug 
there Is a steel cylinder containing a tetryl high explosive charge with a 
delay fuze and a detonator. A thin epacer of megnesitm Is between thermate 
and fuze opening of explosive cylinder* After one minute of burning the fuze 
ie ignited, exploding the tetryl. These bombs are no longer being procured 
for naval service, and should not be used except when AN-M80A2 or AN-M69 
bombs are not available. It Is limited etandard for the Army, obsolete for
the Navy.
For Color and Marlk-na, see Introduction, page 100.
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AN-M69 (Service)

OVERALL LENGTH...............................19.5 In.
BOD! LENGTH....................................19.5 In.
BODY DIAMETER ...... 2.B7 Ln.
WALL THICKNESS.................................... 042 la.
TAIL LENGTH (Streamer) . . 114.0 in. 
TAIL WIDTH
TAIL WEIGHT

ARKf-NAVY BOMB

6 LB. INCEND.

AN-M69
AN-M69X

(Service)

weights:

Type of Filing.........................Glled tMeoline (NP or IM)
Weight of FillLg.................... 2.8 lbs.
Total Weight ....... 6.0 lbs. 
Chg f Wt. Rutio........................... 46 %

FUZING: Ml

Hexagonal case with a nose cup welded to the forward end. The nose cup, fuze 
and powder charges are sealed off from the rest of the case by an impact dia
phragm and plug held in a cup-shaped sealing diaphragm* incendiary oil
fllinrg is held in a cheesecloth sack situated between the forward sealing 
diaphragm and the tall cup.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Tail assembly consists of a tall cup, tall retainer and disc. The tall cup is 
secured to the hexagonal case by beading, crimping and heating. Four gauze 
streamers, each 114 Inches long, are attached to the tall retainer by tail disc 
to stabilize the bomb and reduce the terminal velocity*

SUSPENSION:
Cluster Cluster Atop ter Size Ko* of Bombs C^r^^ed Status

AN-M12 M4 100 lb* 14 AN-M69 Service
AN-M13 M7 500 lb. 60 AK-M69 Service
ML9 E3 500 lb. 38 AN-M69 Service

Aimable
AN-M17A1 KLOA1 500 lb. AN-M69 Service

UmfthTe
E28 E6R2 500 lb* 38 AN-M69

Aimable
M21 (E74) M23 500 lb* 38 AN-M69X Service

Aimable

OPERATION: "

Spiring loaded safety plunger jumps out of Ml fuze upon release from cluster, 
arming fuze. On impact the striker overcomes spring, detonates primer cap, 
which ignites a lead-coated spitter fuze. The spitter fuze burns from 3-5 
seconds, allowing perotration, and Ignites black powder booster charge. This 
ignites the igniter-ejector charge consisting of 2 bags of black powder and 
oiled m^ignusim power. The combustion blows off tall cup, ignites incendiary 
filing and ejects it for a maiteum of 75 yards*

RXMARCS:

The bomb and the delay are calculated to permit penetration inside of a struc
ture before detonation. The incendiary oil filiing is of a very sticky compo
sition and Mil normally adhere to any object, including vertical walls.

The M69X incorporates a 4*5 ounce charge of tetryl to produce an anti-personnel 
effect. OveraH dimensions of the M69X duplicate those of the AN-M69, but the 
amount. of incendiary mix is reduced (.4 lb. less)* Op^pr^^a^^on of the ML fuze 
ignites a safety fuse load terminating in the M106 detonator, which explodes 
the tetryl fragmenting 66% of the bomb case after ejection of the incendiary 
maaerial, foioowlng a pre-deteimlned time delay of .5 to 6 minutes (3C% - 
1/2 min.; 30% - 2 min.; 2C% - 4 min*; 20% - 6 miu). The time delay ie varied 
by adjusting the length of the safety fuse*

For COLOR AND MA RING, see

INTRODUCTION, Page 100
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RESTRICTED

SYMBOL OF FILLING

DESIGNATION

NOSE VIEW

TAIL WELL

TAIL ASSEMBLY

DATE OF
FILLING 

LOADERS - 
LOT NUMBER

MI42 FUZE
NOSE CUP
MAGNESIUM BLACK 

POWDER CHARGE

WHITE 
PHOSPHOROUS

PURPLE BAND 
& LETTERING

LOADERS SYMBOL

4-43
hLOT

IO LB. INCENDIARY BOMB
- 116'-'
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DATA; M74

OVERALL LENNGH.......................19.4 In. 
BODY LENGTH .......................19.4 in. 
BODY DIAMETER ....................... 3.0 in. 
WALL THICKNESS .......................
TAIL LENGTH ....................... 6.3 in. 
TAIL WIDTH ....................... 2.5 in. 
TAIL WEIGHT

U. 3. LRMY BOMB

10 LB. INCEND.

M74 Incendiary 
(Service)

weights:

Type of Filing................. PT 1 or NP
Weight of rillLig
Total Weight
Chg / Wt. Ratio

FUZING:
Mi'42, MI42JLL, M3

BODY CONSTRUCTION:
Same type of construction as the LN-MSS 6 lb. oil incendiary, with a sheet 
steel leak-proof casing and a nose cup housing the fuze. L small chemiorf, 
container, located immediately behind the dome of the nose cup, ie filled with 
tfhte phosphorous to aid ignition of the incendiary coffipoestion and produce 
smoke. ' In bombs with NT, the filling is enclosed in a cheesecloth sock; 
if PT 1 is used, it is loaded directly into the bomb.

TAIL COMS RUCTION:
The M74 has a telesoope type tail Wh.ch fits inside the tall cup and is 
ejected under soring pressure when the bomb is released from the cluster. L
well inside the tall cup holds the tail sleeve when the assembly is com
pressed in the cup.

SUSPENSION:
Cluster Cluster Ldapter Size No. of Bombs Carried

E6R2 500 lb. 38 M74
Limable

E48 M23 500 lb* 38 M74
Liable

E61 M23 500 lb* 38 ERRS
Limable

OFERLUON
The M142 (or M142L1) fuze striker ignites the primer wMch sets off the 
booster and main ejection charge. This activates the auxiliary ejectlon- 
ignition charge. Expanding gases rupture the dome shaped ejection diaphr^m, 
which forces the YP filled cup, Incendiary filling, tail cup, and tail 
assembly out of the bomb casing.

REMWRK8:
Do not reinsert arming pin after it has been ejected, ae it may cause the 
fuze to function.

The experimental bombs of this type with other filings are designated the E5 
series. The experimental bomb with a white phosphorous filing has been 
rejected; however, the one with the mustard filing, E5RE3, is still under 
development. This bomb will be carried in the E61 cluster holding 33 bombs 
(M23 cluster adapter - page 119.)

For Color & Mrlk.ngs, See Introduction, pare 100 .
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restricted

M77

OVERALL LENGTH.................. 19.5 In.
BODY LENGTH .................. 19.5 In.
BODY DIAMETER................... 2.9 In.
WALL THICKNESS .....
TAIL LENGTH 
TAIL WIDTH
TAIL WIGHT

C. S. ARMY BOMB

10 LB. SMOKE

M77 
(Service)

WEIGHTS;

Type of Fllliin................................CO
Weight of ..............................9. 5 Its.
Total Weight ....... 15 lbs.
Chg / W. Rtio.............................. 75 Y

FUZING: " "
tt50

BODY CONSTRUCCICNi
The body Is a sheet steel casing extending the entire length of the boob. The 
tail cup fits Into the aft end of the casing, having a dome housing the M4 
fuze. The boob does not have a device for stabilisation in flight and 
therefore an all-ways fuze is employed.

SUSPENSION:
No. of Bombs 

Cfarled StatueCluster Cluster Master Size
M25 M4 100 lb. 

Qilck opening
14 M77 Service

E67 M23 500 lb. 
Ai-mable

38 M77

E62 E6R2 500 lb. 
Aimable

38 M77

OPERATION
As the bombs are released from the cluster, the arming pin is forced out by 
its spiring, permitting the safety pin to enter the cavity In the striker. 
Impact forces the striker and sleeve together, piercing the primer which in 
turn ignites the first fire mixture and subsequently the HC Smoke Mixture. 
The heat generated by the burning of the first mixture and the HC Smoke 
Mixture melts the zinc alloy fuze body. The smoke Is then emitted through 
the fuze hole In the tall cup.

REMARKS:
Once the arming pin Jumps out, the fuze is armed and any attempt to reinsert 
the pin may cause the fuze to funotion.

For Color and Markings, See Introduction, page 100 .
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RESTRICTED

data:

OVERALL LENGTH......................... 59.06 in.
DIAMETER OF BOOT....................... 14.69 in.
WIDTH OF HH.......................... 16 - 18 In.

fuzing:
MedualoiOL Time Flare Fuz. M130.AN-M145

U, 3, ARMY CLUSTER ADAPTER

E6R2
CLUSTERADAPTER

GESDUUL:
The cluster adapter has a thin steel body that is shaped like a boob, except 
the nose is not rounded off to make a full hemisphere. A standard type bomb 
fin is affixed to the rear of the adapter and a fuze fits in the nose. Hoist
ing and suspension lugs are located at the top* Interned!?, the adapter is 
equipped with cluster bars for positioning of the bombs when loaded. An L- 
shaped angle bar runs the entire length of the adapter along the bottom cluster 
bar. Into the angle bar is fitt^. a light steel tube which enoloses a length
of primacord that extends from the nose fuse to the other end of the cluster 
adapter.
Wien fiHM the bombs are paoked nose forward, 19 in the front half of the 
adapter and 19 in the after portion. The assembly is held together by nine 
nailless steel straps. The cluster adapter then becomes a 500 lb. aimable 
duster that will fit any 500 lb. bomb station, and when dropped from high 
altitudes approximates the trajectory of a 100 lb. demolltion bomb.

BOMB CLUSTERS:
E28 . . ...... (SB AN-M69 (NF, IM) Inoend^sry bombs.
E29 ............................. SB E5 (NF. IM) Inoenaiary bombs
E33 • « . . . . * « 39 E5 (vp) Chemmeal bombs
E34................................... 38.' E5 (H) Ciemiced. bomba
E52...................................38; AN-M69 (Practice) Incendiary bombs
E54...................................38) E5 (Simulated H) ChemloAL boobe
E62 .................................. 38) M77 (HC) Chemical bomOs

OPERATION:
On release, the arming wire is pulled allowing the clockwork to start and the 
vanes to turn. Wisi the vanes have made the proper nuab«r of turns, a striker 
pin safety block falls out, comletely arming the fuze so that it functions 
upon expiration of the predetermined tle setting. Firing of the fuze det
onates the prloacord which runs the full length of the adapter. Explosion of 
the prioacord breaks the nine nailless steel straps, allowing the cluster 
adapter witf.1 to open and the bombs to scatter.

remarks:
If desired, the cluster adapter may be kept intact during the entire period 
of flight, basting open on .ipsat..
This adapter is being replaced by the M23 cluster adapter.
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SUSPENSION LUCS (AMERICAN

RESTRICTED

SUSPENSION BAR CLUSTER WALL NOSE FAIRING

TAIL FIN ASSEMBLY TIME FUZE

MIOAI CLUSTER ADAPTER



RESTRICTED.

data:
OVERALL LEKNTT..................58.0 In .
DIAMETER .............................15.8 In .
WIDTH OF TAIL ..... 

miNT:
M127

U. 3. ARMY CLUSTER ADAPTER

MIOAI
CLUSTER ADAPTER

M1OAA

TENEAX *
The cluster adapter ie streamLIned in shape, and When fill^ it becomes a 500 lb. 
aimable cluster designed to be carried by any plane equipped to carry a 500 lb. 
boob. Clusters formed with this adapter are the M.4 Wh.ch contains 110 AN-M5OT-A2 
incendiary bomba, and the M17A1 which contains 80 AN-M5C0-A2 and 22 AN-M5OX-A2 
incendiary bombs.
The cluster adapter consists of a thin meea case with a channel bar extending 
through the center, and a standard tail fin fixed to the aft end plate by moans 
of a single, heavy bolt. At the forward end, a rounded nose fairing ie fastened 
to the forward end plate. From the fuze seat, a length of prtoaoord extends 
through a thin metri tube to the aft end of the adapter. The adapter is equipped 
With three suspension lugs, the center lug added for use in British planes.
Wien the cluster adapter is loaded the bombs are packed around the channel bar 
and the assembly is held in place by nine meea straps.

OPERATION: '

On release, the arming wire is pulled allowing the fuze to arm and fire at the 
pre-set time. Wien the fuze fires, the prlmaoord is detonated, breaking the 
meta, straps holding the assembly together and allowing the bombs to fail free.

REMARKS;

The cluster adapter ie filial and shipped to the field with a single cluster in 
each crate. Further assembly consists primaaily of fixing the tall in place 
and installing the fuze and arming wire. The ruze ie put in the duster after 
it is loaded in the plane.
The WLOA1 duster adapter is simlar in appearance to the EBR2, but differs 
internally. The bombs in the M.0A1 are necked around a channel bar wUle in 
the E6R2 cluster bars surrounding the bombs hold them in place.

662970 O - 45 -9 - 117 -
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RESTRICTED

DATA:

OVERALL LENOTH....................... 59.5 In.
DI AMETeR OF BO1O * . * * * 14 * 78 In* 
WIDTH OF TAIL * . . . * * 105.0 In.

U* S* ARMY

M23
CLUSTER ADAPTER

M.3 
(E23)

GENERAL:

M23 cluster adapters are used in forming 500 lb. aimable clusters of Incendiary 
or chetdc&l bomba* Clusters may be carried by planes equipped to handle 500 lb. 
bombs. They are desired for use in high and indium altitirie bombing, the 
flight characteristics resembling that of the M 38A2 practice bomb*

DESCIPTION:

The cylindrical halves of the cluster wd.1 are joined at the top by a suspen
sion bar and at the bottom by a burster shield support bar. Cluster bars, 
fitted into the end plates, hold the bombs in position inside the adapter* 
Baiast weights are bolted by studs to front and rear of the adapter's end 
plates* Nine steel straps drawn tight and fastened by a metal couector, are 
attached to release buckles rtiich are placed on alternate sides of the suspen
sion bar. The buckles are held closed by two release Wres attached to a re
lease lever, which in turn is attached to a stud on the tail cone. The tail 
assembly is comprised of a mo^fied box type fin on a conical support with two 
tall fuze adapters attached to opposite sides of the cone* The long stud that 
extends through the rear ballast weight, supports the tall assembly*

The primacord wiring of the adapter is in two sections* A meta. tube channels 
a 60-lnch length of pr^macord from the forward end of the burster shield, 
through the tail cone, and into the base of the ’long* fuze adajper* A 31-lnch 
length extends the tail cup into the 'short’ fuze adapter* (See Remarks)*

BOMB CLUSTERS:

Bombs are clustered in two section?, 19 bombs in each, with the nose to the 
front of the cluster*

M 19 Cluesee ****** (SB) AN-699 MM, NP) Incendiary bombs 
M 21 (E7 Cluster* **** (38) AN-M69X (IM, pip) ^T^c^^^^ary^tbbs 
E 48 ClUAtee ****** (38) M74 (PT 1, NT) Incendiary bombs
E 61 Cluster *.**.* (38) E5R8 (H) tos bombs
E 67 Cluster ****** (38) M 77 (HC) Smoke bombs  

FUZING:

Two time fuzes are used, one being placed in the 'long* and one in
the ’short’ fuze adapters* Two M 153 fuzes are now used but are being replaced 
by two M 152 fuzes*

OPERATION:

On release, the aiming wires are Wthdrawn and the two fuzes arm* Upon expira
tion of time setting, the ’abort’ fuse operates to set off the booster and 
prUacord which is channeled to the fin retaining cup* The cone is blown off 
by the pr^acord detonation, thereby withdrawing the buckle release wires and 
opening the cluster*

Upon failure of the ’short’ fuze to function, the 'long' fuze rates 2 
seconds later* Tils detonates the prtaacord extending the length of the 
cluster rtxich shears the steel straps and releases the bombs*

REKMUBt
Some lots of adapters were shipped without buckles and release wires, the-re
lease of the bombs being dependent on the severing of the steel strapping 
bands* The pr^acord from the ’short’ fuze is taped at a right angle to the
primscord leading frcm the ’long’ fuze, to farm one pr^ecord assembly* Ora
tion of either fuze woiAd detonate the primacord extending the length of the 
cluster, thereby severi^ng the steel strapping bands and releasing the bomba*

This d luster adapter is not procured by the Navy
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100 LB. SMOKE BOMB, MK. 3



I DATA! MM 3

OVERALL LENGTH....................48.5 in.
BODY LENGTH
BODY DIAMETER....................10.25 in.
WALL THICKNESS
TAIL LENGTH..........................13 in.
TAIL WIDTH  ....................14.25 in.
TAIL WEIGHT

J. S. NAVY BOMB

50, DO LB.
FLOATING SMOKE

Ms. 3 (100 lb.)
M 1 Mod 1 50 lb.)
Ms. 1 Mod 2 (50 lb.)

(Obsolescent)
WIMHSt

Type of Filing . . HC mixture 
Weight of Filling . 59 lbs.
ToOel A»egt . ... 102 lbs.
Chg / A. Ratio . . 57. B^

fuzing;

Mk 3 Mod 1. Special nose fuze actuated on water impact.
BODY CONSTRUCTION;

Aluminum nose casting carrying a pyrotechnic charge, attached to a hollow wood 
float which provides buoyancy. The nose carries a water impact fuze, and at 
the tail of the float is a valve cap with the valve to prevent water from 
leaking into the interior of the bomb. The rear of the bomb is conical in 
shape and the al min m nose la hi□lapheilcal.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION;
The tail consists of four fins bolted to the rear of the bomb with four tubular 
struts bolted to the fins. The fins do not extend upon the rear end of the 
bomb.

SUSPENSION: ---- ------- --------------- ----------------------

Two movaaie suspension bands in Mt 3; one in Mk 1.
ACTION: "

Impet operates the firtog mectmism in the nose, detoteting the prime]? which 
in turn ignites a length of tme fuse giving a delay of 18 seconds, during 
which time the smoke bomb is returning to and becoming stable on the sur
face of the water. The time fuse ignites the qulck^tch which in turn 
ignites the starting mixture and this initiates the action of the smoke 
mlxtiu'e. Gas pressure foi^mefi by the burning smoke mixture breaks the vent 
discs ana opens the valve cap at the tail end of the wooden float. The 
bomb then evolves a dense wilte smoke for about 7.5 minutes in the Mt 3, 
and 3 minutes in the Mk 1.

REMLAK3;
This bomb should be dropped from an altitude of over 500 feet and should 
not be dropped in less than 40 feet of water riiere the botoom is soft 
enough to cause the bomb to stick and fail to return to the surface. 
WHe designed for use over wasr, the bomb may also be effective if dropped 
over ordinary loam soil if dropped from an altHude under 2000 feet. If 
dropped from over 2000 feet or if dropped from any altHude onto very hard 
rocky ground the bomb will usually deflagrate. The HC mixtite is a pressed 
powder safe under any normal storage or handling conditions. The smoke, whHe 
h^rm.ess in the concentrations found in smoke screens in the open, is toxic 
in more concentrated form.
The Me 1 Mod 2 differs from the Mod 1 in that it has a longer burning time 
with a Mximum of 7.5 minutes, as in the 100 lb. Ms 3, and a minimum of 
6 mLnutis. It also has the two suspension bands of the Ms 3.



RESTRICTED

100 LB. 
INCENDIARY 
MK. 28

1
INCENDIARY 

MK 28 
U.S.N.

ERGAN MFG C
2 £ INSP A.f
TRACT N0$92$
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DATA:

OVERALL LENGTH................. .... . . 55.5 in. 
BODY LENGTH ..............................33.7 1 n. 
BODY DIAMETER ..............................0.0 in.
WALL THICKHNSS.......................................05 In . 
TAIL LENGTH ...............................11.75 in. 
TAIL WIDTH .............................. 11.3 i n.
TAIL WEIGHT

U. S. NAVY BOMB

100 LB. INCEND.

MM ES
(Obsolete)

WIGHTS: 
Water or sand for practloe.

Type of Filling . . . Gasoline, gasoline-gel, gasoline i waste, rubber. 
Weight of Filling . . 42 - 45 lbs. 
Total Walfgit . . 65 - 6S lbs.
Chg f ¥t. ^tio . . 65< approx.

FUZING;
AN-M12SA1. Wien used for practice bomb, it takes the M10S.

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:
Three piece sheet steel construction with hemi^j^Tiiri.aa^ nose piece and conical 
tall cone welded to a tubular body, *he bomb has two suspension lugs on bands 
or single lug on band near center of gravity. The tall assembly consists of 
four sheet steel vanes welded to tail cone, wih-ch in turn is welded to the body.

COLOR 4 MARTINOS;
Grey over^.1 with bright red disc four inches in diameter in middle of body.

REMARKS:
This bomb is similar to the AN-K47A2, except that it is eaulpoed with a filler 
cap. Both bombs are prone to leak and should be examined frequently. Refer 
to page 127
There is also a 100 lb. Mk I which is almost Identical with the old Army M47, 
both of which are obsolete.
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TNT BURSTER FILLING

ADAPTER

MK. 42 100 LB. CHEMICAL BOMB



daw

OVERALL LQWGH ...... 39.43 in. 
BODY LENGTH ...................,27.70 in.
BODY DIAMETER .......................0.0 in.
WALL THICKNE3E.......................0.17 in.
TAIL LENGTH ....................... 9.46 in.
TAIL WIDTH ....................... 11.0 in.
TAIL WEIGHT .......................

U. 3. NAVY BOMB

100 LB. CHEMICAL

Mk 42
(Service)

WEIGHTS:

Type of Flllliw . . . . . Mustard
Weight of Filling .... 43 lbs.
Total Weight ...................S6.5 lbs.
Chg / Wt. Mio.................. 50%

Fuzing:
AN-Mk 219

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:
Steel tube, swagged tft. An adapter screws into the nose and is threaded to 
receive the fute. A burster tube containing TNT running the length of the 
bomb screws into the after end of the adapter. The after end of the body is 
closed by a male base plate, which la threaded for the tall assembly to be 
fitted. The bomb is filled, through the nose. Suspension is by two lugs 7" 
on either side of the center of gravity or a single lug 180° removed and at 
the center of gravity. The bomb has a box type, four fin tail, secured by a 
locking nut.

COLOR 4 MMttWGS:
Olive drab overall with two green bands 1/2 inch wide and 1/2 inch apart aft 
of the nose.
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| ciacccccro
DATA

OVERALL LENGTH 
BODY
BODY
WALL
TAIL 
TAEL
TAIL

LENNTI . 
DIAETim 
THICBJEEB
LENGTH • 
WIDTH ,
WEIGHT

W^j:aKTJ3:

AN-M47A2

48.9 In. 
39.0 in.
8.1 in.
0.06 in, 

12>9 In*
10.9 m.

ARMY-NAVY BOMBS

IOOLB. INCEND

AN-M47A2
AN-M47A3 

and early mods
(Service J

Type of Filing 
Weeght of Filing 
Total Weeght 
Cig / W. ^tio

FUZING:

Mustard Tas, white phosphorous, or gasoline gel Incen
diary IM or NP

SEE REMARKS

AN-M&A1, MSie.MlOBjAN-KK?

BODY CONSTRICTION:

Sheet steel tube with longitudinal seam weld; nose end he:mBpheilcal and base 
plate at rear end welded to the tube. Several bisters may be used interchange
ably and run the length of the bomb The M.2 burster Is a tube containing mag
nesium powder and black powder. MIS burster is a double wailed tube containing 
TNT in the timer tube and white phosphorous in the outer tube. A special bur
ster consisting of M13 burster with TNT in inner tube and soditm in outer tube 
has been developed for use in igniting oil slicks on water as well as against 
land targets.

TAIL CONSTRUCTION:

Four vanes welded to truncated cone with box-type Interior struts

SUSPENSION:

the center

Hooizontal suapekslrk by two eyebolts formed by holes in each half of the two 
suspension bands, the halves then being crmped together to form a iorm-^^i 
band. The bands are secured to bomb body by tightening the bolts on the under
side of the body. One of the bands can be loosened and slipped to “ 
of gravity if single suspekaiok is desired.

Two clusters are now standardized to provide single aus-ikslok for 
The ^4 (T19) cluster adapter holds six AN-M4V’ib; and the M22 (T9) 
city of four AN-M47’s.

4 to 6 bombs 
has a capa-

REMAR KS:

AN-M47A2 Incendiary:

M47A1 Incendiary:

AN-M47A2 Smoke:

M47A1 Smoke:

AN-M47A2 Ta»:

M47A1 Tie:
M47 Chet^C^: 
Skymarker CHS m 1:

40 lbs. gelled gasoline, either IM or NF, With total 
weight of 68.6 lbs.
Litre AN-M47A2, with interior coating of acid-proof paint 
instead of oil.
Main filing ia 100 lbs. white phosphorous, with M7 bur- 
star containing black powder and total weight 126.5 lbs. 
Like AN-M47A2 Smoke, with charge of 103 lbs. WP and total 
weight 129.5 lbs.
68 lbs. of H (Matiurl), equipped with M4 TNT bu’ster. 
Inside of body Is coated with oil* Total wight, 94.5 lbs. 
Interior coated with acid-proof bacck paint instead of oil. 
(Original design with waif thickness of only 1/32 inches. 
Thia marker consists of hhe M47A1 body, hhe central tube 
having been taken out and bakelite discs placed in the 
nose ard tail, Electric detonators break the discs and 
air acting on the liquid filler causes a trail of smoke 
as the bomb falls.

with AN-H47A2 except that the tall assembly is 3 inchesAN-M47A3 is identical 
longer.
The Navy is procuring at the present time M47A2 bombs loaded with PWP. PWP 
consists of 75% WP and 25% plasticizer; it is more effective than WP since it 
gives longer burning, reduces pillarnig effect, and increases the anti-personnel 
effect. The increased smoke efficiency Is due to the larger particles of con
trolled size wtoch result from the use of PWP T^e bomb contains 75 lbs. of 
PWP and requires an M20 burster, which contains 3/4 inch diameter tetryl pellets.

1
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115 LB. CHEMICAL BOMB

BURSTER WELL TUBE
SUSPENSION LUG
ARMING WIRE

FUZE ADAPTER
SLEEVE ADAPTER

LEAD CUP HOLDER ASSEMBLY
NOSE FUZE AN-MS10A1
SAFETY (FAHNESTOCK) CLIPS

M70
FIN LOCK NUT
FIN ASSEMBLY

TAIL CLOSING PLUG
BURSTER PLUG
BURSTER SUPPORT
BURSTER PELLET

LUG SINGLE SUSPENSION 
(AMERICAN OR BRITISH TYPE)

RESTRI CT ED



DATA; M70

OVERALL LENGTH.............................................48.7 In.
BODY LENGtH ***** « . »«t 40.4 in.
BODY DIAMETER •.<*•«*»«• 8.1 In.
WALL THICKNESS............................................. 0.224 in.
TAIL LENGTH • •*««**•*• 12.9 in.
TAIL WIDTH .............................................10.9 in .
TAIL WIGHT ............................................. 3.5 lbs.

U* S. ARMY BOMB

11*5 LB. CHEMICAL

M70
(Service)

weights:

Typa of Filling ......................... MustarS (H)
VMgM of Fillip......................... 67.1 lbs.
Total Weight ..........................123.5 lbs.
Chg / Wt. Ratio ......................... 46.6%

FUZING:

AN-M110A1

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:

The bomb is made from a seamless steel tubing, with an ogival nose threaded 
to receive ths nose fuze. A burster well tube runs the entire length of th* 
body, fitting into a positioning cup at the rear. The tail assembly consists 
of four fins welded to a sleeve, which is secured by a locking nut threading 
into the tall closing block. The fine are supported by box-type struts*

SUSPENSION!
The bomb is carried horizontally by du«£ lugs 7 Inches on either side of the 
center of gravity, or a single lug 180° removed at the center of gravity.

A cluster of four MTO's is foimed by using the MJ1 (T9) cluster adapter*

REMARK

On impact the fuze functions inetantaneoi^ly, setting off the burster charge 
which explodes the bomb and scatters the main fil^nig*

The M70 can be filled with Wh.te phosphorous (WP, IM or NP incendiary mix.

For Color and Maari-inss, see Introduction* pagelOD .
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UNIVERSAL OR interchangeable fuel 
TANK WITH STABILIZER ATTACHED.

.CLOSE UP OF STABILIZER ON THE 
UNIVERSAL TANK

F4U-1D P38.EV WING 
WITH sTabilIzer and

PYLON TANK 
HARNESS

TANKF6F FUSELAGE FUEL
WITH STABILIZER AND HARNESS 

(NOTE CLAMP FOR IGNITER)

FIRE BOMBS
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C-ENERAL:

The 'Fl-re Bomb' consists of a Jettison
able fuel tank filled with gasoline gel 
(gasoline-Napam mx), These bombs have 
been effective against personnel, wooden 
piers, inflmmable stores, etc,, with 
each bomb covering an area approximately 
100 feet by 300 feet.

Standard Navy or Army auxiliary fuel tanks 
are being used, at the present; however, 
an effort is being made to Improve the

U* S. ARM!-NAVY

FIRE BOMBS .

Aircraft Jettloonable 
Fuel Tanks

dropping characteristics by adding a tail 
■ fin assembly.

JETTISONABLE FUEL TANKS AND STABILIZERS:

Vwioua types of Jettsaonble fuel tanks are available for conversion into 
fire bombs* A 150 gUlon Uiiversal or Interchangeable tank ie now in pro- 
d^tion.

Stabilizers have been desired to give the fire bomb a more stable flight 
wan dropped from a higher altitude.

The stabilizers are attached to the present tanks by a harness consisting 
of four cables which run along the longitudinal axis of the tank and are 
attached to a ring fitted around the nose. The Uin^^e^^al tank has clips 
welded to the aft end, opiating the necessity of the nose ring and cable 

---------------harness*

FILLER!
The filler is a gasoline-napalm mix. Napalm consists of a mixture of basic 
a^min™ soaps of fatty acids and napthenic acid which in itself is inert 
and is used only to gel the gasoline to the proper consistency. Either 100 
octane or 80 octane gasoline can be used with 6 percent Napalm by weight 
added for the mature. Another powder, Mai-nco, coi^^at^g of 50 ' percent 
magnesium carbonate and 50 percent calebm carbonate, is added (7 percent 
of Npalm by welgit) to prevent clogging in the outlet hose*

The Navy has developed an incendiary mixer, the Me 1 Mod 0, which mixes 
the gasoline and the Napalm in the correct proportions*

IGNITERS:
The stabilizers are provided with a clamp for attaching an igniter which is 
in addition to the fuel tank cap igniter. See page 217 for igniters M3,
M4, K1S and M16.



AN-M76 500 LB
INCENDIARY

H E S T R I CTED

BURSTER WELL

AN-MI0fA2 FUZE

AXWWXW

AN-MI4 
BURSTER

ARMING 
WIRE

ADAPTER BOOSTER
HOLDER ASSEMBLY

Ml 15 ADAPTER BOOSTER
PLUG

AN-M5
WHITE 
PHOSPHOROUS
IGNITER
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662970 0 - 45 - 10

DATA; AN-W76 (Service)

OVERALL LENGTH............................59.2 in.
BODY LIOTH.................................46.5 In.
BODY DIAHEIDI............................ 14.0 In.
WALL THICKETS....................... 0.5 In.
TAIL LKOTH.................................15.9 in.
TAIL WIDTH .................................14.8 in .
TAIL WEIIflT.................................12.5 lbs.

•U. S. AHW-NAVY BOMB

500 LB. INCEND.

AN-M76
(Service)

weights:

Type of Filling............................oil gel PT1
Weight of Filling........................ISO lbs.
Total Weight............................ 475 lbs.
Chg / ¥t. RtiO.......................38 %

FUZING:

Hoses AN-MICSAI, AN-M1O3, WLOS, M135, ML55A1, KL56, M156A1, WL59, M.39A1,
AN-MISSAI, M140, M14OA1, AN-mCAl, M163, EL64, EL.5,M1&5, T82

Tell: AN-M101A2, AH-M1O1A1, M1C1

BOMB COHSTUKTIOH:
The body is of one piece cast steel construction with a base plate welded to 
body, and a burster tube 5.5 Inches in diamter, 56.75 inches long running 
through the center of bomb raided to the nose and to the base plate. The KL15 
adapter booster screws into the base plate. ^e bomb tail is a cast steel 
sleeve with four sheet steel fine and Internal box type struts. Suspension 
is gcnompi1 wharf by two suspension lugs raided on body seven inches on each 
side of center of gravity and by a single lug, 180° removed at the center of 
gravity.

OPERATION:
O impact, the fuzes function and detonate the 1.25 lb. tetrytol burster in 
the bwster tube and Initiate the 9 lb. white phosphorus igniter which, in 
turn, ignites the main filling. Th bomb has a dispersal area of about 500 x 
600 feet*

REMARK:
Attention is drawn to ths fact that white phosphorus is present in the igniter, 
and proper precautions should be taken In disposing of these bomba. The Incen
diary mixture, FT1, consisting essentially of paste of ma.igiesium, gasoline, 
and a thickener, liberates heat at about 4 times that given off by the usual 
Incendiary mixture IM.

For COLOR AND WAiKINM, see
INTRODUCTION, Page 100
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AN MIOIA2 TAIL FUZE —

MII5 ADAPTER BOOSTER-""^

BASE PLUG WELD-------

POSITIONING PIN IRON GASKET

BODY

'PIPE 
PLUG

PACKING 
GLANDS

RACKING 
RING

COLLARCOLLAR

VALVE 
STEM'

FUZE SEAT LINER

CROSS SECTION
M l NEEDLE VALVE ft COLLAR -MIO3 OR

AN-MIO3 
NOSE FUZE

AN-M78 500 LB. CHEMICAL BOMB
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DATA! A--M78 Service)
OVERALL LENGGH . . .. . . 59.25 in.
BODY LE-GTH . . . . . . 46.7 in.
BODY DIA-MTT. . . .. . . L4.0 in.
WALL THICJK-SS . . .. . . 0.3 in.
TAIL LE-GTH . . , , . . L3.9 in.
TAIL WIDTH . . , , . . 18.9 in.
TAIL WEIGHT . . . . . . L2.3 lls

U. S. ARMY BOMB

500 LB. CHEMICAL

AN-M78
(Service)

WEIGHTS!

Type of Filling 
Weight of Filling 
Total Weight 
Chg / Wt. Ratio

Hydrocyanic acid 
100 lbs. (AC) 
3S3 lbs. (AC) 
26.1X

Phosgene
250 lbs.(CG)
480 lbs.(CG )
42,0^

Cyanogen ChLoride 
165 lbs. (CK) 
448 lbs. (CKJ 
M.0*£

*

FUZIBG:
Regular Missions;

-ose: AN-M103AL, AN-M103, MIL 3. M127 (Army only, with M117 adapter 
booster; M128 (-avy only), M135A1, HIM:, M136A1, Ml 39, M139AL,
AI-M139A1, M1M, M140A1, AJ-M140AL, WL63, M164, MIBB

Tall: AN-M101A2, AL-MIOIAL, ML61

VT Missions:
—^ae: T50E4, T90, T92, M166,TB2
Tall: A--WL01A2 (to ensure detonation in event of VT fuze failure)

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:
In construction, the A--M78 resembles the 500 ll. CP. AH-MM4. The lody is 
one niece cast steel with a U15 hurster well running the entire, length of 
the lorab. The lurster is threaded internally at the nose to receive the 
nose fuze and at the rear to receive the M115 adapter looster. The lase plug 
consists of a special forging welded to the case containing the Ml needle 
valve. The tall Is a standard lox type fin assembly secured to the loml 
ly a locking nut which threads on to the lase plug. Suspension is ly two 
lugs 7 inches on either side of the center of gravity or ly a single sus
pension lug 1800 removed at the center of gravity.

REMARKS:
The Mill adapter looster is used in conjunction with the Ml 27 nose fuze. 
This nose fuze is reouired for aerial lursis with persistent gas agents.

For Color and Markings, See Introduction, page 100 .
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M-103 OR AN M-103 
NOSE FUZE

FUZE SEAT LINER TO 
BE ASSEMBLED INTO 

BOMB IN THE FIELD

WELD

BURSTER WELL

AN-M102 Al OR 
AN-MI02A2 
TAIL FUZE

AN-MI6 BURSTER

MII5 OR MII5AI 
ADAPTER - 
BOOSTER TO BE 
ASSEMBLED INTO 
BOMB IN THE 
FIELD

U. S. 1000 LB. CHEMICAL BOMB 
AN-M79
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DATA:

OVERALL LENGTH 
BODY LENGTH 
BODY DIAMETER
WALL THICKNESS
TAIL LENGTH 
tail width
TAIL WEIGHT

AN-M79

. 69.5 In.
• 53.6 in.
. 18.6 in.
. 0.38 in.
. 18.5 in.
. £5,4 In.
. 21.5 lbs.

AREg-NAVY BOMB

1000 LB. CHEMICAL

AN-M79 
(Service)

wiGfiTs:

Type of FlUUg ......................Id’drocyanic Ac id (AC) PhoB^sne CCG)
Weight of Filling ................... lBSlbs* tba.
TotfQ Weight ................... 707 lbs. 926 lbs.
Cbg7 W. Ratio ...................0% 0% 44.#

rUZlNG:

Re^Uer Missions

Nose; AN-M.03JQ, AN-M.03, M.03, M.27 (Army only with M.17 adapter-booster), 
M.28 (Navy only), M.M, M35A1, M36, M.36A1, M-39, M139A1, CN-M.39A1 
M40, M40A1, AN-M140A1, M.W, M.64, M65.

Tail: AN-M02A2, CN-M.02C1, M168.

VT Mleelona

____________________________________

BOMB CONSrUKCTLON;

Resembles the AN-M65 1000 lb. G.P. bomb, taking the same tall assembly, arming 
vires and. fuzes. The body is one piece cast steel and has a steel bu*ater well 
2.5" in diamter axially through it and expanded in both the nose and base plate 
before welding; eliminating any possibility of decompoi^ion of chemcM. fillers 
due to the presence of crevices. The base plate differs from that of the
standard GP. bomb in that it is a special forging welded to the case and con
taining the M needle valve. It also has a 1.25" fillirg hole closed by a 
soft iron gasket, a hard steel gasket plug and a threaded closing plug. The 
M.6 booster is used in the blaster well and consists of a waterproof fiber 
tube filled with 4.45 lbs. tetrytol. The standard 1000 lb. G.P* tail assembly
consists of 4 fins welded to a sleeve which is held on to the base plate by a 
locking nut;. Horizontal suspension is accomplished by dual lugs 7" on either 
side of the center of gravity or by a single lug 180° removed at the center of 
gravity.

OPERATION;

On Impact with the ground the tetrytol booster breaks the bomb case into a few 
large pieces without causing the chemical agent to "flash". The initial cloud 
formed by the burst of this bomb when filled wth (CG) covers an area of 100 

 yards-in diameter within approximately 8 to 10 seconds.

REMJCKS;

Atem^tts to disassmble the bomb or any of its components are to be avoided 
except for the fuzes which may be removed provided it is necessary to return 
the bomb to storage. Release of the filler is dangerous and should not be 
•undertaken exoent under exceptional circumstances. In handling any damaged 
chemical borias or when conducting surveillance tests by means of the ML 
needle valve, personnel should be equipped ri.th rubber gloves and a gas mask.

M.15A1 adapter boostar can also be used in place of M.1S.

For Color and Markings, see Introduction, page 10Q •
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FUZES

Bomb fuzes designed by the U. S. forces can be classified in three wea?^: by 
their position in a bomb; by their method of arm.ng; and by their firnig action.

In current production the primary fuzes are of AN standardized types, the fuzes 
used against land targets being of Army design, and fuzes used against naval targets 
being of Navy design. In addition to the AN types, both the Army and the Navy have 
their own fuzes designed prior to standardization. Most of these are obsolescent, 
but may still be found in the field. ^tween the two services the following types 
of fuzes can be found; nose, athwartships and tail fuses using one of the following 
-SiX methods of arming;

(1) arming vane
(2) arming vane with reduction gear
(3) arming pin
(4) arming pin with pyrotechnic delay
(5) arming pin with mchanncal delay
(6) a combination of any two of the above

and functioning in one of ' the following ways: instantaneous, selective instant erneous 
or short delay, short delay, long delay, hytdo8tatically, or with aerial bw*st,

Nomenclatta^;

'Wien under development, Army fuzes carry temporary designations which are later 
dropped when the fuzes are standardized. Experimental fuzes controlled by the Army 
Ordnance D^jprt^nt are indicated by the letter "T" (e.g., TTS); modifications in
corporated in the basic design carry the letter "E" (T51E1)* Items in the develop
mental stage designed by the Chemist Warfare Service, such as fire bomb igniters, 
are indicated by the letter "E" rather than "t", and subsequent revisions in "E" de
signs carry the letter "Rn (e«g«, E9R17).

If the ieveldpmental fuze is standardized for Army use by the Ordnance Tectmieal 
Ccomittee, the "T" or "E" designation is dropped and an "M" number is assigned. 
Standardized fuzes carry the designation "M" foloowed by a three digit nuaber be
ginning with 1 (KUH, 1103, etc.). Wien a modification on a standard item is under 
develop^nt, the change will be given an "E" or "R" designation (e.g,, M111E); if 
the fuze thus mcddlied is adopted as standard, it wil take a designation in sequence 
in the "a" series, "A" indicating an alteration in the basic design.

In undertaking the development of a new fuze-, the Navy Bureau of OjrSnance assigns 
a Mark number wilch will designate the fuze in the experimental stage as well as in 
service use. No system of "T" and "E" designations is employ^* The Mark is foioowed 
by a three digit Arabic number, beginning with 2 (e.g., M 2341. Modifleatidns are 
indicated by the abbreviation "Mod" foioowed by the proper Arabic number. Fuzes 
manuuactured before the spring of 1943 were numtrtmd by Row. nummriQs and used only 
two digit numbers.

Wien adopted as standard by the Joint Aircraft Comltt**, the prefix "AN" is 
placed before the M or Me. designation. Once adopted, the services are obligated 
to use the standard item where it is applicable. The service wihxh developed the 
item and whose type of designation is used has the engineering responsibility for 
the fuze, and no changes may be made therein wddch affect Installation or tactical 
lntrrchMlgerbi lity •

Explosive Train:

Typical firing trains employed in both Army and Navy fuzes use pointed strikers 
with sensitive primers for instantaneous action and blunt firing pins and percussion 
primes for delay action. The simple instantaneous explosive train in nose fuzes 
consists of a sensitive primer mixture of lead azide and lead styphnate, and upper 
detonator of lead azide, and a lower detonator of tetryl.

For a short delay, the blunt firing pin initiates a mrcury fulminate percussion 
primer, which sends a flaBh through a chamter of cdmmrrssldn to ignite a pressed 
black powder delay. This on cdmpPetidn of burning flashes a relay pellet of lead aside
and lead styphnate wWch detonates the lower detonator of tetryl.

The explosive train, including the booster, Is usually incorporated In all Navy 
fuzes and Army nose fuzes, but in Army tail fuzes the explosive train does not in
clude the booster, and may have the remainder of Its explosives contained In an Inter
changeable pr^er detonator to allow optional selection of short delays. Three such 
primer detonator assrmbiirs are now in use - the M14 used in the AN-KLOOA1 and A2 
series fuses; the M16 used in M.12 and M115 series fuzes; and the M.6A1 used in 
HQ12A1 and M.15 series fuzes. Anther primer detonator assembly, the M9, Is used 
In the chemr.a long delay fuzes for safety in shipment since It Is not assembled 
to the fuze until shortly before the fuze is assembled to the bomb.
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PRIMER DETONATORS

PRIMER 
COMPfU&JSICN CHAMBER '
DELAY-----
RELAY
UPPER DETONATOR'
LOWER DETONATOR

M 14 PRIMER DETONATOR

M® DELAY 0,01 SEC*
DELAY

0*025 SEC* 0*10 SEC* 0*24 SEC.
DELAY DELAY DELAY

METHOD OF KArtUHG FOR VARIOUS DELAYS

CHARGE
EXTENDED SHOULDER '
UPPER 
DETONATOR
LOWER 
DETONATOR

PRIMER----
COMPRESSION 
CHAMBER
IGNITER
DELAY*
RELAY X

/■■
/

Z

M 16
PRIMER DETONATOR

M 16 and M 16A1 Primer 
Deto^tors have the same 
internal construction.

M 16-Al
PRIMER DETONATOR

LGtfER CHARGE 
TETRYL)

UPIEH CHARGE 
(PRIMLH MIXTURE)

\ INTERMEDIATE CHARGE 
(ikad AZIDE)
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NOSE FUZE SEAT LINER

INSIDE THREAD DIAMETER 
(BOMB NOSE) 2“0

FUZE SEAT LINER INSIDE 
DIAMETER l.“64

DEPTH OF FUZE SEAT
LINER S.M0

ADAPTER BOOSTER DIMENSIONS

OUTSIDE THREAD DIAMETER 2"O 
INSIDE THREAD DIAMETER l.“5 
LENGTH 5*0
DEPTH FOR FUZE M"3

NOSE FUZE SEAT LINER 
WITH MII7 ADAPTER BOOSTER

ADAPTER BOOSTER DIMENSIONS

INSIDE THREAD DIAMETER I."5
DEPTH 2."9

LENGTH(EXTERNAL-UNDER
FLANGE) 4." 4

ADAPTER BOOSTER INSIDE
DIAMETER l."35

TAIL. WITH M IO2 Al 
ADAPTER BOOSTER

ADAPTER BOOSTER DIMENSIONS

INSIDE THREAD DIAMETER
(WITH INNER SLEEVE) I.''5
INSIDE THREAD DIAMETER 
(WITHOUT INNER SLEEVE) 2!'O
DEPTH (WITH SLEEVE) 2."9
DEPTH( WITHOUT SLEEVE) 2." 7
ADAPTER BOOSTER INSIDE
DIAMETER (WITH SLEEVE) t."35
ADAPTER BOOSTER INSIDE 
DIAMETER (WITHOUT SLEEVE) l."90 

TAIL. WITH M 115 Al 
ADAPTER BOOSTER

ARMY BOMBS NOSE FUZE SEAT LINER, 
NOSE AND TAIL ADAPTER BOOSTERS -------------------------------- _ _------------------------------
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Amy tall fuzes contain the primer detonator, but the booster charge is housed 
in an adapter booster which is considered an integral part of the bomb base plug 
and should not be removed. The adapter booster also serves to seat the fuze.

Four adapter boosters are found in use in the base plugs of Army bombs; the 
MX03, M1OOAL‘, MU5, and the MH5A1. Since the inside thread diameter of the M102 
and MLO2A1 is 1.5 in., bombs fitted with these adapter boosters receive Army- 
designed tall fuzes only, 0.1 of which have an outside thread diameter of 1.5 in.

in AN GP. bombs the adapter booster is modified to permit the insertion of Navy 
hypostatic tall fuzes (M-M!k2SO-^l^6) whose outside thread diameter is 2.0 in,, 
typical of all Navy designed fuzes. T&e M115 and M115A1 adapter boosters whioh are 
used in AN G.P, bombs incorporate an inner sleeve or ring, which gives the adapter 
booster an inside thread diameter of 1.5 in., permitting Army type fuzing only. 
Wen this sleeve is removed the inside thread diameter of the adapter booater becomes 
2.0 in., and the Navy hypostatic tail fuzes may be inserted.

The A moodf^oa^^on on both the M102 and M115 consists of the adUtion of two 
base plate locking pins and an adapter booster looking pin to prevent the removal 
of the base plate and adapter booster when an tl-withdrawal tall fuzes are employed. 
See drawing on opposite page.

The nose fuze pockets of AN and other Army designed bombs have an inside thread 
diameter of 2.0 in. and are designed to take the AN-M103 (and variations) No
adapter booster is used since the AI-M103 has its booster built into the fuze body 
and the fuze is threaded directly into the fuze seat liner. The MUI (and variations, 
particularly the M117), however, has an outside thread diameter of 1.5 in. and must 
be used in conjunction with an adapter booster when desired for employment in AN 
and other Amy bombs. This adapter booster, the ML 17, wth an inside thread, dia- 
mceer of 1.5 in. to receive the smaller fuzes and an outside thread diam^er of 
2.0 in. to fit the fuze seat liner, converts the nose fuze pockets of G*R*. S.A.P., 
L.C., 260 lb* frag, 90 lb. frag., 500 lb. incendiary, and 500, 1000, and 2000 lb. 
ohemloal bombs for use with the Ml 327.

The funotion of the Amy adapter booster ie performed in Navy bombs by the fuze 
seat liner and the auxiliary booster. The fuze seat liner is an integral part of 
the bomb, and the auxiliary booster is shipped into position as shown in the draw
ings below. The MM 1 Auuiilary Boooser is used in the fuze seat liners of all 
Navy GP., A.P., and depth bomba.. One extra Mk 1 Auxiliary Booster is required 
to adapt the standard Navy nose fuze seat lAier for the AJ-Mk219 fuze. The
Auuiiiary Booster Mk2, which is designed primarily for insertion in rocket heads, 
can be adapted for Navy GP. and depth bombs fuzed with the AN-Mk230 by fitting 
a .25 in. wooden disc spacer on the bottom of the fuze seat liner and placing two 
MM 2 Auxiiiary Boosters above the spacer. Wen it is desired to use the AN-Mk219 
fuze in Army bomba, the Auxiiiary ’Booster Nk 4 is inserted in the fuze seat liner.

NOSE FUZE SEAT LINER

TAIL FUZE SEAT LINER
For allexcept Mark 53 
and Mark 54 Depth Bombs except Mark 4

TAIL FUZE SEAT LINER
For Mark 54 Depth Bomb 
and Mark 63 ftepth BomS

inside Thread
Liner inside Dla...i.9*
Liner DepUn...............7.0*

inside Thread Dla..2.0*
Liner inside Die...1.9"
Li.ner D^sth...............6.0"

inside Thread Die..2.O’
Liner inside DIs..,1.9*
Liner Depth.............6.7*

NAVY BOMBS NOSE AND TAIL FUZE SEAT LINERS
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Fuze Extension Ml:

The fuza extension, M., may Ba used in any bomb adapted for tha AN-M03 nose 
fuza. It comes in 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 inch sizes, and consists of a biu*atar 
support and a burster assembly* Tha biurBtar support is a steal tuba 2.375 inches 
outside diameter Which has a male thread at one end and a femA-e thread at the other. 
The former scrm into tha adapter in the nosa of tha bomb; the latter receive* the 
AN-M103 nosa fuze. The burster assembly consists of an asph^.t-impragnatad, chipboard 
tuba wM.ch has a recessed meta cap crimped to one end and a plain meat cap camentad 
to tha other. Tha tuba is filled with cast tetrytol. A shakaproof lock washer is 
supplied With each assembly.

To assemble tha extension, proceed as folCows:
(1) Kamova fuze hole plug of the bomb and Inspect*
(2) Flaca the lock washer on tha booster support and screw tha support into tha 

nosa fuza adapter* Ba sura it is tight enough for tha look washer to taka hold.
(3) Insert tha biu*star, crimpad and first, into tha support and push it in as 

far as possible. Do not use force. If tha burster binds, inspect to saa whether the 
support or tha burster is at fault and discard the faulty item*

Arning Wires;

Tha Navy is now procuring four standard arM.ng wires for all bomba now in navA. 
usa, replacing tha varied types previously in sarvloa* They will fit any bomb up to 
and including 2000 lbs., and by adding an arming wire extension wlh.ch is part of tha 
naw systm can be used in bombs up to 4000 lbs*

Tha new wires ooma straight and era packed in haj^eeio^ly sealed meat. tubas, 
protecting them from corrosion* Depending on type, tha lubes contain f>om 50 io 100 
wires, including thair clips and extra clips. The wires era cut whan metalled to 
fit tha bomb.

MM 1 Arning Wire
Tha Mr 1 arming wire is a single strand bronze wire, 57' long and *064* in 

diameter. Joined to a sWvel and loop* This assembly can ba used on all bombs expend
ed with a single fuze up to and including 2000 lb* bombs. BuOrd recommends using two 
of these Mk 1 assemblies to rig out tha athwartships hydrostatic fuzas of depth 
bombs. One hundred Mk 1 arming Wires together with' 300 safety clips are paoked in an 
airtight metal tube, (includes an extra clip for aaoh wire)*

Mk 1 Am Ing Wra Extension
Tha Mr 1 arming wire extension ia a flexible steel cable 16* long and 50625 in 

dia^^^eir* It incorporates a swivel loop arrangement and a brass spring clip. Tha 
Mk 1 arming wire axtansion may ba used with two M 1 arming wires to instt.1 arming 
for the 4000 lb* light case bomb* In addition, it ia used to lengthen wires on 
fragmennation or incandiary dusters* Ona hundred of these extension wires are 
packed in an air-tight meatAL tuba*

Mk 2, Arming Wre
Tha Mr 2 arming wire is a double strand bronze rtra of tha same type, diameter 

and length as the MM 1 arming wire. It Is used on all bombs expended with a nosa and 
tail fuza up to and Including 2000 lb. bombs. Fifty Mk 2 wires together with 300 
safety clips era packed in an air-tight meat. tube*

Mr 3 Arming Wire
Tha Mk 3 arming wire is a single strernd steal wire 57* long and J033 in diameter. 

The Mk 3 arming wire can ba uBad anywhere the J036 diameter Na^-type wire was used, 
and in addition can be used in all M111A2 Jurnjpout pin type fuzas in which a stronger 
wire Is needed. Ona hunAed Mk 3 arming wires together with 100 safety clips are 
packed in an air-tight meat tube.

The naw strndard assemblies do not replace spacial assemblies on any clusters 
either fragmennation or incendiary but tha Mk 1 Wire extension is used with suoh 
clusters so that thair W^es which are too short for proper fittnng can be connected*

Arming wires are subjected to considerable wear from vibration* For that reason, 
tubas are supplied to proved a wire at its point of maximum we^r* Use of these 
tubas on all bombs equipped with arming wire brackets is minatory* A.1 old AN 
type arming wires on hand and pre-cut to length for a bomb should ba returned to tha 
Army*
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HESTRiCTED
Genmrial Arrangement of Fuzes:

The fuzes under consideration In this book have been arranged aooo 
general plans. they have been grouped in strict nu^eei^^ order
chart below. Second, in the detailed discussion of fuzes which follows 
ment is by "family", i.e.. fuzes bearing similar construction oha’acte 
considered as a unit (M1OO series, T75, K160 series). The overrai orde 
with the initially numiered fuze of a series or family determining the 
that series in the genera, pattern of discussion.
Fuze Cthurt:

The fuze ch^t has been designed as a quick referenoe guide to Ame 
The follcwlng abbreviations have been used under. Arning Data: V.R. fc 
tions; and M.A.A. indicating Minimum Altitude to Arm at 200 mp h

U.S. NAVY DESIGNED FUZ

rdlng to two 
in the*fuze

, the 
rlatics are 
ir la numeral.

place of 

rioan fuzes.
o vane revolu--

ES
Fuse Desist iatlon

Type
Funct ioning 

Times*
Arming Data. Adddt.component 

partModel No. Posit. V.R. Air Traa.(ft) MA.A.

AN-Mk 219 Noae MeeluuiiaO. 
impact

inst. 170 1100 
2000-2500 
(flat nose)

Adapter rlngt.Mk i 
Aux Booster with 
all DB's, Mc 12 
500#GP, Mk 13 
1000#GP.Ad«p.rtag 
& Mk 4 booster 
with all "M", 
"AN-M" G.P.'s.

Mk 221 Nose Meeh.impact 0.01 165 050-1100 None
Mk 223 Tall Maeh.imiaot 0.01 150 850-1100 None
AN-Mk 224 
and Mods

Athw. Hyypretatlc 16,50,75 
100,125 
ft.depth

Armed at 12 to 25 ft. 
depth

Spaoer ring re
quired with 650, 
700# DB'a.

M 227-0 Nose Msoh.impaot in st. 1500-3000 None
AN-Mk 228 
and Mods

nol Msoh. i^aot 0.08 140
160

--------------- TOO None

Mk 229 A 
Mods

Tall Hydrrssatic 26,50,75, 
100,126 ft. 
of water

110 500 60 None

AN-Mk 230 
and Mode

T<ai Hyydretatio 25,50,75 
100,125 ft. 
of water

110 300-400 60 None

M 231-0 Tall Hyddrasatlo 25 ft.water 40-45 60 None
Mk 232 and 
Mods

Nose impatjEleo 
Firing

inet, or 
Eleo.Impul.

8 None

Mk 233 
and Mods

Nose Elet.Firlig Eleo.lBip.il. ----- None

AN-Mk 234 
and Mods

Athw, Hy4roatatlt 25,50,75 
100,125 ft. 
of water

Cottmlately armed at 12 to 
25 ft. depth

Spacer ring re
quired with 650, 
700 lb. DB»s.

Mt 237-0 
Mk 238-0

Tall Long Delay 2,10,30 
hrs.

100 None

Mk 239-0 Nose Meeh.impaot 0.01 165 850-1100 None
Mk 240 Tail Mytoostatlo 25 ft.water +3-45 60 None

Mk 243-0
M 244-0

Nose 0.025 130 500 None

* Seconds utU.eas otherwise l.ndlaated.
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RESTRICTED

U.S. ARMY DESIGNED FUZES
Fuse Deel;mation Functioning Armine Dita Add it. component
Model No. Posit. Type Times V.R. Air T^a-7.7ft) MA.A. part

AN-M100A1
AN-M1O1A1
AN-M1O2A1

Tail
Meetonical 

Impact
Non-delay
0.01

720

N14 Primer Det. 
M102A1 Adapter

AN-10.00A2 0.025
0.1

150
170

445-485 40-50 Booster with
Navy G.R.'s

AN-M151A2 0.024 555 60-70
AN-M1O2A2 485-665 85
AN-M10S
AH-M.0SA1

Nose Mofh^nca^ 
Impact

Inst.
0.1

Inst 
SS0 
o.l: 
220

Inst: 
760-1600 
0.1! 
510-1080

450

210
None

AN-M104 Noee Macc-umi-Ocal 
Impact

Inst. 2.5 seo. pyrotechnic delay None

M1O5 Noae Mech^ioal 
Impact

Inst.
0.1

450
460

Hone

M106 Mselhnnca:L 45-60
M1Q6A1 Tail Impact 8-11 Armed when dropped None
Mld6A2 S-5
M1OB Nose MeeJhniaEaL 

Impact
Inst. Armed when dropped None

M109 Nose Mccthnloal 
Impact

Inst. 2.5 sec. pyrotechnic delay None

M11O Nose Mecthuiloal Inst. 570
AN-M11OA1 Impact 260 60 None
Mill Meeh. Time 15-9S 570 450 None
M.11A1 Nose Aerial 5-92 570 450
M111A2 Buret, 

Impact
5-92 

Impact-Innt.
260 1SS

mis
Mils
M114 Meothinical

4-5
8-11

M16 Primer Det.

M112A1
M11SA1 
M114A1

Tail Impact 
Pyro. 

Delay
4-5 
8-11 
8-15

18-21 100
M16A1 Primer Det.

MH5 Meehhaical 4-5 485 40-50 M16.M16A1 Primer D
m.16 Tail Impact 8-11 150- 60-70 M102 Adapt.Boost.
M117 Pyro. 

Delay
8-15 170 665 85 with Navy G.F.'e

AN-M120 , Nose Mechanical Inst. 2.5 see. Mectenical delay
AN-M.20A1 Impact 1.9 seo. delay
MISS
Ml 24
KL25 Chem.Mme 1,2,6,12

75
190

122
515____
S10

M19 Primer Det.

M12SA1
M124A1 
M125A1

Tail Atl-Wlth- 
drawal

24,36,72, 
144 hrs.

4-6

S70

M19A1 Primer Det.

AN-MI26A1 Nose Mecthinloal 
Impact

Inst. 260 60 None

M. 27 Nose Meoh.TlTe, 
Aerial 
Buret, 
Impact

"5=92-------------
Inst,

260 1SS Kone

AN-M.28 Noee Same as 
M111A2

Same as
M111A2

260 185 None

M129 Athw. Impact 
Air Btu*et

Inst. 
Air Buret

2.5 
secs.

None

M1S0 Athw. Mecb.TLLme 10,20,30 
minutes

S.5 None

M1S1 Athw. Aiti-Dls. 5 seconds after Inpact None
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Fuze Designation Functioning Arming Data Addlt.component
Model No. POBlte Type Times V.H. Ar Trav. (ft) M.A.A. part

M1.32 Chem.Ti.me JOC
M.33 Tail Anti-Wlth- 10 mH. 63-84 370 M.9 Primer Det.

TffiR--------- drawal 300-450
rn.33 5-92.Inst.
M1.35A1 Noee Mech.Time 10-92.Inst. 260 750 None
M136 Air Burst 5-30 Inst.
M136A1 10-30,Inst.
M138 Nose Same as 

ML11A2
Same as
ML11A2

260 185 None

Ml 39 
AN-M139A1 Nose

Mechanical 
Impact

Inst:
0.01

Inst:
330

765-1600 450
None

Mi 40 
AH-H140A1

Inst. 
.025

Delay:
220

510-1080 210

M 42
M142A1

Nose All-Ways 
Aotion

Inst. Armed when dropped None

M143 Tall Bouchon 
Grenade

Air BurBt Armed when boob 1« dropped M1.8 Grenades

m« Nose Same as 
AN-tol1A2

1.6-30.6 
Inst.

6-9 None

AN-M145 Nose Same as 
AN-ML11A2

Same as 
AN-M111A2

260 185 None

AN-M 46 Nose Same as 
AN-M111A2

Same as 
AN-M111A2

260 185 None

AN-M.47 Nose Same as 
AN-ML11A2

Same as 
AN-M111A2

260 185 None

M148 Mose Meet^iical 
Impact

Inet. 
.1

Inst.
330 
Delay 
220

765-1600

510-1080

450

210
Japanese type 
Gaine

M149 Nose Blast Press. 
Meeh. Imp.

12-13 None

m 50 Nose Ail-Ways 
Action

Inst. A*med when bomb is dropped None

M151 Tall Meeh. Imp. 
Pyro Del.

8-15 12 M16A1 Primer Det.

m.52 
M153

Tall Same as
AN-M111A2

Same as 
AN-MU1A2

260 185 Nine

M154 All-Ways 
Action

InBt. Armed when bomb la dropped ^13^^14 Igniter

M155 Noae Same as
AN-M111A2

Same as 
AN-M111A2

6-9 None

WL 57 ALl-Ways 
Ao l;lon

Inst. 18-30 150-220 M15.M16 Igniters

M158
M159

Noae
Imuact

Inst. 440 1000 None

M160 Non-delay 1780-1950 650 M14 Primer Det.
M1S1______ Tall Meetu^nlcal 0.01, 0.025 720 1910—22.30 R05 M02 Adapter 

Booster with 
Navy G.P."a

MI62 Imoact 0.1, 0.24 1710-2680 1130

rn.63 Mecluuilaal Inst..0.1 Inst: Inst;
M164 Nose Imuact Inst..0.01 1710-3625 1775 , None
M165 Inst. .025 Delay: 

1140-2420
Delay: 
915

M166 Noee Air Burnt 
VT tyoe

Automatic 
Air Burst

3600

ML 70 Nose Mec^^ftnla^l 
IfflDBCt

Inst, 1.5 
secs.

Mechanloal 
Delay

None
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Data

BOMBS USED IN...................6 1b* Inceddiary, AN-M69

FUNCTIONING * - . * * 3 to 5 seconds delay after
imfwct*

ARMED CONDITION * * * * Wien safety plunger is out

FUZES USED WTH • • • • None

ARMING TIME * * * * * Instantaneous

MAC. BODY DIAMETER* * * 1*125 in.

OVERALL LENGTH * * * * 2*5 In.

MAAfECAL............................D.e cast aluminum and

u* s. army nose fuze

Ml

INERTIA TYPE WITH DELAY

L.
GENERALS The M 1 fuze is screwed into the side of the nose of the

AN-M69 bomb* Wien assembled, the two arrows on the top of 
the fuze case mist be parallel to the longitudinal center

line and point aft* This is necessary in order that the fuze will fire on nose 
impact. The fuze consists of five ml>n parts, namely a die cast aluminum fuze base,
a striker of the same material, a primer cap, a lead coated spitter fuze (60> black 
powder - 40/^ collodion) and a booster charge consisting of 1*2 grams of black powder* 
The booster cup is a transparent nitro-cellulose compoeiilon* The entire fuze 
assembly is contained in a cover of steel tubing* A safety plunger prevents the 
striker frcm detonating the primer cap rtille the bomb is clustered*

OPERATION: Upon release from the cluster, the spring operated fuze safety
plunger in each bomb moves outward thereby arming the fuze* 
Upon Im^ct, the momentum of the striker carries it forward 

and causes the striker pin to detonate the primer cap which in turn ignites the lead 
coated spitter fuze* The latter requires from three to five seconds to buim* The 
spitter fuze ignites the booster charge of black powder contained in a celluloid cup 
in the end of the fuze case* This ignites the igniter-ejector charge of block powder 
and oiled magnesium powder in the nose cup of the bomb*

REMARKS: See AN-M69 bomb, page 106, showing the M 1 fuze assembled in
the bomb*
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LIFTING COLL.

SPRING RETAINER

ARMING
STEM

ARMING 
STEM

MOVABLE GEAR 
SLEEVE

Stationary gear
29 Tooth

-FI RING PLUNGER 0.025 Sec. Delcy

Pinion (Idler goar)
Pinion walks movable goar ahead 
ono Tooth oach Hm« ft c|rc|et. A

0.24 Sec Deley

_______________________ __ INTERCHANGEABLE 
PRIMER DETONATORS 
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RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN:
AN-14 100AA.....................«:-i:30, 100 lb. G.P.

AN-MS7. 260 lb. G.P.
AM-M88 220 lb. Frag. 
M0, 260 lb. Frag.

AN-M 10112.....................AN-M43, 500 lb. G.P.
AB-M64. 500 lb. GP. 
AN-M50, 500 lb. S.A.P. 
A-H76, 500 lb. Incend. 
2N-M78 600 lb. Chem. 
M32, 600 lb. G.P.

AN-M 10122.....................AN-M44, 0000 lb. G.P.
AH-M65, 1000 lb. G.P. 
AN-M59, 1000 lb. S.A.P. 
AtNJM?9, 1000 lb. Chem. 
MS, 1100 lb. G.P. 
AINJMH, 2000 lb. G.P. 
AN-M66. 2000 lb. G.P. 
M1105, 2000 lb. S.A.P. 
AN-56, 4000 lb. L.0.

U3, ARMY NAV-FUZE

AN-MI00A2 
AN-M10IA2 
AN-MIO2A2 

(Service)
MECHANICAL IMPACT

M 100 AN-M 100A1
M 101 AN-M 101A1
K 102 ANJ1M 102A1

(Obsolete)

FUNCTIONING.................. ..

ARMED CONDITION . . . .

FUZES USED WITH . . . .

ARMING DATA:

VANE SPAN ..............................
MAC. BODY DIAMEETR. . . 
OVERALL LENGTH . ...
MIATEIJ^..............................

M 14 Interchangeable 
primer detonator with 
delays of .01, .025, 
.1. or .24 second or 
non-delay.
Wien gear carrier stop 
protrudes less than 1 
inch below vane cup. 
AN-M 103 normally, M139, 
.. .............. --135, HlSSAl, M1S6, MU6U,. KLM, Mt45, T50E1

T91. T92.
Vane ieve,
150-170
150-170
150-170

KIM, M116. 
T60E4, TSE,

AT-M139, Kl«), AN-M140A1 M163

Air Travel 
445-486 ft 

656 ft. 
465-665 ft

Min. Vert. Drop
40-50 ft. 
60-70 ft.

85 ft.

ANM.00A2
AN-&01Ae
AN-i:i02A2
5 In. (4 vanes)
1.5 In.
AN-M 100A2 9.6 In.; AN-44 .
Cadmium plated steel with’ brass striker block, primer det
onator holder and other smll parte.

101A2 12.6 In.; AN-M 102A2 16.6 in

GENERAL These three fuzes are Identical except for length of aim ing
stem. Learger bombs require a longer arming stem so that 
vanes can catch the air slip from the bomb.

OPERATION: As the vanes rotate, the pinion gear which ie attached to
the vane assembly revolves around the stationary gear. 
Since the movable gear has 30 teeth and stationary gear 

29 teeth, the movable gear Is rotated clockwise one tooth pear revolution of the 
pinion gear. The aiming stem Is secured by a cotter pin to the movable gear 
sleeve and hence unthreads from the firing plunger as the movable gear is rotated. 
In unthreading, the arming stem lifts the movable gear, and since the stationary 
gear is held by a collar threading Into the lower extension of the movable gear 
sleeve, the Btationary gear is lifted also. After 150-170 revolutions of the 
vanes, the double-threaded arming stem will have unthreaded from the firing plunger 
and the fuze will be armed. Further air travel will unthread the arming stem 
from the fuze body and the entire assembly will fly off. On impact, the firing 
plunger will overcome the creep spring and the striker till function the primer 
detonator.

EARLY DESIGNS: The K 100, M 101, and M 102 fuzes had a fixed delay of
.1 sec., and had 24 single threads on the arming stem. 
Had eight broad vanes with less pitch and required 

approximately 720 vane revolutions to arm. AN-M 100A1, AN-M 101A1, and AN-M 10^1 
incorporated interchangeable M 14 primer detonator. The A2 mdiflcatlin then 
reduced the ’ number of vanes to four, and the number of threads to 16 double 
threads, thus decreasing the arming time to 150-170 vane revolutions.

REMARKS: When these fuzes are used In the 260 lb. Frag. 500 lb.
Incendiary. 500 lb., 1000 lb., 2000 lb. chem. and 4000 lb.
L.C. the M 14 primer detormtor should have nori-delay 

functioning. On G.P. and S.A.P. bombs the length of the short dels.y will be 
governed by the tactical use. The .24 second delay primer detonator was 
developed for these fuzes for use In connection with the Mt 243 no.se fuze. Fuzes 
equipped tith this primer detonator will function at a depth of 25 ft, and are 
more accurate than the AMfcasO, especially on high velocity impact. ’
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STATIONARY GEAR

lifting collai

ARMING
STEM

ARMING
STEM

SPRING RETAINER

Stationary gear
29 Tooth

Pinion (Idler gear)
Pinion walk* movable gear ahead 
one tooth each time it circles. Jr

0.24 Sec Delay

INTERCHANGEABLE 
PRIMER DETONATORS



RESTRICTED U. S. ARMf FUZE

BOMBS USED IN:

M60....................... AN-M3Q 1QQ lb. GP.
AN-M57 25Q lb. GP. 
AN-MB8 22Q lb. Frag. 
^1 20Q lb. Frag.

M110....................... AN-M64 (AN-M^;3) 5QQ lb. GP.
AN-M50 5QQ lb. S.A.P.
AN-M70 5QQ lb. Incend. 
AN-M78 5GQ1 lb. Chem. 
M32 0QQ lb. GP.

M10....................... AN^M>5 (AN-M44) 1QQQ lb. GP

FUNCTIONING . . .

ARMED COTOITION. . 

FUZES USED WITH. •

ARMING DATA:

M10.......................
M10.......................
Ml 013 ...... 

VANE SPAN . . . . 

MAC. BOOT MA. . . 

OVERALL LENGTH . . 

MVTIIAL...................

Ml60, MI6I, M162

Meohanncal Impact 
AN-M1GQA2C 
AN-M1Q1A2C

AN-M&9 1QQQ lb. S.A.P. 
AN-M79 1000 lb. Chem. 
M33 11CC lb. G.P.
AN-M60 (A., A2) 2QQQ lb. GP. 
M.03 200G lb. S.A.P.
AN-M50 4QQQ lb. L.C.

M14 interchangeable primer detonator WLth delays of .Q1, .Q25, 
.1 and .24 seconds and. non-delay.

Wen gear carrier atop protrudes leas than 1" below vane cup.

M-W, M164, M16b normally, AN-U^U, AN-MUS, M139, H139A1, 
AN-JM39AL, M.4G, M4QA1, AN-M14QA1, Me 243

Vane Revolutions
72Q
72Q
72Q

5" (four vanes)

1.5"

Air Travel (Ft.) Min.
178Q-195Q 
191Q-223Q 
171Q.-208Q

Drop @ 2QQ mph
05Q
8Q5

113Q

M-60 9.0"; M161 12.0"; M.02 10.6"

Cadmium plated steel with brass striker block, primer detona
tor holder and other s^^ll p^rts.

»

«

«

*

GENERAL: The M60, KL61 and M162 mechanical impact tail fuzes are simi
lar to the AN-M1OO^, AN-M101A2, and AN-M.O2A2 respectively 
except for the arming stem which has finer threads (28 single 

threads to the inch against 2Q double threads in the AN-M1G0 series) and a longer 
engagement with the firing plunger (.75 in. against .5Q in.). The r.M.6Q series 
fuzes are distinguished externally frem the AN-MOO group by a yellow band 3" long 
painted around the awning stem case.

The slower aiming is desired in order to prevent the premature 
explosion of bombs within the renge of releasing aircraft. This has been caused in 
the past by bombs bumping each other after being dropped in clusters or in salvo 
at high altitirfes by very heavy bombees. In addition, the bomb bays of the B"29Ts 
are subjected to considerable air turbulence, distorting the fall of the bombs, 
thereby increasing the hazard described above, and dictating the need for slower 
arming.

OPERATION; The operation is similar to the AN-MOG series fuzes except
for the Incorporation of a longer arming time in the M.6Q 
series; see page 151.

REMARKS: These fuzes are not procured by the Navy.

Wien these fuzes are used in the MJ1 20Q lb. Frag, the AN-M88 
22Q lb. Frag., AN-M70 5QQ lb. Incend., the AN-M7B 5QQ lb. and AN-M79 1G00 lb. Chem. 
and the AN-MSG 4QQQ lb. L.C. bombs, the M.4 primer detonator should have non-delay 
functioning.

The first of the slower arming tail fuzes produced have been 
designated as the AN-M-CGASC series. A limited quantity of AN-W.0CA2C and AN-.MLQ1A2C 
are being Issued. ^^se have the same number of threads per Inch as the M.6Q series,
but have the shorter engager nt of the AN-M.00 series fuzes. The yellow band Is
painted on as in the ML 60 series fuzes.
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CONFIDENTIAL U. S. ARMY FUZE
BOMBS USED IN

T7S ....
T75E2 . * .

VB-1 1OOO lb, "Ason" 
VB-3 1000 lb. "Razon"

FUNCTIONING M14 interchangeable primer 
detonator wth delays of 
.01, .025, .1 or .24 sec. 
or non-delay

T T75E2

ARMED CONDITION No visible 
ing

sign9 of arm-
MECHANICAL IMPACT

FUZES USED WITH AN-M103A1,
AN-M139A1,

An-1103, ML39,
AH-M140A1

ARMING DATA 1200 vane revolutions

VANE SPA 1.5 in.

MATERIAL Cadmium plated steel W.th brass striker block, pr^er detona
tor holder, and other smdi parts*

GENERAL: The T75 is an AN-M.00A1 series tail fuze m^diiTled to fit the
VB-1 and VB-3. An anemometer arming system has been installed, 
and a spacer ring fits around the upper section of the fuze to 

provide space and support for the fuze.

OPERA7T:ON: The arming wire is withdrawn upon release of the bomb from the
plane permitting the spring loaded arming pin to fly out and 
freeing the antm>^5ate^ vanes for rotation. Rigidly attached 

to the vane assembly through a gear reduction syatem, the flexible shaft revolves 
with the vanes and turns a stem coupling Wiich fits loosely to it. An aiming stem 
riding in a slot in the coupling is threaded out of the firing plunger as the coupling 
revolves, arming the fuze,

Upon impact, the plunger rides forward on its creep spring, 
bitting the M14 primer detonator, initiating the explosive train.

REMAPS: The T75E2 replaces the T75. This fuze is similar to the T75
except that it has a bracket which is designed for mounting 
a micro-switch, the flexible shaft is .25 in. longer, and the 

fuze is attached to the spacer ring in a slightly different m^rner*

The micro-switch is located opposite the end of the arming 
stem and is in contact w,th the arming stem. Tils switch is wired into the ignition 
circuit of the guide flare, and is closed by the arming stem as it turns out, after 
about 350 feet of air travel, thus providing an additional safeguard ag^nst acciden
tal ignition of the flare*
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RESTRICTED

Data
MBS USED IN...................All G.P* bombs except Mk 4

Mod 4. The depth bomba for 
land targets, chemlial, 
frag, and Incendiary bombs 
May be used in S.A.P. for 
frag effect, but result 
not too consistent.

FUNCTIONING ..... Inatarntaneou a or . 1 sec.
delay alternative settings

ARMED CONDITION .... Wien safety discs are out.

ARMY-NAVY NQSE FUZE

AN-MI03
{Q^ec^lesoent)

MEC1ANNCAL IMPACT

(M 103 Is Otaolete fuze)

FUZES USED WITH .... AN-M 100 Series nwmlly.
ARMING TIME ..... Instantaneous setting, 350 vane revolutions.

.1 sec. delay setting, 220 vane revolutions.
VANE SPAN ...................S” ( 2 vane a)
MM. BODY DIAMETER . .2.7"
OVERALL LENGTH . . . .7" {with booster) ■
MATERIAL ..... Cadmium plated steel Wth some brass parts.
GENERAL: The AN-M 103 Is the standard nose fuze In service. Wien ship

ped the fuze is set for delay action. Oie auxiliary boo3tier 
is required when this fuze Is used In Navy bombs. Wien used 

In light case^rag., chem., and Incendiary bombs and aircraft depth bombs, the fuze 
should be set for Instantaneous action to provent breaking up of the bomb case before 
detonation occurs.

OPERATION: When bomb Is dropped, aiming wire is pulled and vanes rotate.
The two pinion gears are rotated counter-clockwise, their off- 
center hubs walking the external-tooth gear backwards around 

the teeth of the internal-tooth gear, which Is thus cranked In a counter-clockwise 
direction. The outboard edge of the internal-tooth gear Is grooved and rides screws 
projecting through from the vane cup, maintaining an even position. The arming screw, 
being positively attached to the base of the Internal-tooth gear, Is gradually un
threaded from the striker. As It unthreads It lifts the entire vane assembly, Includ
ing the vane cup. After 220 revolutions of the vanee, the vane cup rill clear the 
safety discs, which spring free, leaving the striker secured only by the shear wire 
and siting pin. The spring-l^ded aiming stw» will rise as the vane assembly rises, 
being retained only by the base of the internal tooth gear. If the setting Is for 
delay action, however, the setting pin rill be depressed Into the deep slot and rill 
protrude Into the channel of the aiming stem to engage the collar on the arming stem 
after It has risen only sufficiently to clear the step in the detonator slider, lin
ing the detonator up with the delay firing train. On Impact the force of inertia 
rill cause the striker body to shear the shear pin and setting pin and the delay 
firing pin rill impinge on the delay primer, setting off the flash wilch Ignites the 
delay pellet, relay, primer, detonator, booster lead-in, and booster in succession. 
The Instantaneous firing pin rill merely protrude into the e^|^^ channel positioned 
to receive It. If set for ins t^ktaneous action, the setting pin will be In the 
shallow slot and rill not protrude Into the arming stem charnel. After an additional 
110 revolutions of the vanes {330 total), the vane cup rill have been lifted high 
enough to have the arming stem moved out of the slider cavity, allcring the slider 
to line the primer detonator beneath the Instantaneous firing pin. The slider Is 
motivated by two springs and la locked in the aimed position by a spring loaded detent. 
On impact the firing pin will impinge directly on the primer, setting off the detonator, 
bo os ter lead-ln, and booster in succession. Even though an Instantaneous setting la 
used, the delay striker rill Impinge on the delay primer, setting off the delay 
pellet. It Is thus possible that the fuze would function on delay, even though set 
for Instantaneous action, If It failed to function Instantaneously.

EARLY DESIGN; The M 103 fuze had 32 single threads per Inch on the arming
screw Instead of 28 double threads per Inch on the AN-M 103, 
resulting In an arming time of 650 vane revolutions for In

stantaneous firdrg and 525 vane revolutions when set for delay action. The M 103 had 
larger and weaker vane construction.

REMARKS: {1) Especially large vanes have been designed for the AN-M 103
for use with flat nosed depth bombs, as the regular vanes have 
difficulty In arming.
(2) The AN-M 103 can be used for dive boraring, but not for 
masthead bombing.
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RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IS.................. AH 0*P. bombs except the
Mt 4 Mod 4 or in depth 
bombs for land targets, 
chemlcaa., frag, and incen
diary bombs. May be used 
in S.A.P* for frag effect, 
but results not too con
sistent*

FUfCTTOOd.................. Iastaneo.eoua or *1 sec.
delay alternative settings 

ARMED TOTOITIOC . . * When safety dices aee out, 
FUZES USED WITH . . . Ali-MQOO Series noimmlly* 
ARMING TIME . . . . * Ineaantaneoue setting , 350 

.1 sec. delay setting, 220 
VACE SPAS.......................6" (2 vanes)
MAX. BODY DIAMETER . . 2.7"
OVERALL LENGTH .... 7" (with booster)
MATERIAL............................Cadmium plated steel with

ARMY-CAVY COSE FUZE

AN-MI03AI
(Service)

Mc^anK^e^^ Impact

vane revolutions* 
vane revolutions.

ome brass parts.

GENERAL: The AC-M10S Is being replaced by the AC-ML<QSA1 Wilch differs
in that the striker block has been drilled and tapped to 
accommodate an arming screw of a greater diameter. The hole

for the arming screw joins that of the arming stem. In this way it is possible for
the collar on the aiming stem, under pressure of the aiming st® spiring, to bear 
against the base of the widened arming screw. In the earlier production of the AC- 
M.03A1, a threaded sleeve was fitted and staked to the original arming screw of the 
AN-M.0S to fora the new widened arming screw. In the later productions, the widened 
arming screw is a single solid piece. In other respects the AH-M-OS and AN-M.0SA1 
are similar.

The purpose of modifying the AN-ML OS as described above Is to 
eltoinate the possibility of accidental detonation In crash landings, and thus make It 
safe for carrier usage. In some cases during crash lendings, upon Initial Impact, the 
vane cup and head of the AC-M10S were sheared off, allowing the arming st® to jump 
out, and the slider to align Itself below the firing pin. On subsequent nose Impact 
the fuze fired. The AN-M10SA1 increases the safety primarily because the arming stem 
cannot Jimp out on accidental shearing of the vane cup assembly, as the arming screw 
overlaps the arming st® collar*

OPERATION The operation of the AC-M.QSA1 is the same as that of the
AN-M.0S except that in the former, the arming stem, in addi
tion to bearing against the internal gear, has Its collar 

bearing against the arming screw. As the arming screw moves out, the arming stem 
follows it until the arming stem collar bears against the setting pin for delay sctoo^ 
or top of cavity for instuitiueous action* In the event of a crash landing, If the 
vane cup and head of fuze shear off, the arming stem is held in place by the arming 
screw; hence, the slider cannot move over and the fuze will not fire.

REMARICS: Air Travel to arm the AC-M10SA1 is the same as the AC-M.03.
This may be explained by the fact that the AC-M.0S has 28 
double threads per inch on the arming screw while the AC-M1Q3JL 

has 14 single threads per inch.
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U. S, ARM NOSS .FUZESRESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN.....................

FUNCTIONING, . . . . .

ARMED CONDITION . , .

FUZES USED WITH . . *

ARMING TIME . . .

VANE SPAN ....

MAC. BOOT DIAMETER • •

OVERALL LENGTH . . * •

MATERIAL....................

AL1 bombs receiving 
AN-M103A1. See page 159 .

M39, AN-M139A1 instan
taneous or .01 second 
delay alternative settings 
Ml 40, AN-M140A1 instan
taneous br .025 second 
delay alternative settinge

Wien safety discs are out.

AN-MI39AI 
AN-Ml40Al

ML39 
m

MECHANICAL IMPACT

AN-M100A2 Series

Instantaneous setting, 330 vane revolutions. 
.01 or ,025 delay settings, 220 vane revolutions.

6 in. (2 vanes)

2,7 in. ■

7 in, (with booster)

Cadmium plated steel W-th seme braes pw?ts.

GEN KRAL The M139 and the M140 are identical in construction to the
standard AN-MLO3 with the exception that the amount of the 
delay element has been changed to decrease the functioning 

delay time from .1 second (AN-M103) to ,01 (M139) or ,025 (M40). All fuzes have the 
alternative instantaneous setting.

In order to distinguish these fuzes from the AN-MM03, the 
vane cups have segments painted, on them. One eighth of the vane cup of the Ml39, and 
one quarter of the vane cup of the ML40 is painted black. These markings correspond 
with those on the M14 primer detonator. The M139A1 and the M140A1 are the same as 
the ?^139 and M140 respectively, except that they incorporate the widened arming screw 
found in the AH-MOSU.

OPERATION? M139, M.40: Same as AN-M.03, see page 157_ .
AN-M139A1, AN-M.4GA1: Same as AN-M03A1, see page '159 .

REMARKS: The AN-M.39A1 and AN-K140A1 are current production and re
place the M139 and M140 respectively.

All of 'these fuzes were developed as companion fuzes for the 
AN-W00A2 series Witch uses the M14 primer detonators with delays of .01 second or 
.025 second.

These fuzes are not procured for naval use.
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U. S. ARMY_ NOSE FUZERESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN......................

FUNCTIONING. ..... 

ARMED CONATION. . . .

FUZES USED WITH. . . .

ARMING TIME ......................
I

Japanese Navy Bombs for 
U. S. usage.

Instantaneous or .1 sec. 
delay alternative settings

Wien safety discs are out

None

Instantaneous setting:- 
330 vane revolutions.

,1 sec. delay setting:-
220 vane revolutions.

MI48

MCHMfTCAL IMPACT

VANE SPAN...................... . 6 in. (2 vanes}

MAC. BODY DIAMETER . . 2.7 in.

OVERALL LENGTH . . - . 9.3 in.

MMTSUL........................... . Cadmium plated steel Wth some brass parts.

GENERAL: The M148 is the seme as the AN-M103 nose bomb fuze except that
the booster cup has been modified so as to have the contour 
of the standard Japanese Navy type gains. The shape of the 

Japanese Navy galne had to be retained in order that it would fit into the cavity in 
the nose of the bomba. Tn addition the threads on the fuze body have been modified 
to fit all Japanese Navy bomba. (Use 1.84 in. -10 Witworth thread)

OPERATION:

REMARKS:

Same as the AN-MLO3 nose bomb fuze. (See page 1B7)

The ML48 fuze was developed for usage In Japanese bombs wto.ch 
were recovered intact from captured bomb dumps.

This fuze is not procured by the Navy.
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MI63 SERIES NOSE IMPACT FUZE
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U. S, ARM FUZERESTRICTED

DA^A:

BOMBS USED IN • Al G«P. bombs except Mf 4 
Mod 4

AN-Mk 17 325 lb. Depth 
AN-Mk 54 350 lb. ^pth
M32 90 lb. Frag. 
^1 260 lb. Frag.
AN-M8 220 lb. Frag. 
AN-M76 500 lb. Incend.
AN-M78 500 lb. Cbem. 
AN-M79 1000 lb. Chen.
AN-M58 500 lb. S.A.P. 
AN-MS9 1000 lb. S.A.P.

MI63,MI64,MI65

Mehani^^^ Impact

FUNCTIONING:

ML63 ..... . Instantaneous; .1 second delay 
M164 ....•* Instantaneous; .01 second delay 
M165 ♦ Instantaneous; .025 second delay

FUZES USED WTH:

M60, M161, or ffl.62 normally; ANML00A2 series

ARMLNG DATA: 
Instantaneous Setting ^lay Settings

Vane Revolutions
Mr Travel......................... .... . . . 1710-3625 ft , 1140-2420 ft .
Mln. Vert. Drop @ 200 mph ♦ . » 1775 ft. 915 ft*

VANE SPAN ..... 6" (2 vanes)
MAC. BOUT DIA* . . 2.7"
M ATRIAL ..... Cadmium plated steel with some brass parts.

GENIerAL :

The ML63, M164, and M^65 mechanical Impact nose fuzes corres
pond to the AN-M.O3A1, AN-M39A1, and the AN-ML40A1 respectively 
except for the aiming screw of the M163 series which has 32 

single threads per inch as against 14 single threads to the inch in the ewlier 
fuzes. ‘Although the length of the M163 arming screw Is reduced to .5 in., the crash 
proof feature Is retailed in the new series by the ad<dtion of a second shoulder 
higher up on the arming stem which bears against the bottom of the arming screw.

Tils series of fuzes is desired as a companion group for the 
M16Q, M-61 and ML62 and serves to el^inate the same difficulties discussed on page 
154 with reference to the MU30 series.

To distinguish the new series from their prototypes, the follow
ing markings are employed: the top of the ML63 vane cup is painted corappetely 
yellow, and in the M164 and M.65 the vane cup Is painted yellow except for the 
black sections Indicating the delays. _____________________________ __________________

OPERATION: The operation Is similar to that of the AN-M.03A1 series except
for incorporation of a longer arming tmrne In the M163 series; 
see page 1B9.

REMARKS: These fuzes are not being procured by the Navy.
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RESTRICTED

Data

US. ARMY NOSE FUZES

AN-MI04, MI09
MHCHAICAL IMPACT

(AN-M 104 replaced by AN-M 120A1) 
(M 109 replaced by AN-M 110A1)

AN-M104 (ABolesoent) 
M103 (toeolete)

BOMBS USED IN...................AN-M 104$ 23 b. . AN-M 40
Frag.

M 119$ 20 lb. AN-M 01
Frag. 

FUNCTIONING .Ins tantmeoua
ARMED CONDITION ... Wien delayed arming diac

Is out.
FUZES USED WITH .... Nene 
ARMING TIME .2.5 (±0.25) seconds

(pyrotechnic)
MAC. BODY DIAMETER . .2.2" 
OVERALL LENGTH .... 0.0" (with booster) 
MATCrjal . . * » • AluMm™ alloy body, cadmium plated firirg; pin and striker,

brass delay train cup.

the arming pin when Lt is released from the plane (AN-M 100 arming wire removed when 
parachute opens).

GENERAL: These fuzes are identical except for three m.nor differences 
The M 109 has an additional spring beneath the striker head, 
a smaller striker disc, and the arming w.re is removed from

OPERATION: Wen the bomb is dropped and the parachute opens, the arming 
wire is pulled from the aiming pin and the spring loaded arm
ing pin flies free. Ejection of the arming pin allows the

spring-leaded delay firirg pin to spring up against the delay primer, starting the 
pyrotechnic delay train* and permits the spring loaded slider to move against the 
delayed arming plunger. After 2.5 seconds the 326° pyrotechnic delay train has burned 
around completely and the body pellet of black powder is ignited* The body pellet 
ignites the delayed arming charge which blows out the delaved arming plug and disc* 
thereby freeing the delayed aiming plunger. The plunger is pushed out by the spring
loaded slider as it moves over and lines up under tha firirg pin. The firirg pin
is retained only by the weak firing pin spring and on imuct* the firirg pin Impinges 
on the primer in the slider*

REMARS$ Since the fuze has a mushroom striker head and a sensitive
firirg pin* it is a sem-always acting fuze and very sensi
tive if touched at any angle. If the mushroom head 16 flush 

wth the fuze body and the delayed arming disc is out, then it is assumed that the 
fuze is in a fired condition and care should be taken not to lift the mushroom striker 
head away from ths fuze body.

AN-^M 100 has been replaced by the AN-M 120A1, and the M 109 
has been replaced by the AN-M 110A1.

Pulling out arming 
wire lets arming 

pin fly out]

Slider moves 
against delayed 
arming plunger

□•lay firing pin springs up to hit primer 
which fires time train------------------------------

Time train fires 
pellet to ignite 
delayed arming 

charge

Delayed arming 
charge blows 
out delayed arm
ing

Sider springs over, pushing out 
delayed arming plunger------------
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AN-MI20AI NOSE IMPACT FUZE
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FIRING PIN

FIRING PIN SPRING

TIME MECHANISM
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RESTRICTED ARMY-NAVY NOSE FUZE

BOMBS USED IN:
AN-M20A1. .

Ml 70

FUNCTIONING . . . 
ARMED CO1TOITION . 
FUZES USED WITH . 
ARMING TIME: . . .

AN-M12OA1 . . .

ML 70...........................  
IMAI. BOD? DIAMETER 
OVERALL LENGTH . . 
MAATRIAL......................

AN-MDM, AN-M44), MT2A1 
para-frag; M71A1 and 
M73A1 practice; M86 120 lb 
frag.
AN-M40A1, AN-M40, M72A1 
para-frag; M71A1 and
M73A1 practice 
Instantaneous
Wen arming pin ia out. 
None

AN-MI20AI
MI70

MEC^UNICAL IMPACT 
wi th 

MSOIDWICAL ARMING DELAY

1.0 ( i .IS) secs. mechanl-l ______________ _________
cal delay
1.5 (i .IS) secs. moctiaaiice.1. delay
2*2"
4.4"
Aluminum alloy body, cadmium plated striker and striker head,

GENRJ&s The M.70 duplicates the AN-EL20A1 in all respects except for
the aiming tme which is shortened to 1.5 ( 1 .15) seconds 

- in the M170.

OPERATION: As the parachute opens, the arming wire is withdrawn from the
arming-pin, which is then ejected by the arming pin spring. 
Ejection of the arming pin frees the arbor, a semi-circular 

projection on the tming sh^ft, to be rotated by the clockwork mchanism. A regulator 
controls the oscillation of the clockwork governor, and la properly adjusted at the 
factory. The slider pin rides against the inside of the arbor under pressure of the
slider spring. Aft«r the ax«bor has been rotated a full 160°, it clears ttie slider pin 
allowing the slider to be forced across the fuze by the slider spring, lining up the 
detonator with the firing pln« A spring-loaded detent looks the slider in position. 
On impact, the striker head is forced in, driving the firing pin into the primer
detonator and detonating the bomb*

REMARKS: The M,20 and AN-M.20 did not have the clockwork regulator,
and had an aiming time of 2*5 (i .25) seconds; hence, attacks 
had to be made at higher levels. External appearance of all 

designs is the same.

tatlon bomb.
This fuze is replacing the AN-MD4 in the parachute frajmen-

The AN-m20 
chute fragmentation bombs.

was a replacement for the AN-M.04 in the para-

The M.70 is desired to supplant the AJ-M.20A1 in all bombs 
receiving the AN-ML2DA1, except for the M66 para-frag, which will continue to use 
the older fuze. -

Pulling out 
wire let* arming 
pin fly out.

Spring moves 
to armed position, 
aligning detonator 
with firing pin.

Arbor is then free 
to turn, starting 
time mechanism.

Time mechanism 
rotates arbor, free 
ing slider pin.
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RESTRICTED

BOMBS USED IN.....................

FUNCTIONING ....................

ARMED CONDITION ♦ * > *

FUZES USED WITH ... .

ARCING TIME.....................

VANE SPAN ...............................

MAX BODY DIAMETER * *

OVERALL LENGTH * * * «

Modified Mark HE. bomja 

Instantaneous or .1 sea* 
delay alternative settings. 

Wien safety discs are out.

M 106

450-460 vane revolutions 

6"

2.7"

4.3"

U. S. ARMY NOSE FUZE

MI05

MECHANICAL IMPACT

(Obsolete)

MATERIAL * * • * * • Body, striker assembly, and safety diacs are of cadmium
plated steel. Gear train and arming vane hub is of brass« 
Detonator cup may be of braaa or plated steel*

OPERATION: Upon release fr<m the plane an arming wire is pulled to alien
the vanea to rotate in the air str^m* Tie reduction gear 
carries thia rotation to the arming screw, Which unthreads 

frera the striker to lift the vane cap* i After 450-460 vane revolutions, the cap
ml be lifted high enough to allcw the spring loaded safety discs to be expelled 
Jhotm beneath the striker head* Additional rotation mi cause the arming screw to 
thread out of the striker, allowing the arm.ng mechanic. to pull away I'rcm the bomo* 
Upon impact-, the striker block is forced down cutting the shear wire and forcing 
the two strikers against the firing assembly* If the setting pin is in the deep 
slot, the fuse is set for delay action and the striker point over the instantaneous 
channel merely protrudes into the empty recess with no effect} the delay cap being 
fired, setting off the delay and relay element, detonator, and bomb filler* If
setting pin is in shallow slot, fuze is set for instantaneous action, and the instan
taneous filing pin sets off the primer cap, detonator, and main filler, before the 
delay can function,

REMARKS: No* 4 primer caps are used to initiate both trains of explo
sive* The delay charnel and detonator assembly are as 
follows: delay train of 0*32 grains of blaoic pow^^, the 

relay charge of 1*47 grains of lead azide*
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ARMING PIN

STRIKER WEIGHT
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FIRING PIN
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UPPER DETONATOR

LOWER DETONATOR
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RESTRICTED

Data

BO1M3S USED IM...................GmP.H.E, bottba

FUNCTIONING ...................3-5 *•«. (pyroteclhUo)

ASHED CONDITION . . . . Wien arming pin la out.

FUZES USED WTH .... AN-M 103 or M 106, as an
Insurance fuza.

U. S. ARMY TAIL PUZE

MI06A2
MECHANICAL IMPACT 
PYROTECHNIC DELAY

Ealy Deigns: 
-----

M 106A1 
M 106 Long 

(Osolete)
arming TIME • •**«« Instantaneous

MUX BODY DIAMETER . . 1-5a

OVERALL LENGTH .... #.4"

MATERIAL ••••*« steel except percussion cap housing, wi!ch
Is brass.

GENERAL: This fuze is dangerous to handle if the arming pin is out
because it has a heavy striker and a weak creep spring, This 
fuze should never be used for horlsantal, glide or dive 

boobing if there are any fuses of the AN-M 100 series available. It should never 
be used for skip or msthead boobing if there are any fuzes of the M 112A1 or M 115 
series available.

OPERATION: Upon wlthdrawi of the arming Wre from the arming pin, the
arming pin is ejected by its spring. Tie nn.y thing pre
venting the heavy striker from fQdnging on the primer at 

this point is the weak creep spring. Uprn impact, the striker block overcomes the 
creep spring, the firing pin Ioppng-1 ng on the prion*. Th flame frtm the primer
ignites the primer pellet, wH.ch in turn ignites the short length of safety fuze 
which is coiled in the fuze bo<^. The opposite end of the safety fuze is primed 
with the detonator pellet of black powder wh.ch insures the functioning of the upper 
detonator and lower detonator When the safety fuze has burned its entire length.

EARLY DEIGNS: (1} The original M 106 had a longer coll of safety fuze,
with a functioning tlm. of 45-60 second..
(2) The M 106A1 had a reduoed fun timing time of 8-11 sec

onds, for masthead bombing.
(3) M 106 long "■ used in the Modified Murk series 2000 lb. 

bort, having an overall length of 31.3 inches.

RBMU?IK: If any of these fuzes are found in storage or elsewhere in
an Unarmed concM-tion, they should be careXf^-ly checked to 
ascertain that the wire clip preventing the arming pin frcm 

being ejected by its spring is in good condition and not rusted or weak, Should 
thia clip or wire rust through and give way, the arming pin woouLd pop out, leaving 
the fuze in a dangerous armed concd-tion,

BUREAU OP ORDNANCE HAS DECREED THAT ALL OF THESE FUZES 
ENCOUNTERED IN NAVAL ACTIVITIES BE DISPOSED OF BY LOWING IN DEEP WA^,
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R B 3 T R I c t E d

D_ta

BOMBS USED IN: . . .

FUNCTIONING . . . 

ARMED CONDITION . .

FUZES USD WITH . .
ARMING TIME • • •

MA BODY DIAMEEER

OVERALL LENGTH . . .

.M 7 5 Target Montif-' 
oation.

• Instantaneous
• Wen safety block la 

gone.
• None

• Ins^rnUneous

. 1.®*

. 2.5"

U. 5t. ARMY NOSE FUZE

M 108

MECHAAICAL IMPACT 
(Obsolete)

Brass fuze body with oadmiun or zinc plated steel striker,MITTEJAP • . • .

GENERAL: THa fuze ie not threaded into the bomb nose, but is pushed 
down and held there by two spring leaded retaining balls 
which protrude the side of the fuze. The fuze re-

quires an adapter ring having an annular groove to receive the retaining belle.

OPERATION: Wien the aiming w.re is vlthchawn from the arming pin as
the bomb is dropped, the arming pin is ejected H*™ the 
fuze by the action of the arming pin spring. The safety 

block holder then falls free of the fuze, and the safety block is ejected clear of 
the fuze ahd striker by its spring. On imjpot, the striker is driven into the fuze 
body, cutting the shear wire and imaging on the primer, setting off the upper 
detonator, and lower detonator aucoaialv 
EARLY DESIGN: The early M 108 did not have a safety block inserted be

tween the striker head and fuze body, and wa quite dan
gerous as a drop of only a few inches on a hard surface 

wa enough to function the fuze, The M 108 Moodfied is shipped with the safety
block as shown in drawing

REMARK: Thia fuze was designed for use in the M 47 100 lb* Incen
diary. It is being replaced by the AN-M 126A1 in all bomb 
except the M 75 Target Identification bomb
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AN-MIIOAI NOSE IMPACT FUZE
STRIKER-----------
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FIRING PIN

BOOSTER HOLDER

DETONATOR

BOOSTER-------

BOOSTER CUP
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RESTRICTED
Data

BOMBS USED IN:
AB-MICAH.........................

AN-M126A1 .......................

FUNCTIONING .......................

ARMED C OTOHjl ON . . . . 

FUZES USED WITH . . . . 

ARMING TIME.......................

VANE SPAN .. ..................

MAX. BODY DIAMETER . . 

OVERALL LENGTH .... 

MATERIAL...........................

20 lb. AN-M41A1 Hi-Level 
Frag.

115 lb. M7O Ciernicttl bomb
100 lb. AN-M47A2 Chemical 

bomb.

Iustsnttoeous
Wien safety block is gone.

None

AJR^-NAVY NOSE-FUZES

AN-MIIOAI
AN-MI26AI

(Service)
M110 (Oeolete) 
M126 (tofiooesoeiit)

MECHANICAL IMPACT

26C vane revolutions

3.0"

1.7"

AN-M11OA1, 3-5/8" with booster.
AN-M26A., 3-1/16" with booster housing.

Alumimm body wth steel safety blocks and striker.

GENRAL: These two fuses are identical in both construction and opera
tion. The only difference is that the booster is elminated 
from the ^-M126A1. Instead of the booster, a steel cylinder, 

the same dimensions as tHe booster, is screwed into the base of the fuze body. This 
steel cylinder contains an enlarged firing train consisting of primer, upper detona
tor and lower detonator, With is seated against the tetryl burster of the cheimcal 
bombs *

OPERATION: Wien the bomb is dropped and arming wire pulled, vanes rotate.
The vanes are positively attached to the upper part of the 
stationary gear, Wiich -can rotate but cannot move in a verti

cal plane because of a collar W.ich rides in a groove in the fuze body. As the vanes 
and statoonary gear rotate about the ball race, the movable gear, which is threaded 
up inside the stationary gear also rotates. Both gears mesh with an idler gear, and
since the msvable gear has one more tooth than the stationary gear, for each rotation 
the movable gear lags one tooth, thus unscrewing downward from the stationary gsw. 
As the sleeve of the moo able gear rno’Cs down, it releases the safety block, allowing 
the block to be expelled by centrifugal force. The sleeve is moved down far enough 
in 26C rotations of the vanes to aim the fuze. On impact the striker is driven down, 
overcoming the resietnce of the firing pin spring and the firing pin initiates the 
explosive action instantaneously.

REMARK: The original designs, M11O and M26, had more teeth on the
gears, and consequently required 570 vans revolutions to arm.
They also had three safety blocks, each 120° segments, and the 

arming sleeve fitted in a groove in the blocks in the unarmed position, preventing 
them from falling out;. The original designs also had larger vanes.

If the striker head is flush w.th the fuze body, the fuze is 
in a fired condition. In such condition, the striker should not be pulled away from 
the fuze, as the firing pin is sensitive and w.thdrawa. m.gbt create sufficient fric
tion to ignite the primer.

o
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RE9TRI.CT.Ep g.JL .ARMI.NO3E -Fg.S.a

BOMBS USED IN:
M 158.................................... AN-M41A1 20 lb. Frag.

M 70 115 lb. ChernmoaL
X 159................................ .... AN-M47A2 100 lb. CUta.

FUNCTIONING . . . . . . Instantaneous 
ARMED CONDDTION ................... Wien striker protrudes

.25 In. beyond vane 
nut (Bee Rernarra).

FUZES USED WITH.................. None
ARMING DATA ................... 440 vane revolutions;

1000* of air travel. 
VANE SPA . . . , . . . . 3.0 In. 
MAt. BODY DIAMETER . . . 1.752 In.
OVERALL LENGTH:

MI 58 MI59
(T70) (T70E1)

MECHANICAL IMPACT
NOSE FUZE

M 158 .................................... 3.69 In.
M 159.....................................3.22 In.

MATERIAL ................................ Aluminum body with steel safety blocks and striker.

GENERAL: These fuzes are similar to the AN-ML10A1 and AN-ML26AL.
They differ In that the M 158 and M 159 have a spring 
aotuated detonator shutter wlhLoh rotates Into position 

after withdrawal of the firing pin and le looked in plaoe by a spring-loaded detent. 
In addition the arming sleeve, striker, and firing pin move upward Instead of downward, 
and the vanes rotate freely after arming. There Is no safety block in the newer series 
and, the striker assembly which Is of heavier construction, has a retaining ring In
stead of a retaining pin.

These two fuzes are similar In appearanoe, exoapt that the 
M 158 Incorporates a booeter and booster lead In, whereas the M 159 Incorporates a 
detonator holder. The M 159 also has two arming wire guides to facilitate positioning 
of the arming wire.

The M 158 differs from AN-M110A1 in that the body and 
booster holder are held together by a locking pin, has the detonator In the shutter, 
a booster lead, in mounted In the lead oup disc, and a booster below the lead cup disc.

OPERATION: Whin the bomb is dropped and the arming wire pulled, the
vanes rotate. The arming vane, nut, outer bail race, arming 
hub and stationary gear rotate as a unit, but cannot move 

in a vertical plane because of a collar on the arming hub. The movable and stationary 
gears mesh with the pinion gear (idler gear) and since the movable gear has one mmre 
tooth than the statoonary gear, for eaoh rotation the movable gear lags one tooth, 
thus sorewing upward (right hand threads) and toward the stationary gear. As the 
movable gear moves up, It lifts the striker and withdraws the firing pin from the 
hole in the detonator shatter. (Retaining ring In striker groove and under arming 
sleeve bevel enables simultaneous movement upward). After approximately 440 revolu
tions of the vanes, the firing pin is comleealy withdrawn from the detonator shutter 
and the detonator shutter la swung into position lining up the detonator with the 
firing pin, thus arming the fuze. The detonator shutter is looked In position by a 
spring-loaded detent housed in the shutter w!h.ch slips into a reoess' in the booster 
holder. The vanes continue to rotate, and when the movable gear reaches the cut-out 
portion In the pinion gear the vanes rotate freely. On Imaat, the striker with Its 
firing pin are forced down, oommreseing the firing pin spring and piercing the det
onator. The detonator sets off the booster lead In and booster suooeeslvely.

REMARKS: In the armed condition, the striker wil protrude about
.25 In. beyond the vane nut, but any fuze In which the 
gap between the underside of the striker and the face of 

the vane nut exceeds .125 In. should be treated as armed.
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R E S T R I CTED

MIIIA2
MECHANICAL 

IMPACT FUZE (NOSE)
TIMING DISC LEVER

primer

HALF ROUND PIN

TIME MLShANiSM
FUZE BODY

PRIMER
BOOSTER

BOOSTER SUP

HALF ROUND PIN 
FIRING LEVER 
TIMING DISC LEVER 
ARMING PIN 
TIMING DISC

STRIKER

SAFETY BLOCK 

VANES 

FIRING PIN

ARMNG SLEEVE
BALL- BEARINGS 

STATIONARY GEAR 

SPRING 

movable gear
IDLER GEAR 

THUMBCCREW

UNARMED
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862970 0 - 45 - 13

RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN:
M 111A2 ...................... AN-M26 Parachute Flare

AN-M4S Photoflaeh Bomb 
Fragmentation Cluster 
Adppers M15 and MIS 

M 127 ...................... Incendiary Cluster Adapter
mioa1

M 138......................Incendiary (Cueter Adapter
E6R2

FUNCTIONING................. Aerial 5-92 eeo., or

U, 8. ARMY N03E FUZES

MIIIA2, MI27, MI38
(Servlm)

CLOCKWORK AERIAL BURST

ARMED CONDITION . . . Wen safety blook and arming
pin are both out.

FUZES USED WTH . . . None
ARMING TIME .... Approximately 260 revolutions
VANE SPAN ..................3 In.
MAX. BODY DIAMETER. . 1.63 in.
OVERALL LENGTH . . . M 111A2 - 4.5 In.; M 1ST, M 130 - 4.95 in.
MATERIAL ..................Aluminum alloy body with tlno or oad*iusi plated atee! striker.

GENERAL: The M 127 fuze la found by assembling the booster and detonator
assembly fnm an AJf-M 110A1 fuze to a M 11LA2 fuze body. The 
result is a time fuze w.th an 18 gram tetryl booster

Instead of a black powder booster such as In the M 111A2, The M 138 fuze Is the same 
as the M 127 except that the M 138 has only 7 grama of tetryl, the balance of the 
space being taken up by an Inert clay pellet. (M 127 booster was too powerful for 
E6R2 cluster adapter and damaged the bombs In the cluster, hence reduction of tetryl.).
OPERATION: The desired time Interval Is set on the graduated soale and the

looking screw tightened. Upon release of the cluster or Flare 
from the plane, the arming wire Is withdrawn frcm the fuze, the 

vanea are free to rotate and the arming pin Jumps out. The arming vane, nut, outer 
ball race, arming hub and stationary gear rotate as a unit. As the vanes and station
ary gear rotate on the ball race, the Idler gear is rotated, thus rotating the mov
able gear and the arming sleeve to wU.ch it is attached. The arming sleeve Is thread
ed Into the arming hub and extends inside the safety block. Since the movable gear 
has one more tooth than the stationary gear, It lags one tooth on every rotation and 
gradudly unscrews downward. After appTOXlmaaely 260 vane revolutions, the arming 
sleeve has unthreaded far enough to be withdrawn from the safety blook, which is then 
thrown clear by centrifrgal force. Trn timing disc, mentwhile, has been rotated by 
the spring-driven clockwork. After the predetermined time has elapsed, the slot in 
the timing diso w.H be positioned opposite the timing disc lever. T through a series 
of levers, pressure foroes this timing disc lever into the slot thus freeing the fir
ing lever. Since the half round pin Is no longer retained by the firing lever, It Is 
free to rotate under the pressure of the spring-loaded firing pin, a collar on the 
firing pin bearing on one side of the notch In the hO.f round pin. As the h^.f round 
pin rotates, the firing pin is released and Imlngcs on the primer, firing the booster.

If the timing mechanism should fail, the fuze wnJ.d still deton
ate on Impnc, beoause the striker would be forced down and wsuld shear any obstruc
tion between it and the primer.

EARLY DESIGNS: telginal M 111 had setting range of from 15-93 see,, and be
cause of greater number of teeth on gears required 570 vane 
revolutions to arm.
M 111A1 reduced minimum setting time on the sHle from 15 to 

5 seconds, however could not be set for less than 8 seconds, since If set for less, 
the ol^^^lwork functioned before the fuze was armed, and the firing pin spring pulled 
the striker down tightly against the safety blocks storrlng the rotation of the vanes, 
thus preventing aerial bust. Both of these eu*ly designs had three 120° section 
safety blocks with a groove whioh received the arming sleeve of the movable gear. They 
aleo had weaker gears with mom teeth and larger, weaker vanes.

REMARKS: M 111A2 booster contains 70 grains of black powiM'.
Neither the M 127 nor the M 138 shou.d be assembled to their 
respective clusters, until the duster has been looked In 

place in the bomb rack.
The M 127 is being replaced by the M 128; the M 138 Is being 

replaced by the M 145; the M 11LA2 is being replumd by the M 146. (See page 183 
These fuzes are equipped with a spinner device (See pageIfe— ) 

to force the safety bl wk to rotate with the arming vane and Insure ejection
of the safety block after the arming sleeve has withdrawn. (Only later lots of 
M 111A2 are equlnped wth soinner device).

In order to Insure correct rotation of the arming vane of the 
M.11A2 when used In the MS6 cluster, the fuze has been modified by replacing the stan
dard vane by an anemometer type vane. Wien so altered, the fuze will be known as the 
T77, Tds change will be made in the field with kits supplied by the Army.
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AN-MI28 SERIES
MECHANICAL TIME FUZE (NOSE)
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RESTRICTED
Data

BOMBS USED IN:
AN-Mi 8* *■•*** Cluster, AOns^bl^ Ino-n- 

diary AN-M17A1
AN-M45* * * * * * « Cluster Adapter, Aliable 

Incendiary E6R2
AN-M46* * * * . * * aieres and photoflaah, and 

butterfly bomb cluster
M and T*IE

AN-M.47* ****** M8T target edentification 
bomb; AN-M47A2,A 3 Incend* 

FUNCTIONING......................Aerial Bur at. 5-92 sec*;

U* S* ARMY NOSE FUZES

AN-MI28, AN-MI45 
AN-MI46, AN-MI47

(Service)
CLOCKWORK AERIAL BORST

or impact instantaneous if 
slider aligned*

ARMED CONDITION. * * * Wien safety collar and arming pin are both out;, and detonator 
is aliped under tiring pin*

FUZES USED WTH. * * * None tor M2B, M46 and M47; M52 or M163 used with M46* 
ARMING TIME * * * . . Apppoximately 260 vane revolutions*
VANE BPAH......................Sin.
MA. BOD! DIAMETER * * 1,93 in,
OVERALL LENGTH * . . . ajn-KL2B,AN-M145 - 6*S in; AK-M146 - 5*67 in; AN-M147 - 5*72 in* 
MtATBTAT. * * . * * * * Aluminum alloy body with. zinc or cadmium plated steel striker*

GENlEiAL: Those fuzes moddfy the M111A2 by the addition of a detonator
slider held out of line until the fuze is partH.ly armed by 
a crank-s^ped arming stems The four fuzes in the series are 

identical except for the boosters eml^ed; the AN-M.26 has the booster of the M127 
(tetryl); the AN-M45 uses that of the M138 (tetryl-clay pellet); the AN-KL46 employe 
that of the M11A2 (blaok po^^^e^); and the AH-M147 uses the AN-M.26A1 primer detonator 
Instead of a booster*

OPERATION: The desired time interval is set on the graduated scale and
the locking screw tightened- Up°a release of the cluster from 
the plane, the arming wire is withdrawn from the fuze, the 

vanes are free to rotate and the arming pin jumps out* The arming va^^, nut, outer 
ba.l iscb, arming hub and stationary gear rotate as a unit* As the vanes and sta
tionary gear rotate on the ball race, the idler gear Is rotated, thus rotating the 
mo able aeal and the arming sleeve to which it is attacheda Tie arming sleeve Is 
threaded into the arming hub and extends inside the safety block* Since the movable 
gear has one more tooth than the stationary gear, it lags one tooth on every rotation 
and gradi^-ly unscrews downwind* Wter ap^oximaely 260 vane revolutions, the arming 
sleeve has unthreaded far enough to be withdrawn from the safety block, which is then 
thrown clear by centrifugal filce.

The timing disc, has been rotated by the spring
driven clockworks Ater appro^mely fiul seconds of rotation, the release arm 
located below the timing disc (and turning with It), frees the crank-shaped end of 
the armng stem* The lower end of the arming stem then presents Its cut-away section 
to the detonator slider which will then align itself below the firing pin and become 
locked in place there by a spring loaded detent*

Wien the detonator la aligned, the timing disc continues to 
turn* ^ter the predetermined time has elapsed, the slot in the timing disc will be 
positioned opposite the Mining disc lever* Through a series of levers, pressure fordas 
this timing disc lever Into the slot thus freeing the firing lever* TjIs In turn 
frees the half round cocking pin which is forced to rotate under pressure of the 
spring loaded firing pin* As the half round cocking pin rotates, the firing pin is 
released and i^lng^s on the primer, firing the booster*

REMARKS: The AM-M.28 replaces the KL2*'; AN-M.45 replaces the M.38;
AN-M.46 replaces the MUW!*
Tiese fuzes are equipped with a spinner device (see opposite 

page) to tirce the safety block to rotate with the arm,ng vane - this assures positive 
ejection of the safety block after the ar^ng sleeve has W.thdlawn,
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RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN.................. Al GP. Bombs and AN-M66
4000 lb. L.C. May be 
found In 90 lb. 260 lb.
Frag., 500 lb. and 1000 lb 
CtMHtioal.

FUNCTIONING.................. KL35 - Arial Biuat, with
tme range of 5 - 92 secs.
M.36 - Aerial Bwet, Wth 
time range of 5 - 30.6 
secs.
Both will function on 
impact.

ARMED COTOITION . . . Wien safety block, arming 
FUZES USED WITH » . . None normally, unless N-K 

delay M14 primer detona or
ARMING TIM ...... Approximately 260 revoluti 
VANE SPAN....................... 3.6 in.
MAC. BODY DIAMETER . . 2.7 in.
OVERALL LENGTH . . . . 9.1 in.
mattttaL ...... U>per pa*t of body is alum

plated steel.

U. 3. ARMY NOSE FUZE

MI35.MI36 
MI35AI,MI36AI

CLOCKWORK ARIAL BURST

jin, and lower arming pin are out;. 
.00A2 series is used (with non- 

for insurance purposes.
>ns.

_nim alloy; lower part cadmium

GENERAL; These fuzes are a combimtion of the ML HA mechanic^. tme
fuze and the AU-03 nose fuse, in wthch the former fuze has 
been assembled to a mooified body and booster portion of the 

AN-W.03 fuze. The setting pin of the AN-M.03 has been removed and in its place the 
spring loaded lower aiming pin has been Inserted. The lower arming pin holds the 
detonator curler out of line with the firing train until the arming W.re is p^led.

The M135 Incorporates a time setting Wilch can be adjusted to 
the nearest .1 second, and the fuze will fire accurately Within plus or minus one (1) 
second; tme calibrations are ^de for every 1/2 second, with a 10 division vernier 
scale located on the non-rotating purt of the fuze for setting to the nearest .1 of 
a second.

The M136 Incorporates a time setting Wich can be adjusted to 
a .2 of a second, and the fuze Wil fire accurately within plus or minus .3 seconds. 
The greater accuracy of the M136 is achieved by an Improved clockwork mcL^nism. This 
fuze was developed to provide greater accuracy, presupposing that a method can be de
vised for accurately maamring the altitude of release.

OPERATION; Prior to loading the fuzed bomb into the plane, the time
setting is rade and the tins set screw tightened. The arming 
wire is withdrawn as the bomb is dropped and the vanes start 

to rotate. The arming pin is ejected and the time mchanism starts to operate, the 
lower arming pin being simu.taneously ejected, alliwing the spring loaded detonator 
carrier to move over into the armed position. ^fter approxlrately 750 feet of air
travel, the safety block is released from the fuze (see O*rftti°D of MH1A, page 1g1_ 
for details on functioning). After the set tmie has expired, the firing pin wil 5e “ 
freed and its spring will force it into the primer and detonate the bomb.

The bomb may detonate if it strikes a target prior to comict« 
functioning of the time mechanism, provided the arming wire has been withdrawn, in 
which case the firing pin w>uld shear the rather delicate levers obstructing it.

REMAPS; Effective use of these fuzes in G.P. bombs presupposes that a
method can be devised for accurately ^^^^iu^ing the altiuude 
of release.

The rmmd knurled locking screw has been replaced in current 
production with a wing nut type, and replacement wing nuts are being sent to the 
field. This change was made so that ordnance personnel can get a good grip on the 
nut and el^inate the possibility that the setting might slip, and cause either pre- 
uture or late functioning.

The M135A1 and the ML36A1 fuzes are the same as the ML35 and 
the M.36 except that they incorporate a lower tmie limit of 10 seconds Instead of 5 
seconds. The minium setting tie was increased to prevent any possibility of damage 
to the plane by the bomb fragments. The M135A and the W36A will replace the M135 
and the ML36 respectively wien available. It is reccu^nded that a minium setting 
of 10 seconds be used for all ML35 and M36 fuses now in the field.

These fuzes are not procured for Naval use.
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RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN...................969, M90, M90 950 lb.
Twget Identification 
bomb*

FUNCTIONING....................... Aeaial Burst, 1.6 - 30,6
or Im>act instan

taneous if slider aligned. 
ARMED COOTOTTION. ■ . . Wien safety collar and 

arming pin are both out, 
and detonator is aliped 
under firirg pin.

FUZES USED WTTH. . . . None

U. S. ARMY FUZE

MI44

CLOCKWORK AERIAL BURST

ARMING TIME. . . • . • Approx. 6-9 vane revolu
tions.

VANE SPAN........................... 3tn.
MAC. BODY DIAMETER . . 1.93 in.
OVERALL LENGTH .... 5.67 in.
MIATEIAL........................... Aluminum alloy body W.th zinc or cadmium plated steel striker.

GENERAL: The KL44 Is simiar to the M146 desoribed on p. 18— , except
for the following:

Direct drive, instead of gear reduction arming, results In 
ejection of the safety block after approximately 6-9 turns of the aiming vane. The 
direct drive Involves the removed, of the stationary gear from the arming hub, the 
movable gear from the arming sleeve, and the idler gear from the pin. The arming 
sleeve etop plate fl^ed to the bottcm of the arming sleeve has a fork Wh.ch engages 
the pinion gear pin and prevents the arming sleeve from rotating. This change was 
made to ensure that the safety block is ejected in less than the mechhnlcal function
ing time of the fuze.

In addition, the Ml 4.4 incorporates a clock mechanism which 
runs - times as fast as the M146 clock mechanism. This results in a mlntaium setting 
of 1.6 seconds (Instead of 6), a maximum setting of -0.6 seconds (instead of 92), and
a slider arming time of 1.5 ± .5 seconds (instead of 4.5 ± 1.5). Boause of the
shorter running tme the clockwork is more accurate in the M.44,

OPERATION: Upon release of the bomb the arming wire is wthdrswn from the
fuze, the vanes are free to rotate and the arm.ng pin jumps 
out. The vanes are positively attached to the arming hub and 

rotate as one unit. The arming sleTve, which is threaded to the arming hub, is pre
vented from rotating since the stop plate attached to it engages the idler gear pin. 
Howewr, the arming sleeve moves down due to rotation of the arming hub, and after 
approx^m^tiely 6 to 9 vane revolutions the arming sleeve has withdrawn far enough for 
the safety collar to be thrown clear by centrifrigal force. The timing disc, me Ban
wile, has been rotated by the spring-driven clockwork. Ater 1.5 t .5 seconds of 
rotation, the timing disc cam, located below the timing disc (and turning with it), 
frees the crank-shaped end of the arming stem. Blance of operation same as ML46 
fuze, page 188 _.

This fuze is not procured for Navy use.
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RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN...................*423 Incendlarc Cluster
Adapter

FUNCTIONING....................... Aerial "Bwat, 5-92 sec.;
or impact lnstscit^nQu® 
if slider aligned.

ARMED COTODTIOlb . . . Wen safety collar and 
arming pin are both out, 
and detonator is alirarnd 
under firing pin.

FUZES USED . KL45 nose fuse.
ARMING TDffi Approx imtely 260 vane

revolutions.
VANE SPAS....................... S lu.
MIX. BOOT DIAMETER . . 1.93 In.
OVERALL LENGTH . . . . 6.2 in.
MTTRIAL............................Alimlnum o.l ay tody th th t

U. S. ARM FUZE

MI52, MI53

M152 (Service)

MCRANICAL TIME, AERIAL BURST

.nc or cadmium plated steel s triker.

GENERAL The M152 la the same as the M145 described on P. 183 ,
except for the following:

The ML52 has reversed vanes so that it W.H pro^rly arm as 
a tail fuze. In adcdtion a change was made in the construction of the thrust bearing 
for the arming vane assembly, to insure free rotation with the reversed thrust direc
tion of a tall fuze as combed with a nose fuze. (See drawing on opposite page}.

The M153 is the sane as the M145 except that the vanes are re
versed so that it will properly arm as a tall fuze. The vanes of the M.52 and M153 
are painted red to distinguish thro fTon nose fuzes.

OPERATION: The operation of both these fuzes is the same as the M145 on
p. 183 .

REMARK: The M152 will replace the M153. The M153 fuze is being manu
factured to provide tail fuzes to net requirements pending 
availability of the M.12.

The M153 ia not procured for Naval use.
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RESTRICTED U S. ARMY NOSE FUZE

BOMBS USED IN

FUNCTIONING

M6 Cluster (20 - AN-M41, 
20# Frag.

M27 Cluster (6 - MB2, 
90# Frag* Bconbs)*

M.5,M16 F-ag, Glus, Adapter 
Aerial buret, 5 - 92 sece, 
or Impact Ina^ntaneoue.

MI55
ARMED CONDITION Wen safety block and arm

ing pin are both out* CLOCKWORK AERIAL BURST

FUZES USED WTH None

ARMING TIME Approxlnaeily 6 - 9 aane 
revolutions*

VANE SPAN ...................... 3 In*

MAX. BODY DIA1TTER. * * 1*63 In.

OVERALL LENGTH * * . * 4*5 In*

MATERIAL **•*>*« Aluminum alloy body with zinc or cadmium plated steel striker*

GENERA: The M 155 (formerly the T71) Is the same as the M 111A2 except
that the gear reduction system has been el-lminateda A spinner 
device is Incorporated to force the safety block to rotate

rtth the arming vane* Elimination of the gear reduction system has been accomppished 
by removing the stationary gear from the arming hub, and pinning the pinion gear in 
place so that it cannot rotate*
OPERATION: Upon releasing the cluster from the plane, the arming wire Is

withdrawn from the fuze* the vanes are free to rotate and the 
arming pin Jumps out* Tie vanes are positively attached to 

the arming hub and rotate as one urnt* Tie arm-ng sleeve, w>lch is threaded to the 
ar^ng hub, ia prevented from rotating since the movable gear wh.ch is attached to it, 
meshes with the pinned pinion gear* Howwver, the arming sleeve moves down due to 
rotation of the arming hub, and after appro xlmtely 6-9 vane revolutions the arming 
sleeve has withdrawn far enough for the safety block to be thrown clear by centrifugal 
force* The timing diac, mewmwH** has been rotated by the spring-driven clockwork* 
After the predeterained time has elapsed, the slot in the timing disc will be posi
tioned oppolte the timing disc lever* Through a series of levers, pressure forces 
this timing disc lever Into the slot thus freeing the firing lever* Since the half 
round pin Is no longer retained by the firing lever, it la free to rotate under the 
pressure of the spring-leaded firing pin, a collar on the firing pin bearing on one 
side of the notch in the half round pin* As the half round pin rotates, the firing 
pin is released and impinges on the pri^r, firing the booster*

If the timing rachanism should fall, the fuze would still det- 
oi^te on impnot, because the striker wcoild be forced down and would shear any obstruc
tion be^een it and the primer*

REMARKSi The M 155 replaces the M 111A2 in the above-mentioned clusters*
Replacement was made since clusters fuzed with the M 111A2 
som times failed to open with low fuze settings since the 

cluster flight is not always stable enough to permit arming of the M 111A2 fuze before 
the set time expiree* Elimination of the gear reduction systm obviates this diffi
culty* The spinner insures ejection of the safety block at completion of arm. ng*

Th.s fuze is not procured by the Navy*
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RESTRICTED U. 8. ARMY TAIL FUZES

Data

BOMBS USED IN:
H112A1 ........

M113A1...................................

M114A1...................................

AN-M3O, 100 lb.G.P.
AN-MB7, 250 lb.G.P. 
AN-H43, 64, 500 lb.G.P, 
AN-M58 500 lb.S.A.P.
H32, 600 lb. G.P.
AN-M44, 66,1000 lb.G.P, 
AN-M66, 1000 lb. 3.A.P, 
M33, 1100 lb. G.P.
AN-M54, 66,2000 lb.G.P 
M103, 2000 lb, S.A.P.

MII2AI, MI13AI, MII4AI
(Servlce) 

MECHAflCAL IMPACT 
PYROTECHNIC DELAY 

(For Skip or Masthead bombing 
from land-based planes only) 

M112.M113, M114 
(foaolescent)

FUNCTIONING............................ M.6A1 primer detonators
W.th 4-5 or 8-15 seconds 
delay are Interchange
able. (Mathead, skip 
bombing).

ARMED CONDITION. ... When vmie assembly lais rsaen .76 in.
FUZES USED WITH. ... None
ARMING DATA............................ 18-21 vane revolutions; 100 ft. alr travel
VANE SPAN................................. 5 in.
MAX. BODY DIAMETER . . 1.6 in.
OVERALL LENGTH. .... M112A1, 9.6 In.

M113A1, 12.6 ln.
M114A1, 16.6 ln.

MATERIAL.............................. .... Cadmium plated steel

GENERAL: The only difference In these three fuzes 1s in the length
of the arming stem. Larger bombs require a longer aiming 
stem so that the vanes can catch the air slip from the 

bomb.

OPERATION: As the vanes rotate, the arming stem le unthreaded from
the plunger. There are no reduction gears ln the vane 
assembly, the armlng stem being secured to the vane nut

by a cotter pin, and 18 to 21 revolutions of the vanes will free the plunger. A
key pln riding ln a groove in the plunger prevents lt from rotating as the armlng 
stem ie withdrawn. On 1^^, the plunger compresses lts creep spring and the sprlng- 
loaded firing pln forces the locking balls out lnto the enlarged part of the fuze 
cavity, freeing the firing pln. The cocked firing pln spring forces the firing 
pln agalnst the primer, lnltlatlng the delay in the primer detonator.

EARLY DESIGNS: The original M 112, M 113, and M 114 used the M 16
primer detonator, which ls the same as the M 16A1 ex
cept that the shoulder is lower. Hence, when the

M 15A1 was designed it was necessary to alter the base of the fuze slightly to 
permit use of thlo primer detonator wth the hlgher shoulder on its external sur
face. The alternative M 16 primer detottators had delays of 4-5 or 8-11 seconds, 
whereas the lorieer dalax M LSAL baa a. rangft of turn 8-15, a*a.acAs.. ThA.% dAL«5 
consists of a bari-m chromate all icon powder in place of the lead chromate slllcon 
mixture used ln the M 16 primer detonator. The M 16, though no longer being 
manuuactured, can stlll be used ln the M 112A1, M 113A1, and M 114A1 fuzes.

MHWtKS: Thss fuze will function on lmpaet angle of 3% and gives
positive action because of lts cocked flrnng pln. This 
fuze la unsafe for carrler landings. Delay of 4-5 
seconds should be used against sea targets, and delay 

of 8-15 seconds against land targets.

NEVER TURN THE VANES COUNTER-CLOCKWISE TO RENDER FUZE 
SAFE, AS THE ARMING STEM MAY DEPRESS PLUNGER INSTEAD OF ENGAGING IT.

These fuzes may have a groove around the top of the 
fuze body (as in drawlng) or the top miy be straight like the M 123 serles 
fuzes (see page 199). This groove la a dlatmguiahlng mark used by those 
manuactiu-ers making both the M 112 and M 123 serles fuzes, and is not to be 
coneldered a positive mark for fuze identification.
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1 RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN:
M 115.................................... AN-M30, 100 lb. G.R.

AN-M57, 251 lb. G.P.
M 116......................................AN-M43, 64, 500 lb . G .P .

AN-H6S, 610 lb. 3.A.P. 
M32, 601 lb. G.P.

M 117.................................... AN-M44, 65, 1010 lb. G.P
AK-M6B, lCH lb. O.A.P. 
M33, 1111 lb. GP.
AH-M34, 66, 2111 lb.G.P. 
M103_ 2611 lb. S.A.P.

U. 3. ARMY TAIL FUZES

MII5, MII6, MII7
(Service) 

MECIHU1ICAL IMPACT 
PYROTECHNIC DELAY

(For Skip or Masthead bombing 
from land or carrier bases)

FUNCTIONING........................... M 16A1 primer detonators:
4-6. 8-16 sec. delay. .
M 16 primer detonators:
4-6, 8-11 sec. delay.
(Masthead, skip bombing)

ARMED ODNNITTIO .....Whe n gear crrrler atop protrudes less than 1 in. below 
vane cup.

FUZES USED ITH.................. None
ARMING DATA........................... Same as AN-M100A2, AN-M101A2, AN-M102A2 respectively.

See page 161.
VANE SPA........................... 5 m.
MMX. BODY DWITTRR. ... 1.5 In.
OVERALL LENGTH.......................M 166, 9.6 in.

M 116, 12.6 in.
M 117, 16.6 in.

MATERIAL.................................... aadnium plated steel

GENERAL: The only differences between these fuzes is in the length
of the arming stem. ^^ger bombs require a longer arming 
stem so that the vanes can catch the air slip from the 

bomb. The only difference between these three fuzes and the M 112A1 series 1b that 
this series employs the reduction gears as used in the AN-M 111A2 series, conse
quently having a longer aiming time. Actu^ly, the M 116 series is a comooste 
of the M 112 series body with the AN-M 111A2 series vane and reduction gear 
assembly.

OPERATION; As the vanes rotate, the pinion gear ^lch is attached
to the vane assembly revolves around the stationary 
gear. Since the movable gear has 38 teeth and the 

stationary gear 29 teeth, the movable gear is rotated clockwise one tooth per revo
lution of the pinion ge^. The arming stem is secured by a co titer pin to the 
movable gear sleeve and hence unthreads from the firing plunger as the movable 
gear is rotated. In unthreading, the aiming stem lifts the movable gear, and 
since the stationary gear is held by a collar threading into the lower extension 
of the moveaie gear sleeve, the stationary gear is lifted also. After 160-171 
revolutions of the vanes, the arming stem will have unthreaded from the firing 
plunger and the fuze will be armed. Farther air travel will unthread the arming 
stem from the fuze body and the entire arming assembly will fly off. On impact, 
the plunger compresses its creep spring and the spring-loaded firing pin forces 
the locking balls out into the enlarged part of the fuze cavity, freeing the 
firing pin. The waked firing pin spring forces the firnig pin against the 
primer, initiating the delay in the primer deto^tor.

REMAAR&: These fuzes will take either the M 16 primer detonators
with delays of 4-6 or B-11 seconds, or the M 16A1 
primer detonators with delays of 4-S or d-16 seconds.

Ati^ly the M lfi'a are no longer beir^ nm.nufaocuued, thoigh they are still to be
found in the field. These fuzes can be used for skip or masthead bombing from
land or carrier bases. These fuzes may have a groove around the top of the 
fuze (as in drawing) or hhe oop may be straight as Ui the AN-M111 series (see 
page 161 . ) * TTe groove is a distirguishing pptIc used by maiufacturera unking 
both fuzes and is not to be considered a positive Bign for fuze identification.

NEVER TURN THE VANES COIU1T ER-CLOCKWISE TO RENDER FUZE 
SA’E, AS THE ARMING STEM! MAY DEPRESS PLUNGER INSTEAD OF ENGAGING IT.
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RESTRICTED U. 3. ARMY TAIL FUZE

MI5I
Data
BOMBS USED IN ... . AN-MO, 100 lb, and 

AN-M57, 250 lb. G.P.
Bombs equipped with Ml? 
antl-rioochet assembly. 
AJ-MF4, 500 lb. G.P. 
bomb with M.6 anti
ricochet assembly.

FUCCIOOLNG...................M 16A1 primer detonator
wth s-15 second delay.

ARMED CONDITION . . . Consider aimed If arming 
stem extends 1-5/16" from 
fuse body (vane shaft side), or after approximately 12 
vane revolutions.

FUZES USED WITH . . . None

MECHANICAL IMPACT 
PYROTECHNIC DELAY

ARMING TIME.................. Approximately 12 vane revolutions
VANE SPAN....................... 5 in.
MAX. BODY DIAMETER. . 1.5 in.
OVERALL LENGTH . . . 5.55 In.
MTERIAL .... .. Cadmium plated steel

GENERAL: The M 151 consists of a mdlfled M 112A1 series fuze body.
The body has been lengthened to accommodate a plunger stem 
tfiich Is attached to the plunger proper. A transverse

arming stem replaces the regular in line arming stem, A retainer pin and spring 
type lock nut have been incorporated. In addition the M 151 uses an anemometer 
type vane. The anernomGeer vane arming shaft is attached to the arming stem by 
a spring clip. For coml^te asetobly see page 88 .
OPERATION: Upon withdrawal of the arming wire from the arming shrft,

the aneaomete^ vane is free to rotate and causes the arming 
stem to unscrCT from the fuze. After approxi^tely 12 vane 

revolutions the arming stem has withdrawn cornpTetely from the plunger stem and the 
fuze is armed. On Iminct, the plunger co^r^^ses the anti-creep spring and the 
spring loaded firing pin forces the locking balls out Into the enlarged part of 
the fuze cavity, freetag the firing pin. The cocked firing pin spring forces
the firing pin against the primer, initiating the delay in the primer detonator.

This fuze is not procured for naval use.
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RESTRICTED

BOMBS USED IE: 
M123................................ AN-M30A1 100# G.P.

AN-M57A1 250# GP. 
KL24................................AH-M64A1 500# G P.

AN-M58A2 500# S.A.P.
M115........................... .... AN-M65A1 1000# GP.

AN-M66A1 2000# GP. 
AN-M59A1 1000# S.A.P. 
M103 2000# S.A.P.

FUNCTIONING.................. Cheimcal long delay fuze:
delays of 1, 2, 6, 12, 24, 
36, 72, and 144 hours*

ARMED CONDITION . . . Considered armed If dropped,

U. S. ARMY TAIL FUZES

MI23. MI24. MI25

(O6oleaclnt)

CHEMICAL TIME
ANTI-WIHDRA-ALDeCHUSd Ol gItLSB tULpOU-Le, '■ "

or after 75.6 - 190 revolutions of vanes.
FUZES USED -ITH . . . None, though a nose antl-diaturbwjce fuze Is being developed 

to be used with it.
ARMING TIM................... 75.6 - 190 revolutions
VANE SPAN.......................5"
MAX. BODY DIAMETER. . 1.6“
OVERALL LENGTH. . . . M123, 9.6"; M124, 12.6"; H25, 66.6" 
MATR—IAI........................... Zinc plated and dirhromate coetea steel.

GENERAL: The only difference In these three fuzes Is in the length of the
arming stem. Larger bombs require longer aiming stem so that 
vanes can catch the air slip frcm the bomb. Functioning time of 

these fuzes Is deteimined as follows:

For the 1, 2, 6 and 12 hour delays, by varying the concentra
tion of the alcohol-acetone solution.

For the 24, 36, 72 and 144 hour delays, by varying the thick
ness of the celluloid disc (thickness Increases as delays Increase). The M19A2 deton
ator contains primer mixture, lead azide and. tetryl.

OPERATION: The stem case and gear system of these fuzes are Identical with
the fuzes In the AN-M 100A2 series, except that the threads on 
the arming stem are right hand threads and thread downward In

stead of out. The pinion gear revolves around the stationary gear and in so doing 
rotates the movable gear, which has one more tooth than the stationary gear, one tooth 
per revolution* Since the arming stem is secured to the movable gear sleeve, it also 
rotates counter-clockwise, threading down toward the glass ampoule. The arming stem 
exerts pressure on the ampoule cap causing the glass ampoule to break where It rests 
on seat disc and knife edge. Attached to the aiming stem is a sem collar, w^ch 
Canprrsses a rubber washer to seal the upper part of the fuze from leakage. (344-387 
revolutions of vanes to seal). In the 1, 2, 6, and 12 hour delays, the acetone or 
alcohol-acetone solution Is freed to act on the celluloid ring retaking the locking 
balls. In the 24, 36, 72, and 144 hour delays, the acetone Is freed to act on the 
celluloid disc and subsequently the celluloid ring retaining the locking balls. As 
the acetone or alcohol-acetone solution acts on the celluloid ring, the locking balls 
are forced out by the head of the screw wthch Is threaded Into the spring loaded fir
ing pin. Ater the predetermined delay, as effected by varying the concentration of 
the alcohol-acetom solution or by varying the thickness of the celluloid disc, the 
balls will be forced clear of the screw head and the firiig pin will strike the det
orn, tor.

If an attempt is made to withdraw the fuze once it has been In
stalled, the antl-wlthdrawal locking ball will ride Into the shallow part of Its
groove, and lock the lower fuze body to the adapter booster. Further turning of the
fuse rill mrely unthread the upper fuze body from the lower part, allowing the spring
loaded firiig pin sleeve to force the sleeve balls Into the separation, driving both 
the sleeve and the firirg; pin toward the detector. A separation of 3/64* of an inch
activates the fuze, regardless of the length of time the acetone or alcohol-acetom 
solution has been acting, or If the fuze Is In an unarmed coi^ition.

REM^rRK: (a) Never attmpt to withdraw the fuze during or after Installa
tion in the bom»«
(b) If the bombs with this fuze are not dropped, they mist be 

Jet^soand over enemy territory or In the sea. They cannot be con^iderld safe even if 
dropped unarmed.

(c) The fuzes should not be subjected to temperatures exceeding 
120°P. (High temp, may damage celluloid ring). In the packing box are 2 vials of powd
er, one a green stoppered vial, the other a red stoppered vial, If tlmIPraturl exceeds 
l5OO., powder In green stoppered vial will melt or solidify, and fuzes are not to be 
used for low alt Hu de booming. If tlm^praVlrl exceeds 170^,, powder in red stoppered 
vial will mlt or solidify. and fuzes mist be destroyed.

(d) In assembling the detonator, care should be taken to avoid 
damage to the antl-wi&drawal locking ball and the crimp holding this ball.

(e) Before Inserting fuze in bomb, gage the adapter booster 
cavity with the plug gage provided In each box of fuzes. Any bomb with wtdch difficulty 
in experienced In Inserting this gage, mist not be fuzed with these fuzes.

(f) ^ter lota of these fuzes equipped wth new type lock nut as
shown on the M 123A1 series. lots require 1J turns or 3/32" to activate.
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MI9A2 DETONATOR

US. 123 Al SERIES LONG DELAY TAIL FUZE
(1,2,« & 12 HOURS DELAY)
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RESTRICTED U.A.ARMY TAIL FUZES

BOMBS USED IN: 
M123A1.........................

KL24A1.........................

M125A1.........................

FUNCTIONING . . . . 

ARMED COJTOITION . . 

FUZES USED WITH . .

ARMING TIME . . . .
VANE SPAN ....................
OVERALL LENGTH . . . 

MATIEIAL.........................

AN-MA0A1 100# 0. P. 
AN-M57A1 250# G. P. 
AN-M64A1 500# G* P.
AN-M58A2 500# S.A.P. 
AN-M65A1 1000# Q*P.
AN-M66A1 2000# G.P. 
AN-M59A1 1000# S.A.P.
M10A 2000# S.A.P.

long delay fuze;
delays of 1, 2, 6, 12, 24, 
A6, 72, and 144 hours.
Considered armed if dropped l_ 
because of glass ampoule, or 
after 4 to 6 turns of the vanes.

MI23AI MI24AI
MI25AI
(Service)

CFHE4ICAL TIME, ANT-WITHDRAWAL

None, though a nose antl-dlslu^banc0 fuze la being developed 
to be used with it.
4 to 6 turns of the vanes
5"
ML2AA1 - 9.39"
M.24A.1 - 12,39"
ML25A1 - 16.39"
Zinc or cadmium plated steel.

GENERAL: The only difference in theee three fuzes la in the length of the
arming stem. L^ger bombs require longer arming stem so that 
vanes can catch the air allp from the bomb. The M 12AA1 series 

fuzes were developed to eHinate any possibility of prenture firing resulting in 
aerial bursts. Which sometimes occurred in the unstated *M 12A series. Essentially, the 
M 12AA1 series differs fT^cm the M 12A series in that the gear reduction systm has been 
eliminated, and a direct drive arming system has been installed. Functioning time 
in these fuzes ia determined in the same manner as the M 12A series. The M 19A2 ^ton- 
ator contains primer mixture, lead azide, and tetryl.

OPIRAHOh Wien the arming wire is withdrawn, the vane assembly starts to
rotate, causing rotation of the clip hub, clip, and arming stem. 
After about 4 to 6 turns of the vanes, the ar^ng stem moves 

Inward far enough to break the amppoue. Appir»rim.tely 5 to 6 additional turns are 
s'^ficiant to seal fuse, i»e.f stra collar ia flush against rubber retainer washer. 
Balance of operation ia same as the M 12A series. (See page 199 )•

REMAARS: *(a) ftrior to the development of the N 123A1 series, the N 123
series (W.th gear reduction) was mdified by pinning the body 
extension of the fuze to the body by use of two steel shear pins 

to prevent prenture firing, aerial burst being caused by the torque developed by the 
gear reduction system after sealing. Sts were also provided for installing these 
shear pins in the field.

(b) Before the M 12AA1 series was in production, existing stocks 
of M 12A series fuzes on hand in this country were m^odiled; the stem cup was utilized 
without the gear reduction assembly, and a vane hub, clip bub, clip, safety catch, and 
8 bladed vane installed. (Designated M 12AA1 series).

(c) Mere rigid specifications and factory Inspection tests were 
Instituted on later lots of the M 12A series aniwouea, and are being carried out on 
the M 12AA1 series also.

(d) The M 12AA1 series as well as the later M 12A series lots do 
not have the solvent dyed In various colors. (Dye particles entered pores of ampoule 
glass at the sealing point, Increasing the possibility of breakage and leakage).

(e) In the M 12AA1 series. If the body extension Is backed off 
approximately A/A2 of an Inch frcm the body, fuzes are activated, regardless of the 
length of time the acetone or alcohol-acetone solution has been acting, or If the 
fuzes are in an unarmed condition*

(f) Refer to "Rm^ks" covering M 125 series (page 199), Items
(a) to (e).lncluslve listod, apply to the M 12AA1  

RECENT MOODlFiCA'nON: Recently the M 12AA1 series was modiflei as shown in the insert 
entitled "Recent Modificttion" on the opposite page. The change 
consists of adding an amjtoUle retainer sealing cup made of gild

ing metal, a sealing washer, set screw and lock nut. This modiiicatlon assures more
effective sealing, since the arm.ng screw crushes but does not break through the amppole 
retainer sealing cup« The set screw and lock nut hold the ampoule retainer in place
and assure a tight fit against the retainer cup* Current production incorporates this 
moodfS^f^t^on* No lBodiilcttlcn designation has been assign0^
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TAIL, BOMB, FUZE 
M 132, M 133,M134

AN-MIOO A2 
GEAR B VANE ASSEMBLY

LOCK NUT' 

KNIFE EDGE \

BELLOWS HOLDER

FELT WASHERS

FIRING PIN SPRING

ANTI-WITHDRAWAL 
BALL

3EARING 
WASHER

ITEM COLLAR

ARMING STEM

R/
PLUNGER

SYLPHON BELLOWS 
"SEALING CUP 
(GILDING METAL)

" DELAY ELEMENT
^<£ELLULOID TUBING)

\ WICK
\ (GLASS WOOL) 

HOLDER
'EXTENSION BALLS

ALUMINUM BALL RETAINER

FIRING PIN
HOLDER CLOSING DISC 

(GILDING METAL)

IOLDER SEALING WASHER (LEAD)

MI9A2 INSTANTANEOUS DETONATOR
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restricted U.S. , ARMY TAIL FJZES

Data

BOMBS USED IN:
M 132 ... . .... AN-M 30A1 

AN-M 57A1
M 133 ... . .... AN-M 64A1 

AN-M 58A2
M 134 .... . . . . AN-M 65A1 

AN-M 66A1 
AJI-M 59A1
M103 2000#

FUNCTIONING

100# G.P.
250# G.P.
500# G.P.
500# S.A.P. 
1000# G.P. 
2000# G.P.
1000# S.A.P. 
S.A.P.
average chem.cal 
range of 6 - 80

Ml32, Mi33, MI34

(Service) 
CHEMICAL TIME 

ANTI-WITHDRAWAL

ARMED CONDITION * 
FUZES USED WITH • 
ARMING TIME . .

VANE SPAN ....... 
MAXIMUM BODY DIAMETER . 
OVERALL LENGTH . . . ,

10 minutes 
delay w.th _
mnutes delay possible due to temperature variations. 
No external indication, assimed to be aimed if dropped . 
None
63 vane revolutions (min.)
84 vane revolutions (max.)
5 in.
1.5 in.
M 132 - 9.57 
M 133 -12.57
M 134 -16.57 
Cadmum., zinc plate or cronak treated zinc plated steel

in. 
in. 
In*

MATERIAL

GENERAL! The only differences in these three fazes is in the length of 
the arming stem. Larger bombs require longer arming sterns so 
that the vanes can catch the air slip frcra the bcri3« These

fuzes are depandent upon chernl^l action for nor^l functioning, and atmospheric 
temperatures rt.ll have a direct bearing on the length of the delay. The fuzes are 
similar in principle to the M 123 series, but are safer In that the solvent is con
tained in a flexible copper bellows rather than a glass amppuu^. The fuze body does 
not project far beyond the adapter booster; hence, there is less chance of breakage 
upon severe antipl^ impacts. THIS FUZE, AS IN THE M 123 SERIES, HAS A BALL LOCKING 
DEVICE AND ANY ATTEMPT TO REMOVE THE FUZE WELL RESULT IN DETONATION OF THE BOMB.

OPERATION: Wien the bomb is dropped, the arm.ng W.re is withdrawn, and
the vanes rotate. The vane assembly is the flame as in the M 123 
series, and the vanes act through reduction gears like those in 

the AN-M 100A2 series fuzes, to turn the arming stem, wh.ch is threaded to the plunger 
carrying ths knife edge. As the arm.ng stem turns, the plunger carrying the kd.fe
edge threads down, compprasing the sylphon bellows and piercing the gilding metal seal
ing cup. The T-slot channel in the knife edge allcws the acetone to drain out of the 
bellows and act on the celluloid tubing delay element. The three felt washers and the 
glass wool wick absorb excess acetone and concentrate it on the delay element. As the 
delay element is dissolved after a of five mnutes, the compressed firing pin
spring trusts the alxmiznm ball retainer upw^da, freeing the extension balls holding 
the firing pin in place. The firing pin spring then forces the firing pin down onto 
the M 19A2 detonator.

If an attempt is made to withdraw the fuze once it has been in
stalled, the anti-witld^awal locking ba 11 w.ll ride into the shallow part of lta groove 
and lock the lower part of the fuze body to the adapter booster. Further turning of 
the fuze rtll unthread the upper part of the fuze and panmt ths ball retainer to be 
forced up by the cocked flrkag pin spring, aliening the balls to be forced out and the 
firing pin to strike the M 19A2 primer detonator. 

REMAIRCS: The concentration of acetone is not varied in these fuzes as
in the M 123 series, nor are additional celluloid plugs added 
to prolong the delay. Variable delays result only from tempera

ture variations, as is indicated in the follwing tablet

Temperature Length of Delay

122° F 6 m,n.
110° F 7.5 rain.
85° F 15 m.n.
700 p 21 m.n.
55® F 30 min.
400 p 40 mn.
320 p 45 min.
10° F 80 min.
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FIG. 2

FIG. I
MI29 FUZE GROUND OR

AIR BURST

M 130 FUZE - TIME

FIG. 3
M 131 FUZE ANTI- DISTURBANCE
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TOP SECTION

MIDDLE SECTION

BASE SECTION —

restricted

.RMING SPINDLE

■HOLLOW SCREW 
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•STRIKER SPRING

■STRIKER
RELEASE ROD

DETONATOR CAP

FLASH CHANNEL BOOSTER

FIG. 4 CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW

FUZE HEAD TTING SWITCH

^-SPRING LOADED 
W PLUNGER

. DETENT

DETENT SPRING

SPRING 
LOADED 
PLUNGER
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RESTRICTED

GEARTRAIN .
RELEASE ARM---:^ 

r -STOP ARM ■ 
\>IMPACT DETENT-"" 
H STRIKER RETAINED

- ARMING SPINDLE 
__ escapement

WHEEL S
RELEASE ROD
LEAF SPRING

FIGURE 6 (UNARMED POSITION)

FIGURE 7 (ARMED POSITION)

-RELEASE ROD 

LEAF SPRING

RELEASE ARM
STOP ARM 

MPACT DETENT 
STRIKER RETAINED

FIGURE 8 (FIRING POSITION)

IMPACT DETENT 
RELEASE ARM

STOP ARM

ESCAPEMENT 
WHEEL 

RELEASE ROD
LEAF SPRING

STRIKER FREE

M 129 FUZE AIRBURST OR IMPACT
RESTRICTED
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GiNEiAj :

RESTRICTED U, S, ARMY "BUTTERFLY' FUZE

Data

BOMB USED IN ... . ... M 83 4 lb. Frag. 
(Butterfly) MI29

FUNCTIONING . . . . . . Aerial Bwet or Impact 
(with slight inherent 
delay). (Service)

ARMED CONDITION . , , . Wien arming spindle has 
been unthreaded 8i turns, 
mist be assimed to be 
armed.

IMPACT CH AERIAL BURST

FUZES USED WITH . . . . None

ARMING TIME . . . ... 2.5 seconds

diameter of fuze . . . . 1.75 in.

LENGTH (w/booster) ... 2 in.

SPINDLE LENGTH . • . ■ 6.5 in.

MATERIAL .... . . . Ttu*ee zine alloy castings, top 
gether by three long screws.

and base, held to-

The top seotion of the fuze is centrally threaded for the 
arming spind_e, the middle section houses the clockwork and 
firing mechanism, and the base section ie a simple flat cast

ing added only to afford a means of screwing the plastic booster cup to the fuze. The 
fuze screws into the bomb with a left hand thread and is tightened with a spanner 
wrench vM.ch fits into the two spanner holes in the top of each fuze. Jutting on the 
threads insures a tight, mieture-proof fit. Assembly of the fuzes in the bombs is 
done at the factory.

OPERATION? ■GROUND" Biurst:
The release arm ie prevented from moving in the unarmed oosl- 
tion by the presence of the arming spindle. The release ' arm 

is attached to the release rod, which has a cutaway seotion against wth.ch the spring
loaded striker bears (see Fig. 6). Wien the arming spindle unthreads about 8,B turns, 
the pressure of the striker against the release rod causes it to rotate and move the 
release arm in a clockwise direction. A gear train, through wiUch the external teeth 
of the release arm pass, controls the speed of the release arm and in 2.5 seconds the 
release, arm engages the stop arm. Both the stop arm and release arm are prevented 
from further rotation by a projection on the impact detent (Fig. 5). The fuze is 
now fully armed (see Fig. 7). On impact, the impact detent overcomes its Light coll 
spring due to inertia, and As it is forced down, permits both the stop arm and the 
release arm to be rotated further under influence of the — 
cutaway release rod. I* i ___ - ___________________ ___ _
tainted by the cutaway seotion, and the striker fires the detonator cap (see Fig. 8)

striker spring against the 
the release rod thus rotates until the striker is no longer re-

■AIR" Biust:
Wien the setting swltoh is set for "AIR1 biuret, the fuze 
operates exactly as above except that the impact detent has 

already been depressed by mem of the spring-loeded plunger under the setting switch 
(Fig. 5). In this condition, the projection on top of the impact detent does 
not offer any resistance to the release arm and stop arm d^ing their travel across 
the face of the mechanism. Bence, the striker is free to fire the detonator as soon 
as the release arm and stop arm have by-passed the impact detent and the release rod 
has rotated sufficiently to free the striker.

REMARKS This fuze ie the only one of the three fuzes for the M 83 
4 lb. Frag. (Butterfly) Bomb which can be identified after 
it hae been inserted in the bomb. Its setting switch, 

mM*ked "AIR-GROUND" on top of the fuze, identifies it. m.s fuze is a copy of the 
Germain (41) Butterfly fuze.

In present production, an all-ways action detent replaoes 
type of detent shown in Fig. 5.
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U, S. ARMY "BUTTERFLY" FUZERESTRICTED

Data
BOMB USED IN.......................

FUNCTIONING.......................

ARMED CONDITION . . . .

M 83 4 lb. Frag. (But
terfly) .

Meohaaloal tine fuze, mat. 
setting of 30 minutes.

Assumed armed when arming 
spindle is out .25 in., 
as there is no external 
indication of the time 
setting.

MI30
(Service)

Time

FUZES USED WITH . • • . None

ARMING TIME ....................3.5 rotations of arming spindle.

DIAMETER OF FUZE . ♦ . . 1.75 in.

LENGTH (w/baoster) ... 2 in.

SPINDLE LENGTH . . . . 6.5 in.

MATERIAL ....... Three zino alloy castings, top, miidHe, and base, held to
gether by three long screws.

GENERAL: The top section of the fuze is centrally threaded for the
arming spind-e, the middle section houses the doc^ork and 
firing mechanism, and the base seotion is a simple flat

casting added only to afford a means of sorewing the plastic booster oup to the fuze. 
The fuze screws into the bomb with a left hand thread and is tightened w.th a spanner 
wrench wih.ch fits into the two spanner holes in the top of each fuze. Luting on the 
threads insures a tight, molst^e-proof fit. Assembly of the fuzes in the bombs is 
done at the factory.

OPERATION: The olockwork mechanism in the unarmed position is seen in
Fig. 9. Wien the arming spindle has been withdrawn appriz
es tely .25 inch, the balanoe wheel release aim, pivoted on 

the release arm cam, ddvss a limited distance util it is centered over the hole pre
viously oooupied by the arming •pintoe, Fig. 10. TMs aotion prevents the reinsertion 
of the arming spindle and starts the Dednism in operation as the projection on the 
balanoe wheel release arm frees the balance wheel. With a maximum setting time of 
30 minutee, the functioning is as follows:

(1) The timing gear, under the influence of its olook spring, 
rotates in a coui^^e^cl^^ckw.se direction. Near the end of its first revolution, the 
stud on the timing gear eng^es the first slot of the setting plate and pid^ls the 
latter around with It a limited dlstwioe in a clockwise direction.

(2) Near the end of the timing gear's second revolution, the 
stud engages the second slot in the setting plate, once again moving it a limited 
dittanne.

(3) Near the end of the third revolution, the stud on the 
timing gear engages the heel of the setting plate to move the latter clear of the 
timing gear. With the setting plate in this position, the setting plate cam presents 
its cutaway seotlon to the release arm, thereby freeing the release arm. The release 
arm ie forced past the setting plate by the spring-loaded striker bearing against the 
release arm cam. As the pivoted striker clears the release arm cam it is free to 
strike in a cow^t^^cl^o^k^se direction and fire the detonator, Fig. 11.

REMARKS: Each compete rotation of the timing gear takes approxlDately
9 to 10 minutes and w.th the maximum setting of the setting 
plate a delay of 27 to 30 mnutes will result. By varying 

the initial position of the setting plate and/or timing gear at the factory, the fuze 
can be set to function for any desired tme up to 30 minutes. Wh^s fuze is a copy 
of the German (67) Butterfly fuze.



RESTRICTED

7131 ANTI-DISTURBANCE FUZE

TIMING GEAR 
IMPACT SPRING 

STUD ON IMPACT SPRING 
TUD ON TOP OF TIMING GEAR

COIL DRIVE SPRING
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ARMING SPINDLE
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STUD
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-IG 12 UNARMED POSITION

RELEASE ARM STOP
UNDER TIMING GEAR
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RESTRICTED ‘U. 3. ARMY “BUTTERFLY* FUZE

Data

BOMB USED IN ................. . M 83 4 lb. FI-ag. (BUt-
terfly). MI3I

FUNCTiCNiNG................. . A^m.-di^i^^banae.

ARMED CONDITiOK . . . . No external indication (Strvl.oo)

EWES USED WiTB . . . . None

arming time ................. . 5 seconds ANTI-DITYIRBANCE

diameter of fuze . . . . 1.75 in.

LENGTH (w/bMiter) . . . 2 in.

spindle LENGTH . . . . 6.5 in.

mattnial ...................... . Two tine oastinge.

GENERAL: Th fuze ooneists of two oastingsr the top one hawing a cen
ter hole threaded for the arming spind-e and the outer 
threads to eorw the fuse into the bomb; the lower casting 
containing the timing, anti-dleturbuoe and firing 

with its base internally threaded for the tetryl booster oup. Assembly is held to
gether by three long screws. On one side of the lower oaeting is a large hoUiw eorew 
Wiioh holds the firing pin and the firing pin spiring under eo^pee^^on. Diametri
cally opposite is another smaier scr^ retaining the primer detonator.

OPELATION: Wien the arming spindle is withdrawn approximately .25 inch,
the escape wheel spring and the timing gear are freed, and 
the fuse com-meoes to arm. Du* Ing the commlete operational 

circle, the fuse acts in three stooeeeivt steps as follows:
(I) tfter about .5 second, during wM.ch time the timing 

gear rotates in a olookri.se direction under the influence of the coiled d^lve spring, 
the entire mechanism is brought to a ha.t as the stud on the imj»ot spring engages 
the stud under the timing gear and the fuse rewlM in this condition uitll i^ect.

(2) On im>*ct, the force of inertia on the flat impact 
spring is suffisient to disengage the studs on the impact spring and the timing gear. 
The timing gear now oontinuee its rotation for a period of a^^^a^l^^a^^y 5 seoonds 
until the stud, seated in place above the timing gear, engages a smfd.1 projection 
on the end of the block. Here the timing gear is onoe again brought
to a halt with the fuse in a fully armed position, as in Fig. 13. The fuse is now in 
an extremely sensitive condition, sinoe the anti'^.lot^^buot block is sup^rled only 
by the delicate tnti^l*turbanct blook spring.

(3) Should the fuse now be subjeoted to hand.ing, shook, or 
vibration, the projection on the anti•Hstu^b«not blook and the etud above the timing 
gear rould become disengaged. The timing gear can thus make its final run, this time
until its blank segment permits it to slip by the smaai gear (rith wi^ch it was pre
viously engaged) with increased momentum. Du Ing this last swift m^^^mnn, the stud 
under the timing gear strikes the release arm stop, moving it away from the release 
arm, and the spring-loaded striker oan now rotate the release arm cam as the release 
arm is freed. The oam is forced around in a oL^ockri.st direction, permitting the 
striker to slip by and fire the detonator cap, initiatnng the toostar, ae in rig. 14.

REMJAUC9: There are no makings on the fuze to identify it, and when
fittrt into the bomb, it oan not be dlstii^ihed from the 
M 130 fuze. This fuze is so sensitive that the vibration 

caused by an aircraft prt^eller nearby may be s^fiolsnt to release the antl-dis- 
turbanae blook and fire the fuze. This fuze is copied from the German (70)B, 8uuter
fly fuze.
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RESTRICTED U. S. ARMY. NO.SE,. FUZE
Data 

BOMBS USED IN. . . * • M74 - 10 lb. Incendiary
(IM or NP) 

FUNCTIONING. . . . . • Instwitwieous 

ARMED COTTOITION. . • . Wen arming pin is out 

FUZES USED WITH . . . None 

ARMING TIME ..... Instantaneous 

MAX. BOUT DIAMETER . . 1.125 in.

OVERALL LENGTH .... 3.250 In.

MATERIAL....................... .... Steel head, zinc alloy die casting.

MI42, MI42AI
M3

(Service)

ALL-WAYS ACTION TYPE FUZE

GENFERAfj The M142 fuze supersedes the M3 nose fuze. The M3 fuze was
used In experimental production of the M74; however, It was 
found that the 1 to 2 second delay Incorporated In this fuze 

was unnecessary, as the Inherent delay was sufficient. Th re fore, It was re-designed 
and designated the M142.

The ML 42 fuze ia an all-ways action fuze which screws into 
the nose of the bomb. Tils fuze consists essentially of a steel head and arming pin 
retainer, steel striker pin and safety pin; zinc alloy die casting striker, sleeve, 
fuze casing and arming pin; M26 percussion primer, cavities in end of case filled
with 1 grim of fuze powder, and a zinc booster cup filled with 3 grams of propellant
powder.

The M3 differed in that it had a M29 percussion primer, built- 
in deley charge comppieed of a lead spitter fuze (potassim nitrate, sulfur and chair
coal) capped at both ends by match comppastion (6(% black powder, 40% collodion) and 
a cellulose nitrate booster cup filled with 1 gram of fuze powder.

OPERATION: The retairdng pin is removed when the fuzed bombs are assem
bled in the cluster. Wile the bombs are in the cluster, a 
spring loaded release clip holds the arming pin in the body 

of the fuze. Upon release from the cluster, the release clip springs off allowing 
the aiming pin to jump out under action of its spring. This action permts the
safety pin to enter the cavity in the striker, and the fuze is armed. Impact forces 
the striker and sleeve together, causing the striker pin to pierce the M26 percus
sion primer, which in turn initiates the cavity ch^ges and booster charge.

REMA1KJ: The MS6 percussion primer is better than the M29 since it
will function even on soft surface impact.

See M74, page H1O , showing M142 fuze assembled in bomb.

M142A1 (E9R23) wil replace ML 42 because latter cannot be 
resafed after arming pin is released. Release pin can be re-inserted in M142A1. 
M.42 fuze is reclassified as substitute standard.

662970 O - 45 - 15
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restricted

Data

BOMBS USED IN. . . . M77 10 lb. Smoke (HC)

FUNCTIONING. . . • « Inst^itaneous

ARMED CONDITION . • Wien arming pin 1b out.

FUZES USED WITH . . None

ARMING TIME .... Instantaneous

MAC. BODY DIAMETER . 1 in.

OV KhALL LEaGTH ... 3.5 in.

MATERIAL Zinc alloy die castings

u. s. arm_TAIL FUZE

MI50

(Service)

ALL-WAYS ACTION TYPE FUZE

The M15O fuze is an all-ways action fuze Which screws into theG-EWEERAUt
tail of the M77 bomb. This fuze consists essentially of a zinc 
alloy fuze head, arming pin, striker, striker sleeve, and case, 

a steel atrlker pin and safety pin, a M26 percussion primer and a startkg mixture 
enclosed in a zinc cup. *

the fuze, depressing the arming pin. Wien the bombs are released, the aiming pin,
together with the arming band, is forced out by the arming pin spring permitting the 
safetr pin to enter the cavity in the striker. Impact forces the striker and sleeve 
together causing the striker pin to pierce the M26 percussion primer which in turn 
ignites the starter mixture, and subsequently the HC Smoke Mxtinre.

OPERATIONS The retaining wire is removed when the fuzed bombs are assem
bled in the cluster. Whle the bombs are in the cluster, their 
proximity holds an arming band with spring against the head of

REMARKS: See M77 bomb, page 112, showing ML50 (M4) fuze assembled in 
bomb.
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RESTRICTED

BOMBS USED IN. * * * Aircraft Jettilsorable 
Taoka, Incendiary Filled,

TYPE External Internal
FUE * * . * * * * . M.54 M.S4
BURSTER............................C8R1 C8R.
CAP (ADAFPTEO* * . * None Supported
FUNCTIONING...................Inst. Inst.
ARMED CO1TODMON. * * If arming W.re and retaining 

wire are mssing
IGNITERS USED WITH * M16 M15
ARMING TIME. *«*. Armed when dropped from plane 
OV ERADL LEN Gm * * *
MAXIMUM DTAMETER . .

ARMY-NAVY IGNITER

MI54(E9RI7) FUZE
MI3(E3R3) IGNITER
MI4(E4R5) IGNITER

ESR. R4R1 E4R4
E3R2 EE4R E4R6
E3R4 E4RR E4R7

GEJNE<AL: Thirteen igniters were developed iimU.taneouily for use With the
"fire bombs" of which four have been standardized-umly, the 
M13, M.4, M.5 and M.6« Considered on this page are the igniters 

which. use the M154 (E9R17) fuze, a modification of the Ml 42, greatest emhhaii being 
placed on the M.3 (E3RS) and M14 (E4RS) which will eventually supplant all other igni
ters using the MX34*

The M13 and M.4 differ in that the M13 is desired to be attached 
to the outside of the bomb by means of a climp, while the M.4 has an adapter which 
allows the igniter to be installed in the filler cap opening in the tank* Because of
this difference, the MLS is known as an External igniter, wile the M14 is called an
Internal igniter* The ML3 and M.4 igniters consist of either a sodium (Na) or white
phosphorous (WP) ML5 hand grenade and a C8R1 burster {Ditfont C56 blaitfcig cap and 2*5 
grams of tetryl) fitted to a M1S4 all-ways action fuze*

If the bombs are to be dropped at iea, the Na grenade is used, 
while if the bomas are employed against land targets the W grenade is attached. At 
the present time, the Na filled M13 is restricted and the WP filled MLS is to be 
dumped by Navy activities. Both the W and Na filled M14 are available* Neither the
MIS or the M.4 are considered safe for carrier landings*

OPERATION: Wien the bomb ia released, the arming wire is pulled permitting
the spring loaded arming pin to move upwards, thus allowing the 
safety pin to fly inward, arming the fuze* tai impact the striker 

pin and sleeve are forced together Igniting the M26 primer* Flash from the primer 
initiates the black powler booster and latterly the C8R1 butter, which in turn breaks 
the grenade case allowing the W or Na to ignite the incendiary mixture scattered by 
the bursting tank.

MODIFICATIONS: The foioowing ire experimental igniters developed concurrently
with the M.3 and the M.4*

The ESRI, E4R1, and E4R2 differ from the MIS and M^4 respectively 
in that they use an Infallible Powder bm-ster (similar to Ballistite) instead of the 
C8RL burster of the standardized. moodes* In addition the E4R1 has an unsupported cap 
instead of a supported one ai in the M.4 and the E4R2* The unsupported cap ii a stan
dard filUtg cap mo^fied for use as an igniter, "Tbe supported cap is one specifically 
designed for the igniter* AL1 three use the M154 fuze; they are restricted by the 
Navy to land base training use only*

The E3R2, E4RS, and E4R4 differ from the M.3 and M.4 respectively 
in that they use a C8 bu'ster, known commi'cciHy ai the DuPont C56 blasting cap, in
stead of the C8R1 which is simian except for a supplementary 2.5 grams of tetryl* In 
addition, the E4R4 has an unsupported rather than a supported cap as in the E4R3 and 
the M.4. A.1 three use the Ml 54 fuze; for the Navy the WP filled igniters using the 
C8 burster are unserviceable and should be dumped; and the Na filled ones are restric
ted.

The E3R4 and the E4R7 differ from the M3 and Ml4 respectively in 
that they use the E9R20 fuze rather than the M1&4. The E9R20 is an lntmometa^ arming 
all-ways action fuze converted frcm the M.54 (ESRH). The CBR. burster is present in
both igniters as in the M13 and M.4, and the E4R7 has a supported cap* Both Na and 
WP filled igniters are unserviceable under Navy order and should be dumped.

The E4R6 is identical with the M.4 except that it has an unsup
ported cap. It uiei the W54 fuze and hai a C8R. boater. The WP filled E4R6 is to 
be du^ed*

REMARJK: The M15 igniter la desired to be eloped externally to the tank
of fin assembly at any convenient point at which a suitable cl^p 
has been provided or improvised. In cases where no cl^p has 

been provided, the local ordnance officer must Insure that the igniter is rigged in 
accordance with the best ordnance practice* The cl^p must be installed so that the
axis of the igniter is at SO0 to the axis of the tank.

See page 2.9 for further Remarks on Fire Bomb igniters; see page 
.SX for Jettisonable fuel tanks.

These igniters are no longer being procured for naval use.
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RESTRICTED
MS M16

BOMS USED IN ... . Woraft Jettlsonable Fuel 
Tanka, Inoan<Uary Filled.

TYPE .............................. External Internal
HUE.............................. HIST M1S7
BURSTER..........................Sffil CSR1
CAP (Adapter) .... None Supported
FUNCTIONING..................Inet. In at.
AIMED COODITION . . . Any unthreading of M57. 
IGNITERS USED WITH . M4 M13
ARMING TIME................. 18-30 vane revolutions.

1SO-220 ft. air travel.
OVERALL LENGTH . . . 
MAXIMUM DIAMETER . .

ARM-NAVY ICNITER

MI57(E9R22) FUZE 
MI5(E3R5) IGNITER 
MI6(E4R8) IGNITER

(Service)

GENERAL: Thrteen ignitera were developed simultaneously for uae with the
■fire bombs’ of whioh four have been standardised - the M3, M4, 
MS, and MS. Conaadered on thia page are the ignitera whioh 

uae the M67 (E9R22) aneaoneter arising, all-ways aotion fuse, namely the MIS (E3RS) 
and the MS (E4R8) ignitera. The MS and MB differ in that the MIS la deaigned to
be attached to the outaide of the bomb by asana of a damp, wth.le the MS haa an
adapter whioh allowa the igniter to be inatalled in the filler cap opening in the 
tank. Becauae of thia difference, the MS 1s known aa an Extern^ igniter, wU.le 
the MIS ia called an Internal igniter.

The M3 and MB ignitera ooneiat of either a sodltm (Na) or 
white phosphorue(WP) MS hand grenade and a C8R1 burster (DuIUnt CSS bloating oap 
and 2.S grama of tetryl) fitted to the M67 fuse. If the bomba are to be dropped at 
aea, the Na grenade ia uaed, wdle if the boaba are a^p^oyed againat land targeta, 
the W grenade la attached. W and Na filled MS and MS ignitera are available 
and are aultable for carrier uae.
OPERATION: Wen the bomb ia rele^ed, the arming wire ia palled permitting

the anemometer vanea to rotate* The rotation of the vanes
threads the arming atem out of the fuse body; the fuse ia armed 

Wen the atem dears the arming bdla, allowing them to fall inward freeing the 
atr^ker for movement on im>®wt* The arming assembly threada nompeeely out of the 
fuse and falla away. Ob iwpact the atriker pin and aleeve are forced together ignit
ing the M2B primes Flach from the primer initiate a the blaok powder booster and 
latterly the CBR1 buret er, which in turn breaka the grenade oaae all owing the W or 
Na to ignite the incendiary mixture aoattered by the bleating tank.

REMARKS: Fuses and Igniters are shipped separately and should not be
assembled until imlledOiaely prior to uae. Likewise the ig- 
nltsra should not be matM-led until uae. The fuses are 

shipped with a retaining pin wnoh ia removed after the arming wire is attached to 
the short arming wire in the fuse.

Even though the igniter is releaetd safe and the fuse does not 
function, iepaot may break open the MS grenade scatter Ing its wute phosphorus or 
sodim filler. Thia will ignite the gasoline gel Just as though the burster had 
scattered the filler. For this reason the igniter cannot be considered to be oapable 
of being dropped ’safe’ with absolute assurance of non-funotioning.

Tie MS igniter is ^aigped to be climped externally to the 
tank or fin aaaembly at any convenient point at which a aultable clup haa been pro
vided or improvised. In oases wiere no drop haa been provided, the local ordnanoe 
officer mist insure that the igniter is rigged in aooordanoe with the best ordnanoe 
praotioe. The dlmp mist be installed so that the axis of the igniter is at 90° to
the axis of the tank.

The supported oap is a cap speolfioally deaigned for uae with 
an igniter.

See page 131 for Jettleonablt fuel tanka.
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RESTRICTED U. S2 ARMY NOSE FUZE

Data

BOMBS USED IN...................

FUNCTIONING.......................

ARMED CONDITION . . .

FUZES USED WITH . . . 
ARMING TUM ...................

VANE SHAM.......................  
WAI. BODS’ DIAMETER . . 
OVERALL LENGTH . . . . 
MATTRIAL ...........................

Alb. bombs receiving 
AN-M103A1. See page 159 
For AIb-Butat due tB Bleat 
pressure of preceding bomb 
dropped or instantaneous 
action on impact.
12 to 13 vane revolutions, 
release pin out.
None
8 to 9 vane rovolotlons 
for ejection of release —
pin. 12 to 13 vane revolu
tions to fully arm.
5.25 ln.

in.
7.56 nil.
Cpdmtum or etoe plated stee1.

MI49
(Service)

IMPACT OR BLAST PRESSURE

GENERAL: The Ml 40 is a detonator-safe nose fuze for use in any G. P.
bomb Mich can accommodate the AN-Mr03A1 nose fuze. The fuze 
is desired for both inst^itaneous action on impact and for 

air-burst a short distance above the target as a result of blast wave from the first 
bomb of a stick of bomba. The first bomb will detonate on impact while its blast, 
if of sufficient intensity, will detonate the second bomb, etc., in the air over the 
target. For example, if 500 lb. bombs are dropped in train at 0.05 second Intervals 
at air speed of 200 m.p.h. (14.7 foot spacing) from 10,000 feet, the burst of the 
second bomb in air will be at a point approximtely 7 feet ahead of (horizontal separa
tion) the first bomb and 23 feet above (vertical separation) the first bomb, Other 
bombs in the stick will function the same distances from the bomb Wiloh precedes them.

OPERATION: As the aiming wire is withdrawn, the vane cup rotates. After
approximately 8 or 0 turns of the vane cup the release pin is 
ejected by its spring. The aiming stem rises under pressure 

of its spring, permitting the detonator slider to align itself below the flash tube. 
After 12 - 13 turns of the vanes the vane cup falls off and the fuze is now fully 
aimed. Bombs fuzed with the M140 should be released in close train to take advantage 
of the air burst feature of the fuze. The first bomb of a stick will detonate on 
impact wth the ground; impact simply snaps the diaphragm to its reversed position 
causing the firirg pin to strike the primer.

The second bomb of the stick will be detonated by the pressure 
blast of the first bomb. The blast of the first bomb will cause the diaphragm in the 
fuze of the second bomb to snap over while the bomb is still in the air a relatively 
short distance above the target and thus cause detonation. The third bomb will then 
function as the second, etc.

Should the diaptfwam fail to function for air burst, the fuze 
can still fire from impact action.

REMARKS: fflien installing the M149, the vane cup should be checked to
see that it is free to turn. However, DO NOT unscrew the 
vane cup as only a few turns are required to aim the fuze.

In the aimed comHtlon the fuze nut of necessity be very sensitive. Handle according"
ly.

The fuze is equipped with 3 expansion chambers so that as the 
diaphram snaps in, it will not be resisted by an air cushion, Mich might prevent 
complete Inward movement of the diaphragm.

This fuze is detonator safe. In the unarmed position, the 
detonator is lined up with the safety expansion chamber. If the detonator should 
function pram timely, the force of detonation is dissipated in this cavity, and will 
not set off the lead-in and booster charges.

Production of the M140 fuzes has been discontinued, since 
VT fuzes offer better assurance of air burst.
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VT BOMB FUZES

The VT Principle of Fuzing
The VT principle of fuzing mahes possible the detonation of explosive ord

nance in such a position upon approach to a target that maxlmiun fragmentation 
damage is obtained. Puses utilizing this principle of operation initiate detona
tion by electrical interaction involving closeness of the target, and rate of 
approach of the fuze to the target, both factors neceeedly being present to a 
certain definite degree before the fuze operates. These fuzes operate entirely 
automatioaaiy, no time setting being necessary or possible. Each fuze is designed 
to operate at the most effective point for the specific weapon in wthch it is to be 
used and is not effeotive in other weapons.

Two different types of VT bomb fuzes ore in production and use; the ring type 
(see T30E1) and the bar type (see M116). They are similar in operation but soae- 
what different in biha’ri.or. The ring type la mn sensitive to passing targets 
and gineredly gives lower bu^iB^s upon torict frontal approach to a target. The 
bar type is quite sensitive to targets directly in front of it and correspo^U^ly 
less sensitive to passing targets. This gives the possibility of selecting a fuze 
to give bfst heights where desired for a specific target. The ring type is 
excellent for defoliating trees because it is more sensitive to tree tops; it is 
also good for roof top busts against tO.1 city buildings. The bar type gives 
higher busts over flat ground and tends to pass tail trees or buildings, waiting 
to burst on approach to the surface.

The bar type fuze can be used effectively in any bomb with a fuze veil that 
w.11 accommodate the AN-M03 nose fuze while the ring type, although it fits the 
same fuze well, can be used only in the bomb sizes for wtd.ch it is specified. Wen 
used in imp*0per bombs, very low busts, 3' - 10' will gmerdly bi obtained w.th 
ring type fuzes.
Factors Vficting Bluet Height

The bust height that will be obtained depends on certain factors wtfch may be 
tabulated as follows: (1) factors over w^lch user has no control - fuze sensitivity, 
nature of target, size and height of the target, and; (2) factors over wU.ch user 
has control - aizi of bomb, height of release, aircraft speed at time of release.

Fuze senestivity is adjusted in design and mEaniuaeturi to give the moot ef
fective burst heights for the particular ordnance items for wthich the fuze is to bi 
used; i.e., a fuze for use against ground targets will have a lower sensitivity 
than a fuze for use ajt-nst aircraft because the target is larger and therefore 
influences the fuze more strongly. No change in sensitivity can bi made after 
^^^f^c^ture is cornmleee.

The size and type of target will affect bust heights. A larger target w.11 
naturally have a greater effect on the fuzi and cause it to operate i£a*ller. A 
wet target has more influence on the fuze. Bust heights over water will be 
apj^^^^^^^t^^y double those over average land. Marshy land will fdl in between 
these figures. Very toy land or toy sand will cause bin*at heights about 2/3 as
high as average l^d. Bust heights are norffimUy given in relation to average land 
un.iss specifically indicated otherwise.

A mass of tall trees or large buildings will increase bust heights over lend 
in their vicinity but the increase in burst height will bi somewhat less than the 
height of objects, the di^ei of influence being dependent on the density of the 
object.

The size of the bomb in wlh-ch the fuze is used will vary bust heights wide
ly, but in no predictable pattern. Bust heights are tabulated for various bomb
sizes with different VT fuzes and the tables must bi fdldowla in pr^llcting bust 
heights.

The height of riliasi and air speed at tjmi of release affiot bust heights 
by controlling the rate and angle of approach of the fuze to the target. in gen
eral the ring type fuzes are influenced by a^li and rate of approach whUi the bar 
type fuzes are rather insensitive to these differences. Busts with ring type fuzes 
are ginersdly lower as the angle of allrdadh nears the vertical. Howeier, buret 
heights of ring type fuzes increase with allrdadh speed up to a certain point. By 
balancing these factors of approach spied and approach angle, fairly constant burst 
heights nave been obtained for straight bomming at altitudes of less than 10,000 ft. 
At altiudles of release above 10,000 feet, bust heights tri r^uoed somnwiha. How
ever, for any given a-tiuude of release on level bombing runs, busts will bi higher 
with greater plane speeds when using ring type fuzis because approach trail will bi 
less vertical.
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The air travel necessary to oause a VT bomb fuze to arm is designated as SAT 
(Safe Ar Trawl). Min. SAT, the minimum safe air travel, of any fuze in a lot is 
stenoillel as part of the ordnance nomenclature on each fuze of the lot. No fuze 
wil arm at less air travel in any bomb than the figure specified as Mu. SAT on 
the fuze. These figures of Min. SAT are obtained from test droppings of representa
tive samppes of the lot in 100 lb. bombs. Al fuzes of the lot rill be armed in 
a spread of 600' after Mln. SAT. Tihit is, if a Mn. SAT of 3600 feet were speci
fied on a lot of fuzes, none would be armed at 3600 feet of air travel and they 
W>uld all be armed at 4200'. Mn. SAT rill be longer for larger bomb sizes due 
to reduced air-ateemi velocity over the vanes. Tiese increases are as follows for 
various bomb sizes: 260 lb. AN-M1, 3%; 230 lb. AN-M57, 12%; 500 lb. A1N-M64, 24%: 
1000 lb. AN-M66, 33%; 2000 lb. AN-M66, 43%.

Under certain coi^ltions, it is desirable 
to delay arming of T fuzes longer than the 
Min. SAT provided in the fuze. Wen flying 
stack formation with other urdts of the forma
tion flying 2000' or more below, or with a 
large fighter oover working below, if the fuzes 
were armed in the normal tme and passel near 
the lower friendly aircraft, influence bu^^^s 
would oocur causing casualties to friendly 
or at. To prevent this, meotwinoA arOng de
lays for attachment to these fuzes have been 
developed. These M (T2EL) Ar Travel Arming 
Delays are so installed that they prevent 
spring loaded arming pin from releasing the 
fuze vanes for a preset air travel distance.

Start of fuze arming may be 1111X11 by 
use of this lev.ce through air travel distances 
up to an additional 20,000 fent.

These fuzes are not to bn p^TH-ly prn- 
armel by turning the vanes to make possible 
use from lower rnlnesn altitudes. Caeuultles 
to the carrying Hrcraft wil umiAly resiH-t. 
Bombs fuzel with VT fuzes may bn Jettisoned 
safely unarmed anl letorntion rill not ooc^,

Salvo release of armni VT fuznl bomba is 
not recommended beoeusn an early function 
or 'one fuzn will cause intonation of Al bombs 
of thn group by interaction. These fuzns are 
insignei to funotion upon a sullen change in 
their surroundings and intonation of onn bomb 
of a salvoei group will cause them Hl to 
funotion. For thn same reason, minimum train 
spacing shouli be greater than 50 feet for 
100 lb. bombs anl 100 fnet for 500 lb. bombs 
to assure that early functions of one bomb of 
the group All not cause interaction on other 
fuzes of the •stick".
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CONFIDENTIAL

BOMM3 USED IN: 
T50EL, T89......................AN-N30 100 lb. G.P.

AN-M57 251 lb. G.P. 
AN---6 20M lb. G.P. 
AN-—3 220 lb. Frag.
MB1 260 lb. Frag. 

T50E4, T90 ..................AN-—4 500 lb. G.P.
AN-—5 1000 lb. G.P. 
AN-M7-8 500 lb. Chem. 
AN-M'79 1000 lb. Chem.

FUNCTIONING . « . . . Automatic aerial burnt,
10-40 ft. above ground.

ARMED CONDITION .... If vanes are free to ro
tate, as aimed to be armed 
(Unless safety oln can be

ARMING TIME .................. 3600 ft. mln. SAT (some lot
FU2E8 USED WITH .... AN--100A2 series normilly; 
OVERALL LENGTH................. 00. 4 In.
MAXI— BODY DIAMETER. . 3.4 in.
MATERIAL ..................Steel body, plastic top, me

U. 3. ARMY - navy FUZE

T50EI, T89 
T50E4, T90

Aerial Burst, VT Nose Fuze

nserted as in T89 and T90) 
s of T50E4 3100 ft)
M160 series

tai ring, strrl or plastic vanes.

GENERAL These are VT fuzes of the ring tyor. They are designed to det
onate the bomb at a point above the rfth which will give 
effective fragmernation. These ring type fuzes are rspecia.ly 

sensitive to "passing objects1 and therefore are useful in defoliating by blast and in 
getting roof top bursts in city areas.

At the present stage of development approximaaely 80£ of the 
fuzes wil op erate properly upon approaoh to the target; up to 15# may function spon
taneously after arming but before approaching the target; and 5< Wit be Inoperative.

OPERATION: When the bomb is dropped the arming wire is pulled, releasing
the spring-loaded vane locking pin which Jumps out, freeing 
the vanes for rotation. The vanes rotate and drive the 

electric generator and the worm and spur gear reduction train. Ttrr the required 
numbOT of vane revolutions, the detonator lines up with the booster lead-in and at 
the same tme becomes electrically conneoted to the firing circWt. The rotor detent 
in the detonator rotor snaps into a hole in the rotor housing, locking the detonator 
in the armed position and at the same time withdrawing from the keyway in the arming 
stra. The vanes continue to rotate at high speed, driving the generator witch in the
mmntlar has activated the VT element and charged the firing condenser. Thr fuze is 
now armed.

Upon approaoh to the target under the proper conditions, the 
VE element activates the firing circuit which discharges the firing condense* through 
the electric detonator, initiating the explosive train.

RJWJAR3: These fuzes are Interchangeable with the AN-M).03
nose fuze but are not tactically interchangeable with im>sot 
fuzes or with each oth«*. If the T50E1 or T.89 fuzes are used 

in bomb sizes for wd.ch the T50E4 or E90 fuzes are specified, very low air bu*sts rill 
result. The same is true for the reverse transposition.

Some lots of the E 50E4 cannot accomnooaae the ML (T2E1) Air 
Travel Arning Delay because of a much heavier steel ring around the vanea. No delayed 
arming can be accommlished on these lots of fuzes.

The £89 and E90 have a safety pin running alongside the booster 
to secure the detonator rotor In the unarmed position. Before installation in a bomb, 
the safety pin should be removed and reinserted. If it cannot be reinserted, the fuze 
is aimed or pf tially aimed and should be destroyed.

Ehe E50E1 and T5OE4 do not have the booster safety pin so if a 
fuze is found with the vane locking pin gone and the vanes free to rotate, it must be 
considered aimed and should not be used.

Vhiss may be either 10 bladed steel vanes or three bladed 
plastic vanes, interdwigrably.



CONFIDENTIAL
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T9I-T92 VT BOMB NOSE FUZE (armed)
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CONFIDENTIAL U,. 3, .ARMY-NAV FUZE

BOMBS USED IN:
Ml..............................

Tl2 .

FUNCTIONING ... . .

ARMED CONDITION . . .

ARMING TIME:
Tl1...............................
Tl2 ......... 

FUZES USED WITH . . . 
OVERALL LENGTH . . . . 
MAX, BODY DIAMETER . . 
MATERIAL ......................

AN-M3O 100 ID. G.P.
AN-M57 250 lb. GP.
AN^MBS 220 lb. Frag.
M61 260 lb. Frag.
AN-M66 2000 lb. GP.
AN—M64 500 lb. G.P.
AJN-M65 1000 lb. GP.
AN-M7S 500 lb. Chem.
AN-M71 1000 lb. Chem.
Aitoiamtic aerial biuret,
30-60 ft. above ground Whan 
released below 10,000 ft. ____
If vanes free to rotate,
assumed to be armed unless safety

T9I.T92

Aerial Biuret, VT Type Nose
Fuze

pin can be inserted.

2000 ft* Min. SAT
2600 ft. Min. SAT
AN-M100A2 series normally; M160 series
10.4 in.
3.4 in.
Steel body, plastic top, metal ring, steel or plastic vanes.

differ from the T50E1 group in that they have greater sensitivity and are specially 
designed to be used for low level, medium level, and dive bombing. These ring type 
fuzes are especially aeneitive to "passing" objeots and therefore are useful in de
foliating by blast and in getting roof top bursts in city areas.

GENESRA,: These are VT fuzes of the ring type, similar to the T50E1 series. 
They are designed to detonate the bomb at a point above the 
earth whioh will give effective fragmennation. The Tl1 and T92

At present, about S0# will operate properly upon approach to the 
target; 15# may function, spontaneously after arming, and 5% will be inoperative, These 
fuzes have MAa. BAT reduced to 2000 or 2600 ft. for use in low, medium and dive bomb
ing. SAT can be extended by use of the MKT2E1) Air "ravel Arming Delay.

OPERATION: Wien the bomb is-dropped, the arming wire is pulled releasing
the soring-loaded vane locking pin which Jumps out, freeing the 
vanes for rotation. T.e vanes rotate and drive the electric 

generator and the worm and spur gear reduction train. After the required number of 
vane revolutions, the detonator lines up with the booster lead-in and at the same tme 
becomes electrically connected to the firing circuit. The rotor detent in the det
onator rotor snaps into the socket in the rotor housing, locking the detonator in the 
armed position and at the same time withdrawing from the keyway in the arming stem. 
The vanes continue to rotate, driving the generator which has in the meantime activated 
the VT element and charged the firing condenser. The fuze is now armed.

Upon approach to a target under the proper conditions, the VT 
element activates the firing circuit whioh discharges the firing condenser, through 
the electric detonator*., inltistiig the explosive train.

“EMARR'S: These fuzes are meetmnc^Lly interchangeable with the AN-MIOS
series nose fuzes but are not tactically interchangeable wth 
impact fuzes or with each other. If the Tl1 fuze is used in 

bomb sizes for which the Tl2 is specified, very low air bwsts will result. The same 
is true for reverse transposition.

These fuzes are not to be used for horizontal bomb runs because 
the Min. SAT is such that the fuzes may be oommletely armed when only 250 ft. below the 
carrying aircraft and early befits in this position would cause dam^e to the plane.

The following fuzes have been issued: TH, T91E1, T92, Tim, 
T92E2, T12E3. They differ in that the T91, T92, and T12E2 have a booster safety pin, 
mf&ing them identical in appearance to the TSl and T90. The T12E2 and T12E3 are 
mdi^ied electrically to give slightly better operating efficiency. Vanes may be 
either 10 bladed steel vanes or three bladed plastic vanes*
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VANE LOCKING ARM 
(UNARMED POSITION)

WORM GEAR

GEAR TRAIN

CONFIDENTIAL

METAL BARS

.WRENCH
LUG-

PLASTIC VANES

PLASTIC HEAD

GENERATOR

ARMING STEM GEAR

PI RING CONDENSER

ROTOR ARMING STEM

FIRING CIRCUIT CONTACTS

ROTOR DETENT

DETONATOR ROTOR

ELECTRIC DETONATOR

BOOSTER LEAD-IN PLATE

PLASTIC DRIVE SHAFT

BOOSTER

ROTOR ■
HOUSING

BOOSTER
LEAD-IN

VOLUME / 
OCCUPIED BY 
ELECTRIC GEAR

j SAFETY
PIN - 

SLOT

F"BOOSTER SAFETY PIN . 
-.(REMOVED WHEN INSTALLED) 
BOOSTER RETAINING SLEEVE

M I66(T5IEI) VT BOMB FUZE (ARMED)



CONFIDENTIAL
g. 81. aBCM4UWT .FUZE

MI66CT5IEI)

Aerial Bmst, VT Type Nobs
Fuzr

BOMBS USED IN................ All tombs receiving AN-
ML03A1 fuze, exoept AN-MM. 
41, 47, 53, 54 Depth.

FUNCTIONING ................  Auton^oSlt aerial burst,
40-60 ft, above ground.

ARMING TIME ................ 3600 ft. Min. SAT
FUZES USED WITH . . . AN-M100A2 series normably;

M160 series.
OVERALL LENGTH . . . .10.4 in.
MAX. BODY DIAMETER . . 10.0 in. (across bare) 
MATERIAL ................  Steel body, plastic top,

two aluminum bare athwart- 
shins, elastic vanec.

GENEERX: Thia is a VT fuze of the bar type. It is designed to detonate
the bomb at a point above the earth wkd.ch will give effective 
fragmentation. Tils fuze is more sensitive to head on approach 

to a target than the ring type and leas sensitive to "passing’ objects. It can be 
used interchangeably in any bomb Which wil take the AN-ML03A1 when air bu'Bt is dr- 
aired except in the depth bomba noted above where the air strem does not give suffi
cient velocity to the vanes because of the flat nose.

At the present stage of development, approximaaely 85% of the 
fuzes will function properly on approach to the target, a smabl percentage Will be 
inoperative, and the reminder rill function spontaneously after arming but before 
spproaohing the target.
OPERATION: Wien the bomb is dropped, the arming wire is pulled, releasing

the spring-loaded vane locking arm wMch Jumps off freeing the 
vanes for rotation. The vanee rotate and drive the electric 

generator and worm and spur reduction train. After a minimum number of vane revolu
tions, the detonator lines up with the booster lead-in and at the same the becomes 
electrically cornected to the firing circuit. The rotor detent in the detonator rotor 
snaps into a hole in the rotor housing, looking the detonator in the armed position 
and at the same time withdrawing from the keyway in the arming stem. The vanea con
tinue to rotate driving the generator wW-ch in the has activated the VT
element and charged the firing condenser. The fuze is now armed.

Upon approach to the target under proper conditions, the VT 
element activates the firing circuit wh.ch discharges the firing condenser through the 
electrio detonator initiating the explosive train.
REMARKS: Arming may be further delayed by use of Ml (T2E1) Ar Travel

Arming Delay. The device clamps onto a bracket, preventing 
the vane locking arm from releasing the vanes until the preset 

air travel on the Ml device has been completed.
Tile fuze has a safety pin running alongside the booster to 

secure the detonator rotor in the unarmed position. Before installation in a bomb the 
safety pin shoiu.d be removed and reinserted. If it cannot be reinserted, the fuze Is 
armed or partially armed and should be destroyed.

The bars of this fuze should not be used to tighten the fuze 
into the bomb and should be ca'efully protected from strain or shock. Thia fuze is 
not generally recommended for use in bombs less than 10 in. in diameter because of 
the possibility of damping the bars in bombing up the plane and in releasing the 
bombs. Damage to the bars will cause a maaftnnctioninn of the fuze. A f^ fuzes of this 
type were issued as the T51 with a 4500 ft. Min. SAT but with other chotaoteristics 
identical to the MUeCTBUnJ.
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CONFIDENTIAL

T82 VT BOMB NOSE FUZE (armed)
(UNARMED POSITION) 

INLET AIR DUUt\

VOLUME OCCUPIED 
BY ELECTRIC GEAR

locking 
ARM 

-/BRACKET

AIR 
OUTLET 
'PORT

metal BAR

AIR TURBINE

h TURBINE 
A LOCKING
7 ARM

FIRING CONDENSERS

GENERATOR
GEAR TRAIN

ARMING STEM

FIRING CIRCUIT
CONTACTS

ROTOR HOUSING

ELECTRIC ,
Detonator

'ROTOR DETENT

SAFETY PIN SLOT -----

DETONATOR ROTOR

BOOSTER LEAD-IN PLATE

BOOSTER LEAD-IN

BOOSTER

BOOSTER RETAINING SLEEVE

BOOSTER SAFETY PIN — .<
( REMOVED BEFORE INSTALLING)
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CONFIDEETCIAL

BOMS USED IN ..... All bombe receiving AN- 
M.03A1 fuze.

FUNCTIONING ..... Aitoiwtlo aerial biuret
40-60 ft. above ground.

ARJ^NG TIME ................  3600 ft. Mln. SAT
FUZE USED WTH .... ANM100A2 series normally; 

M160 series.
OVERALL LENGTH . . . .8.4 in.
MX. BODY DIAMETER • . 10.0 in. (across bare) 
MTTRIAL ................ Steel body, plastic top,

two aiming bars athwart
ships.

U. -3. ARMY-NAVY FUZE

T82

AsMal Bust, VT Type Nose 
ruse

GENERAL: ThLfi is a VT fuze of the bar type. It is designed to detonate
the bomb at a point above the earth which will give effective 
fragmentation. Th.s fuze, like the M166, Is more sensitive to 

head-on approaoh to a target than the ring type and less sensitive to "passing1 objrats. 
It can be used Interchangeably in any bomb wth.ch takes the AN-M03A1 when air biu*st 
is desired.

At the present stage of development, approximately 90% of the 
fuzes will function properly upon approaoh to the target and the reminder will either 
function spontaneously after arming but before approaching a target, or rti.1 be 
inoperative.
OPELATION: Mien the bomb Is dropped, the arming wire is pu.led releasing

the spring-loaded turbine locking pin which Jumps out freeing 
the turbine for rotation. The air stram enters the oavity In 

the fuze head, blows over the air turbine and leaves through the lower ports, around 
the turbine. The air turbine drives the electric generator mounted In the fuze stem 
and the gear reduction system. After a minimum number of turbine revolutions, the 
detonator lines up with the booster lead-in and at the same time becomes electrically 
connected to the firing cirouit. Tie rotor detent In the detonator rotor snaps out
Into a hole In the rotor housing, looking the detonator In the armed position and at 
the same time withdrawing from the keyway In the arm.ng stra. The turbine continues 
to rotate at high speed, driving the generator which has in the mes^tine activated the 
VT element and charged the firing condenner. The fuze is now armed.

Upon approach to a target under the proper conditions, the VT 
element activates the firing circuit which discharges the firing condenser through 
the electric detonator, Initiating the explosive train.
REMARKS: The fuze differs from previous generator energized bomb nose

fuzes in that the entire generator and arming syst^ is mouHted 
Inside the fuze stem which fits Inside o^ the fuze wed. Tie 

firing condenser is carried in that p^t of the body seotion wMch Is outside of the 
bomb and will usually be demooished,

The Mln. SAT may be extended by use of the Ml (T2E1) Air Travel 
Arming Delay wMch cl^ps onto a bracket around the body of the fuze and prevents the 
spring-loaded turbine locking pin from Juming out:, and freeing the turbine until the 
preset air travel’ of the M (T2E1) devioe has been competed.

The booster safety pin In this fuze locks the detonator rotor 
in the unarmed position. Before Installation of the fuze in a bomb, the pin shoidd 
be pulled and reinserted. If It cannot be reinserted, the fuze is armed or partially 
armed and shoi^d be destroyed.



RESTRICTED

WASHER-------

STRIKER -------

PRIMER---------

TIME FUSE

CUPPED HEAD

COTTER PIN -

PLUNGER GUIDE

VENT TUBE--

<

QUICKMATCH

BLOWOUT SEAL '

HORSESHOE COLLAR
AND SPRING

---------PLUNGER STOP 

--------------------- -PLUNGER

— SET SCREW

CREEP SPRING

----- FUZE BODY

STARTING MIX

NOSE FUZE MK.3MOD.I WITH ADAPTER MK.I
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RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN...................

FUNCTIONING.......................

ARMeD CONATION. * * ■

FUZES USED WTH. . . .
ARMING TIME ...................

Kk 1 Mod 1, Mod 2, and 
Me 3 Mod 0 Aircraft 
Floating Suite Bombs 
18 second delay after 
impact
Wien aiming Wre and 
spring loaded horseshoe 
collar are removed.
None 
Instantaneous

U. S. NAVY NOSE FUZE

MK3 MOD I
WITH ADAPTER MK I

GENRRAT.: The Me 3 Mod 1 is a water Impact fuze designed as an integral
part of each bomb in which it is used. It consists of a fuze 
body, Eoomted In the nose of the bomb, and a vent tube assro- 

bly running through the HC filler of the bomb* A washer in front of the fuze body 
serves to retain the firing pin W!ich is held away from the primer by a creep spring. 
The primer is moimted over a length of ttae fuse which extends to a quickmatch incre
ment in the starting mixture at the rear of the vent tube. The after end of the vent 
tube is sealed with a blow-out disc.

The Me 1 Adapter la attached to the protruding fuze body to 
insure fuze functioning on either water or land The adapter, which is attached
to the protruding body by three set screws, consists of a cup-shaped head mowited on 
a freely moving plunger. The plunger, which is held in Its guide by two stop screws, 
will transmit any blow on the cup to the firing pin. A spring loaded horseshoe collar 
is moomted beneath the cup to hold the plunger away from the firbg pin, .

OPERATION: Upon the release of the bomb, the aiming wire is pulled, re
leasing the epring loaded horseshoe collar which falla away 
from the adapter. The fuze is armed. O impact with either 

land or water, the plunger drives the striker into the primer* The primer ignites
the time fuse which burns for 18 seconds and then sets off the quickmatch and start
ing mixture* The starting mixture ignites the HC filler. As pressure builds up in 
the vent tube, the seal is blown out and since the bomb floats nose down the smoke 
passes out through the after end of the vent*

REMARK: In using smoke bombs for screening landing operations, it was
found that a fair number of bombs were dropped on land and 
the fuze did not function. The adtHtion of the Me 1 adapter 

insured functioning of the fuze on either land or water impact.



RESTRICTED

MACHINE SCREW
WASHER

locking pin
UPPER GEAR 

VANE CAP
IDLER GEAR 

VANE CARRIER

AN-MK 219 
BOMB FUZE 

(NOSE)

HAMMER CARRIER 
FIRING PIN EXTENSION

striker

FiRNG PIN

SHAFT COLLAR

ARMIN& SHAFT 
AUX BOOSTER LEAD-IN 
SHAFT EXTENTION NUT 
POSITIONING PIN
WASHER

LOWER
GEAR

hammer
CARRIER

INNER SUEEVE
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RESTRICTED ARMM-WAVY FUZE

Dita
BOMS USED IN G.P.Ik, Mods 100 lb. I 

Mk5 30 lb. Frag 
H2.Moda 500 lb.
U5,Mods 1000 lb. ....
M9 L.C. De^ml^t^on,500 lb.
Mt9 L.C. ^^m^i.ti.on.1000 lb 
Mt42 100 lb. Chrnnic^
Al types of Depth Bombs

AN-MK 219

FUNCTIONING . . 
ARMED CONDITION

FUZES USED WITH

ARMING TIME
VANE SPA
MAX. BODY diameter

OVERALL LENGTH

GP. 
. G.P. (Service)

MECHANICAL IMPACT

(Rotor Systm Arming)
Instantaneous
Wien striker flange hae ria-
en more than .31 in. from outer sleeve, and arming wire is gone.

M223 In GP. bombs, or Mb 224,234,229 or ANMkSO in depth 
boms.

170 vana revolutions

4.75 in(4 eausa)

2.15 in
5.5 in.(with booster)

MATERIAL Steel, aliminim alloy, and braes parts

GENERAL: This fuze uses the "rotor system" of arming, and the opera
tion of this systm is the same In all the fuzes that use it: 
AN-M 219, Hk 221, Mk 223, and AN-Mk 228. Trds fuze rill 

function on impact with water or denser medium, providing it has been dropped from 
sufficient altHude to arm.

OPEJR.TIOH: There are two stages of arming. During the first stage, the
upper gear is free to rotate and the lower gear is held 
stationary. iDu’ing the second stage, the lover gear is free 

to rotate and the upper gear ia held stationary.

1st Stage; As the bomb ia dropped the arming rtre is with
drawn and the vanes begin to rotate in a clockwise Erection. Since the idler gear 
is attached to the vane carrier and is in mash w.th the upper and lower gears, when 
the vanes rotate the idler gear is caused to move about the upper and lower gears. 
The lower gear is attached to the hammer carrier and is locked because the ha^>«r 
carrier is rest.tog down in the inner sleeve. Since the upper gear has one more tooth 
than the lower gear, the upper gear rtll rotate in a clockriss direction one tooth 
for every compete revolution of the idler gear. The upper gear is positively at
tached to the arming shaft, and Jn rotating threads the arm.ng shaft up until the head 
of the screw on the end of the shaft locks against the shaft extension nut. A collar 
on the shaft lifts the hammer carrier and the entire arming assembly, SimJ.'taneoi^^^y 
with the locking of the arm.ng shaft and the upper gear, the hammer carrier clears the 
inner sleeve, freeing the lower gear.

2nd Stage; The lower gear has one less tooth than the upper 
gear, hence as the pinion continues to revolve (now meshing with the teeth of the 
stationary upper gear) the lower gear and hammar carrier are rotated tn a counter
clockwise direction. Tie aligning lug on the hnnmar carrier stages the firing pin 
carrier, lining up the firing pin extension with the firing pin. Further rotation 
causes the firing pin carrier to engage the detonator carrier, lining the firing pin 
up with the detonator. The hammer carrier, firing pin carrier, and detonator carrier 
continue to rotate through 180 decrees, util the lip on the detonator carrier engages 
the inner sleeve. Simutaneouuly, the spring-loaded detent in the striker snaps into 
a recess in the hamim— caller, thus lpoking the firing train components in an armed 
position. Since the upper and lower gears are now both locked, the two copper pins 
securing the lower gear to the hammer carrier are sheared and the vanes rotate freely. 
(If the air speed Is less than 300 mp^h,, the air pressure will not be sufficient to 
shear the pins, and the vanes will merely cease rotating.)

The fuze is now fully armed. On impact, the entire upper 
assembly of the fuze is forced inward* The shear wire in the arm_ng shaft is cut as 
the upper part of the s^ft telescopes into the lower part and the shear wire through 
the firing pin is cut as the firing pin extension forces the firing pin into the 
detonator. The detonator sets off the atud.liary booster lead-in, booster-lead-in, 
booster, and ^in charge successively.  

REMARK: The early Mark 219, Mods 2, 3, and 4 are identical to the
AN-Mk 219. The different mods merely indicated the manu

facturer of the fuze. Ths was Im^^^t^^t only in that slight differences in the 
majuffeture prevented the Interchange of parts made by different unulfatlu*era•

The internal parts are held in the Uze by a single mater locking screw,
—------------------------------------------------------- - - 235-------------------------------------------------------------------
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RESTRICTED

^ta

BOMBS USED IN: 
Me 221..................................... 500 lb, G.P. MM 12

1000 lb. G.P. Mm 13 
Me 239 ................................ A'Nss^nd^rd G.P.

bom^s.
FUNCTIONING ....... 0,01 seconds delay 
ARMED CONDITION...................Wen striker flange

has risen more than 
5/16" from outer 
sleeve, and aiming 
wire ia gone.

FUZES USED WTH:

US, NAVY MOSE FUZE

MK22I
MK239

MECHANICAL IMPACT 
(Rotor Sys tom Am.ng) 

(Obsolescent)

4

Me 221 ..............................Me 223
Me 239 .............................. AN-M 100 Series in AN-M G.P. bomba.

ARMING TIME .... . ApproodiMtely 150 revolutions
VANE SPAN * . ..... 5.3" (four vanes)
MAX. BODY DIAMETER .... 2.75"
OVERALL LENGTH ...................8.5" (with booster)
MATHAL . . . . . • . Steel, aluminim alloy, and brass.

GEfflERAig The Me 221 is essentially the sama 
as ' the Mie 219, but It Incorporates the 
following differences:
(1) The body Is longer and larger.
(2) It Incorporates a delay of .01 seconds. 
The delay element and percussion type fir
ing pdp are housed in the delay carrier. 
The delay carrier corresponds to the fir
ing pin carrier In the Me 219.
(3) A protecting cap Is over the head. The 
vanes are screwed to the vane carrier by 
four screws Wh.ch pass through the pro
tecting cap to the vane carrier.
(4) Tiers are three lock screws Instead of 
one.
(5) Wien the fuze Is armed, a lock pin In 
the floor of the fuze body falls through 
an opening in the shaft extension nut, 
locking the rotor and delay carrier to the 
shaft extension nut, and thus preventing 
the parts from getting out of line before 
impact.
(6) The central spindle has a shear collar 
and a guide pin wh.ch permt the central 
spindle to telescope. The Mk 239 Is a
Me 221 fuze mo^fied by reducing the dia
meter of the fuze (extending from the 
booster cup to the fuse threads) frcmi 
1.875" (Mk 221) to 1.59". The Mk 239 was 
designed to utilize present stocks of Me 
221 fuzes in AN-standard G.P. bombs.

OPERATEON: The operation of the Me 221 and 
W 239 are the same as the operation of 
the AN-Mk 219 on page 235.

r REMARgh The delay element consists of a 
'primer, delay pellet of blace powler and 

a special detonator of fulminate of mer
cury; the detonator consists of fulminate 
of mercury mixture; and the auxiliary 
booster lead-in, booster lead-in, and 
booster consist of tetryl.

The Me 221 rtll fit Into the nose 
of the depth bomb, but the .01 second de
lay my ai-iiw the case of the bomb to be 
so damged that a lew order detonation my 
result. Therefore, It Is not recommended 
that the Me 221 be used with the depth 
bomb .
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MK.223 TAIL IMPACT FUZE
(UNARMED POSITION)

WANE SHAFT

WANE SHAFT 
EXTENSION

FUZE CUP 
UPPER GEAR

PINION GEAR

LOWER GEA

WINDOW 

HAMMER CARRIER;

STRIKER

FIRING PIN EXTENSION

FIRING PIN

DELAY ELEMENT

DELAY CARRIER
CENTRAL SHAFT /\

ROTOR/

AUXILIARY BOOSTER LEAD-IN

SCREW

BOOSTER LEAD-IN

BOOSTER
RESTRICTED
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RESTRICTED g. S. SA'W MIL T'DZE ' ' 1

D»ta
BOMBS USED IE.................. 600 lb. G.P. Mk 12 it Meds

1000 lb. G.P. M 13

FUNCTIONING ..................0.01 sac. delay
ARMED CONDITION .... Wi«n striker has rieen 

over 5/16* above outer 
■leave, as seen through 
window In ai>m<ni™ casing.

FUZES USED WITH .... AN-Mk 212 or Mk 321

MK 223
(Obssooscent)

MECWilCAL IMPACT
(Rotor Systm

sae pages 169, 160

ARMING TIME • •*••• vaae revolutions

VANE SPAN • •»••• 5.25" (16 vanes unpalntcd).

MAC. BODY DIAMETER . . 3.25*

OVERALL LENGTH . . . • 16.36"

MAATREAL ...... . Bottle shaped external case la oast aluminm; fuse parts are 
. steel, aluminum alloy, and braes. 

GENERAL: The fuse is essentially a Mk 221 fuze wth an external pro
tective bottle shaped casing of alialnua, a vane extension 
shaft, and 16 vanes instead of four* Th.s casing screws onto 
the fuse body and is secured by two lock screws. The lower 

end of the vane shrnft has a flsttned surface and fits into a alot in the top of the 
fuze cap, which is attached by soreas to the pinion curler. me fuse has a delay 
elment in the delay carrier sl^lar to the Mk 221, and a celluloid window in the 
protective casing perrats inspection of the ^ze to detamins Aether or not it is 
in the armed condition.

OPERATION: When the arming wire is withdrawn, the arming vanes and the
vane shaft rotate. The lower end of the vane shaft engages 
the oap, wthioh rotates and revolves the pinion around the 

inner ge^s, operating the reduction gearing. The all&ment of the firing pin ex
tension, delay carrier (firing pin carrier in AN-Mk 219), and detonator is simlar 
to that of the AN-Mk 219, see page 236.

REMANS: The oentral spindle in this fuze does not teles rope, but the
collar on the central spindle which supports the hammer car
rier is hold by a shear w.re wU,ch breaks on impact as the 

cap, vane carrier, and striker move forward due to inertia.

Delay element consists of a primer, delay pellet of meal "D" 
black powda*, and special detonator of mimnate of Msrctury mxtwej and the a^dliary 
booster lead in, booster lead-in, and booster ctmsist of tetryl.

The moving parts housing the fixing train are held in 
the fuze by three locking sore^^.
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AN-MK.228 TAIL IMPACT FUZE
UNARMED POSITION

CAP

VANE SHAFT EXTENSION
UPPER GEAR

LOWER GEAR

IDLER OUTER SLEEVE

LOWER GEAR CARRIER CENTRAL SHAFT

STRIKER FIRING PIN

DETENT -- -----

FIRING PIN EXTENSION ROTOR

DELAY ELEMENT SHAFT NUT

WNER SLEEVE

detonator

AUXILIARY BOOSTER LEAD-IN
SHAFT 
SCREW

BOOSTER LEAD-IN

BOOSTER

RESTRICTED
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RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN.................. 1OOO, 1600 lb. A.P. bomba.
FUNCTIONING . . • • . 0.08 second delay

ARMED CONH'TION . . . . Mien striker flange has 
risen more than 5/16" above 
outer collar, as seen thru 
celluloid Window.

FUZES USED WITH . . . . None

U.S. NAVY TAIL FUZE

AN-MK 228
(Service)

mechanical impact

(Rotor System Anning)

ARMING TIME...................... 150-160 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN ...... 5.25 " (1 6 aanea, painted red)
MAX BODY DIAMETER . . 3.15"

OVERALL LENGTH .... 16.36" (w/booster)
MA ATERAL ...... Steel, alimimm alloy, and bran; the brass parts are tin

plated and some steel parts are cadmium plated. The bottle 
shaped tail support is caat aluminim, alloy.

OENERAL: Th.s fuze is similar in design and operation to the Mk 823.
and is almost identical in external appe^ranoe. It is d.s- 
tinguiahed from the Me 283 in that it has red vuiea. The 

AN-Me 228 has tne following distinctive internal feature*: It has two separate ex
plosive trains and a delay of .08 second; two firing pin extensions are fitt^. on the 
lower end of the hammer carrier. Two delay el^^^^s and two delay firing pins are 
housed in the delay carrier. The detonator carrier baa two detoiMtors, and the 
shaft extension nuts contain two aiuXliary booster lead-ins which are aliped with 
two booster lead-ins in the fuze body. One firUig pin is slightly longer than the 
other, so the two firing trains are not initiated simultaneously.

OPERATION: As the arming wre is pulled, the vanes rotate and turn the
arm.ng vane shaft, rotating the cap and revolving the pinion 
around the inner gea*s* Arming of the fuze then continues as 

in tne AN-Me 219, see pageS35. The AN-Me 228 has an added detent in the delay caroler 
which looks Wien the flrij^jT^ain is up. On impact, a shear wire through the
supp jrting collar and spindle is cut, as the firUig pin extensions force the firing 
pins into the primers.

REMARK: ^lay eluents consist of a primer, delay charge of black
powdar, and special detonator of lead aside; detonator con

sists of lead azide; arniliary booster lead-ins, booster lead-ins, and booster con
sist of tetryl.
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AINMK.224 HYDROSTATIC, ATHWARTSHIP FUZE

JUMP-OUT PIN

WATER PORT

BOOSTER SPINDI

LOCKING SUDE

LOCKING BALLS

BELLOWS-

HYDROSTATIC PISTON

PRiMER

HRING PIN

GUIDE PIECE

LOCKING BALLS

DETONATOR

EXTENDER SPR1N

SUDER SPRINGS

PRIMER SUDER

AUXILIARY DEPTH SPRING

HRING SPRING

SPRING GUIDE

WATER PORT

HYDROSTATIC PISTON

JUMP-OUT PIN

MECHANISM CASING 1

BULOWS----------------------

SUB BOOSTER (Tetryl)-----y

SUDER AUGNER---------------

DETONATOR SUDER- ]

BOOSTER (Granular TNT)

PRIMER & DETONATOR 
SUDER HOLDER
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R E S T R I CTED

Data

BOMBB USED II ... . Dapth bomba, Mica. 17, 89, 
37, 38) H-Bu. 17,M<M.8, 
41, 44, and 47.

ARMED COHDXTIOI ... Wai Jum~d pins are out, 
fuse la putlaU, armad. 
Arning oOmlatad at 18-13' 
depth of nber when primer 
and detonator are aligned 
with firing pin.

JUBT-lttff ATW1M9BIP W2T

AN-MK. 224
(Obsslete) 

(KYDROOSATIC) 
Fuze ia suspended from use

FUDCTIODIDG W.tw pressure at depth set 
for, 25, 50, 75, 100, or 
125 feet of wter.

FUZES USED WTH . . . AD-M 105, AM*Kk 219, or M 881 in note, and Mk 289 in tail 
in 850 lb. depth barbs.

ARMIMG TIME . • « • Parttally armed when dropped and aiming rtre ia pulled, dam-
plote armng tme depending on trowel through water u^ttl 
depth at rtiloh it ia set to function la reached.

OVERALL LEHGTH ... Platol aanm^ly - 6.9*
Booa tor ex tender assembles - 9.9*

MA. BODY DIAMBETJR . 3.6*

H ASTRAL . . . . Brtttne,brass, steel, and alminum. ,  

GEDERAL: TUs ia an athwrtshlps fuse, and la assobled in three aub-
assemblies: pistol, booster, and boos tor extender. Tie platol 
ia marked for the depth at wk^oh it ia aet, and oontaina the 

firing mechanism and the detonator alidera. Desired depth setting ia ode by inaert- 
Ing in the proper firing pin apring and ax^liary apring if neoeaa^y, with aott^nga 
of 25, 50, 75, 100, or 185 feet possible. The following table shows the springs to 
uao for the various depth aet^^ge:

Depth 
SBToot

S^J.ao Clor

50 foot BIacM
75 feet BIooE 4 grewn

100 foot It^ow .nd rdd
125 feet BkOc and rod

The yellow and black apringa aa eeleoted actuate the firing pin and in addition serve 
a depth n^T^ti^/^rung purpose. Green and rod apringa are ai^.Hary depth oon^ol 
apringa and do not actuate the firing pin. The booster extender fits into the op- 
poelte end of the transverse tube in the depth bomb. 
OPERATION (1) Action in Booster extender: _ Aa the arming w.re is piled,

the Jum>-out pin ia forced out 'by its apring, and rtter enters 
the aaambly aa the bomb becomes ineesed. The water expanda 

the bellows until it overcomes the pressure of the apring acting against the 
locking allde. The booster spindle and the locking allde are held together by the 
locking balls between th^. Wsn the rater pressure has foroed the piston, look
ing sl^de, and aplndLe inward sufficiently for the locking balla to slip into the 
enlarged groove in the fuae body, the entire booster extension ia than free to move 
the remining inch toward the pistol. The hollow-cone shaped slider aligner, bear
ing inward agilint the L-anaped primer and detonator alidera, ^oroea them inboard 
against their springs, thus l^ing up the explosive train.

(2) Action in Platol: Ao the water pressure increases and 
over^<mes the tension of the flrkig and aiuxiiary depth springs in the piston, the 
bellows extend and the base of the b^dootatlc piston moves down .over the firing 
pin guide piece. RUs action na^rlla«a the firing and aiud-liary depth springe,
and whom the enlarged part of the hyldoctatln piston comes oppooSte the locking bUs 
they are forced out by the apring presage, freeing the firing pin to bo foroed 
against the primer. The ^shaped primer and detonator sliders wil have been lined 
up with the firing pin by the lotion of tno slider aligner as described in (1).
RKMfRKi If the booster extender falls to function properly and foroS

the slider aligner over the primer and detonator sliders,
the fuse oannot function. The slider aligner wdch holds 

them in the armed position is prevented from returning to the unaraed position by 
the locking slide, wth-ch locks after the looking balls are forced out from the 
spindle in the extends.



AN-MK 234
HYDROSTATIC ATHWARTSHIP

SLIDER ALIGNER 
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restricted

Dita

BOOBS USED IN .... , Depth bortis, Mks 17, 29, 
37, 38; AN-Mks 17, Mod 2, 
41, 44, and 47*

FUNCTIONING • • • • * Wt»r pressure at depth
set Tor, 25, 50, 75, 100, 
or 125 feet of water.

ARMED CONDITION • • • * PartilQly armed Wien arm
ing wire la piuLled and

ARMY-NAVY ATHWAARTHIP FUZE

AN-MK. 234
(Obbooescent)

HYDROSTATIC
Fuze ia suspended from Use

jum»-out pine are ejected. 
A^mng com^P^ted at 12-15* 
of wter when primer 8c det
onator are aligns with 
flriig pin*

FUZES USED WITH . * * * AN-M 103, AN-Mk 219, or Me 221 in noae; Me 229 In tall In 
650 lb* depth bombs*

ARMING TIME****** Partially armed Imediaatly after arm.ng wire ie puLlad Wien 
jump-out pine are ejected, comppete arming time dependent 
on travel through wter until depth of 12-15* is reached*

OVERALL LENGTH * * * * Firing assembly (Piatol) - 6.0" 
Ex tender assembly - 9*9"

MX. BODY DIAMETER * . 3.6"

ML1T3RIAL *.*««•• Bronze, braes, steel, and aluminum*

GENERAL: The fuze is essentially the same as the AN-Mk 224, being an
athwartship fuze consisting of the pistol, booster, and 
booster extender* The firing assembly and booster extender 

are inserted in the athwrtships tube of the depth bomba frem opposite aides* The 
AN-Me 234 differs Hum the AN-Mk 224 in that it has an external setting device and 
does not require disassembly to effect depth variations in funationing*

The depth sett^g is acco^j^p^^^^d by varying the amount the 
adjustable spring mist be compassed by the hypostatic piston as the bellows ex
pand* If a deep setting ia desired, the depth setting collar is rotated so that a 
shallow step on the collar wcoild be positioned under the spring housing depth lug* 
Thue, the depth lug wood-d engage the collar shortly after entering the water, end 
the bomb woiAd have to sink fartoer before the water pressure could overcome the 
spring resistance* If a deep step were positioned under the lug, the hydrostatic 
piston could move farther before encoimtwlng resistance from the spring* Util 
the lug ie engaged, the spring housing rides inward wth the hyddostatic piston, 
but as soon as the lug is engaged the spring housing no longer moves with the piston 
and the spring resist^ce must be overcome*

OPERATION: (1) Action in Booater extender: When the bomb is dropped
from the plane, the arming rtre to the booster extender is 
withdrawn from the jump-out pin* The jump-out pin ia thrown 

out by its spring; the booster spind.e is freed, and wter ia permitted to enter 
the hole created by the jump out pin* The water expands the callows until it over
comes the pressure of the spring acting against the locking slide and booster spin
dLe* The locking balls are forced into an enlarged groove in the fuze and the 
booster and slider aligner move inward, aligning the primer and detonator sliders, 
as described in the operation of the AN-Mk 224 (see page243 for diagram and explana
tion* )

(2) Action in the Pistoli As the arming wire pulls free, 
it extracts the plug and neoprene com^^^^orj penmtting water to enter the fuze whan 
bomb Iw^pt^^s in water* The water acts against the flanged base of the hyeduosatic
piston and as the pressure increases expands the bellow* The byedoatatic piston, 
adjustable spring, and spring housing all move inward until the depth lug engages 
the step on the depth setting collar which has been positioned opposite it* At thia 
point the spring homing no longer moves in wad. The hyck'ootatic piston continues 
to move inward under pressure of the water, but its movement is restricted by the 
resistance of the adjustable spring* Meennhiie, the movement of the hycdootstlc 
piston com^>^^^^es the firing spring, and when the enlarged groove in the piston 
comes oppoaste the locking bWLls the firing spring forces the balls out, farcing 
the fiwing pin against the primer* The primer fires the detonator, wtd,ch sets off
the sub-booatar of tetryl, the booster and the min charge*

REMARKS^ Por a di a am of the extender and booster assembly, and for
a more compete explanation of this assembly, turn to 
pages 242 and 243 *
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FIRING PIN DETENT

FIRING PIN DETENT SPRING

FIRING PIN DETENT CAP

DETONATOR SLIDER

BOOSTER LEAD IN

FIRING

SEPARATING DISC

DETONATOR

BOOSTER CHARGE

PAPER BOOSTER DISC

BOOSTER COVER
few.'.? ?

SECTION B-B

SECTION A-A

UNARMED POSITION

4

ARMED POSITION

MK. 227 AIRCRAFT BOMB FUZE
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BESTRICTRn U. S. NAVY NOSE FUZE

Data

BOMB USED H . . . . .Ke 34 5 lb. A.A. bomb MK. 227
puNCTionsQ . . . . • instantaneous impact (Obbolete)
ARMED COOIDTlOI . . • Ko external indication

KEOdANICAL IMPACT
FUZES USED WITH . « • None

{Cent^ifugsl Force Arming)
APMiNG TIKE . . • . . 1500 ft- air travel 

at sea level; 3000’
st 20,000* altitude.

OVERALL LENGTH . . . . B.SS"
BODY DIAMETER . . . • a.O"
MATERIAL...................... • • Tin plated brass and alloy caat^ng^^

GENERAL: This fuze la unique in Auwioan aviation ordnance in using 
centrifugal force as its arming dertce. The rotational 
velocity required to am the fuze is acquired by the offset

tall fin. on thia aatall bomb.
OPERATION: Teo pairs of centriftgal detents are emlo/ed, one pair sup

porting the striker, and the second pair positioning the 
slider with primer detonator out of line with the firing pin.

At a rotational velocity of 1500 rap*m«1s the detents move out of the way, comp’s sing 
their springs and allowing the slider freecum of novas mb The slider is moulted 
with its center of gravity awiy fr<m the axis of rotation, so when the detents move 
out of the slider, centrifugal, force carries the slider into line witn the fipin. 
Upon impact the firing pin is driven into the primer detonator, initietnig the explo-
sive action.

REARS: Tie Mk 34 bomb and Me 227 fuze were desired for air-to-air
boKblz^, but have not proven successful in thia use. 
Howevetf, it has had limited use against parked aircraft and 

has been dropped for its nuisance value on night raids during the early stages of the 
war in the Pacific.

1



ARMING SHAFT

DETENT RETAINING CUP
ARMING DETENT

HOUSING
DEPTH

PISTON STEM
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VANE SHAFT 
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RESTRICTED ARMY-NAVY TATI. FUZES

Data

BOMBS USED IN: 
Me 229 * * * *

REM/^rUC£i: (1) The detonator consists of fulminate of mercury and tetryl
pallets, and the booster lead-in, relay pellets, and 
booster are tetryl*

(2) The "0" Ring Gasket has replaced the Gsrlock Gasket* In 
using the "0" King Gasket, a support ring (steel washer
*120" thick-) mut be used to assure metal contact between 
the fuze and fuze seat liner, thereby preventing distortion 
of the fuze on impact*

DO NOT DISASSEMBLE THIS FUZE WITHOUT REINSERTING THE SAFETY 
FIN THROUGH THE LOWER FUZE BODY AND FIRING PLUNGER*

MK. 229

AN-Mk 230

l*UNdIONING

, 650 lb*  depth bomba
500 lb. Mka 9 & 12 (LC,GF) 

1000 lb*  Mea 9 & 13 (LC,GF) 
. 500 lb. ^F*  AN-M 64 * 64A1 
1000 lb*  9.F*  AH-M 65 4 65A1 
2000 lb*  G.F*  AN-M 66 4 6641

325 lb*  depth bomb Me 53
350 lb*  depth bomb Me 54

AN- MK. 230
WSGHAJICAL ARMING 

HYDRCSTATJC FIRING 
(Obsolete)

ARMED COmTIOH . * 
FUZES USED WTH * *

ARMING TIME * * * * 
OVERALL LENGTH * * * 
MAJX BODY DIAMETER * 
VANE SPAN * * * * 
MAZPJAL * * * *

* Hyddosaatlc preaaure with
settings for 25, 50, 75, 1,1 1
100, or 125 feet of water*

* No external indication,
* With Me 229: AN-Mk 219, AN-M 103, or Mk 243, nose*  

With AN-Mk 230: AN-M 103, Me 243, nose*
* 110 vane revolution
* Me 229, 16*365";  AN-Mk 230, 15*395"
* Me 229, 3*4";  AN-Me 230, 3.375"
* 5.25" (16 vanes)
* Steel, alumltum alloy, and brass*

GENERA,: These two fuzes are identical except that the part of the Me 229
fitting Into the bomb body is 1*3"  longer than the correspond
ing part of the AN-Mk 230; hence, the AN-Mk 230 cannot be used 

in bombs that take the Me 229 fuze*  The AN-Me 230 fits into the M 115 or M 115A1 
adapter booster, and can be used in the general purpose bomba taking that adapter 
booster for use againat marine targets*

OPERATION; The desired depth setting Is accomplished by turning the depth
setting knob and thereby comppeeslng the depth spring the prop
er tMcoinn*  If a functioning at 125 feet Is desired, the spring 

would be compressed the maxi num am^L^ut, consequently causing the water pressure to 
overcome the greater resistoice of more tightly coiled springs*  If a shallow water
functioning is desired, the springs would be only partially co^g^i^^^sed and the water 
pressure necessary to overccme the more loosely colled springs would be considerably 
less*  In setting, the depth adjusting sleeve is raised to the desired spring compres
sion by means of a five-sided cam secured to the external depth setting knob, and 
resting under a projection of the depth adjusting sleeve*

On release from the plane, the arming wire is withdrawn and 
the vanes are free to rotate*  This rotation Is transm.tted by the vane shaft thru 
a series of reduction gears to the arming stoft*  'Hie upper gear has one more tooth 
than the lower gear, and as the pinion gear rotates around the lower stationary gear, 
the upper gea^ is pushed around clockwise one tooth per revolution of the yanes*  This 
rotation of the upper gear causes the arming screw to rotate clockwise, since the 
upper gear and arming screw are positively secured, and because of the right-luinded 
threads on the screw, the detent retaining cup threads up on it*  As the cup clears 
the two arming detents locking the depth spring stem nut, their springs force the 
detents out, freeing the depth spring stem and the piston*  The fuze is then aimed*  On 
Impact wth the water the inertia cotuiterbalances prevent the firing assembly from 
moving down and premturely firing the fuze because of the deceleration caused by im
pact*  As the bomb submerges, wter enters two ports in the outer body and through 
holes in the depth setting housing*  Hyddossatlc pressure acting on the
sylphon bellows forces the hydrostatic piston downward, co■mpressing the firing spring, 
until the retaining balls fall out into the widened portion of the piston*  The firing
plunger is then forced dowiwrd by the pressure of the comppeased flrirg spring onto 
the fixed flrirg pin, setting off the explosive train*



AN-MK 230 TAIL MOD. 4 HYDROSTATIC
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RESTRICTED

Data

BOMBS USED IN:
Me 229 Mod 3. . . .650 lb, depth bombs

Mt® 9, 12 500 lbs. LC.GP
Mts 9, 13 1000 lb. LC.GP 

AN-Mk230 Mods . . .AN-M 64 500 lb. G.P.
4,5,6 AN-M 65 1000 lb. G.P.

AN-M 66 2000 lb. G.P.
Mt 53 325 lb. depth
Mt 54 350 lb. depth

FUNCTTOOIIG....................Hyd^oetl^tic pressure with
settings for 25 , 50 , 75, 
100, or 125 feet of water.

ARMED CONDITION . . .No external Indication 
FUZES USED WITH . . .Mt 229 Mid 3: AN-Mt 219, AN-

AN-Mt 230 Mod 4: AN-M 103, 
ARMING TIME.......................110 nne revolutions.
OVERALL LENGTH. . . .Mk 229 Mod 3: 16.365 In.; A
MAX. BODY DIA. . . .Mk 229 Mod 3: 3.4 In.; AN-J
VANE SPAN........................... S.ajS In. (16 vanes)
MATTE I AL. . ... . .Steel, alwiluin alloy1, and b

ARMY-NAVY tail fuzes

MK 229 MOD 3 
AN-MK 230 
MODS 4,5,6
LECHALICAL ARNING 
HYDROSTATIC FIRING

Mt 229 Mod 3 (ObOlete)
Mt 230 Mode 4, 5, 6 (Service)

M 103, or Mt 243, nose.
Mt 243, nose.

t-Mt 230 Mod 4, 5, 6: 15.395 In. 
ft 230 Mod 4, 5, 6: 3.375 In.

irass.

GENERAL: The AN-Mt 230 Mod 4 and Mt 229 Mod 3 replace the AN-Mk 230
and Mt 229. The latest Mods Incorporate changes Welch 
eliminate the possibility of the fuzes arming accidentally 

When the bomb Is dropped safe. Tie AN-Mk 230 Mid 4 and the Mt 229 Mod 3 are the 
same as previous Mode with the foUowlng exceptions:

(1) The fuze Is sealed by a sealing cup above the detent 
carrier to prevent entrance of the water at any point other than the regular water 
ports.

(2) The arming mc^inli^m which frees the arming detents 
operates by rotation of the detent retaining cup rather than by raising It 
vertically. A metal strap la fitted over the cup. These additions (1) prevent 
arming of ths fuze In case the tall cone or arming mechanism housing is torn off 
the fuze acddentiaLly upon water entry, and (2) prevent the fuze from firing 
from hydro-dynamic pressures which are encountered In erratic movement of the 
bodb through the water or on re-entry after ricochet.

(3) The fuzes now have a slight oval undercut* above the 
fuze poctet threads to accommodate the new *0* Ring Gtaket (live rubber) which 
has replaced the flat gastet formerly used. By using this "O' Ring Gasket, the 
holes for the safety rod located above the fuze threads are now sealed from 
water entry.

OPERATION: Tha operation of the Mt 230 Mod 4 Is similar to the AN-Mt 230
(refer page 244). Wien the bomb is released, the arming wire 
is withdrawn from the fuze, allowing the air st rem to turn 

the arming vanes. The rotating vanes acting through the reduction gear, tun the 
arming sUft. Rotation of the arming shaft first causes the arming nut assembly 
to riee (slncs it cannot turn because of the two pins which project into the 
detent cair’ier). Wien the two pine of the arming nut are fully clear of the 
detent carrier, the arming nut "washer" Jams mder the arming shaft preventing fur
ther Hang. The arming shaft then turns the arming nut assMhly and by meins 
of the two pins, rotates the detent retaining cup approximtaly 85° until the 
two cutaway portions align themselves opposite the detents. The detents are 
then ejected, freeing the depth spring stem nut and thereby arming the fuze. 
(To Halt the amount of water entering the sylphon bellows, the detents are pre
vented from Jumping ccmllt«ly out of the detent carrier by the detent re
taining pins which are fittrf Into the flings of the detent carrier). The 
inertia tolnt♦rt^a*nc•e prevent the fuze from functioning on imjpict with the 
surface of the water. After the bomb has submerged, water enters the fuze 
through two wter porta In the body sleeve and the fuze fires at the pre
determined depth setting. The use of the sealing cup above the detent carrier 
prevents water entry through the open end of the fuze in case the tai 1 cone is 
broten off on impact.

REMAKES: (1) DO NOT DISASSEMBLE THIS FUZE WITHOUT REINSERTING THE
. SAFETY PIN THROUGH THE LOWER FUZE BODY AND FIRING PLUNGER

(2) •EjllBr productions of these fuzes did not Incorporate 
an undercut. In using the ‘o' Ring tasket with these fuzes, a support ring 
(Steel washer, .120" thict) must be used to assure metal contact between the fuze 
and the fuze seat liner, thereby preventing distortion of the fuse on Impact.

(3) The AX-M! 230 Rod 15 Is the same as the AN-Mt 230 Mod 4 
except tint the fmi^ pin is welded to the booster cap as In the Mt 231, and the 
depth setting le emphhelzed for 25 ft. and relaxed for 50 ft.

(4) The A-Mtk 230 Hod 6 st hhe amie as hhe AT-Kk 230 Mod 4 
except ttat the depth set Ung se mpSaeSzle for 2(5 ft. and relaxed for 50 ft.
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RESTRICTED
BOMS USED IN: 

M 231-0..........................NH-kk 51-1 350 1b. Depth
AR-M64 500 11. GP. 
AH-M64A1 500 lb. GP.

Mt 240-0.......................... N1M(65 1000 1b. O.P.
AR-M65A1 -000 11. GP. 
AH-M61 2000 11. GP. 
AM-M61A1 2000 11. GP. 
AH-M61A2 2000 11. GP.

FUNCTIONING ...................... Hydroetatio pressure at
25 feet.

ARMED COODITION .... No external Ind.catlon« 
of arising.

ARMING TIME ...................... 40-45 vane revolutions.
30^400 ft. air travel.. 
35—-00 ft. vertical fall. 

emSRALL LENOTT................. Mk 2-100, 22.8 in.; Mk 40
MAXIMUM BODY DIAMETER . 3.375 In.
VANE SPAN ......................
MATERIAL ...... Steel, aluminum alloy, hr

u. s. naiy ruzs

MK 23SI MOD 0
MK 240 MOD 0

Hydrrgtatlo Tall Fuze

I0O, 16,5 Id.

ass.

GEKDUAj The MM 231-0 and Mt 240-0 are tall hy<dr)Btatlc fuzes In the
genera, design scheme of the MM 229 and M 230. Rcnravv, 
they are considera11y simpler In construction and easier 

to manuunatiu'e. Tie M 240-0 is four inches longer than the M 231-0 to assure 
proper arming in larger 1oEba, is otherwise identical With the M 231-0. A single 
depth setting is provided and the fuzes are expected to function In a depth range 
of 25-30 ft.

To provide positive action against fuze function on reverse 
imjaats (particularly ricochees), these fuzes have an Inertia ring wkh.ch adds its 
weight to that of the piston aseMbly to counteract the force of the two counter- 
balalcrs exerting a contrary pressure in such im>atts♦ On norm id. imttaJ the inertia 
ring merely rests on the firing pin housing.
OPEHTlONt Upon release of the 1om1 from the plane, the arming wire is

WIP^^^bwi permuting rotation of the vane and the vane staat. 
Rotating with the vane and threading out of the arming stm 

guide Is the arming stem; after 40 to 50 vane revolutions the st^ has risen suffi
ciently to allow the two arming 1ea^^s to fall inward freeing the h^*oetatio piston 
and arming the fuze.

At norid Impact w.th the inertia counterbalances
prevent the fuze from firing, and on reverse iapaat the Inw’tia ring operates as 
descri1ed atave. After sutoerrlon, water flows around the 1^fle ring and into the 
fuze through the two ports. Th 1tffle ring prevents the fuze from firing when 
subjected to sudden surges of water such as might oocur on reverse impact. Hyddrstatic 
pressure now extends the lellcw*, thus forcing the hy<dostatlc piston downwind and 
comuresing ths firing spring. A'tsr the piston has moved 9/32 In., the six retain
ing 1aIs locking the firing plunger to the plunger housing Jump into the anntuLar 
recess in the piston. The oo^^p^^s^ firing spring thrusts the plunger against the
firing point Initiating the explosive train.

REMARK: (-) The lower end of the arming stem is grooved for a1out
.2 in. of its length. The purpose of this feature is to 
arrest arming of the fuze should the 1om1 1e acoldentHly 

released in water without the arming wire as in crash landings. In this event 
water might rotate the vane initiating arming action. Htwevsr, arming w>iuLd he stop
ped once the grooved leotion faced the m.la, since hytoogtatio pressure on the 
piston assembly would force the 1^.11 into the grooves Jmlng the arming stem in 
place and preventing further rotation of the vane.

(2) The vane shaft is comMted to the arming stem 1y a slip
Joint to remove the danger of arming the fuze 1y a How damping or carrying away part 
of the arming In this comeotion it will 1e noted that the arming mech
anic tu1e has a ci^r^um^i^^nU^^ groove near its 1ase which is provided to oause 
shewing at that point sho^d the force of impact 1reak off p^t of the arming 
mecE^ism.

(3) Wen the Mt 240-0 fuze is used in AR-MCl 1ombs, it is to 
1e equipped with a specif. 28.5° pitch vane, to assure proper arming; the standard 
200 nit ch vane of the Mk 23--0 wil 1e used when the Mt 240-0 is installed in 
AN-M65 1omba. The special pitch vane wil 1e panted. (No color stated as yet).

(4) Production of t1e MM21-0 fuze has teen stopped 1rctuse 
of adequate supplies of the AN-W223-5 and M^^Mk23^^1 fuzes. The M220-0 Hll not
1e produced at mi.



CONFIDENTIAL

STRIKER

LEAD CAR SEAL

RADIO SPAGHETTI TUBING

SEMI-CAP RETAINING PLUG

FIRING PIN
PIN

SLIDER SPRING

SLIDER PLATE

SLIDER

CONDUCTOR

STRIKER

* •

MK. 232 MOD. I NOSE FUZE
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GENERAL:

CONFIDENTIAL U.S. NAVY NOSE FUZE

D.H

BOMBS USED IN..................... . AL1 GP. & depth boms, 
and old type demolition

MK. 232
and L.C. bombs. MOD 1

FUNCTIONING ..................... . Impact instantaneous or 
electrical Impuj.se. IMPACT OR ELECTRICAL FIRING

ARMED COrottION .... • Wien vanes are 3/8 inch 
away from striker husing.. 
NO ATTEMPT SHOULD BE MADE

(SjmoIiI)

TO UNARM THIS FUZE BY RO
TATING THE VANES BACKWARD*

FUZES USED WITH .... . Usually none

ARMING TIME .......................... . 8 vane revolutions

OVERALL LENGTH .... . 7"

MAC. BODY DIAMETER . . . 2.5"

VANE SPAN .......................... . 5.126" (16 nnea)

M TER AL .......................... . Steel and brass.

The Mark 232, Mod 1 is a bomb nose fuze of the analog vane 
type, requiring little air travel to arm. It may be ini
tiated by an electrical imp lee or im^ct on a hard sur

face, detonating instantaneously. Tie fuze has an electric seM-cap wthch, when 
fired by an impiO.se, blows through a hole leading to the detonator and sets it off* 
For electrical firing as well as impact, the fuse must first be armed, allowing the 
detonator slider to move over into a position where the detonator can be initiated 
by either the firing pin or explosion of the secal-oap^

OPERATION* (1) As an Igpaot Futei A cotter pin, which is wired in 
place w.th a smu fuze wire, prevents the ar^ng vanes 
frcm rotating. The arming wire is attached to this cotter

pin and withdrawn of the arming wire breaks the li^t fuze w.re. The vanes are 
then rotated by action of the wind stratm, and this rotation ia transmitted to the 
striker rt^^ch advances on the threads in the striker housing. It advances until 
stopped by the striker stop cort.ng up against the bottom of the striker housing. 
As the striker advances on its threads it withdraws the firing pin from the slider, 
which is then forced over by its springs lining the detonator up with the firing 
pin and booster lead-in. A detent locks the detonator slider in the armed position. 
Upon impact, the brass collar threads are sheared by the firing pin block and the 
firing pin is forced into the detonator.

(2) ELectrica! Firing; Dtomtion is initiated by means 
of the squib being directly fired by' an 'electric current through the igniter bridge.

REMARKS: The fuze will not function On impct with water, but must 
strike a hard surface In order to strip the striker 
housing threads.
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CONFIDENTIAL

SHEAR WIRE

BOOSTER COVER

SPOOL

ROTOR

PLUG

CONNECTOR

BOOSTER LEAD-IN

CAP

BODY

BOOSTER

U.S. NAVY MK.233 NOSE FUZE
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CONFIDENTIAL

Its
BOMBS USED IN...................

FUNCTIONING ..... 

ARMED CONDITION . . . .

FUZES USED WITH . . . .

100 lb. G.P. Mk 4, Mod 4

impulse
MK. 233

Electrical

When cable 
fr^om rotor , _ _ ,
is in a looked oomUtion.

is puled free 
cap, and cap

(Special)
ELECTRICAL FIRING

Used in conjunction with, 
bombs which 
with U3.N.

are fuzed 
Me 232 Mod 1

ARMING TIME . ................... Rotation of
180 degrees, _
by the cable attached to 
it.

the rotor cap 
when pulldd

OVERALL LENGTH . . . . 4.51*

MAX. BODY DIAMETER . . 2.375" .

MAiEIAL........................... Steal

GENERAL: The fuze wil function Instantly upon explosion of the
electric It Is technically aimed by means of i
motor In the plane. ^e body Is that of an AN-Mk 219, In

which the vanes, cap, and rotors have been removed, and a hole has been drilled in 
the shoulder for the acc^oc^^^on of electric wiring. A rotor block has been in
serted in the rotor cavity in the fuze body. The rotor block contains an electric 
semi-cap with lead-in wires and a detonator. These units are assembled, unarmed, 
180 degrees from the booster lead-in in the fuze body.

OPERATION: In the unarmed position the detonator in the rotor is off
set 180 degrees frca the booster lead-in. To arm the fuze, 
the rotor is rotated 180 degrees at whh.ch point the det

onator and booster lead-in are aligned, Th.s is accomplished by moans of a motor in
the airplane, exerting a pull on one end of the arming cable. Th.s puJJ. rotates- 
the pulley to wihLch the other end of the cable is secured, and thereby rotates the 
rotor to the armed position. T-jere it is locked by the lock detent. Continuing 
foroe of the motor's pull on the arming cable shears the 0.C35" copper shear W.re 
wiUch secures the cable to the piUley.

The protective shipping cap covering the caneator plug is 
r^oved when the fuze is assmbled to the bomb and canection is made W,th the 
source of electrical current in the airplane. Closing the electrical circuit after 
the fuze is armed successively initiates the a«ml-cll, detonator, booster charges 
and explosive charge in the bomb,____________________________________

RUARKS: The detonator consists of ldd azide, and the booster lead
in, and booster consist of tetryl-
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CONFIDENTIAL

LOCK WASHER
-VANE HUT

VANE HUB

STATIONARY GEAR -

PINION (IDLER GEAR)

ARMING STE^M

PIN

lAWfc (4 BLADES)

EARING CUP

BALL BEARINGS
MOVABLE GEAR

,T6M CUP

CARRIER 
STOP

BODY (CASE HARDENED )

JO* RING GASKET

------F—HUT (FOR FIRING PIN HOUSING )

RETAINING BALLS (2)

BALL
RETAINER 

SLEEVE

FIRING PIN SPRING

■ALL RETAINER SPRING

FIRING PIN
HOUSING

FIRING PIN

FIRING PIN BALLS (2)

SPRING

CARRIER PIN RING gasket

LOCKING BALL DOSTER LEACH N

LOCKING BALL
CARRIER

SLIDER HOUSING

.BAD SHEAR WIRE
DETONATOR 

SLIDER,

SLIDER SPRING

SAFETY EXPANSION
-chamber
■SLIDER STOP

BOMB TAIL FUZE MK 237 MOD 0 8
MK 238 MOD 0

(LEAD SHEAR WIRE * LONS DELAY TIME)



CONFIDENTIAL U.S. NAVY TAIL FUZE

BOMBS USED IN:
Mk 237 Nod 0...................AN-M64A1 500 lb. G.P.
^236 Nod 0...................AN-M66A1 1000 lb. G.P.

AN-M66JU..A2 2000 lb. G.P.
FUNCTIONING............................Lead shear wire-long delay

fuse:delays of 2, 10, 10 
and 30 houirs.

MK 237, MK 238
(Service)

LEAD SHEAR WIRE
LONG DELAY TIMEARMED CONDITION .... Penally aimed after 

approximately 150 vane 
revolutions. FuLly armed 
after Impact.

FUZES USED KITH .... None
ARMING TIME............................Approxlmtely 150 vane revi------------

olutions and Impact requirement.
VANES SPAN..............................5 In.
MAK.BODY DIAMETER . . . 2 In.
OVERALL LHSGTH.................. M237-O, 13.6 In.

M22B-0, 17.6 In.
MATERIAL ................... ... Zinc or cadmium plated steel.

GENERAL; These fuzes differ only in the length of their arming stem. 
lay arming is obtained by means of the 30 to 1 gear reduction 
system wtd,ch is like that of the M115 series tail fuze. Upon

conplltion of aiming, the gear reduction assembly and the aiming stem do not separate 
from the fuze, but cease rotation. Functioning time of these fuzes is determined by a 
lead shear wire (50% lead, 50% tin). The various delays are obtained by varying the 
diameter of the ri.ro, i.e., increasing the diameter for longer delays. The slider car
ries a Mk 23 detonator wtdch is mde up of three explosive comppneute; namely, azide 
priming mixture, lead azide, and tetryl. The fuze incorporates a tetryl booster lead-in, 
but does not have an integral booster.

OPERATION; The complete arming of the fuze is effected in two stages: air
travel and impact. Upon withdrawal of the Hr^lng wire the vane 
assembly rotates, causing the arming stem to rotate via the gear 

reduction system. The lower end of the arming stem is encased by the firing pin hous
ing nut Which in turn is pinned to the firing pin housing. To the bottom of the firing 
pin housing is attached the slider stop. In addition, the firing pin is locked to the 
flrlrg pin housing by two balls and the firing pin housing in turn is locked to the ball 
retainer sleeve by two balls. As the arming stem screws upward the entire firing assem
bly moves upward under the action of the ball retainer spring. After approximately 150 
revolutions of the vanes, the firing assembly has risen sufficiently to withdraw the 
slider stop and firing pin from, the slider slot, allowing the slider to align its deton
ator below the fir^g pin. (A detent locks slider in position). Continued rotation of
the vanes causes the "0" Ring Gasket on the firing pin housing nut to seat and stop 
rotation of the vane assembly.

On imjpkct the ball retainer sleeve is forced down by the inertia 
freeing the retaining balls. At the instant deceleration ceases, the ball retainer 
sleeve is forced upward by its spring, allowing the firing balls to Jump oit of their 
recess, and the spring loaded striker is restrained only by the lead shear ri.rs. The fu» 
ia nQi fully armed. The firing pin under action of its spring exerts pressure on the 
lead shear wire and causes the wire to shear when the proper length of time has elapsed, 
depending on temperature conditions. The firing pin strikes the detonator, w*hch in 
turn sets off the booster lead-in.

REMARKS; (1) These fuzes incorporate an anti-withdrawal feature, but no
booby trap device like the M123 aeries. Urder normal handling 
and installation, the anti-withdrawal feature does not function, 

since the locking ball and its carrier are held in place in the deep part of the eccen
tric groove, by a carrier pin and spring. Upon imi»ct, however, the force of Inertia ia
sufficient to rithdimw the carrier pin from the fuze body, and allow the carrier spring 
to pull the ball carrier into the shallow part of the eccentric, locking the fuze in
place. The fuze body is case hardened to prevent removal rith a wrench after impact.
Since these fuzes require impp^t t° lock in place, bombs rith these fuzes can be safely 
retained to the base or carrier, and fuzes removed for stowage.

(2) Since these fuzes have a 2" thread diamter, it is necessary 
to remove the inner sleeve of the M 115A1 adapter booster before installation. Fuzes 
should be screwed securely into adapter booster, other wise dud my result. A special 
short length locking pin is shipped wth these fuzes for securing the M 115A1 adapter 
booster to the base plate*

(3) Bombs fuzed with these fuzes should not be released, at an 
altitude lower than that specified by CoirinCh as the minimum safe altitude of release 
for instuitaieous action fuzes, for if the bomb is subjected to miUti-ple impact, the 
first imj^ct would oomplltely arm the fuze, and the second mght shear the lead shear 
w>re allowing the fuze to fire rtthout delay*

(4) These fuzes are detector safe. In the unarmed position, the 
detonator is limed up with the safety expansion chamber* If the detonator should func
tion prematurely, the force of detonation is dissipated in this cavity, and ri.ll not set 
off the booster lead-in charge, or adapter booster charge.



MK.243.MK.244 MOD.I 
NOSE IMPACT FUZES

UPPER GEAR

LOWER GEAR

PINION GEAR

ARMING SCREW

VANE CUP SUPPORT

ARMING STEM

SHEAR THREADS

STRIKER

ARMING STEM SPRING

FIRING PIN

DELAY ELEMENT

DETONATOR 
\ SLIDER

DETONATOR

LEAD IN

BOOSTER

STRIKER PLATE 
ON MK 244 MOD I
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CONFIDENTIAL Ct 8, HAn ROSE

BOMBS UbED IN....................

FUNCTIONING ..................
AHMED CONDITION . . . .

FUZES USED WITH . . . .

ARMING TIME ..................

500 lb. AH-K54 I 64A1 GP.
500 lb. Mk 12, Mod 2 GP. 

1000 lb. AN-M64 A 65A G.P. 
1000 lb. Mk 13, Mod 2 GP. 
2000 lb. AN-M56 A S6A1 G.P. 
Delay of .025 second.
Wien spaoe between vane oup 
and vane oup support is 
5/15 in.
AN-Mk 230 (Army Boaba), or 
Mk 229 (Navy Bombs) tall

MK 243 MOD 0 
MK 244 MODSO,I

(Service)

MeeiianlceLL Impact

hydrostatic (set for 25* in 
high speed glide bomtlng; ____________________________
or AN-WL00A2 series (with
.24 seo. delay primer detonator for high angle drops). 
130 vane revolutions

since it will not function on water, or at an lmpaot angle of 
less than 45°. The blunt firing pin neraly sets loosely over the primer in the oavity
oup, and when struck by the striker shoulder is driven against the primer, initiating 
the delay. It is intended as a replacement for the hydrostatic fuses.

GENERAL: The fuze resembles the AN-M1O3 in appeturuioe, and has been de
signed specOflcmy to be used against submarines or ships

OPERATION: As the vanes rotate, the pinion gear revolves around the upper
■ovablr gear and lower stationary gear. Since the upper gear 
has 23 teeth and the lower gear has 22 teeth, the upper gear 

is pushed around clockwise with the pinion by the amormt of one tooth per revolution 
of the vanes. The lower gear is prevented from rotating by the lower gear stop arm 
protruding into the striker. As the upper gear rotates, the arming screw unthreads 
from the striker, allowing the arming stem spring to lift the arming stem free of the 
detonator slider. After 130 vane revolutions the vanes fall away and the arming stm 
clears the detonator slider, whioh is moved aoross the fuze body by its spring and 
looked under the delay element by a detent and the slider looking pin. On impact with 
a hard surface, the striker body is forced inward, shearing both the looatlng pin and 
the shear threads and forolng the shoulder of the striker against the blunt firing pin. 
The firing pin sets off the primer delay of .025 second, detonator, booster lead-in, 
and the booster in succession.
REMARKS: Wien using this fuze the vanes should be oheoked by simply

turning back and forth a few times in order to determine that 
the arming medniim operates easily. The fuze will not 

funotlon on water from altitudes of release up to 15,000 feet.
The Mk 244, Mod 0 incorporates a 4-ssoond (minmum of 4, 

mmximum of 5) delay lnstsad of the 0.025 second delay of the Nk 243. Except for 
the delay, the two fuzes are identical. ■A-Seo. Delay* is stamped in black letters 
on both sides of the vane oup support of the Mk 244-0 to provide easy visual identi
fication of the fuze.

To funotlon the Mk 243 type fuze on soft ground, a striker 
plate has been added and the number of shear threads reduced 50% J.n the Mk 244-1, 
which retains the delay of the Mk 244-0. The modification has been made to allow use 
of this type fuze against ground targets in the event no mo^ine targets are rnoounre-*- 
ed on a mission. The mndium dropping altitude over land is 1000 ft.
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COWIDENTIAL
BOMBS USED IN................. T1O 13,000 lb. G.P.

TT4 31,000 lb. G.P.
FUNCTIONING ................. Delays of 0.05, 0.25, 0.5,

3.0, TT.0 seconds; 30, 60

ARMED CONDITION .... Safety pin and arming wire 
withdrawn.

FUZES USED WITH .... Hone
ARMING TIME .... Instant si ecus upon release.
MM. BODY DIAMETER . . 1 In.
OVERALL LENGTH .... 3-7/8 In. 
IDENTIFICATION .... Identical extern ^ly with

No. 18 pistol; however,

BRITISH TAIL PISTOL

NO. 58
MM I

(Service)

press oap and oversea! will 
hot have been removed. 

COOLO.................................. Brass.
DESCRIPTION: This pistol is a simple Impact mechanism consisting of a brass

body with a central channel to aooonmdate a heavy striker. The 
striker is retained by a small brass cross wMch is fastened 

to the top of the striker by a copper pin. In the normd. condition, the four tabs of 
the brass cross extend outward over the top of the pistol body, preventing the striker 
from descending.

Two arming wire holes are drills in separate planes at 90° to 
each other. The hole to be used is that which gives the more favorable angle of pill- 
off for the arming wire from the pistol to the fuzing unit. PuriHel to one of these 
arming wire holes, and about T/4* above it, is located a safety pin hole.

OPERATION: Wien the bomb is released from the aircraft the arming wire is
withdrawn from the pistol, leaving the striker supported only 
by the brass cross. On lm*at, the inertia of the striker 

bends the tabs of the brass cross, allowing the striker to move forward and pierce the 
detonator.

REMARK: T. The use of this pistol is restricted to high level bombing
operations, as there Is da^er of non-functioning from lew 
altitudes.
1. Three of these pistols, located T20° apart In the base 

plate.are used with the G.P. T1,000 lb. bomb.

3. The striker used with this pistol is of the neeUe type, 
thus only sensitive type detonators can be used.

4. Early issues cf the NO. 58 MM I pistol were conversions of 
No. 30 pistol bodies. A heavy brass plug was fitted Into the top cf the pistol body 
and held in pIios with four screws, whUe the later Mk I body is machined from cne 
piece cf brass. In addition, the early MM I had a oirouiiferentH. groove cut around 
the knurling on the outside of the pistol body, resembling the No. 30 pistol, except 
that the groove was not painted green.
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INTRODUCTION TO PYROTECHNICS

pmotechinics mmy ba defined at modification* of flriwork* displays designed 
for signalling, making, or lUxmInating objects, each display haring an operational 
function Indicated by Its oolor pattern, or affeot. In thia ttation only signalling 
and IHuinating evokes will be considered, screening smokes being treated In the 
C^«^i^1<^<iU. and Incendiary Section. This division follows In large part the allocation 
of responalbiilty for smoke m^inilons mde between the CutaHca. Welfare Berrios and 
the Ordnanoe Department of the Army. OW slp«i•»llel natters relating to screening 
siMkas and the Ordnance Department performs the sue functions for signalling and 
IUiminating i^^i, Fyrotedmics nay be fired from aircraft, surface vessels, sib- 
mainss, or from the ground.

me effectiveness of pyrdtechtdios is gen«riUl.ly dependent on three mmjor 
factors:design, position, and the atnol^pherls con<dLtionl praviUing at the time of 
use. Taalatisnl of design govern the candlepower of the flare or signal, the color 
produced by the oharge, and the continuity of the burning oaiudLe. Tie odor and 
reflaotire chaaaterietics of the objective often affeot the visibility o^ pyro
technics. Oien ground, such as an airfield, wil reflect three to four times as 
muah light as will woods or deep water. Position, distance, relative position, 
background, or angle of observation also alter visibility , Whle the degree of 
light or darkless, fog, hate, or other atnollOl«rlo conditions have self-evident 
effects.

.amonm:
(a) Pyrotechnic oslK>psStionl are cmmlex mixtures of chemonL elements 

and compoulds. On burning, they produce ilUmlnationl ranging in intensity from 
the "dark fire* used as an element of blinker signals to the brilliant flash pro
duced by the ph>toflash bombs. Sftndard ^^r^^ec^nos, in general, oonslst of oompound 
to provide oxygen for burning, sUob as ohlorates and nltratlB|ll.mlaum or rng- 
nesUm for f^^l.;s^ts of borlim , copper, o^ strontHim for odor; and agents such
as asphilt and paraffin for binding and waterproofing.

(b) p^x>teotallCl usually fUn^lon by means of an igniter train similar to 
an explosive train. In general, ignition is initiated by a primer mixture and 
intensified by a ’first-fire ootmosstion* which properly ignites the lllniasls 
ctnidle.
IDENTIFICATION;

Colnn0lte identification of oyroteshIn.ol is furnished by the painting, 
standard nommncature of the l^^t, and the lot nulbi^s. The lot number is marked 
on all oaskiags and on the It<m itself, unless the itm is too snUl. The lot 
number Is required for til purposes of record suoh as reports on the ooInd.tisn, 
functioning, or accidents in wh.ch the o7rstesUlnLSs are involved.

HAILING -AND BTOWJ^AE:.
A.1 oyrstoohW.ss shslLd be handled rtth carte Rough handling mmy oauee imm

ediate flnctisniniag of the itm or it may damage the itm so that it will not 
function properly at the time desired* Mutch of the nteirluL 1s more dangerous than 
other types of tmBwlLtlsn.

Py'(StosmLos should be stowed in the boxes or watertight containers in 
w^lch they are shipped, shenever possible. They mat not be stowed w.th other 
types of multi on'

P^lrteshllss lUsUld never be stowed wiere the direot rtys of the sun otn 
strike them. They should be proteoted exoeesive and variable temperatures.
If poealble, the stowage space should be be kept at a ti^erature below HOOF., 
tnd net be kept dry tnd ventilated.

Never open more ^^i^^a^ners than are needed for imlldiate use, tnd always 
ime the oldest tnw^n^tlsa first.

DISPOSITION;
When so direoted by the Biu'eau of Ortd^oe pyoteshrnLsl my be disposed 

of in one of two wfs: duping overboard or bming. Duming is preferred tnd must 
be done ten miles off shore and in water at least 100 fathoms deep. Obtain it ms
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OP-B.
mat dways ba dumped, Whle other it ms may be either damped or burned. For infor- 
■aaion regarding disposition of spaolflo items refer to OCL Awv4-43, and for 
apaoiflo methode of Usposa refer to *

Thia platol la used on airshaft with the 
In the faselage. It oan also be detached

m.TB9P?.Qr rowKnrni; .

M aoiuit and flrea through an opening _
from its mount and fired by hand. It 1a generiaLly used for signaling from air
craft in flight, to troops on the ground, or to other Olro'jf^.

2. Hand MLS and Mk4. TlhLs OTOjeotor is fired by holding the
barm in one hand and pulling baok on the firing pin handle WLth the other. It 
is used to fire Trnry’s Signa light M2.

d.Blgna Pistol, B8. Tins is a single action, single loading pistol that 
fires the Tory's Signal Light M2.

4. Very pistol MS. Ths is a single aotion, single loading pistol that 
fires the Vary's Signa Light Mk£. It is not procured by the KaTy.

5. pyoteohnio Discharger, AK-M. This ia a double aotlond auutl-b«rel(6) 
dlsoharger used on alroraft when metallation of pistols is not praotioa. It is 
used for the sane purpose as the A--M pistol. It is not procured by the -may.

6. Hand pyotethnit Projector, MS. ThLs is a single aotion, single loaded 
pro^otor whmh is fired by striking the firing pin with the hand or by striking 
the firing pin on the ground. It is used for p^.Jeo'ti^ng signals from the ground
to alroraft in flight. It is not procured by the -a'vr.

7. Pyroteohnio MO. This is a aeta cylinder with a mushroom
firing aechniim and a hinged looking stem. It is used to fire the Red Star Signal 
rn.

’^^dS^On^^ ProJentor, H1A1. Thia la a angle loaded, aanudly op
erated proJrttur used to firs the High Bmating Range Ground Slgm!, M27.

2. Ground Signa P■oJtott^, M. TMs is a single loaded, aaauully 
operated projtttur that is flrdd by holding the proJttttr in the hand and striking 
the base on the ground. It is used to fire signds M? through MS.

3. Ground Signa Projeotor, M. Tlhia p^jeotor is similar to the MS and 
is repl^aoi^ng it.

4. tG-enade Liuaoluer, M,X2,l-7,and M. ThLs is an extension to the barel 
of a rigle or ua^blne. It is used to fire ground signas M7A1 through M22M..MK1U., 
and MS2A..

3. Tree Suspension Device, Tl. for Smoke Grenada. TlhLs la a cardboard 
attachment containing about ton feet of suspension oord. It Is attaohed to a 
standard moke grenade that Is launched from a ta^blnt or rifle. The derme Is used 
to oaum grenades to beooae entangled In trees or foliage to permit emaaion of 
smoke above dtnsr forests and foliage where it is readily risible to dr ^^^0^.

Mk1 ,Mod 1. ThLs is a bear" a about 30 in. in 
length wUmh fits into a tube mounted on a three legged stand. Tie firing pin 
Is part of a meta diso whioh aots as a ralvb. It is used to fire Ship's Emefgency 
Identification SlgnMs Me 1,2,3.and 4.

2. Submarine Rooket Pistol. This is a single ltrdrdbrreuh loaded pistol 
used to fire Pistol Rocket SignMs.

3.Subaarlnt Emergency identlfuatltn Signal E^so^or. ThLs ejector is sim
ilar to a aiMakum torpedo tube arran^em^i^^. It is used to fire Sib^aal.ne Emar
genoy idtntlftatlon Slgnas, S^ta^aalne Float Signa Mk,Mk^oUl, or Mk Mod 0,and 
PMse Tinge t Shhel, Mk.

4. Other projectors are the Hand ft■ot’ott^a, Mkk and Mk<4, and ^rotrthnlo 
Platol, AJI-MB, whion are described above under Alroraft prrottolhaoa.
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1

USE:

RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF OUTER CASE.................... . . 7.69 in.
DIAMETER OF OUTER CASE.................. . . 1.56 in.
BURNING TIME....................................... . . SO seconds
INTENSITY OF LIGHT......................... . . 20,000 candle

power
COLOR OF LIGHT .................................. . . Red
FUNCTIONING HEIGHT......................... . . 200 - 250 ft.

U. Sa ARMY SIGNAL

RED STAR AIRCRAFT

PARACHUTE SIGNAL
Mil

1

i

Designated to be used as a distress signal from grounded planes.

METHOD OF PROJECTION:

The Pyroteohnio Pistol, AN-MS, is used for firing the flare

DESCRIPTION:

The cylindrical, aluminum outer oase has an extraction groove at the end 
containing the primer. A press fit identification top is cemented to the end 
opposite the primer and has the emboesed letters "RPW for night identification. 
Thia cartrl^e is classified by the Army as the rimless type.

OPERATION:

The firing pin of the pistol sets off the primer igniting the propelling 
charge. The propelling charge ignites the delay fuse and propels the inner 
case outward. The delay fuse burns for 2.5 seconds and ignites the exiling 
charge which in turn ignites the candLe and expels the candle and parachute 
from the inner case.

REMARKS:

The Army has other parachute signals Which are similar to the MH. 
These are obsolete or limited standard.

1) White Star, Parachute, MIO
2) White Star, Blinker Parachute, M15 
S) Green Star, Blinker Parachute, M16
4) Red Star, Cluster, M14

Embossed Latter

WW
GB
RS

COLO
RED 
RED 
YELLOW 
GREEN 
RED-RED

COLOR OF BANDS TO CORRESPOND i 
WITH COLOR OF IDENTIFICATION TOPS'

IDENTIFICATION TOE FOR,
F— SIGNAL. AIRCRAFT, DOUBLE STAR, AN-M29 
G—SIGNAL, AIRCRAFT, DOUBLE STAR, AN-M30 
M-SIGNAL, AIRCRAFT, DOUBLE STAR, AN-M3T 

1—SIGNAL, AIRCRAFT, DOUBLE STAR, AN-M32 
S— SIGNAL, AIRCRAFT, DOUBLE STAR, AN-M33 
X—ALUMINJM (MARKING IN SLACK*

1 YELLOW "'GREEN "^YELLOW

IDENTIFICATION TOT FOR: 
a—signal, aircraft, parachute, red star, mh 
B—SIGNAL, AIRCRAFT, SINGLE STAR, A.N-M34 
C—SIGNAL. AIRCRAFT, SINGLE STAR, AN-M35 
D—SIGNAL, AIRCRAFT, SINGLE STAR, AN-M36 
1— Signal, aircraft, double star, an-mib

*

COLOR 
YEULOW YELLOW 
GREEN-GREEN 
REO YELLOW 

•REO-GREEN 
GREEN-YELLLOW

AIRCRAFT SIGNALS (RIMLESS TYPE)

*
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Data:

LENGTH OF CATOIM’...................................3.02 In.
DIAMETER OF OUTER CASE......................... 1.50 In.
BURNING TIME . . . . . . ........................7 seconde
ALTITUDE AT ZENITH OF TRAJECTORY. . 250 feet

ARMY - NAVY SIGNALS

AIRCRAFT SIGNALS,

DOUBLE STAR
AN-M28 

to
AN-M33

Series

USE:

Double star aircraft signals used as a method of emergency identification 
aircraft*

METHOD OF PROJECTION:

The Pyrotechnic Pistol, AN-Mfl, is used for firing the signal.

DESCRIPTION:

The signal contrive has an aluminum, plastic or steel barrel with an 
extraction groove at the closed end wiich houses the primer. A press fit 
identification top is cemented into the opposite end finished with embossed 
letters to identify the colors of the stars. Apppopriately colored bands around 
the outer case also Identify the colors of the stars. The identification top
is also appropriately colored. These signals are classified by the Army as the 
"Rimless Type."

Identification of the series AN-M20 to AN-M3 is as follows;

Designation Color Stars Emoesed Letter

AN-M2S Red-Red RR
AN-M29 Yellow-Yellow YY
A1-M30 Green-Green GG
AN-M31 RY
A.N-K32 Red-Green RO
AX-M33 Green-Yellow GY

OPERATION:

The firing pin of the "pistol strikes the primer igniting the propelling 
charge. As the stars are expelled from the pistol they are ignited by the propelling
charge through the quickmrtch. The stars reach full brillifnice after traveling 40 
or 50 feet and riBe to a height of dappToxiTOtely 250 feet.

RELjAKS:

This series of signals is obsolescent.

I JL.OT 3 
jAPRL 1943

I F. S. OIV.

AIRCRAFT SIGNAL, DOUBLE STAR AN-M3I
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USE:

RESTRICTED ARMY - NAVY SIGNALS

Data:

LENGTH OF CARTHIDGE.............................. . 3.85 in. AIRCRAFT SIGNAL
DIAMETER OF CASE............................... . . . 1.54 in.
BURNING TIME................................ ..... . 7 seconds
ALTITUDE OF ZENITH OF TRAJECTORY. . 250 feet AN-M3? 

to
. AN-H42

series

Used as a method of emergency Identification of aircraft. a
METHOD OF PROJECTION:

The pyrotechnic pistol, AN-M8 is used to fire this signal.

DESCRIPTION;

A metal or plastic head containing the primer is crimped to the paper board 
shell case, the opposite end of which is closed with a cardboard wad* The colors 
of the stars are printed and painted on this wad, there being no means of night 
identification. Colors of stars are alBO indicated by the appropriately colored 
and number of bands on the case near the forward end. These signals are 
classified by the Army as the "Cea*tridge Type."

Identification of the AN-MS? to AN-M42 series of signals is as follows:

Designation Color of bands and Identification Top

AN-M37
A.N-M38
ANM39
AN-M40
AN-M41 
AN-M42

Red-Red 
Yellow-Yelltw 
Green-Green 
Red-Yellow 
Red-Green 
Green-Yellow

OPERATION;

Similar to the AN-M28 to AN-M33 series.

aircraft signals (cartridge type)

»
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Dati

Same as the AN-M2S to AN-M53 aeries, (see pageST,

DESCRIPTION:

This series has the single star instead 
of the double star of the AN-M28 to AN-M33 series.

ARMY - NAVY SIGNAL

SINGLE STAR 
AIRCRAFT SIGNAL

AN-MS4 - AN-M36
Series

Identification of the AN-M34 to AN-N33
series:

Designation

AN-M35
AN-M56

Color of Star 
fed 
Yellow 
Green

Embossed Letter
---------*------------

Y
G

REMARKS:
This series is not procured by the Navy.

Data:

Same as the AN-M37 to A.N-M42 series. (see page272) 

description:

This series has a single star instead
of the double star of the AH-H37 to AN-M42 series.

ARMY - NAVY SIGNAL

SINGLE STAR 
AIRCRAFT SIGNAL

Identification of the AN-M43 through 
AN-M45 series:
Designation Color of Star and Identification

IH-?33 Fe3
Top

AN-M43 - AN-K4S

AN-M44
AN-M45

Yellow 
Green

Data:

Same as the AH-M57 to AN-M42 series.

DESCRIPTION: .

Interchangeable with the AJ-M37 to 
AN-M42 series. There is no means of night 
identification.

Color ^.06111811^8 available are:
1. Red-Red
2. Yellow-Yellow
3. Green-Green
4. Red-Yellow
5. Red-Green
6. Green-Yellow

OPERATION;

U. 3. NAVY SIGNAL

TWO STAR

SIGNAL CARTRIDGE
Mk 3 Mod 3

Same as the AN-M37 to AN-M42 series except that the Navy Stars are 
ejected at the peak of the trajectory.

Data;

Similar to Ms 4 series.

DESCRIPTION:

Similar to the Ms 4 series.

ARMY - NAVY 3IGNAL

AIRCRAFT SIGNAL

AK-M53 to AN-M58 
seriesColor comblnatlinB:

1 Star
Re3-Pellow

Tracer 
rar<w;

AN-M54 Red-Rad Green
AN-M55 Green-Red G-eon
AN-M56 Green-Green Red
AN-M57 Rad-Red Red
AN-M58 Green-Red Red
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USE:

-----------

RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF CASE.........................................  
DIAMETER OF CASE....................................  
BURNING TIME.............................................  
BURNING TIME OF TRACER .......................  
altitude at zenith of trajectory .

. 3.85 in.

. 1.52 in.

. 5 Beconds 

.3-4 seconds

. 250 feet

U. S. NAVY SIGNAL
signal cartridge 

(TRACER WITH 
TWO STARS)

Mk 4 series

Double star aircraft signals used as 
a method of emergency identification of air
craft .

METHOD OF PROJECTION:

The Pyrotechnic Pistol, AN-N 8, la used to fire the signal.

DESCRIPTION:

The outer case is similar to that of the Me 3. The star charges are 
contained in an inner case tfiich aleo houses an ejector charge and tracer element 
Star color bands are the same as the bands on the Me 3 and, in addition, a 
narrower band forward of the star identification bands, indicates the color of 
the trader.

Color* comiimtions are:
Red-Red w th Red Tracer
Green-Green with Red Tracer
Red-Red with Green Tracer
Red-Yellw with Yellow Tracer
Red-Green with Red Tracer
Red-Green with Green Tracer

OPERATION:

The firing pin strikes the primer Igniting the propelling charge which, 
in turn, ignites the tracer in the inner case and expels the inner case from the 
barrel. The tracer becomes visible after traveling about twenty feet. At 
approximately 250 feet altitude the tracer ignites the ejection charge through 
the quick™, tch, the stars being ignited by the ejection charge through quickmatch 
as they are expelled from the inner case.

GREEN
HKD

CLOSI NG WAD

.'MANlJFAC
LOT NO. Tj 
DATE DECS 
INSPECTOR

TRACER

PRIMER-

PROPELLING CHARGE

QUICKMATCH

STAR CHARGE

INNER CASE

EJECTION CHARGE

SIGNAL CARTRIDGE (TRACER Ek TWO STARS) 
_________________ MK 4 SERIES__________________



The Very's cartridge is similar in appearance to a 10-gauge shotgun 
shell* The star charge ie a tightly-paoked cylinder of pyrotechnic mterial rei.ni 
forced with wire and wapped with quicLmtch. The propelling charge is composed 
of about 25 grains of black powder separated from the star charge by a hard felt 
pad.

RESTRICTED U. 3. NAVY SIGNAL

Data: *

STANDARD VETCYS CARTRIDGE
1. Red Star

a) Burning time . . * . . 7 seconds VERY SIGNAL LIGHT
b) CtunHe power . . . . 300

2. Whhte Star ♦
a) Burning time .... . . 6 seconds Mk 2
b) Candle power .... . . 250

3. Green' Star
a) Burning time ....
b) CanUe power ....

. . 5 seconds 

. . 600

USE:
Very's cartridges are used pri^u'lly as distress signede*.

DESCRIPTION:

Identification of the three types:

1.

2.

3.

Red. Star
a) Paper wrapping is red
b) dosing wad is corrugated 
Wite Star
a) Paper wrapping ie white
b) dosing wad has a smll cone in the center
Green Star
a) Paper Wapping ie green
b) Closing wad is smooth

OPERATION:
The Signal Pistol (Very) Mi 5 may 

M; 3 or Mi 4.
The primer ignites the propelling 

grojector and igniting the quickMtch which 
barrel and buims as it rises to a height of

be used as well as the hand projectors,

charge ej^tiling 
ignites the star 
about 200 feet.

the star out of the 
as it leaves the

PROPELLING CHAR 
PRIMER 
FELT W

OT1ITE ®EEN

VERY SIGNAL LIGHT MK 2
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-HINGE PIN 
-SAFETY COTTER PIN 
-STRIKER POI NT 
-PRIMER

RELEASE LEVER

■DELAY ELEMENT

■SECTION CHARGE

'ROTECHNIC CHARGE

5PENSON CABLE

ACHUTE 
)SING CAP

MK 6

AIRCRAFT E.l. SIGNAL
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Data:

LENGTH OF CYINDER..............................6,0 in.
DIAMETER OF CHJITOER . . . . t . 2.5 in .
WEIGHT OF SIGNAL...................................1.4 lb .
BURNING TIM........................................... 25 seconds
INTERVAL BETWEEN LAUNCHING

AND SUSPENSION..................... 2.75 seconds

U. 3. NAVY SIGNAL
AIRCRAFT 

EMERGENCY 
IDENTIFICATION 

STAR SIGNAL
Mt 6

USE:

Used primarily for identification purposes at night.
DESCRIPTION:

The body of the signal is an aluminum cylinder w,th a bouchon type of 
grenade flrlrg mechanism on one end and a met^l cap on the other. Contained in 
the body are the ejection charge, the pyrotechnic candle, and a silk, rayon, or 
paper parachute. The type and color of the signal star is printed on the side 
of the cylinder.

The closing cap on the lower end of the signal is embossed for night 
identification as indicated:

a) Red Star one dot
b) Witte Star etaaight inne
c) Green Star a wide

Ml three signals have an arc of a circle one inch in length embbBstd 
near the edge of the cap.

OPERATION:

The signal is initiated in the m Earner prescribed for all bouchon fuzed 
grenades. The 2.75 second delay, having been ignited by the primer, ignites the 
ejection cterge. The ejection charge pushes off the closihg cap, ex>®lling the 
pyrotechnic candle and the parachute, at the same time igniting the starting 
mixture through a quickmtch. The parachute opens and suspends the cand.e which 
burns for 25 seconds.

Data:

LENGTH OF CttJNNDR..............................10.0 inn
DIAMETER OF CYLNNDE..........................2.5 inn
WEIGHT OF SIGNNA.................................. 2.5 lb.
COLOR OF SIGWM................................... Red, Yellow,

Green, or Black
BURNING TIME  ......................25 seconds

U. S. NAVY SIGNAL
AIRCRAFT EMERGENCE 

IDENTIFICATION 
smOke SIGNAL

UF ------------------------------------------------------- '-----------

Enerftency identification for use in daylight.

DESCRIPTION:

Same as the Mt 6 except for the length and the cornposstion of the 
pyrotechnic cand.e.

The closing cap of the smoke signal is not embssed but is painted 
the approximate color of the sm^lte produced.

OPERATION:

Same as described for the Mt 6.
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AN-MK 4

AN-MK 5, MOD I
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RESTRICTED
Data.:

AN-Mk4 AN-MS-Mod 1
OVERALL LENGTH 13 In. ,T7 19 In.
DIAMETER OF BODY 3 in. . . . 3 In.
WIGHT 2 lb. . . . 4 lb.
BURNING TIME 3-3.6 mln. 15-17mIn.
TIME FROM IMPACT TO IGNITION 8-12 sec.
EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTITUDE Under 600 feet
VISIBILITY Night - 6 - 7 Mie.

ARMY - NAVY SIGNALS
NIGHT 

DRIFT SIGNALS
AN-Mk 4

AN-Mk 6 Mod 1

AIRCRAFT 
FLOAT LIGHT

Mk 6
(And Mods)

USE: -
To determine the drift of the plane from wiich it was dropped.
To murk the initial point of contact W.th a suburne.
To murk an object to wild an aircraft desires to call the attention o^ 

a surface vessel.
To determine the wind direction before landing.
To m»rk the landing deck on aircraft carriers for night lendinge.
To mirk the location of the surface of the water for emergency night 

landings.
DESCRIPTION:

The appearance of these signals differs in that the JANMk 4 has an ogival 
shaped, die cast nose W.th a lug on one side side so ttat the eigaal willturn and
not strike the bottom in sMllow rater, whill the AN-Mk 6 Mod 1 has a flat die cast
nose and its ovema.1 length is 6 inches tigrtthtr In both cases the die oast nose
contains a rater impact fuse. The bodies of both signals are made of hollow
wooden cylinders 3 inches in diameter, with one end tapered to a one inch diameter 
on w>ich the tail ass^ly is moiuited.

The pyrotechnic mixture is formed into pellets app^il^a*^ four inches 
long and 1.26 inches in diameter w.th a .022 inch hole concennFic with the lon- 
gitudina. ^e through wild the delay fuse passes. One pellet is used in the 
AN-Mk 4 and three pellets are used in the AN-Mk 6 Mod 1. The pellets are enclosed 
in a pyrotechnic tube to keep the hygroscopic matrn from absorbing moisture 
through the wooden body. Orrgina.ly pu*e tin ras used for this purpose, but in
recent lots lead and zinc have been substituted. Tie nose end of the signa 
is closed w.th a par^fin treated sealing disc, wiHe the tall is sealed with a 
metal cap.

Aircraft Float Light, M 6 Mod 0 consists of four AN-Mm 6 Mod 1 drift 
signals w^ch are contained in a square wooden body and. burn successively. Tie 
box is 20.26 inches long and 6.126 inches squre. The weight is 16 pounds and 
the burning tme is 46 The float light is released by hand from an
altitude of from 300 to 6000 feet. It gives off a fl^e 10 or 12 inches high
and grey smoke. The AN-M 6 Mod 2 is ignlted by a ptd.1 igniter which is pulled
when released. The light can be dropped from an a.ltltudt over 6000 feet.
OPERATION:

Wm launched from aircraft the drift signal falls nose down On impact 
with the surface of the water the pna*flned paper sealing disc is broken and 
the water drives the firing pin up again.t the primer. Tie flame from the 
primer ignites the time fuse witch rune the length of the hole through the center 
of the pyrotechnic pellets and give the drift signal enough time to return to the 
surface and right itself. The tn fuse ignites a length of qi^^ckm^tch witch 
in turn ignites the starting mixture and then the pyroteohnlc pellets. The 
gases evolved break open the pyrotechnic, tube and foroe -out the cap wilch seals 
the discharge tube in the tail. A bright flame 12 - 16 inches high and a w^te 
smoke are produced witch are visible for six to seven miles on a clear night.
REMJRCB:

These signaLs ma be used for day signaLs but under certain conditions 
observation is difficult.
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MK I a MODS.
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RE STR IcTED

Data:

OVERALL LENGTH........................... 11.80 In.
DIAMETER OF CAE....................... 3.46 in.
WEIGHH...................................  3.5 lbB.
WEIGHT OF DYE........................... 2.-75 lbe.
WEIGHT OF BURSTING CHARGE:. . 30 grams
EFFECTIVE RELEASING ALTITUDE Up to 1000 ft.
VISIBILITY.................................... 3000 yds from

_ deck of ship;
5 mi. from air
craft.

U. 3. NAVY MARKER

DAY
DEPTH CHARGE

MARKER
Mark 1, Mod 1

USE:

To indicate the initial point of contact with submaaines and provide a 
reference point for further search and attack during day operation.

DESCRIPTION;

The marker consists of a circular wooden block on which ie mowned a 
grenade - firing mechanism with a 15 second delay. Fluorescein dye i« contained 
in two cylindrical paper cans, one attached to each flat side of the wooden block, 
and a celluloid tube containing the black powder bursting charge is attached 
to the delay element and extends through the wooden block into the paper cans. 
The dye is rusty red in color when dry, but a water solution of the dye is 
yellow-green.

OPERATION:

The jm.rker is clasped fimly in one hand being sure that the release 
lever ie held againet the body of the marker. With the other hand, the safety 
ring which ie attached to the safety cotter pin is pulled and the maker is 
launched by throwing it over the side. Wen the marker is released, the spring 
loaded striker forces the release lever off and the striker rotating about a 
hinge pin hits the primer that ignites the 15 second delay fuse. The delay gives 
the marker sufficient time to reach the water and float on the surface, and then 
ignites the bursting charge. The gases evolved burst the dye conta.ners and 
spread the dye on the water forming a yellow-green slick about 40 feet in 
diameter that lasts for 45 to 60 minutes.
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TEAR STRIP 

PULL RING

CALCIUM PHOSPHIDE 

SCREEN

CONTAINER

TUBE

CALCIUM CARBIDE

CALCIUM PHOSPHIDE

DEPTH CHARGE MARKER (NIGHT) MK 2
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Data:

OVEMJ,L LENGTH........................... 7 In,
DIAMETER OF CASE.......................6 in.
WEIGHT............................................. 2,5 lbs.
EFFECTIVE RELEASING ALTITUDE Up to 3000 ft .
VISIBILITY ... 4 miles from deck of ship.

... 10 miles from aircraft.
BURNING TDffi................................55 mln.
IGNITION TIME (after 70 - TO sec.

U. S. NAVY MURDER

NIGHT DEPTH
CHARGE MARKER

Mark 2

USE: „

To indicate the initial point of contact with submaines and provide a 
reference point for further search and attack during night operations.

DESCRIPTION:

The mfker is a sealed, cylindrical, meeal container that has a 
centrally looated tube Wiich ie eealed on both ends by tear strips with a pull ring 
attached and contains cal dim phosphide. The min charge is calcim carbide that 
surrounde the central tube and is held in one end by a screen. This produces 
a concentration of weight at one end and allows the marker to float in an upright 
position.

OPERATION:

After the two tear strips are pulled off, the is launched by
throwing it overboard. W^er enters through the smi i holes In the bottom and 
reacts with both the cal elm carbide producing an Inflmrnm^le gas, acetylene* and 
cal dm phosphide producing a spontaneously ignited gas, phosphine. Both 
gases escape from the sml! holes in the top and ignite within 70 - 90 seconds 
after impact with. the water. In extremely cold weather, the ignition delay 
my be somelmt longer. The resulting flame is about 9 inches high and if it 
should be put out by rough water, the gases will ignite again.
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RESTRICTED ARMY - NAVY SIGNAL

Data:

LENGTH OF BOID.............................. . 10.0 in.
GREATEST DIAMETER (nise) . . 
THICKNESS OF CASE.........................

. 3.5 in.

. 0.07 in. DAY DRIFT SIGNAL
COLO?. OF POWDER SLICK. . . . . Chrome yellow

USE:
This signal may be used fir a reference

AN-Mk 1point fir air navigation.

DESCRIPTION:
The cabe 1b composed of a waterproofed paper pulp ehell pressed in the film 

if a tear drip with four fins firmed. on the*tail cone with a diameter apprixi^tely 
the same as the greatest diameter of the niee section* The only other element of 
this signal is the very fine metallic powder filling which nearly fills the cavity.

OPERATION*
Wien the signal 1b dropped into the water the shell Breaks allowing the 

powder fillirg to spread out on the surface end form a slick visible to 15,000 feet.

REMAR X 3;
1. The Drift Signal, Day. AN-Me 1 ia a BuAer and not a BuOrd Item.
2. This mwRter hts replaced the Drift Signal M25 Which ia now obsolete.

RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF SIGNAL.........................................5.75 In.
DIAMETER OF CARTRIDGE......................... 0.85 in.

USE:
To Be used in the following 

miniature practice bombs: AN-Hk5 Mod 1, 
MJd.9, MH9 Mod 1, AJhlMSJ, Mt39, AN-Mk43.

Ti indicate the point if impact 
if practice bimba.

ARMY - NAVY SIGNAL

MINIATURE PRACTICE
BOMB SIGNAL

AN-Mk 4

DESCRIPTION:
The signal cartridge is a 10 gauge paper shotgun shell if extra length 

containing a primer, black piWler excelling charge, paper disc and 10 gauge gun 
wad, pyrotechnic smoke charge, and felt wad.

OPERATION:
On impaot the material if the target forces the bomb firing pin inti the 

primer igniting the expelling charge which expels and ignites the signal charge 
as it leaves the open tail section if the bomb. A reddish flash and white smoke
puff are produced..

REMARKS:
Used in the same practice bombs as the AN-Mk4 is the Miniature

Bimb Signal, AN-Mk5 Mod 0 consisting if a plastic cylinder 1.75 in. long 
tainlng flourescein dye released in the water’s surface When the case is

Practice 
cin- 
briken

in impact.
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Data;

LENGTH OF CURTIDGE.......................................3.8 Ln.
DIAMETER OF CURTIDGE...................................1.5 In.
NUZZLE VELOCITY OF PROJECTILE .... 300 ft/sec.
WEIGHT OF DYE FILLING...................................26 emaiiis

ARMY' - NAVY CARTRIDGE

SLICK MARKER

CARTRIDGE
AN-Mk 1

USE:
Primarily to provide reference pointe 

for aircraft engaged in anti-submarine warfare.

DESCHIPTION;

The cartridge Is composed of b shotgun type case containing a primer, a black 
powder propelling charge, and the projectile. The projectile has a thin Bl'mlmm 
case and contains 2S grams of flouresceln dye and a black powder bursting charge 
initiated by a Bickford type fuse.

METHOD OF LAUNCHING;

The marker cartridge is fired in the AN-M 8 pyrotechnic pistol which, 
may be held in the hand or moiuited in the Ml moiuit.

To obtain a vertical drop of the projectile relative to a point on the 
water surface the pyrotechnic pistol is pointed do-wre^d and aft at the following 
angles from the vertical depending on the ground speed.

Speed in knots: 25 50 75 100 125 150 175

Aigle from vertical: 8° 16° 23° 34° 45° 58° 90°

OPERATION; -----------------------------

Wien the cartridge ie firrf the black powder in the head of the case propels 
the projectile from the pistol and at the same time ignites the Bickford fuse. The 
fuse bums for about eleven seconds before igniting the bfsting charge which expels 
the flouresceln dye out into the water. The projectile has a positive buoyancy
end will remain near or at the surface until a smBl., bright green slick is 
created.

REMARKS:

This cartridge should not be fired from altitudes greater than 500 feet 
except in case of an emergency.

RESTRICTED

Data.;

LENGTH OF MARKER......................................... 10.875 in.
DIAMETER OF CUE......................................... 3.375 In.
WEIGHT OF MXRKE......................................... 2.9 lbs.

ARMY - NAVY MARKER

SLICK MARKER

A.N-Mf59
USE;

Standard all purpose sea mirk er for 
daylight uae:

1. To provide reference points
2. UH in determining drift.
3. Provide practice bombing 

targets on water.

DESCRIPTION:

This marker consists of a paper compoostion case filled with a 
flouresceln dye. It is protected by a cylinder of paper-mach.e which does not inter
fere with its function.

METHOD OF LAUNCHING;

Dropped by hand from b plane.

OPERATIONS

Upon impact with water the case shatters and the dye spreads upon 
the surface.
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SMOKE MIXTURE (FAST) SMOKE MIXTURE (SLOW)

WHITE SMOKE GRENADE, HC, AN-MS

286
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Data:

LENGTH OF SIGNAL............................S.Tln.
DIAMETER OF SIGWNA.......................2.5? In.
WEIGHT OF SIGNA . , . . . . . 1,60 lb.
BURNING TIME.................................... 3.B minutes
DELAY TIME . .................................... 3 seconds

ARMY - NAVY GRENADE

WHITE SMOKE 
GRENADE
HC, AN-M8

use:

To attract attention to aviation personnel who have made a forced landing.

DESCRIPTION:

The cylindrical sheet meeal case is nearly full of a solid smoke mixture. 
A circular zinc cup containing a starting mijrture is located in a depression left 
in the top of the smoke and is desglned to be initiated by a bouchon type
of grenade firirg mectarniem. Atoeaive tape covers four 1/4 inch holes in the top of
the case until the signal is ready for firnng.

The grenade is painted gray and marked in yellow with one band, the symbol 
of the filler, ’w’, and the word "smoke-.

OPERATION:

The release lever cotter pin having been removed the release lever is 
freed by the operator as the grenade is thrown, and is forced off by the striker 
which is at all times under tension of its spring. The striker moves on ite hinge 
and fires the primer which ignites a delay element that in turn ignites the 
startling mxt'ure.

The starting mixture burns through the zinc cup and starts a chemical 
reaction in the smoke mature generating considerable heat with the formation of 
zinc chloride. The zinc chLoride escapes into the air as a gray-white smoke 
composed of finely divided solid particles. These particles are highly 
hygroscopic and become very obscuring liquid particles. The grenade burns for 
about three and a half minutes at full volume.

OTHER SMOKE GRENADES SIMILAR TO AN-M 8

Colored Suoi.e Grenade. M16 (obsolescent)
Same as AJN-M3, may have red, yellow, green, orange, violet, or black smoke

Colored Smoke Grenade, 1HB
Same as ”16 with burning reduced to one minute for a more dense smoke. 
Available colors are red, green, yellow, violet.

Colored Streamer Smoke Bom>. M87
Eight MIS grenades are Inserted into a tube to form a grenade train 
providing a colored smoke stream type bomb for use as a visual signal 
for Oboe eouipped aircraft. For complete data and illustration 
see page 323 .

Fed Smoke Grenade. AN-M4
Has a shorter fuze lever and issued in a metal container with three 
flaps designed to be bent outward to provide additional bearing sur
face for use in mud or snow.
The AN-M4 iB not procured by the Navy. .
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Data;

OVERALL LENGTH OF CARTRIDGE . 7.69 In. 
DIAMETER OF TUB ..... . 1.56 In.
PERSISTENCE OF SMOKE ... .50 seconds
DIAMETER OF SMOKE PUFF . . .20 - 25 ft.
FUNCTIONING DELAY...................2-3 seconds
SMOKE COLORS AVAILABLE . . .

T43 . . . . Red
T44 .... Orange 
T45 .... Yellow
T46 .... Green

U. 0. ARMY SIGNAL

AIRCRAFT

SMOKE SIGNALS
T43 - T47 Series

T47 .... Violet

USE;

Assembly marker (planes' squadron leader designates his position by 
using the smoke signal and the reminder of the planes can thus readily assemble 
in the required forrnttion.)

METHOD OF LAUNCHING;

The signal is fired from the pyrotechnic pistol A^-Mfi.

DESCRIPTION:

The cartridge is composed of an aluminum outer tube containing a primer, 
the propelling charge, and the inner tube which houses the delay and relay elements, 
the detonator, and smoke charge. The smoke charge is made up of 1.5 ounces of 
EC powder and 1.5 ounces of dye.

OPERATION;

Wien the signal is fired from the pistol the primer ignites the expelling 
charge ejecting the inner case and simultaneously ignites the delay and relay, 
firing the detonator. The detonator sets of the EC-dye mixture.

REMARKS;

This signal is much more dangerous to handle than other pyrotechnics, 
its action being comparable to an HE grenade.
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RED STAR SIGNAL, M73

2 RED STAR DISTRESS SIGNAL, T49



RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF OUBRII^..........................5.0 in.
DIAMETER OUTER CASS........................ 1.125 In.
ALTITUDE OF TRAJECTORY...................... 100 - 200 ft.
BURNING TIME.........................................6-8 sec.
COLOR OF -TAR.................................... Red

U. S. ARMY SIGNAL

TWO RED STAR 
DISTRESS SIGNAL

T49

USE:

Emergency rescue signal (life raft).

DESCRIPTION:

The signal is contained in a cylinder which houses the stars and the firing 
meclunism. This mechanism consists of a pull release fork and a spring loaded 
firing pin.

OPERATION:

The tape is removed from the top cover and the cover is removed. The 
release fork is pulled, the flrhig pin is released and hits the primer initiating 
the delay. After two to four seconds the first red star is ejected and after three 
to five seconds the second red star is ejected.

RDMAK8:

Thie signal is not procured by the Navy.

RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGGT................................................. 2.25 in.
DIAMEEEE............................................. 1.0 in.
ALTITUDE OF TRAJECTORY................. 200 ft.

U. S. ARMY SIGNAL

SINGLE RED STAR 
DISTRESS SIGNAL

M73

USE:

anmrgency signa..

DESCRIPTION:

The signal is composed of an aluminum cylinder,one end of Wilch contains 
a primer and the other a cork plug. The pyrotechnic compsstion is located below 
the cork plug.

OPERATION:

The flrnig pin of the Pyrotechnic Discharger, MIO strikes the primer and 
the signal star is projected to the altitude of 200 feet.

REMAPS:

This signal is not procured by the Navy.
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Type Length (In) Rowier Clharge (grtma)
Type A 2.25 14
Type S 2.25 17
Type C 4.0 22
Type D 4.0 , 30
Type E 4.75 .35

U. B. WAVY CARTRIDGE

AIRCRAFT ENGINE

STARTER CARTRIDGE

USE:

Designed to furnish power for startmg aircraft engines.
DSCfllPTION: ~ '

Similar to shotgun cartridge In appearance. ConsSsta of a paper tube 
Inserted into a brass head containing an electric primer element and a smU 
charge of black powder. Explosive charge Is amokeeess powier.

iblili
AIRCRAFT ENGINE

STARTER CARTRIDGES



663970 O - 45 - 20

RESTRICTED

Data:

OVERALL LENGTH ........................................ 10.75 In.
DIAMETER OF CA3S.......................................2.44 In.
WEIGH............................................................ 4.31 lb*
BURNING TIMM ...........................................1.5 nin*
LIGHT INTENSITY..................... 110,000 candle power
COOLO..........................................................White
MAXIMUM EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTITUDE 1200 ft .
RATE OF FALL AFTER IGNITION . . .550 ft./min.

U. 3. NAVY FLARE

MKI FLARE

(And Mod.)

use:

It is used to iHiminate an area for emergency night landings by certain 
co/i5rcl.al type aircraft in use by the Navy.

DESCRIPTION:

The flare is issued in a her/t^Lc^ly sealed aluminim case called a 
projector tube.. One end of this tube is closed by a odal cap and sealed by a 
gasket. The other end narrows down into a smaai knob with an electrical terminal
in the extreme end. The tube is cylindrical for most of its length.

The projector tube contains an inner case and a propelling charge of , 
black powder. The Inner case contains an ejection charge, the pyrotechnic candle 
and a parachute. The ejection charge is in the after end of the inner case and 
the delay fuse and interrupter medniam are m outed on the outside of the same 
end of the inner case.

The electrical terminal at the end of the projector tube is cOIiiecttd 
through a toggle switch in the pilot's compartment to the lighting system of the 
plane.
RELEASING METHOD:

The projector tube which is constructed as an integral pwrt of the flare 
iB fixed by clamp bands to a bracket in the after end of the fuselage wiere the 
firing circuit is connected Mun the flares are loaded. The projector tube re
mains. in the bracket when the flare is released or expelled by closing the switch 
in the cod^lt*

OPERATION:

Wien the electrical circuit is completed in the codqpit the propelling 
charge is ignited and the inner case is forced out of the projector tube. The 
propellant ignites the delay fuse which burns until the inner case is approximately 
40 feet from the plane and then, through an explosive lead in, ignites the ejection 
charge which, in turn, forces the pyrotechnic candle and attached parachute from 
the inner case and, simultaneously, the ejection charge ignites the candle.

An interrupter mechanism between the delay fuse and the ejection charge in 
the inner case prevents the functioning of the flare until the inner case has 
left .the projector tube and is clear of the plane.
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RE3TRI CTED

Data

OVERALL LENGTH . 
DIAMETER OF CASE 
WEIGHT . . . . 
BURNING TIME . . 
I NTENSITY . . .

27 In.
4.75 In.

18 lb.
3 mln,

300,000 candle

COLOR ............................................................  
EFFECTIVE RELEASING ALTITUDE . . . 
RATE OF FALL AFTER IGNITION . . .

power.
Wil t e .
1200 - 5000 ft.
350 ft/min.

U. 8. NAVY FLARE

MK. 4 FLARE

(AND MODS)

USE:

1, Primrily, it is used to illuminate an area to permit the landing of air
craft.

2, Occasiorally, it la used for reconnoitering, bombing, and blinding anti
 aircraft defenses. • 

DESCRIPHOB:

The coiapP&te flare consists of a parachute and i1 nimtii^an-h. contained in a shel
lac-impregnated chip board tube closed at the ends by chip board discs which are 
held in place by gummed cloth and sealed with paraffin. There are two metal steady
ing bands fastened around the case against which the steadying forks of the bomb 
rack rests. The crappete flare is issued in a water-proof metal container,

RELEASING MEETHt^I^:

1. Bomb rack or shackle release: Mk 50 and Mk 51 racks; Mk 3 (and Mods.)
shackles; Mk 4, Mod. 2 and above shack.es; 
Mk 5 and Mods, shackles.

—*5F°r this type of release support bands are required, being shipped with 
the flare and attached in positions indicated on the flare. The Mk 35 and
Me 41 racks are not designed to operate with less than. 100 lb. load snd 
should not be used with this flare.

2. AtopVer Release (chute or holder): The flare .s J-nsertecl into the atepter
w,th the heavy end down and the rip cord 
is secured on a hook In this plane. The 
flare is released by a switch fr<m the 
coc^lt.

3. Coeckit Release (Not recommended except in emergency): An additional 10
feet of rip cord is attached to the 
aiming plate of rip cord and the other 
end is secured to seme substantial p^t 
in the plane. The flare is released in 
a vertical position, heavy end down, 
with as much downward velocity as possi
ble so that it will be well clear of the 

    plane when rip cord is taut.

OPERATIOE:

As the flare is dropped from the plane, the arming plate of the rip cord is 
retained by the plane and the rip cord is pulled from the side of the flare case to 
wMch it is fastened by gummed cloth tape. As the flare continues to fall, the rip 
cord, wH.ch is wound around a wd'dden spool inaid® th® end of the flare cas®,is un
wound tearing away the end of the flare case. The end disc and spool fall away as 
the parachute tube is pulled from the flare case and retained by the rip cord. The 
parachute is pulled out of its tube by the weight of the iHiminant and flare case 
and causes the parachute and parachute shrouds to straighten out. Wen the parachute 
and parachute shrouds are fully extended, a small cord attached to the release key 
piUls the release key down allowing the rip cord to slip through the key and the 
flare falls free.

An ignition wUro is attached to the suspension cable in such a maimer that it 
is pulled before the cable is fully extended. Four friction wires are attached to 
the ignition wire and run through primer cups of match compound. This ignites a 
double quickmatch train wldch burns down the outside of the iHminant case and 
igni tea the primer cdnppdltldn wtdch in turn ignites the first fir’s and iHimlnant. 
Wien the parachute opens, the iHiminant is pulled out of the flare case, and flare 
case falls clear. Full suspension and ignition occur about 30 - 50 feet below the 
plane.
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ARMING P_ATE - 
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Data

OVERALL LENGTH........................................ 27 1 n.
DIAMETER OF FLARE CAAE.....................4.75 In.
TOJlaHT .......................................................18 lb.
BURNING TIM.............................................3 min.
INTENSITY * * * .................................... 750,000 candle

power*
COLOR ..................................................ME Sand ME 5

Mods 1 & 2 are 
whhte; Mk 5 Mods 
3-7, yellow*

EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTITUDE * * 3500 - 15000 ft*
TERMINAL VELOCITY (Before

ignition) ■ * 225 ft/aec*
RATE OF FALL (After ignition)* * 450 ft/ min*

U* S* NAVY FLARE

MK. 5 FLARE 
(AND MODS.)

USE:

To iHiminate an area for reconnoitering, bombing, or landing*

DESCRIPTION:

The complete flare consists of a parachute and iliminant and impregnated chip 
board case* It is closed on the parachute end by several layers of chipboard diacs 
held in place by gummed cloth tape and sealed with paraffin, and on the fuze end, 
which con'tains the Ensign Bickford fuze, by a metal cover* There are two metal 
steadying bands fastened around the case against which the steadying forks of the 
bomb ruck rests. The compete flare in its case la issued in a water-proof metal 
container.

OPERATOR:

The settirg of the Ensign Bickford time delay fuze is made by turning the lock 
screw on the metal firirg mechanism housing to the desired delay, which is indicated 
on the bevel of the fuze setting ring* The numbers indicates the vertical distance 
the fuze will drop before igniting* Wien the correct setting is obtained, the firing 
mechanism is secured by screwing the lock screw until its point is buried in the 
flare case*

Wien the flare ia released from the plane, the aiming plate is retained on the 
plane, the rip cord is torn from the side of the flare case and the cover on the 
fuze end ie flipped off* The rip cord is attached to the snap cord that passes 
around. a lug on the firng lever and is secured to the fuze block* As the flare 
continues to fall, the snap cord is pulled, overcoming the lever spring and cocking 
the firirg lever* Wien a tension of allroximtaly 38 pounds ia reached in the snap 
cord, it breaks releasing the firing lever and the lever spring then drives the
flrirg lever back against the fulminate of mercury primer* The flare now falls free*

The primer ignites the black powder pellets in the fuze plunger and the expand
ing gases from the burning black powder propells the sharp point of the plunger 
radially outward into the Ensign Bickford time fuze* There are three small holes
near the point of the plunger which aioow some of the flame to escape from the in
side of the plunger into the powder of the ETglsn Bickford fuze that causes its 
ignition* The ti^me fuae•buris its predetermined length at the rate of approximately
12 inches per 60 seconds, and ignites the quickmatch under the firirg block*

The flash produced by the quickmatch. Ignites the /ire cracker fuse stapled 
to the ignition complsltloi* The gases evolved when the ignition conplsitloi begins 
to burn force the end discs out at the parachute end then the parachute and illttai- 
nant* The parachute tube which is of split construction falls awiy, the parachute
opens and the retention cable slides through trigger snap on the end of the shroud 
lines until it reaches the cable stop* A short length of cable on one side of the 
cable stop suspends the flare case, and a longer length on the other side suspends 
the i1 uHHiWt* This keeps the case from dropping as a missile hazard* The sudden 
shock caused by the cable stop mking contact with the trigger snap is taken up by 
a shock absorber* Th.s is done by pulling a cable containAlead balls called snubbers 
through a hole wlrich is of smiler diameter than the diameter of the snubb^a, and as 
each snubber passes through the hole, part of it is sheared off, thus absorbing part 
of the shock* The last ball is of much greater diameter and acts as a stop*

REMARKS:

In later models a new type of shock absorber eliminates the use of lead snub
bers* The cable pulls through a coTilection in iMch friction absorbs the shock
of the parachute opening*
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B E S TR IC TED

Data

OVERALL LENGTH.....................................37.75 in*
D^AMEteR Of CASE * * * * * • * * 5*4 in*
WJIGHT . . * . ... .. ...30 lbs .

INTENSITY.............................................. 1,000,000 can
dlepower*

COLOR ...................,...........................Ylllcw
EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTITUDE * * * 3500 - 15000 ft. 
TERMINAL VELOCITY (Before

ignition) * * 225 ft/sec,
RATE OF FALL (After Ignition)* * 450 ft/min*

use:

To iUirainate a large area for reconnoiterif 
blinding effect on the operators of anti-aircraft

U* S* NAVY FLARE

MK. 6 FLARE 
(AND MODS.)

5 and bombing, and also as a 
wMDfflU*

DBClOFTIONi

The complete flare consists of the iUiminant, a parachute, and an auXllary 
parachute contained in a shellac impregrnted chipboard case* The case is dosed on 
the parachute end by several layers of chipboard discs held in place by gummed doth 
tape and sealed with paraffin and on the iHimlnant end by an Ensign Bickford time 
fuze and a cover. To the snap cord of the Ensign Bickford fuze is attached
the rip cord wlhch is taped down along the side of the flare case*. There are two 
metal steadying bands around the case against Wh-ch the studying forks or sway 
braces of the bomb racks rest* The flare is issued in a water-proof metal container 
and should be kept there at all times when not installed in an aircraft*

RELEASING METHOES:

1* Aircraft Flare container-- 86e P*ge 301

2* Bomb Rack or StoOlfl.es - Mk 50 and ^ods tocks Mc 3 and Mods S^i^^les 
MM 51 Mods Racks Mk 4 and Mods Shackles

Mk 5 and Mods Stockles

For this type of release, support bands are required, which are shipped 
with the flare and attached in positions indicated an the flare* Tig flare is sus
pended on the racks and shackles with the fuze end forward* The Mk 35 and Mc 41 
racks are not designed to operate with a load less than 100 lbs*, and should not be 
used with this flare*

3* Adapter Release - Due to the size of thia flare, it cannot be installed in 
the flare adapter used for the Mt 5 flare*

4* Coc^lt Release - (Not Recommended except in emergency) - An additional 
10 feet of rip cord is attached to the arming plate on the rip cord and the other
end is secured to some substantial pvt in the plane* The flare 1b launched by
throwing it over the side in a vertical position with the fuze end up*

OPERATION!

Wen the flare is released, the aiming plate is retained by the plane and the 
rip cord is torn frtm the side of the case, flipping the metal cover off of the En
sign Bickford fuse* (The operation of the fuze is the same as given in the Me 5 
flare)•

The gases evolved when the ignition ca^plaitian begins to burn, forces the end 
out of the flare case, foioowed by the auxiliary parachute, the parachute in its caset 
and the iU\minant* The flare case falls clear* The auxiliary parachute opens and
retards the parachute in its case to wkhLch it is attached, and the iniminate puLls 
the parachute out of its case* The au^iiHaiy parachute and parachute case fall away 
Aid the parachute opens*

REMARKS:

This flare also incorporates a shock absorber as used in the Me 5 wth either 
lead balls passing through a holo of smaler diameter than the load balls, of' a 
special cowr.jetton utilising friction to absorb shook of the parachute opening*

The AN-Mc 6 Mod 5 dif^TS frra the M 8 in that the arming w,re■ has sw.ve! 
loops instead of an aiming plate; the AN-Me 6 Mod 5 rt.ll replace the AH-M 26*
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*

U* S* NAVY

AIRCRAFT FLARE 
CONTAINER

Mk 1 Mid 0

USS:

The Mk 1 Mod 0 la an electrically operated jettiaorable container for carrying 
six Aircraft Parachute Flares of the Mk 6 type only, wh.ch may be released one at 
a time by electrical impulses from a 24 7 battery* The container may be suspended 
from any standard single or double hook bomb rack.

CONSTRUCTION AND LOADING:

It is necessary to cock the mechanism manuaHy before the container can be 
loaded or unloaded. The container holds six flares, three on each side of the ver
tical panel, and one above the other* The dividing panel assembly supports the 
flares by metal aims or chocks. The flares are loaded Wth the fUze end aft and the 
end of the lanyard is secured to the container* The energy for the operation of the 
container is stored in torsional springs and released by a solenoid*

By Wiring in series, several containers can be operated to secure an uninter
rupted. release of a series of more than six flares*

OPERATION:

When the solenoid is energized, ths spring loaded plunger, wUch Is linked 
^^^thulc^^l-ly to the release rack, retracts co■mpPeSely, thereby effecting the release 
of one flare* The solenoid plunger Mil re^in retracted so long as the current
is on* To release another flare, the circuit mast be broken long enough to allow
the spring loaded plunger to return to the nor^l position before applying the next 
impuuse* The maximum rate of release is about 10 flares per second which is the 
highest rate practicable in order to prevent interference between the individual 
flares *

The cocking lever should always be in the 'safety* position when on the ground 
and only switched over to the 'operational' position before the plane takes off* 
Correctly loaded flares are a fire hazard since they are always armed*

remarks:

When the container is used in a bombay, it is intended that it be used without
the nose and tail fairings, and if desirable, the spring doors may also be removed*

•
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Data:
OVERALL LENGTH......................................... 25.0 In.
DIAMETER OF CAE................................ 4.75 in.
WIGHT AS DROPPED..................................... 16.0 lb.
BURNING TDM.........................................3 - 3.5 n in.
DOLOR ar U(HT.................................. Yellow (pale)
INTENSITY OF LIGHT . . . 600,000 candle power 
MINIMUM EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTI'njDE-2500 ft, 
RATE OF FALL AFTER IGNITION ... 500 ft/min.

ARMY - NAVY FLARE

AN-MK 8 
parachute FLARE

(And Mods)

use:

This flare was developed specifically for night anti-submarine warfare.

DESCRIPTION:

Thia flare la the aame aa the Mt 4 flare (aee page 296) except that 
the oter^l length is 2 inches shorter and the iUiudnant in the MOD 0 and MOD 1 
has a 90 second delay fuse through its center or a 120 second delay in the MOD 2.
RELEASING METHODS:

Same as for the Mt 4 flare (see page 290).

OPERATION

Similar to the Mt 4 flare, except that lien the ignition wire attached to 
the suspension cable is pulled it pulls the friction wires in the Ensign Bickford 
Fue igniter, igniting the delay fuss running through the center of the illminant. 
Wen .the parachute opens, the iHiaiinant is pulled out of the flare case, and 
the flare ease falls away. The sudden shock caused by the opening of the 
parachute is taken up by a shock absorber of the solder baLls and aperture type 
employed on the MM 4 flare. Full suspension of the flare occure approrlMtely 30 - 
50 feet below the plane and 90 or 120 seconds later the first fire of the 
iiuimlnant is ignited by the delay.

RINUKBl

The fork 0 MOD 1 and 2 flare can be launched at speeds up to 220 knots, 
but the foot 8 flare Uch does not have the snubbers for the shock absorber effect 
should not be launched at speeds greater than 150 taiots.

Further developments are in progress in an attmpt to incorporate a 
selective delay fuse with a range of delay up to 165 seconds.



RE3THICTEI

END DISC COVER

CABLE STOP

SHROUD CORD
GAS CHECK

SUSPENSION CABLE

ILLUMINANT COMPOSITION

IGNITION COMPOSITION

FIRING MECHANISM

COMPRESSION RING
QUICKMATCH

FUSE SETTING RING

5^
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RESTRICTED

Data:

OVERALL LENGTH.......................... 37.75 in.
DIAMETER OF CASE......................5.4 In.
WEIGHT............................ .... 30 lb.
BURKING TIXE............................3 Bin.
LIGHT INTENSITY.....................  750,000 candle

power
COLO.............................................Pale Yellow
EFFECTIVE release ALTITUDE . 3500 - 15,000 ft.
TERMINAL VELOCITY ................. 225 ft/sec.

(Before ignition) .................
RATE OF FAL.............................. 450 ft/min.
(After ignition)

U. 3. NAVY FLARE

AIRCRAFT
PARACHUTE FLARE

MK 10 MOD 0

USE:

To illiminate an area for reconnoitering, bombing, or landing.

DESCRIPTION;

The Aircraft Parachute Flare, M^k 10 Mod 0 haB the earne dimensions ae 
the Aircraft Parachute Flare Mark 6 and Mode, The internal construction 1b similar 
to the Aircraft Parachute Flare Hark 5 and Mode except that the Mark 10 Mod 0 
haa a meta, suspension cup to which the suspension cable and pyrotechnic cancHe 
la fastened, and the Mk 5 and Mods has a wooden suspension base block.

OPERATION;

The operation of this flare is similar to the Aircraft Parachute Flare, 
MR 5 and Noda. See page 297.

REWAK3:

Though thie flare has a specified light intensity of 750,000 candle 
power, tests have shewn that it has a light intensity of 800,000 to 850,000 
cantt.4 power. In the future it ^y be mauuactured so as to have a light 
intensity of approximtely 1,000,000 candle power.
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RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF CASE................................... 35.75 in.
DIAMETER OF CA3E..............................5.37 in .
WEIGHT OF FILAE..............................0O!b 3
BURKING TIME  .............................. .... 3 minutes
COLOR OF LIMH.................................. Palo Yellow
INTENSITY OF LIGHT.......................... 1,000,000 candle

power
FUNCTIONING DELAY..........................90 - ISO seconds

selective before takeoff
MINIMUM RELEASE ALTITUDE .... 2500 - 4000 fU.

U. 3. NAVY FLARE

AIRCRAFT

PARACHUTE FLARE

MK II MOD 0

use:

The ALrarafU Paraohute Flare, Mark 11 Mod 0 will supplement Uhe Aircraft 
Parachute Flare, Murk 8 and Mode, for use In night anti-ubimarine warfare.

DUOlIPTICffi

The shellac im>re^ated chip-board case of this flare has two meea! 
•Utadying bends, fastened thereto and is closed at Uhe parachute end by a chip
board disc held in place by a gummed cloth and sealed with paraffin. The rip cord 
is wound around a spool aU Uhe parachute end of Uhe flare and *s attached to Uhe 
parachute tube through a release key. The parachute and parachute shrouds are 
enclosed in the parachute tube. The shrouds are aUtaohed Uo a suspension cable 
rtd-oh in turn in attached to the illiminant assembly.

The fuse end of the flare is closed by a meUal fuze and cover which 
mut be r»oved when setting Uhe fuze. Imnediitely below the cover is a firing 
lanyard with a swivel loop on one end and a clip type loop on Uhe other.

The selective delay ignition device is similar Uo Uhe fuze used in 
Uhe Mk 6 and Mk 6 type of aircraft parachute flares, Uhe chief difference being 
that the fuze is initiate, by a pull cord running through Uhe center of Uhe 
iHiminant instead of by a firing lanyard. The pull cord is attached Uo Uhe
suspension cable. A safety screw keeps Uhe firUr^ lever of Uhe fuze in position 
during shipping. A friction type snubber is employed aU Uhe lower end of Uhe 
suspension c^le.
operation

The mst^ fuze end cover is removed and Uhe firing lanyard w.Uhdrawn. The 
clip type loop of Uhe meeal lanyard is attached Uo Uhe ring on Uhe end of Uhe 
rip cord, and Uhe swivel loop is attached Uo Uhe arming wire retainer of Uhe 
launching g^ar. A selective delay setting is made by pulling up on Uhe index pin, 
turning Uhe indicator Uo Uhe required delay, and then releasing Uhe index pin.
The safety scr^ is removed.

As Uhe flare falls away from Uhe aircraft Uhe swivel loop of Uhe firUig 
lanyard is held by the arming wire retainer. The rip cord, tfiich is fastened to 
the metal lanyard through the clip type loop, unwinds from the wooden spool inside 
Uhe end of the flare casing, thus tearing away the end of the flare casing. 
The rip cord then pUs out the spool and the parachute tube containing the 
parachute. The spooI falls aw^. 8ince the parachute tube is held by the rip
cord, Uhe pyrotechnic cand.e and flare case fall away. Tie weight of the candle 
pulling on the suspension cable and parachute shrouds draws Uhe parachute out 
of the tube. Wien the parachute and shroud lnes are fully extended, the release 
key cord becomes taut and poLls one end of the release key down. This allcws the 
rip cord to pull through the key and become detached from the parachute and tube 
which falls clear. The rip cord and meea! lanyard are retained by the aircraft. 
The parachute opens and suspends the flare 30 - 50 feet below Uhe aircraft. The 
parachute piHls the candle out of Uhe flare case which fails free.

The selective delay ignition device functions in a main er similar Uo 
the fuze used in Uhe Me 5 and Uhe Me 6 flares. The fuze is initiated by a wire 
pull cord witch passes through a hole through Uhe center of Uhe candle. The pull 
cord is attached Uo Uhe suspension cable in such a manner that it is pulled away 
from the primer and then released, striking the primer and Ignit^g Uhe powder 
pellets in the fuze plunger. The burning powder forces Uhe pointed end of the 
plunger into the Bickford Fuse which is ignited by flsme through holes ih Uhe 
plunger. The time fuse ignites the qulckmitch under Uhe fuze block which in 
turn ignites the quickmLtch and firecracker fuse stapled to the ignition com
position. The Ignition comecli^lon ignites the candle.
REMARKS:

This flare differs from Uhe MM 8 and Mods in that there is a selective 
delay between Uhe opening of the parachute and ignition of the pyrotechnic candle. 
The selective delay allows a single patrol plane Uo drop a flare ne^ the target and then get into oosiUlon for Uhe attack before Uhe flare discloses his position1;
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RESTRICTjJD

Dita

OVERALL LENGT....................................... 50 in.
DIAMETER of CASE..................................... 8 in *
WEIGHT  53 lbs.
BURNING TIME......................................... 3 - 5.5 nine.
INTENSITY .............................................. 800,000 candle

power.
COLOR .................................................. mate light .
EFFECTIVE RELEASING altitude . . 4000 - 25000 ft, 
RATE OF FALL (after ignition). . 700 ft/min.

ARMY-iUVY

AN-M26 FLARE

USE:

To provide iHimination for night bombardment; also ^y be used to blind anti
aircraft defenses.

FUZING:

M 111A2; M 111 Al; M 111J AN-M 146, MSB, M 144.

DEE^i^F^JPTIOB:

The flare ia enclosed in a metal cylindrical case with a rounded nose and tall 
fins. In the nose a M 111A2 fuze can be inserted and the tail end Is dosed with 
a shipping cover that has a handle attached and sealed by a strip of tape. The 
case is equipped with two suspension lugs 14 inches apart.

RELEASING METHOD:

This flare may be dropped frcm any bomb rack or shackle in general service ex
cept the Mk 35. For single suspension racks and shackles the aft suspension lug is 
used, being located at the center of gravity.

OFHUnOHx

Wien the flare is dropped, the arming wire is pulled all owing the vanes of the 
M 111A2 fuze to rotate. The hangwire ia retained and pulls off the cover of the 
stabilising sleeve cornpaatment. As the flare continues to drop, the tear wire and 
tear wire cord pull out the stabilizing sleeve, and the cover lock cord attached to 
the shrouds of the stabilizing sleeve unlocks and pulls out the cover lock. Mien 
the slf^eve is fully extended, the tear rire breaks all owing the flare to fall free 
stabilized in.flight by its fins and stabilizing sleeve.

Mien the nose fuze functions, the gases of the black powder booster forces the 
releasing cup cover out of the detachable cover, releasing the retaining pins from 
the groove in the flare case and freeing the detachable cover. As the detachable 
cover is pHled out by the stabilizing sleeve, a pull out cord pulls out the para
chute. Men the parachute opens, the flare stops with a jerk breaking the pull out
cord which allows the stabilizing sleeve assembly to fall free and pulling the entire 
flare assembly out of the flare case which then falls away* sudden stop also
pulls the friction wres through the igniters, starting the 6 second delay through 
the canter of the candle wiach allows full openlng'of the parachute.

The shook caused by the opening of the parachute is taken by the shock absorb
ers, made of copper tubing in a spiral or colled shape, and straightens out in ab- 
soroing the shock. After the parachute is opened, the delay ignites the first fire 
wtach ignites the cancU,e. Wen the first fire is ignited, the gases formed by burn
ing forces the rib retainer down and the spring loaded ribs jump out opening the 
glass doth spade.

REMARKS

The AN-M 26 flare can be dropped at air speeds up to 240 knots, but above that 
the stabilizing sleeve is apt to tear away. The M 26 flare cannot be dropped at 
air speeds greater than 130 knots for the same reason.
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RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH...................................................... . 37.0 in.
DIAMETER................................................. . 8.0 in.
W3IGHT.................................................... . 47.0 lbs.
BURNING TILE........................  . . . . 3 minutes
INTENSITY ............................................ . B00,000 candle

cower
COLOR ...................................................... . Yellow
EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTITUDE . . 2500 - 3000 ft

not over 200 mh.
RATE OF FALL AFTER IGNITION . . 700 ft./min.

U, 3, ARMY FLARE

M24 FLARE

use:

Subasltute standard for night observation and bombardment.

DESCRIPTIONS

31/ple cylinder without herneapherical nose or tall fina. Otherwise similar 
throughout to the AII-M2S without the nose tl/e fuze. '

OPERATION:

Similar to the AN-MS6 except that the hang wire acts directly to pull the 
parachute from the flare case.

REMARKS: ~~

This flare is not procured by the Navy. 
------------------------------------------- GRAY (MARKING IN BLACK)

36.95 MAX.

USE:

RESTRICTED U. 3. ARMY FLARE

Data: •

LENGTH ...................................................... 25.5 in.
DIAMETER OF CASE ........ 4.25 in.
WEIGHT......................................................
INTENSITY OF LIGHT .........................

18.0 lbs.
350,000 candle M8AI FLARE
power

COLOR OF LIGHT ................................... Yellow
BURNING TIME........................................ 3 mln.
RATE OF FALL AFTER IGNITION. . 500 ft.Aiin.

Emergency night landings.

DESCRIPTIONS
Cylinder containing an unshaded candle.

OPERATION: 
Similar to M24.

REMARKS:
M9 flare ie similar to the MBA1 except that the candle burns with a 

white light of approximately 250,000 candle power.
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RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF CASE . . 
DIAMETER OF CASE . 
WIGHT.........................
INTENSITY OF LIGHT 
COLOR OF LIGHT . . 
BURNING TIME . . . 
RAT E OF FALL AFTER

M9 H9A1
13.B In. . . 15.05 in.
2.0 in. . .

1.9 lb. . . 2.1 lb,
60,000 candle power 
Yellow . . .
1 minute . .

IGNITION ... 400 ft/min.

U. 8, ARMY FLAHE

M9, M9AI FLARE

USE:

This flare was designed to satisfy the requirement for a sm.ll parachute 
flare for reconnaissance.

DESCRIPTION: " “

Cylinder containing a candle and desgined to be projected with the AN-MB- 
pyrotechnic pistol, 

OPERATION:

The flare is discharged from the pistol and the delay fuse is ignited. 
The fuse burns for 2.5 seconds and ignites the expelling charge which expels 
the candle and parachute simultaneously igniting the candle.

REMARK S:

Till® flare is not procured by the Navy.
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RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF CASE . .......................21.4 in .
DIAMETER OF CASE.......................3.8 In.
WEIGH.............................................12 lb e.
BURNING TIME................................3 mlnutee
INTENSITY OF LIGHT..................250,000 candle power

U. 8. NAVY FLARE

TOW •

TARGET FLARE
Mt 1

USE:
Provides a target for both day and 

night practice fir!ng of anti-aircraft guns.

DESCRIPTION:
The flare consists of an iinminant tube and a cable container tube made 

of rocket paper and are joined end to end under the external metal reinforcing 
band. Both ends are closed by chipboard discs held in place with tape. The cable 
ring is attached to the snubber cable at the end which protrudes through the cover 
disc of the flare assembly. The snubber cable is attached to the base block with 
staples*

Friction wire is attached to the end of the snubber cable and extends 
through the primer compoas^ion which is adjacent to the quick mtch Which runs 
through a cardboard tube in the center of the illiminant. At the end of the 
quickmatch tube is a firecracker fuze terminating in the first fire com°ssiion which 
is in contact with the m.in iHminant charge.

METHODS OF STREAMING:
Designed to be used with a tow target release attached to the end of a 

steel cable. This type of release mectianiem^is used only for streaming targets 
from the plane after the cable has been reeled o'utt. Release ^^<^c^^iE^ms which 
my be found in service are:

1. Tow Target Release Ma-k 6 Mod 1. (obsolete)
2. Tow Target Release Mark 6 Mod 2. (obsolete)
3. Tow Target Release Mark 7 (obsolescent)
4. Tow Target Release Mark 7 Mod 1. (current)

My be streamed frm any plane from Witch an aircraft or anti-aircraft 
target reel can be muned.

OPERATION:
The flare slides back along the tow cable until the cable ring is stopped 

by the target release Force exerted on the snubber cable pulls off
the end of the cable container tube and the five solder snubbers are stripped 
off. The staples holding the snubber block to the base block are withdrawn by 
the pull exerted. Friction wire attached to the end of the snubber block is pulled 
through the primer. The flame from the primer ignites the quickmatch w.ich in turn 
ignites the fire cracker fuse igniting the first fire charge. The first fire 
compositon ignites the lminant.

CONFIDENTIAL

Data:
KEO 177 M78 M79

LHETH OF CACA (In.) 2E.fi - - -
DIAMETER OF CASE (in) 2.5 - - -
WEIGHT OF FLARE (lb.) 7.13 - - -
COLOR OF LIGHT Witte Red Amber Green
INTENSITY OF LIGHT 50, 207 , SO , 108,

(Candlepower) 000 OOO 600 500

U. S. ARMY FLARES

H 50

TOW FLARES
M 77 (T 18)
M 78 (T 19)
M 79 (T 20)USE:

M 50; Same as the Ma^k 1.
W77. M78, M?9: Assembly mri^^rs from 

wueh succeeding elements of a forming squadron 
or group of aircraft can form under conditions 
of poor vleibllity and consented traffic patterns.

METHODS OF LAUNCHING:
M&Q: Same as for the !Mu*k 1.
M7?. H78. M9: Standard tow cable is not to be used bv markers shall be 

launched from plane on one end of 60 feet of 3/8 inch manila line the other end 
of w^ich is attached to the plane fuselage, the bight of the line to be coiled 
in the fuselage.

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION:
Same as- for the Mark 1.

REMARKS:
Not presently procured by the Navy.
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RESTRICTED U. StNAVYFLARE

Data:

LENGTH OF CASE ................................
DIAMETER OF CASE.......................... ,
weighh....................................................
COLOR OF LIGHT. ..............................
INTENSITY OF LIGHT.........................

BURNING TIME.......................................
DELAY BETWEEN LAUNCHING AND

IGNITION OF THE MOD 0 . . .
DELAY BETWEEN LAUNCHING AND

IGNITION OF THE MOD 1 . . .

60.75 in.
9.5 in» 

08.0 lbs. 
Yellowish white 
1,000,000 candle 
power
4.45 - 5 mln.

1 mln. (approx.)

5.5 minutes

FLOAT FLARE

MM 17 
Mod 0

4 *
Mod 1

use:
1. To silhouette ships for torpedo homing or surface attack.
2. To Ulminate ships lying ih a harbor or roadstead for both aerial

and surface attack. *
3. To outline areas that contain surface unite.
4. To Ulminate enemy surface craft shielded by land from radar.
5. To illimlnate beach installations.
6. For iHimination of surface craft for attack under overcast.
7. For diversionary purposes.

♦

I

DESCRIPTION: x
Cylindrical body of sheet metal tapered at one end froifi 9 1/2 inches 

to approximately 4, which section hae a lead weight and four membrane covered 
ports approximately two inches in diam^e^^. The after end of the flare case le 
closed by a canvae bag containing a parachute. The candle is in a central tube -so 
moulted ae to keep the burning at the top of the flare by spring action.

OPERATION:
Wien the flare is rraoved from the box the adhesive tape on the cover 

is pulled off and memn^ies covering the ports in the nose are punctured.

The flare is loaded into the bomb rack with the pointed end of the flare 
toward th^-rar-ward. .end _o_f the plane.

Sufficient static line is pulled from the pocket in the parachute canvas 
bag to allow the ring attached to the end of the line to be eteu^td to the aming 
wire retainer on the rack or shackle.

On launching, a comiruition type fuze causes a delay before the pyrotechnic 
,c andie burps.............................    ... , ,

RMATCS:
1. Flares having a one minute delay fuze may be released at elevations 

between 100 and 4000 feet.
2. 5-1/2 minute delays may be released from greater altttudea.
3. Descent is at a rate of between 80 and 100 feet per minute.
4. A continuous iUmination of nine (9) minutes duration my be obtained 

by dropping a MOD 0 and a MOD 1 together.

FLOAT FLARE MK 17
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RESTRICTED

Data:
OVERALL LENOTH.................................. 25.4 In.
DIAMETER OF CAS............................4.25 In.
WIGTT . .........................................10.6 1b.
WIGHT OF FLASH POWER................ 7.75 lb.
FIXED DULLY . . ........ 55 Beeonde
DURATION OF FLASH............................1/5 eeeond
INTEHEITY OF FLASH........................ 150,001,110

candle power

U. 3, ARMY BOMS

PHOTOFLASH BOMB
M23AI

MOST EFFECTIVE RELEASE ALTITUDE 
4110 - 7110 ft.

USE:

Te provide light of high intensity and short duration for night 
photography from lew altitudes.
DESCRIPTIONS

The boob case is made of cardboard and closed Wth metal ends, one of 
Witch is maked "Front* to insure proper loading in the rack. This end contains 
the hang wire assembly just forward of the fuze assembly (M22A1J. The fuze 
assembly is made up of the friction wires attached to the hang wire, match 
comcsl,tionl quickmatch, delay element, upper and lower rings, and the base 
ignition cterge imedlaaely adjacent to the flashlight powier charge. The 
hangfire is attached to the aiming wire retainer.
METHODS OF RELEASE:

1. If the bomb has suspension lugs it ^y be released from a shackle 
or bomb rack.

2. Without suspension lugs it may be released from a flare chute.
OPERATION:

Wen the bomb is released the hangwire remains att^ced to the arming 
wire retainer. As the bomb drops the hang W^re pulls the friction wires through 
the mt ch camcsilsion of the fuze. The hang wW-re also out the hang wire
container allowing both the hang W.re container and the bomb to fall free. The 
fl^e from the mtch cotlpoeillon ignites a piece of quickmatch which in turn ig
nites a delay element. After 15 seconds the delay element Ignites the base charge 
of the fuze which sets off the flashlight powder s^rge. The flash lasts 1/5 
of a second.
RDUAXS:

1. Although the photoflash bomb M23A1 is considered to be obsolete 
by the Navy it has been included as the bomb may still be en
countered in the field.



RESTRICTED

BOOSTER

ARMING WIRE

SUSPENSION LUG

FLASHLIGHT POWDER

DRAG PLATE

/ TAIL FIN

FAHNSTOCK CUP

MECHANICAL TIME FUZE

-

100 LB. PHOTOFLASH BOMB, AN-M46
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RESTRICTED
Data:
OVERALL LENTT . .........................48.4 n.
DIAMETER OF BOOD . . . , . . . . 8 in.
WHGTT . . . .  ............................51.9 lbs.
WIGHT FLAST POWEE........................25 lbs .
BURNING TJtW............................................20 seconds
PEAK INTENSITY................................ 500,000 000

candlepower

ARMY - NAVY BOMB

AN-M46

PHOTOFLASH
BOMB

USE:
For night photography. (Developed 80 that planea engaged in night 

photography reconnaissance need not le limited to low altitudes,}
FUZING:

M 111 A2, AN.M 146, M 155, M 144.
MEKCaPTION:

In appearance it reaemblea a conventional light case lorib. Uaee an 
M 111A2 fuze in the noae, lut it le iaeued unfuzed. It also has two auspension 
lands for rack and etat&le auapension. Tas lox type tail with square drag plate 
closing off the tail vane assembly.
RELEASING METHODS:

Thia loml can he dropped from any loris rack or shackle except the Mk 35 
rack.
OPERATION:

Wen the loml la dropped the arming wire 1e pulled, starting the meehaniica. 
time fuze. Wen the time set on the fuze has elapsed, the flashlight powder la 
Ignited ly the fuze looeter. The resulting flash of light lasts for alout .20 sec. 
and haa a peak intensity of approximaely 500,000,000 candlepower.
REMARKS:

Because of the lriliance of the flash it is detrimental to the vision 
to watch the eclosion of photoflash lome. Extreme care should le exercised 
in handling these hecause the charge is very sensitive to friction, shock,
and temperature. Bomb should not le Jettsooned over friendly territory, as it 
may function on impact.
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TOP COVER (CLOTH)
RESTRICTED

PARACHUTE
(4‘ BASEBALL TYF^)

STATIC CORD
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IGNITER CABLE

VENT HOLES —
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MOLDED COVER 
i (gentexite)
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------- LOAD CABLES

=------ PRIMER
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(FIRECRACKER 
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„BOMB CASE 
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BOMB(TARGET IDENTIFICATION SMOKE) MK. 72 MOD. I
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RESTRICTED

DATA;

BODY LENG.................. .... ......................36 In.
bout mtawnT . . .....................................e-3/4 in.
WALL THICOESS............................................... 031 In .(»ppr)

U. S. NAVY BOMB

TARGET 
IDENTIFICATION 
SMOKE BOMB

Mt 72 Mod 1

WEIGHTS:

Type of Filling . . . Smoke Co^po81tJ.on (68$ Fire Orange 15$ Lactose,
12% Potascilm Clhorate, and 5% Asbestos shorts)

Total Weight ..... 45 lbB( (opprox*)

FUZING:

4 P1U1 Type ig^-ters

BOMB CONSTRICTION:

Bomb consists essentially of two units, a sheet steel bomb body casing, and 
a parachute assembly packed In a molded container or pack Wilch is attached 
to the bomb body by means of four bayonet Joints* The parachute pack houses 
a 4-foot baseb^l type parachute, the chute shroud lines, load cables, ig
niter cable, and static cord which extends out of top of pack. Bomb body 
casing contains a base block in the tail which Incorporates the igniter 
assembly, 12 vent holes, and 4 eye bolts. Load cables are attached to the 
eye bolts; igniter cable is attached to the pu.l type igniters. Bstween 
base block and nose are the upper and lower candle assemblies.

suspension:

Horizontal suspension by two lugs 14" ap^t, welded onto suspension bands 
Wiich are bolted to the bomb case.

OPERATION:

Upon release of bomb, the static cord is retained by rack or shackle to 
Waich it is attached. The static cord, t-hr'cn^h a series of short lines in
side the pack, removes the molded cover of the pack and pulls the parachute
out;. After the parachute is out, the static cord sepu*ates from the para
chute and is retained by the rack or shades. As parachute opens, the 
igniter cable Jerks out the four piHl igniters which ignite the priori. 
The pr^ers ignite the firecracker fuse running through the upper candle 
which in turn ignites the candle. The candle burns from the inside toward 
the outside, evolving colored smoke that permeates through holes in the 
candle case and escapes through vent holes in the bomb case. The lower 
candle is ignited by the firecracker fuse about the tm the upper candle 
burns out*

T^^al burning time is approximately 5 minutes, during which time the bomb 
produces a red-orwige smoke in sufficient volme to be seen at 15,000 feet 
for 10 miles, under nor^L conditions.

COLOR AND MARKINGS;

Olive Drab over^l. --------------------------

REMAIK3:

Bomb is used by air coordinator or by scout planes from battleships to 
pin point shore targets,

Geatest accuracy can be obtained by releasing bomb from altitudes of 
500 to 1000 feet.

Bomb can be carried on all external double suspension racks and shackles 
and can be released fTcra external suspension on all types of planes in 
any fli^t attitude. They can successfully withstand catapult launching 
and arrested landing.
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CONF ID 5 NT I AL

100 lb. TARGET 
IDENTIFICATION BOMB M84
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DATA: M0411, M75A1

OVERALL LENGTH . 53.1 In.
BODY LENGTH......................................39.0 In.
BODY DIAMETER............................. 8.2 In.
WALL THICKNESS.............................. 0.06 In.
TAIL LENGTH.......................  12.9 In.
TAIL WIDTH ......................................10.9 In.
tail weight

U. 3. ARMY BOMB

100 LB. TARGET 
IDENTIFICATION 

BOMB
M4L1
M7511

reiGRTSl

Type of Filing....................Red lion oxide (hermaite)
Weight of Fining ... 72 lbs.
Total Weight . . . . . 102 lbs,
Chg / W. Ratio

rUZINGi
M8841................. AN-Ml 47
M77A1 ................. 0800

BOMB COHSTRFCTIONl

The M84A1 and M7511 are identical with the exception of the fuze, and the two 
bombs are similar in contraction to the 1N-M47A2 chemical bomb« The body is 
of sheet mtal with box type tall fins welded to the conical section. The 
burster, M4, runs through the entire length of the bomb and is cloned at the 
forward end by a closing plug. 1 filling plug is placed in the fin cone of 
the bomb body to facilitate loading the hermaaite charge (red iron oxide). 
The fuze fits into the forward end of the burster.

REMARKS:

The M84 is intended for release by the lead or "Pathfinder" plane to indicate 
the bomb release line for bombers in formation when operations are carried out 
above an overcast and ground targets are not visible. The bomb was designed 
to produce a red smoke cloud which woiQd remain at the bursting point for a 
period of ten minutes under nor^l air comSi.tIons and woi^d be visible for a 
distance of 15 miles at an altitude of 25,000 feet.

The M75 is used for target identification in practice to mark targets on snow 
covered bombing ranges.

—■ ■ ——————
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confidential

BOMB, SMOKE, COLORED STREAMER, M87



DATA;

OVERALL LENGTH................................47.6 In.
BODY LENGTH.....................................40.5 In.
BODY DIAHEHTt  ................... 8 In.
WALL THIC1QEES................................ 0.06 in .
TAIL LENGTH ......... 11.5 in.
TAIL WIDTH .................................... 10.75 in.
TAIL WEIGHT

u. s. army bomb *

100 LB.
SMOKE STREAMER
100 LB. PRACTICE

M87
M38A2 (practice) 
M85 (practice)

WEIGHTS; MB7 M58A2

Type of Filing .... 8 M18 grenades sand and spotting charge
Weight of Filling 84.3 lbs.
Total Weight.................. 000 lbs. 100 lbe.
Ctlg / Wt. ^tio 84.3 %

FUZING;

The fuze employed in the M87, the M143, consists of a fuze body support mounting 
four bouchon grenade type fuzes and an aiming washer, and is threaded to fit the 
fuze adapter of the tube train. The four bouchon fuzes are moHfied by removing 
the standard delay and substituting a short delay mxture. The arming washer 
Is 2.5 In. in diamter and has four arms .75 in. vide and 1 in. long. The arming 
wire holds the arming washer over the bouchon levers unttll it is withdrawn.

BOMB CONSTRUCTION:

The bomb body consists of a sheet steel case with a filling plug in the base. 
The four tall vanes are welded to the truncated conB Mth box-type interior 
struts.

The M87 consists of an M5SA2 bomb case, a train tube, a grenade train, a closing 
plug, and a fuze. The tube train is a seamess steel tubing 3 inches in dia
meter and 40 inches long with a fuze adapter brazed to the aft end. Eight modi
fied M18 grenades filled with fast burning mixture are inserted into the tube 
to form the grenade train. Each grenade is mdified by cutting a center hole 
in its base and the bouchon fuze is orniited. The top of each grenade is coated 
wth a starter co^ninA which acts as the igniter for the adjacent grenade. 
Four strands of quickmatch are knotted and inserted in the center hole of the 
top grenade in such a mam er as to leave the knot and loose ends at the top to 
receive the fuze flash. The eight grenades are held apwt by spring steel 
separators. A threaded closing plug seals the tube and protects the grenade 
train, fr<m ml^itu^e. Tils plug be removed just prior to use. The bomb
is brought up to the weight of approximately 98 lbs. by filling the balance of 
the internal space with sand.

Toe M38A2 is a sand filled practice bomb with a spotting charge assembly, MlAl, 
fitted in the base. The primer and igniting charge are in the form of a blank 
loaded 28gauge shotgun shell fitted to the fuze. The spotting charge consists 
of 3 lbs. of black powder loosely assembled in a container.

OPERATION:

M87 - Wen the arming wire is ptHled, the bouchon springe throw off the arming 
w^her and handles, allowing the bouchons to fire. This action ignites the 
quickmatch in the center hole of the top grenade which in turn is ignited and 
gives off a thin smoke stre^er. Wen the top grenade has burned through, the 
quickmatch between the top and second grenade is ignited and in turn Ignites the 
second grenade. This process continues until the eight grenades have been 
ignited.

M38A2: - Wan the arming wire is withdrawn, the spring-loaded arming pin of the 
fuze is ejected. On im?act, the striker fires the blank shotgun shell and in 
turn the spottirg charge*

REMJAIKS:

The M37 colored stre^er smoke bomb is used as a visual signal to be dropped by 
the lead plane of a bomber formation when the target has been determined. Smoke 
emission begins approximately one second after release from the plane and con
tinues for approximately. 7,000 to 10,000 feet. The M38A2 is a practice bomb, 
sand filled, which is fitted with a spotting ch^ge.

A 100 lb. reinforced concrete practice bomb wth the same con tom*, wight, and 
center of gravity as the 100 lb. AE-1M3CA1 is being made to alleviate a temporary 
shortage of the M38A2 practice bomhe. Tfs ia the MB5»
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BLACK POWDER BOOSTER

CLOSING CUP

IGNITION OISC

STEEL PISTON

PISTON STEM

THRUST MEMBER

CANDLES

restricted

WOODEN NOSE PIECE

M89, M90, M98, 250 LB. TARGET
IDENTIFICATION BOMB
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24141 M89, MO, M98
OVERALL LENGTH .... 51.8 in.
body LENGTH .... 35.8 in.
BODY DIAMETER .... 10.8 in.
WALL THICKNESS . . . 0.27 in.
TAIL LENGTH .... 15.7 in.
TAIL WIDTH .... 14.9 in.
TAIL WEIGHT .... 7.7 lbs.

U, 3, ARMY BOMB-

250 LB. TARGET 
IDENTIFICATION 

BOMB
M89, M90, M98

Maannat

Type of Filling ... 61 pyrotechnic candles (Red, Green, or Yellow) 
Weight of Filling . . 95 Ibe.
T^te^ Weight
Chg / W. ^tio

fuzing:
Ai!-M116, M144,

BODY COTSTIRJCTION:
The body le a mooHied AN-M57 250 lb. GP. body with a closing cup riveted
to the base. An Integral booster of four ounces of blaok powder iB placed im
mediately behind the fuze seat liner and serves as an ix> ailing charge. A 
wooden nose niece fits around this booster and a steel piston in turn is seated 
in the base of the nose piece. A steel tube or piston stem is welded through 
a hole in the piston and extends from the blaok powder booster to the plywood 
ignition disc in the center 0£ the bomb* 31x wooden thrust members reach from 
the piston plate to the tail closing cup and serve to transmit stress to this 
cup without imposing any of the force on the candles. An 1/8 inch thickness of 
felt lines' the entire Interior cylindrical surface of the bomb. Tie 61 candles 
are in two banks of 30 and 31 and have their ignition ends facing toward the 
quickmatch strands stapled on the ignition disc which sep^ates the two banks.

TAIL CONSTRUCTIONS
The tail, in appearance, is a standard box type tall. -t is attached to the 
bomb by means of four spring latches fittnng into cutouts in the tall closing 
cup and which can be locked in place by stamped steel strips pivoting over the 
ends of the springe.

SUSPENSION:
Horizonal suspension by standard lugs, 14" apu't.

OPERATION: ' ' "
Wen the aerial burst fuze functions, the fuze booster ignites the black portlsr 
booster or expelling charge in the bomb. The force of the expand Ing gases from 
the booster acting through the piston and thrust mttmbrs throws off the fin 
assembly and expels the can<d.es.
Simultaneously, flash from the booster passes through the Dleton stem to the 
pl^ood ignition disc, and the quickmatch, igniting the candles.

REMARKS:
The bombs are used to form a pattern of red, green, or yellow colored light 
approxllnatily 100 yards in diameier around or on a target; the light should be 
visible from altnudes of 25,000 to 35,000 ft. day or night. They are used to 
spot individual targets once the general target area has been marked by flares 
dropped by Pathfinder plane*. The explosive charge in the T6 candles is ig
nited by the flare compoastion at the end of burning. These charges serve to 
prevent any remove! of the candlea by the enemy once the candles are on the 
ground.
The M89, MO, and M98 are identical, differing only in the type and number of 
oaindLei:

(1) The M89 contains 61 notn-dilay T4 candles.
(2) The M9O contains 57 non-delay T4 candles; 2 exploding T6 candles burning 

for one mlmete; and 2 exploding caned-ei burning for two mlnuuee.
(3) The MSB contains 31 non-delay T4 candles; 10 exploding T6 candles burning 

for one lelinte; 10 exploding T6 candles burning for 1.5 lllnulea; and 10 
exploding T6 candle* burning for two ^lr^ul<^^.

662970 0 - 45 - 22 360
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RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF 3IGUAL
(Without tall assembly)..... 6.0 in.

DLA^ETTH........................................................ l.g in .
D.ELA . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6 seconds
HEIGHT OF TRAJECTORY........................... 600 ft.

U. S, ARMY SIGNALS

GROUND SIGNALS
(PROJECTOR TYPES)

M 1? through M 22 aeries 
M 2? High Bursting Range 

Ground Signal

USE:
Primarily designed for ground use.

DESCRIPTION:
The signal 1s assembled In a cylindrical case, and equipped with a 

finned tall assembly for stabilization purposes. The primer is located In the 
head of the signal, and the propelling charge is contained in a small cavity under 
the head. The end opposite the primer Is closed by a press-fit cap to which the 
tall assembly is attached. The signal has a solid tall stem and an X-shaped fin. 
Embossed letters on the fin indicate the color and type of star(s).

Identification of Ml? through M22 series is as follows:

Designation Weight Color of Fin Embossed Letters Color and Type of Star(s)

stars

M 17 0.69 lbs. White WP Wht e-Parachut e 
supported star

M 18 0.74 lbs. Whit e WS of five 
stars

M 19 0.66 lbs. Green GP Green-Parachute 
supported star

M 20 0,76 lbs. Green GS Green-CCuster of five 
stars

M 21 0.64 lbs. Yellow AP Ambr-Parachute
supported star

M 22 0.71 lbs. Yellow AS Armer-CCuster of five

OPERATION:
The signal Is inserted nose first into Ground Projector, M3 or M4.

The projector is struck simrtly on the ground, causing the primer to strike the 
projector firing pin. The primer Ignites the propelling charge which projects the 
signal tail first for approximately 100 feet. The signal then reverses Itself and 
reaches an altitude of approximately 600 feet.

REMARKS:
The M2? Hljgh Bursting Range Ground Signal Is similar to above signals 

except that It has no tail assembly. It Is fired only from the Ground Signal 
Projector M1A1. The signal explodes at the top of Ite rise producing a flash 
and a puff of smoke.

SIGNALS, GROUND MI7
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RESTRICTED

Data:

OVERALL LEHOIT................................. 10.6 In,
DIAETET.............................................1.6 In .
DELLA . . . ........................................ 6 seconds
HEIGHT OF TRAIECCORY................... 600 feet

USE:
Primarily designed for ground use.

U, 3, ARMY SIGNALS

GROUND SIGNALS 
(LAUNCHER TYPE)

E17A’1 through M22A1;
ESLU; M52A1

DESCRIPTION:
The signal is assembled In a cylindrical case and equipped with a finned 

tall assembly for stabilization purposes. It 1s similar to the projector type 
but modified to be fired from a service rifle or carbine. This type has a hollow 
stem, which ie olosed by a cork plug and a wheel shaped fin. I,A1B211 series is 
the seme as the "Al" series except that the former indicates steel construction. 
Special cartridges are used to ignite the propelling charge. EmmoBsed letters 
on the closing cap indicate color and type of' star(s).

Identification of E17A1 through E22A1 Series, E51A1, and M52U., is 
as follows:

Designation Weeght Color of Fin mossed Letters Color and Type of Star(s)

E17A1 1.04 lbs. Wihte WP Wh t e-Parachut e 
supported star

E18A1 1.10 lbs. Whhte WS Wite-Clustsr of 
stars

five

El 9A1 1.02 lbs. Green GP Green-Parachute 
supported star

M20A1 1.10 lbs. Green GS Green-Cluster of 
stars

five

E21A1 1.00 lbs. Yellow AP Am er-Parachut e 
supported star

E22A1 1.07 lbs. Yellow AS Amer-Cluster of 
stars

five

M51A1 1.02 lbs. Red RP Red-Parachute 
supported star

M52A1 1.02 lbs. Red RS Red-CC^etsr of five
stars

OPERATION:
Remove cork plug from tail and place signal on rifle launcher. Place 

the butt of the rifle on the ground as far away as practical. Wien rifle is 
fired the cartridge fires the primer which in turn ignites the propelling charge. 
The signal travels approxl-mitely 100 feet and then reverses itself and reaches 
an altitude of approximtely 600 feet.

REMARKS
Use only .30 caliber rifle grenade cartridge when launching from a

.30 caliber rifle. Use only .30 caliber carbine grenade cartridge when launching 
from a .30 caliber carbine.
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RESTRICTED

LENGTH.................................................................10.15 in .
DIAMETER.............................................................. 1.08 In.
PERSISTENCE OF SMOKE................................20 to 30 aec .
BURSTING ALTITUDE . . . . . . . .600 feet

U. 3. ARMY SIGNALS

SMOKE
GROUND SIGNAL
T38E3 - T42E1 3eries

USE:
By artillery observers to signal or lay in a line of fire.

DESCRIPTION:
The external appearance is similar to ground signjaLs M17A1 series, and 

the internal description is similar to aircraft smoke signals of the T43-T47 series. 
TS8 to T42 inclusive will produce red, orange, yellow, green, and violet smoke.

OPERATION:
The signal is launched in the same maimer a? the M17A1 series. The fuze 

delay ignlt’es a relay and detonator Witch in turn detonates the EC powder and 
dye at a minimum altitude of 600 feet.

RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF BODY...........................................14.0 in.
DIA4ETER OF BODD .......... 1 .6 in.
BURNING THE................................. .... 22 seconds
WEIGGH  ......................................lib.

U. S. NAVY SIGNAL

ROCKET PISTOL
SMOKE SIGNAL

Mt 2

REMARKS;
For description and operation refer to Rocket Pistol Signal, T!k 1, 

Cosme, nage 361 .



RESTRICTED U. S. NAVY SIGNAL

Data:

LENGTH OF SIGNAL ..... 
DIAMETER OF CAS.........................
WEIGHT...............................................

. . 3.875 in. 

. . 1.625 in.

. . 0.37 lb.
HAND SMOKE

DISTRESS SIGNAL
Nk 1

USE:

Hand smoke distress signal.

DESCRIPTION:

The signal is encased in a wttl. cylin.d’ical body, one end of which is 
closed by a soldered cap and pull ring. The case can be held comfortably and 
safely in the bare hand during the burning period. The signal contains a 
pyrotechnic sm^l.e mixture and is water tight.

OPERATION:

The sealing tape around the end of the cylinder is torn off and the paper 
cap is removed. The null ring iB brought down over the rif. of the can and pressed
down, using the ring as a lever to break the seal.. The cylinder i« pointed away
from the face end a quick pull is exerted on the pull ring Wileh comes out of the 
can thereby igniting the smoke mixture. The signal should be held at arm's length 
at an angle of about 30° so that drippings will not fall on the hand.

REPA1RCS: "

This signal 1b to replace the Witte Smoke Grenade, HC, AI-K8, for 
emergency kits in life rafts and aircraft.



RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH..............................................................12.0 in .
DIAMETER.........................................................1.25 In .
BURNING Time OF BLUE LIGHT ... 1 to 1.5 aln.
BURNING TIME OF RED LIGHT . . . 2.5 to 3 Bln.

t

U. S. NAVY

NAVY RED LIGHT
Mk 1

NAVY BLUE LIGHT
Ms 1 Mod 1

(Hand Lights)

USE

Flare suitable for hand use.

DESCRIPTION:

The flare consists of a paper tube filled with a pyrotechnic coraposStion 
and attached to a wooden handle. The top of each flare contains a button of
ignition Miterial. A friction striker is provided with each signal.

"OPERATION:

The flare is ignited by scraping the top of the inside cap against 
the forward end of the pyrotechnic mix. Hold the flare In an inclined position 
while burning- to prevent drippings from burning the hand.

FRICTION IGNITER
NIGHT DISTINCTION HANDLES 

WITH DIFFERENT SHAPES AS SHOWN

CAP

STOP RING INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

—A
TAPE

COTTON

FRICTION STRIKER

------- CASING BOTTOM

LIGHT COMPOSITION 

COWOSTTION CASING

NAVY RED LIGHT, MK I & 
NAVY BLUE LIGHT, MK I, MOD I



CANDL

FELT PA

EXPELLING CHARG

DELAY FUZ

PROPELLING CHARG

PRESSURE CAP

SAFETY SCREW

SUSPENSION CABLE

IGNITER

COTTER pin

PULL RING

RELAY CHARGE

FLARE, TRIP, PARACHUTE M 48
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RESTRICTED

Data:

DIAMETER OF FLARE TUBE. . 2.5 in.
HEIGHT OF TRAJECTORY. . . 300 to 500 ft.
BURNING TIME........................... 20 seconds
INTENSITY OF LIGHT. . . . 100,000 candle power 
COLOR OF LIGHT.......................Whtt e to yeOlowlsh
EFFECTIVE ILLUMINATION. . Circle of 300 yds.

radius

U. 3. ARMY FLARE

PARACHUTE
TRIP FLARE

48

USE:

Primarily designed to give warning of enemy or infiltrating
hostile tioops. Seconddaily designed for illumination of enemy troops or signaling.

DESCRIPTION:

The flare conaiBts of a one-fourth inch pipe and a steel tube approximately 
2.5 inches inside diameter, which are attached to a base plate that contains a 
75 grain propelling charge. The steel tube contains a delay fuse, an excelling 
charge, a cand.e, and a parachute assembly. The .25 inch pipe and the flrirg 
mechanism are Joined by a coupling, and the pipe is threaded to the base plate. 
The firnig train is composed of a primer, an igniter, and a relay charge. The
firing mech&ni&m contains the pressure cap, pull ring and pin, safety screw, 
safety cotter pin, and spring loaded firing pin.

OPERATION:

A 20 to 30 pound pressure on the pressure cap or a tension of 4 to 6 
pounds on the pull pin releasee the firing pin and fir*es the primer. The primer 
initiates the igniter Wiich in turn starts the relay charge. The relay charge 
sets off the propelling charge which projects the iiuimtnatUjg shell through the 
large steel tube to a height of 300 to 500 feet. The propelling charge ignites 
a 3 second delay fuse in the shell. The delay fuze ignites an expelling charge 
Which ignites and expels a parachute supported candle from the shell.



RESTRICTED

Data:
LENGTH............................ . . . 4.375 In .
DIAMETER . . . .....................2.375 in.
WHIST . . . .....................................1.3 Ilsb.
BURNING TIME OF T 14 .... 55 sec. minimum 
INTENSITY OF LIGHT OF T 14 . 40,000 candlepower
BURNING TIME OF T 14E1 ... 90 aeo. minimum 
INTENSITY OF LIGHT OF T14E1. 25,000 candlepower

U. S. ARMY FLARE

ILLUMINATING
HAND FLARE

T 14 T 14E1

USE:
For front line use in investigating auspicious noises at night.

DESCRIPTION:
This flare is an M49 trip flare mo^fied in the following w^s:

(a) the bracket is omitted, (b) the top cap is replaced with a bottom cap, and
(c) a two-second delay is attached in the grenade type igniting fuze.
OPERATION;

The flare ^y be thrown by hand, or may be latched by using a grenade
launcher with the T2E1 adapter. Prior to release the safety pin is pulled. 
Functioning is the same as the st^da^d hand thrown cr launched grenades, except 
that the fuze ignites the flare oo[iosstion after a two-second delay instead of 
causing an instantaneous, detonation. The T1 tree suspension device for smoke 
grenades m.y be used if entanglement in foliage is desired.
REMARKS:

This flare iB not procured by the Navy.

RESTRICTED
Data:
LENGTH OF BOOD . . 
DIAMETER OF BOOD . 
BURNING TIMM . . . 
INTENSITY OF LIGHT 
COLOR OF LIGHT . .

. 3.6 m.

. 2, 5 in.

. lrnJin.

. 40,000 candlepower 

. Wite to yellowish
use:

For use see M 48 Parachute Trip 
Flare, page 335 .

U._ 3. _AR<Y FLARE

TRIP FLARE

_________________________

DESCRIPTION:
The flare has a grenade shaped cylin^'ical body, with a nose fuze that 

protrudes 0.875 inches from the head end. A m^ont^ng bracket and a spring loaded 
trigger meccumiBm are monted on a meeal base cap. The upper arm of the trigger 
is attached to a trip wre, and the lower arm of the trigger restrains the safety 
lever after the removed of the safety pin.
OPERATION: .... —

A pu.l on the trip wire rotates the upper trigger arm away from the fuze 
lever. If the trip wire is cut, the upper trigger arm, which is restraining the
fuze lewr, rotates away from the fuze lever but in an opjweste direction from 
above. A grenade type fuze is used but it has no delay element. The fuze 
ignites the flare instantaneously.
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RESTRICTED

Da'a:

LENGTH..................................................24.0 1n,
DIAMETER............................................. -5.25 in.
WEIGHT..................................................IB ia n.
INTENSITY OF LIGHH....................... 800,000 candle

power

U.S. ARMY FLARE

TREE SUSPENDED 
FLARE

T 25USE:
Intended for front line use in 

investigating suspicious noises at night.

DESCRIPTION:
This flare contains the candle of the AN-M26 Aircraft Parachute Flare, 

modified for tree suspension and electrical or piu.1 ignition. A pair of cables 
approximately 12 inches long replace the shock absorber of the ANJ426.

OPERATION:
The flare is suspended, by the cable provided, as high above the ground 

as practical. It nay be fired by an electrical or piH.1 device. The flare may
be set up for both methods of firing.

REMARK:
The flare is to be placed in advance of "front line" positions when 

such sites are accessible prior to or during lulls in enemy activities. The 
flare is not procured by the Navy at present.

RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF TUBE $.5 in.
DIAMETER OF TUBE 2.5 1ft.
WIGHT 3.5 We*
BURNING TIME 65 seconds
CANDLE POWER 100.000
EFFECTIVE ILLUMINATION Area 5C0) ft.

in dia.

U. 3. NAVY FLARE

TRIP WIRE FLARE

Mk 1

USE:
Designed for use at night by ground troops for the purpose of revealing 

the approach of enemy ground troops.

DESCRIPTION:
The flare case 1e a steel tube approximately 5.5 inches long and 2.5 

inches in diameter. Fixed to one end is a pull type, spring actuated firntg 
mecteniem to which the trip wire is attached. A^Q^osed in the tube are the 
primer, black powder charge, impregnated muslin disc, and pyrotechnic cot^possi;lon. 
Two 40 foot lengths of wire are av^l^able, musing it possible to have two trip 
wires running in opposite directions. A web belt is available for securing the 
flare to a tree.

OPERATION:
A tug of three lbs. or more on the trip wire draws the plunger and 

firing pin away from the primer and competees a spring which surrounds the firirg 
pin. As the plunger is pulled away from the firing ite notched end
disengages from that of the firmg pin, w!loh is then forced against the primer 
by the compressed firnig pin spring. The primer ignites 0.3 grams of black 
powder. The black powder ignites the impregnated muslin disc, and m turn the 
pyrotechnic cotm°sst:ion. The resultant gas pressure blows out the closure disc from 
the head and the flme from the burning candle illuminates the surrounding area. 
Wilte smoke given off by the flare does not interfere with the effectiveness of 
illumination.

REMAPS:
To prevent self illumination, the flare should be mom ted about 125 yds. 

foxward of own positions. WHe mounting the flare, a steel helmet should be 
worn and the head should be kept below and away from the top of the flare*
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RESTRICTED "

Data:

LENGTH (without spike) . . , 7.75 in. 
DIAMETER........................................... 1.75 in.
WIGGT........................................... 0.88 lbs.
BURNING TIME.................................. 2 min.
COLOR AND INTENSITY OF LIGHT

M 81 (T9) Red. 20,000 candle power
M 82(T10) Yellow 25,000 candle power
M 83(T12) Green 35,000 candle power

U S. ARMY FLARE

GROUND FLARE

M 81, M 82, M 83

USE:
To indicate to cooperating air elements a line of position or direction, 

and for troop recognition purposes.

DEJCRRPTION:
Flare cons lists of a paper cylinder containing a pyrotechnic cumooliion. 

It has a wooden base block with a 20 penny spike through it, and a mitch head 
covered by a removable plastic cup. A plastic film seals the plastic cup to the 
flare body. The outer head of the plastic cup has the scratching surface re- 
ouired to ignite the mtch co^Epolition.

OPERATION:
The flare is etuck in the ground using the spike as a support. The plastic 

cap ia pulled off and scratched against the match compolltion which ignites the 
flare.

REMARKS:
Not procured by the Navy at present.

RESTRICTED

Data:

WIGGT..................................................3 lbs.
WEIGHT OF BLACK POWDER STARTER 0.035 oz.

U. S. NAVY FLARE

TARGET

ROCKET FLARE
Mk 1

USE:
Used with the 3.25 inch rocket target Mce 10 and 11.

DESCRIPTION:
A pyrotechnic can<He, secured into a wooden body, is housed in a steel 

tube. An electric squib 1b located over the starter co:^polStion of the candle. 
A steel cup shields the ignition end of the flare, and squib leads are coiled 
inside the nose cap.

OPERATION:
Te^ off the adhesive strip and remove the cover. Place the flare over 

the nose of the rocket, and uncoil the squib leads. Fasten the alligator clips 
to the cotter pins of the leads and fire as nnrmrtly.

X
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RESTRICTED U. 3. NAVY GRENADE

Data:

LENGTH ......
DIAMETER..................
WJIGHT.......................
INTENSITY OF LIGHT 
DELAY .......................
BURNING TIME . . .

. 4.3 in.

. 2.1 in*

. 9.2 oz.

. 60f000 candlepower 

. 7 seconds

. 25 seconds

ILLUMINATING

HAND GRENADE
Kk 1

USE:
For Uliminatlon of enemy positions.

DESCRIPTION:
The grenade consists of two metal shells pressed together and sealed. 

The upper shell contains a Bouchon igniter and a delay fuze. . The bottom shell 
contains the iHminant comoeitlon, first fire, charge, Ignition charge, 
quickmatch , and disc.

OPERATION:
Hold the grenade in the hand, making sure the lever Is held tightly 

against the body of the grenade. PiQl the release pin and threw the grenade, 
‘..’hen the lever is released, the firing pin is freed to fire the primer. The 
primer Ignites the delay which bums for 7 seconds and then ignites the ignition 
charge. The ignition charge sets off the first fire csmposStisn Wich in turn 
ignites the illminant co^mDssilan. The gases from the ignition charge and 
first fire force the two shells apa't thus leaving the illiminant csm’osStisn 
of the bstsom shell free for burning.
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RESTRICTED
Data:
LENGTH OF CASE............................23.1 In.
DIAMETER OF CASE........................1.75 In.
BURNING TIME.............................. ;5 minutes
INTENSITY OF LIGHT.................... 40,000 candle

power

V. 8. ARMY FLARE

AIRPORT FLARE
MI3

USE:
To provide illumination for airplane landing at emeegenoy fields, aid 

to ilnimiiat* targets and objectives. To prevent iifiltratoon or surprise by 
enemy troops.
DESCRIPTION:

The flare consists of a cylinder 23.1 inches long and 1.75 inches in 
dia^^^^^. The top cover is sealed with a atrip of adhesive tape. A 7 inch hollcw 
chipboard tube is namined to one end of the cylinder.
OPERATION:

Remove the adhesive tape and slip the hollow tube over a rod stuck 
in the ground. Pull on the lanyard attached to the ignition wire to fire the 
flare.
REMARK

Not procured by the Navy.

RESTRICTED
Daba:
LENGGR........................................... 32. 0 in.
DLAMEETE....................................... 6 tn.
BURNING TIE................................6.5 nunutee
INTENSITY OF LIGHT.................... 800,000 candle

power

U. S. ARMY FLARE

AIRPORT FLARE M76
(TI5)

USE:
To indieate the end of a runway in a fog.

DMCRIPTIOB:
TiIb flare conesets of a cylinder containing a candle similar to but 

larger than the flare candLe of the AN-M26, and fitted with a socket base 
arrangement into wiich four channel shaped legs may be Inserted to hold the 
flare upright on the runway.
EESAN OF IGNITION:

1. Piu.1 release fork which holds a cocked firing pin.
2. Electric squib.

OPERASI3N:
May be initiated by the use of the electric squib or by pull on the 

release fork wiich allcws the spring loaded firLig pin to strike the primer. 
The primer acts directly to ignite the first fire cornmoosiion. The reminder 
of the operation is similar to that of the aircraft flare SJ-^E6.
REARS:

This flare is not procured by the *'avy at present.
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RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH OF FLARE . . . 10.75 IB.
DIAMETER OF FLARE . . 2.5 . In.-
WEIGHT OF FLARE . , , 5 lbs.
HEIGHT OF TRAJECTORY. 1000 ft. (approx.) 
INTENSITY OF LIGHT. . 85,000 candle power 
COLOR OF .LIGHT . . . Wlte
BURNING TIME . ... 60 seconds
RATE OF FALL AFTER IGNITION . . 6 ft./aec.

HIGH ALTITUDE 
PARACHUTE FLARE 

AND FLARE MORTAR

USE:
Used to iliiminate seaplane landing areas at night, and to illuminate an 

island base When low ceilings do not permit proper visibility from norml flying 
levels.

DESCAIMIWOF FLARE:
The flare consists of a cylindrical steel tibe body with a copper cip 

welded to the closed end of the tibe. The body contains an excelling charge, 
a pyrotechnic cand-e, and a silk parachute. Tie copper cip contains a fize 
assembly, a propelling charge (25 grams of a cornblnntion of sLnokeeees poWler and 
black powderj, and a standard shotgin primer.

DESCRIPTION OF FLARE MORTJAR
The mootar consists of a steel tibe 36 inches long and 2.8 inches in 

diameter. The tibe is screwed into a steel base plate 0.75 inches thick and 12 inches 
square. The base plate is provided w.th a central stud into which is pressed n 
hardened steel firing pin.

OPERATION:
Remove the closing cap from the end of the mortw. Attach a 30 foot 

lanyard to the brass release pin and insert the pin in the two holes drilled + 
transversely about 6 inches from the end of the mortar. Insert the flare into the 
mortar so that it rests on the trle^Br pin with the. copper end down. Fire the 
flare by pi-llng the lanyard, this removing the release pin. The flare falls 
to the bottom of the mortar, firing the primer. The primer sets off the propelling 
charge and ignites the delay fize. The expanding gases force the copper cip away 
from the flare and fill the bore of the mortar. The flare is propelled 1000 feet 
into the air, at which time the delay tiae Ignites the expelling charge. The
pyrotechnic cantUe and parachute are expelled, the expelling charge igniting 
the candle.

RDMRK3:
A siltable barter should be erected to shield personnel firing the 

flare. In case of a mafire, wilt at least 3 minutes before disassembling 
the mortar. Clean portar tibe after firing.

662970 0 - 45 - 23 3*1
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restricted
PRIMER

■PRESSURE RETAINING DISC
LOCKING NOT

CHARGE

FIRST FIRE COMPOSITION

•STAR CHARGE

SUSPENSION CABLE

PARACHUTE

OBTURATING CUF

PROPELLING CHARGE 
DELAY TRAIN

SHIP'S EMERGENCY 

SIGNAL MK
IDENTIFICATION

PRESSURE RETAINING 
DISC LOCKING NUT —

PROPJELLING CHARGE'

OBTURATING C

PRIMER

DELAY

EJECTION CHARGE

QUICKMATCH

STAR CHARGE

QUICKMATCH

STAR CHARI

SHIP'S EMERGENCY IDENTIFICATION 

SIGNAL MK 2
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RESTRICTED

GENERAL DDSCRIPTION:

The body of each signal varies 
in length according to its design. Each signal 
consists of a pressure retaining diac and disc 
locking nut, primer, four grams smokeeess powder 
propelling charge, copper obturating cup, 
delay train, ejection charge of approximately
l. 1 grams of black powder, and a signal of . 
pyrotechnic co^poestiion. All signal cups 
except the shower signals have a parachute for
m. i^-;^l.r suspension.

U. S. NAVY SIGNALS

SHIP’S EMERGENCY 
IDENTIFICATION 

SIGNAL
Mks 1, 2, 3, and 4

OPERATION: ■

The signal is fired from Sigml Projector Mk 1 or Mk 1 - 1. The signal 
is placed In the projector primer first where it rests against the retaining pin. 
A pull on the lanyard removes the firtag pin and allows the signal to descend 
against the firing pin W-th sufficient force to close the valve and fire the 
primer. The primer Ignites the delay train and propell-tag charge BlmlUtRneouBly. 
The gases from the propelling charge expand the obturating cup until it is 
secured t^htly in the bore of the projector. Increased pressure ruptures 
the pressure retaining disc, and the gases then escape through the openings In the 
retaining disc locking nut into the projector bore. The gases propel the signal 
approximately 600 feet. The ignited delay train burns until the signal reaches 
approximately the zenith of its trajectory and then ignites the ejection charge. 
The ejection charge ejects and ignites the signal pyrotechnics through a quick 
match and first fire commoeitien.
use:

Primarily used as ships' emergency signal.



PRIMER

PRESSURE RETAINING DISC 
LOCKING NUT

OBTURATING CUP

PROPELLING CHARGE

EJECTION CHARGE

FIRST FIRE COMOOITION

SMOKE COMPSITION

SUSPENSION CABLE

PARACHUTE

SHIP'S EMERGENCY IDENTIFICATION
SIGNAL MK 3

SHIP'S EMERGENCY IDENTIFICATION
SIGNAL MK 4



RESTRICTED

Data?

LENGTH.................................................... 5.124 in.
DIAHETER................................................2.49 in.
color.................................................... P.ed, white, green or

yellow
BURNING TdE ....... 25 seconds . 5 sec.

U. S. NAVY SIGNAL

SHIP'S EMERGENCY 
IDENTIFICATION 

SIGNAL
fls 5

(Star)

DESCRIPTION:
The closing cup is embossed for night identification. The star is 

parachute suspended.

RESTRICTED

Data;

LENGTH.................................................... 6.374 in.
DIAMETER............................................... 2*50 in.
COLOH...............................  . . . . Red, white, or green
BURNING TIKE..................................... 5 second.

'J. S. NAVY SIGNAL

SHIP'S EMERGENCY 
IDENTIFICATION 

SIGNAL
Mk 2 

(Shower)

DESCRIPTION:
De signed to give two distinct bu’sts. one with a short delay and one 

with a long delay. The closing cup is emtbseed for night identification..

RESTRICT®

Data:

LENGTH.....................................................9.124 in.
DIA'ETER................................................2.49 in.
COLOR.....................................................Heil, blcaek, green

or yellow
BURNING TUT................................2B sets. * S eec.

s. navy signal

SHIP'S EMERGENCY 
IDENTIFICATION

SIGNAL
Mk S

(Smoke)

DESCRIPTION
The closing cap ie painted the same color as produced by the signal. 

The eignal ie parachute suspended.

RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH.................................................... 6.124 Ln.
DIAEETER................................................2.49 In.
COLOR CGTSIHATIONS

(a) Ped - green - white
(b) Wilte - red - green
(c) Green - Wh.te - red

BURNING TKE OF EACH COLOR. 9 seconds 
DELAY OR INTERRUPTED DARKNESS

BETWEEN EACH COLOR. ... 1 second

U. S. -NAVY SIGNAL

SHIP'S EMERGENCY 
IDENTIFICATION 

SIGNAL
Ms 4

(Chaaelon)

DESCRIPTION
The eignal ie parachute suspended and designed to change color while 

burning, Otherwise the signal is similar to the Mk 1.



RESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH . . . . 
DIAMETER . . . 
BURNING TIME , 
DELLA . . . . 
COLOR OF STAR

18.0 in.
3.0 in.

26,seconds
27 seconds 
Red,yellow or green

U. 3, NAVY .SIGNAL

SUBMARINE 
EMERGENCY

IDENTIFICATION 
SIGNAL

Mk 2 and Mk 3

USE:
Used aa a subimrine emergency identification signal Wether the 

subimrine is submerged or on the surface.

DESCRIPTION:
The signal consists of a cylindrical aluminum case containing a grenade 

type pyrotechnic candle. The bottom end contains two delay elements. Y single 
star candle is attached to a parachute by an asbestos cord.

OPERATION:
The shell is projected from the standard submarine emergency iden

tification signal ejector, using comppeesed air as the propellant. The shell 
is fired by a lug at its base which projects beyond the side of the shell and rides 
in a groove in the ejector tube. As the shell is forced through the tube, the 
extended lug reaches the end of the groove Just before the base of the shell 
passes the muzzle door. Ther tripping lever is pulled back thereby cocking and 
releasing the firing pin lever and firing pin. The firing pin strikes the primer and 
the flash from the primer ignites a tme fuze. The time fuze burns Wile the 
signal is rising to the surface. The delay ignites the grenade ejection charge 
which ejecta the signal to a distance of approximately 350 feet. At the sum It 
of the trajectory the delay train flashes into the signal ejection charge and 
causes the parachute suspended star to be ejected.
REMAPS:

The MM 2 Mod 2 is obsolescent, being renlaced by the Mk 3 Mod 1. The
Mt 3 has slightly different construction from the' Mk 2 Mad 2. The maximum
launching depth is 160 feet.

The Mk 3 Mo 1 is similar to the Mt 2 Mod 1 except for the following: 
(a) a delay of 54 to 59 seconds, (b) a maximum launching depth of 285 feet, -and
(c) a sturdier construction to withstand pressures at a lower depth.

SUB EMERGENCY IDENTIFICATION 
SIGNAL MK 2, MOD. 2
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RESTRICTED U. 3. NAVY SIGNAL

Data:

LENGTH . . . 
DIAMETER . . 
DELAY. . . . 
3URNING TIME 
COLOR . . .

18.75 in.
3.0 in.

27 seconds
15 seconds
Black, yellow, green 

or red

SUBMARINE
FLOAT SIGNAL

Mt 1 Hod 1

U3E:
Used to mrk the position of a submerged submaine, and for signal 

purposes.

DESCRIPTION:
The fimig mechanism consists of a firing pin, firing pin spring, 

firing pin lever, and tripping lever or lug. The ignition system consists of a 
primer, time fuse, quickmatch, and starter mixture. The aluminum signal contains 
a smoke pot, smoke nurture, smoke pot cover, and central tube. The signal has
a nose cap and release valve.

OPERATION:
The signal is fired from a submerged subrnaaine, through a tube, using 

compreBeed air as a propellant. As the signal is leaving the ejector a tripping 
lever la raised by contact with a lug in the gun, cocking and releasing the 
firing pin lever which fires the primer. The primer ignites the time fuse which 
burns for 2? seconds. The signal is bouytunt and rises to the surface within the 
2? seconds fuse delay. The time fuse ignites a piece of quickmatch which in 
turn initiates the starter coimossiion* The starter com>pesiion sets off the 
smoke mixture.

HEMES:
The maximum launching depth is 162 feet.
The Mk 2 Mod 0 Si±imalne Float Signal is similar to the M 1 Mod 1 

" A maximum launching depth ofexcept for a fixed delay of 54 to 59 seconds.
2.65 feet, and sturdier construction.

SUBMARINE FLOAT SIGNAL 
MKI MODI
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U. S. NAVY SIGNALRESTRICTED

Data:

LENGTH .......................................12.0 in.
DIAMETER................................... < . . 1.5 In.
WJIGHT............................................... 2 lbs.
BURNING TIKE................................... .5 s econ da

WHITE ROCKET 
(MARINE TYPE)

Ml 1

USE:
A merotamt mu'ine rocket issued by the Navy.

description:
This signal consists of the rocket body, star pellets, propelling 

charge, clay headings, and closing cap.

OPERATION:
The rocket is fired by the AH-M8 Pyoteohnic Pistol and reaches a height 

of 250 feet. At the height of ite trajectory the rocket bursts. The falling
particles burn for 5 seconds.

REMARKS: .
This signal will be replaced by the Rocket Pistol Signal Kit 3 Mod 0 

(Shower).
FAC ROCKET (SNOWLAKE) - This is British rocket adapted by the U.S. 

but now discarded. The rocket head is 3.25 inches in diameter and 12 inches long, 
with a fin assembly attached, The burning time is 45 to 60 seconds. It is 
not to be used.
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RESTRICTED

Dtr:
LENGTH OF BODY. . . . ... . 14.0 in.
DIAMETER OF BODY. . . ... . 1.5 In.
BURNING TIME................ ... . 11 seconds
INTENSITY OF LIGHT. . ... . 60,000 candlepower
COLOR OF SINGLE STAR. . . . . Red, green, or

yellcw

U. 3, wavy SIGNAL

ROCKET

PISTOL SIGNAL

Mt 1 COMET
M 3 3H0WE

CHAI'ELON

USE:
Used for emergency Identification by surfaced submarines.

DESCRIPTION:
The upper section or signal chamber contains r pyrotechnic comooSHon 

rnd powder ejector chw'ge. The rocket moOor, Wiich Js riveted to the signal chaMier, 
contains one gr^ of black powder above a felt washer and 58 gr^s of black powder, 
Wiich is the rocket element. Foi spring loaded hinged v^nea, 4 inches long rnd 
1 inch -W.de, are attached to the rocket tube and foie and fit into the rocket 
chaMer, The rocket chamber is an aluminum container with a M 5 primer in its 
base. This unit receives the rocket moOor.
OPERATION: . »

The signal is find from the Submarine Rocket Pistol or the Pyrotechnic 
Pistol AN-M8. Release of the trigger fires the primer Which ignites the one 
gram amiliary propelling charge. This black powder charge propels the signal 
chamber and attached rocket mo Cor to about 30 feet from the pistol mutile. At this 
point the 58 gram charge cf black powler, which is the rocket element, takes 
effeot and propels the signal to a height of approximtely 650 feet. The 
rocket element ignites the excelling charge at the zenith of trajectory. The 
e^pHing charge ignites the etar and simultaneously ejects it. The single atar 
falls freely and burns out Just* before hlttirg the water,
REMARKS:

This signal replaces the chaeelon type, 3ub Maine Rocket Sigmd,
The Rocket Pistol Signal Mk 3 Mod 0 (Shower) Is similar to this signA. 

except that a bust shower Is produced Instead of a single star.
The Rocket Pistol Sign A Chsaaelon Is similar to this signal except 

that a variety of colors is obtained.

PISTOL, ROCKET SIGNAL 
MK I (COMET)

J
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RESTRICTED U. 3, NAVY FLARE

FLOAT FLARELENGTH OF FLARE. . . 
MAXIMUM DIAMETER . .
WEIGHT . . ......................
BURNING TIME . . . . 
INTENSITY OF LIGHT .

DELAY BEFORE IGNITION

* . . 37.2 in.
... 6.5 In.
... 26 lbs.
... 5 minutes
. . . 100,000 candle 

power
. . 5 minutes M 15

USE:
Used by PT boats in silhouetting enemy ships and for illumination. 

For diversionary purposes.

DESCRIPTION:
The flare consists of a wooden body housing a pyrotechnic column 

and having a metallic base to provide flotation stability. The top of the flare 
le closed by a cone shaped adapter which contains a bouchon grenade firing mechanism 
attached to a celluloid disc. Enclosed is 3.5 ft. of time fuse. The starter com
position is attached to the flash end of the time fuse. The iHuminant compostion 
is next to the starter commpostion.

OPERATION:
The flare is held horizontally with the right hand firmly grasping the 

bouchon lever and the left hand supporting the nose cap. The safety key is 
pulled and the flare is tossed overboard. Wien the bouchon lever is released, 
the firing pin is forced by the firing pin spring to impinge upon the primer. 
The primer ignites the time fuse. The time fuse flashes into a booster bag of 
starter compoosilon which in turn ignites the flare.

RBMAKS:
It is recommended that one man hold the flare Wille a second mn pud.la 

the safety ring.

SUB EMERGENCY IDENTIFICATION FLAREs 
MK 10, MK II, MK 12 a MODS



restricted U, 3, NAVY FLARE

Data! SUBMARINE
LENGTH OF FLARE BOOT. . . . 
DIAMETER OP BOOD...................

see 9e^5 111.
. . . 2.00 lAe EMERGENCY

BURNING TIME EACH INCREMENT ... 10 seconds
(Mk 11. Me 12 and Mode) 

BLACKOUT INCRIME39TS. . . . ... 6 eeoodda IDENTIFICATION FLARE
(Mk 11, Mk 12 and Mode)

WEGHT...................................... . . ..3.2 ise. M 10, 11, 12 and Mode
USE:

Ueed by surfaced subluelnoe to identify
the^e'lvan.

DESCRIPTION:
The flare case conelsta of a seamees steal tube, one end of wilch is 

cloeed by a steel closure diac. The firing ■edhuUsm, Wi^eh extends along the side 
of the flaere body, is attached to the baae casting, Which carries the closure 
disc and primer. The firing la enclosed in a brass housing wilch contains
the foH<™ing: (a) a brace shaft held in place by a cotter pin, (b) a firing pin 
attached to the brace shaft by a sear Joint, (c) a spring surrounding the firing 
pin, and (d) a lanyard attached to the braes shaft. The flare case contains the 
foliwring: (a) a black powder charge, (b) a starter compost ion, (c) a pyrotechnic 
charge, and (d) a steel■ cup riveted to the case closing one end. Two clamps are 
welded to the flare body for aounUng on the bracket fired to the subErlne bridge.
COLORS AVAILABLE:

W 11 Mod 1 Mk 11 Mod 2 Burning Tina
Green Yellow 10 seconds

Blackout Blackout Blackout 5 seconds
Red Green Yellow 10 seconds
Blackout Blackout Blackout j seconds
Red Green Yellow 10 seconds
Blackout Blackout Blackout 5 seconds
Red Green Yellw 10 eeoonde

rMP2- Mk 12 Mod 1 M.^2 Mod J?.. Burning Tine
Red Green 10 seconds

Blackout Blackout Blackout 5 seconds
Green Yellow Yellow 10 seconds
Blackout Blackout Blackout 6 seconds
Red Red Green 10 seconds
Blackout Blackout Blackout 6 seconds
Green Yellcw 10 seconds

OPERATION!
Moiuit the flare so that the firing ^^hanit^a points toward the deck. 

A vertical pull on the lanyard forces the brass shaft up, compeeeing the firing 
pin spring. The sear Joint between the shaft and firing pin la broken when the 
shaft is pilled approxlJMeely 0,6 inches. The firing pin strikes the primer witch 
ignites a smll charge of black powder. The flash f on the black powder ignites the 
starter comosstion wilch in turn ignites the pyrotechnic candle. Tile flare 
burns in four increments of 10 seconds duration add intervening blackout increments 
of 5 seconds.
REMARKS:

Flares that have been submerged below periscope depth should ba thrown 
overboard at the first opportunity.

The poceibility of detonation in any of the flares, and particularly 
in those with green pyrotechnics should never be lost sight of. For this .reason, 
personnel in the vicinity of the flares should be adequately shielded prior to 
flr:nig.

■t 10 and Mode are similar to the Me 11, MM 12 and Mode except that 
these burn with only one uninterrupted color.
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RESTRICTED U. 3. NAVY MARKER

Data:

LENGTH....................................  
DIAMETER................................ 
BURNING TIME ..................  
LENGTH OF FLARE . . . . 
DIAMETER OF FLARE . . .

. . . 29.0 in.

. . . 5.75 In.
* . . 2.5 to 5 hours 
. . . 10.0 in.'
. . . 3.0 in.

MARINE MARKER

T 2

USE:
Used as a mfker for ships and subrnrl^es.

"desjCRpTWN "" ""
The marker conaiats of a cylinder with an outer metal cap that encloses 

a plastic disc. Two orifices or water porta allow water to enter into the 
interior of the marker. A central tube contains potasaiim bisulfate and sodium 
nitrite . Coarse ^gnesiiim aluminum phosphide and excelsior surround the central tube. 
A bag of calcuum phosphide and a bag of fine magnesium aluminum phosphide are 
placed near the water ports.

OPERATION:
The murker ie launched, the plastic cover disc breaks and water enters 

the orifices. Water reacts with the c^cuim phosphide and m^^^s^um aluminum 
phosphide to form PH3 and P0R4* W*aer causes a chemical reaction bettween 
potassum bisulphate and sodium nitrite yielding oxides of nitrogen and oxygen. 
The gases from the above unite at the outlet pipe and PH, and P_H. are consequently 
spontaneously ignited.. 0 24
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CONFIDENTIAL

FALSE TARGET SHELL MK I
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comudemtial

Dts
LENGTH OF CJOt......................10.0 in.
DIAMETER OF (MAE..................3.0 1 n.
DELI ....................................27 aecorsle
PERSISTENCE OF ECHO ... 4 to 10 mltnitm.

U. 31 JWI IAW1T. SHELL

FALSE TARGETSHELL
Mk I

FALSE TARGET CAN 
MK 2

USE:
To confuse and disrupt enemy underwater echo ranging.

mboiiptiow:
The external appearance is similar to the Submarine Enefgency Signal Mt 2 

Mod 2. The shell holds six meH cups 2.79 in. in diameter and 1.175 in. in depth 
fillrt with a lithim hydride prrtffin mixture. The base of the shell contains a 
primer, time fuse and 20 gram charge of a^^el^^s powder. Attached to the base is a 
firing mechanism wth-ch is used ^th the stwdard emergency identification signal 
ejector.
OPERATION:

The shell is projected from the standard emergency Identification signal 
ejector using 200 lbs. per square lnoh air pressure if possible. The shell is fired 
by a lug at its base Wh.ch projeots beyond the side of the shell and rides in a groove 
in the ejection tube. As the shell is forced thru the tube, the extended lug rlaotls 
the end of the groove Just before the base of the shell passes the ■yuKle door* The 
tripping lever is pulled back thereby cocking and releasing the firing pin lever and 
firing pin. The firing pin strikes the primer and the flash from the primer ignites 
a length of time fuse coiled in the base' of the stoll. The time fuse bu^ns for 27 
seconds, and then ignites the 20 grams of powder which ejects the six oups
of lltili^■ hydride. Wien the l^hlm hy^ide contacts the water, a chemical reaotlon 
occurs wh.ch yields firn hydrogen buhbbea. The hydrogen bubbles return an eoho of the 

order and a^■^li,tndl as that returned by a anlnaalne.
REMARK:

False target shells ■ should be segregated from pyrotechnics and other ammrii- 
tion comcnente, and should be kept in a dry atmosphere.

FALSE TARGET CAN MK 2 is similar to the false target shell in r.l respects 
except that it has nine cups instead of six.
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